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COINAGE AND THE SETTLEMENTS OF THE CORIELTAUVI IN
EAST MIDLAND BRITAIN
JEFFREY MAY

IN the Iron Age, East Midland Britain was geographically quite different from its present-day
configuration, and this difference has a direct bearing on our understanding of the region's
archaeology in general and its coinage in particular.1 Recent research suggests that a vast area
around the Wash, and perhaps also the middle reaches of the river Humber, consisted of
marshes, creeks, low islands or even open sea,2 and much of the land at present below about
7m O.D. seems unlikely to have carried substantial Iron Age settlement. The East Midlands
were virtually isolated from East Anglia, except by sea across the mouth of the Wash from the
Norfolk coast around Snettisham to the south-eastern tip of the Lincolnshire Wolds. The
Oxfordshire-Northamptonshire uplands extend northwards through Leicestershire and south
Nottinghamshire, but in a corridor of higher ground narrowing to no more than a width of
about 10 km through the Parts of Lincolnshire south of the river Witharn traditionally known
as Kesteven. North and east of the Lincoln gap, where the Witham cuts through the
northward-running Jurassic limestone hills, is a discrete tract of land, formed of limestone and
chalk, with the intervening valleys of the lower Witham and the river Ancholme, that
comprises Lincolnshire's Parts of Lindsey. It is this region of Lindsey which plays a key role
in the story of the East Midland Iron Age coinage.
We have no secure historical information about the East Midlands in the Iron Age, and only
from 2nd century AD Ptolemy do we learn that hereabouts were people called the Corieltauvi,
whose chief poleis were at Leicester and Lincoln.3 Both places, of course, have seen intensive
occupation from the late first century AD to the present day, and it is not surprising that only very
recently has evidence begun to appear to contradict those who would attribute their foundations to
the Romans. Neither site yet figures prominently in Iron Age archaeology, although both have
recently produced traces of Iron Age settlement, including coins from Leicester.
The first unequivocal evidence for a major Iron Age settlement in the East Midlands came
as recently as 1960, with the excavations of Margaret Jones at Old Sleaford, in Kesteven.4 The
site is famed for the discovery of 4,290 fragments of pellet moulds,5 probably used in minting
Iron Age coins and by far the largest such deposit in Europe. It is known also for elegantly
fashioned pottery, found in a great complexity of ditches over a wide area, suggesting a

1
T h i s paper results from a lecture given to the British
Numismatic Society on 26 April 1994.
2
B.B. Simmons, 'The Lincolnshire Car Dyke: navigation
or drainage?', Britannia 10 (1979), 183-96; B.B. Simmons,
' I r o n A g e and Roman coasts a r o u n d the W a s h ' , in
Archaeology
and Coastal Change, edited by F.H. Thompson
(London, 1980), pp. 5 6 - 7 3 ; B.B. S i m m o n s , 'Iron Age and
R o m a n coasts around the W a s h ' , in Atlas of
Lincolnshire,
edited by S. Bennett and N. Bennett (Hull. 1993), pp. 18-21.
3
For the name 'Corieltauvi' rather than ' C o r i t a n i ' , see
R.S.O. Tomlin, 'Non Coritani sed Corieltauvi',
Antiquaries
Journal 63 (1983), 3 5 3 - 5 & further bibliography pp. 360-1,
n.2; R.S.O. Tomlin, 'Roman Leicester, a corrigendum: for
'Coritani' should we now read 'Corieltauvi'?', Transactions of
the Leicester Archaeological & Historical Society 58 (1982-3),

1 - 5 and further bibliography; M.W.C. Hassall & R.S.O. Tomlin,
'Roman Britain in 1992. II: Inscriptions', Britannia 24 (1993),
318 & pl. I5B. For Lincoln, see J. May, 'Iron Age Lincoln?', in
M.J. Darling and M.J. Jones, 'Early settlement at Lincoln',
Britannia 19 (1988), 50^1. For Leicester, see P. Clay and J.E.
Meilor, Excavations at Bath Lane, Leicester, Leicester Museum
Publication 95 (1988); R Clay, Leicester before the Romans,
Leicester M u s e u m Publication 95 (1988); R Clay and R.
Pollard, Iron Age and Roman Occupation in the West Bridge
Area, Leicester, Excavations
1962-1971,
Leicester Museum
Publication (1994).
4
M.U. Jones, 'Sleaford', East Midland
Archaeological
Bulletin 6 (1963), 5 - 6 ; S.M. Elsdon, forthcoming.
5
Correcting earlier c o u n t s , which omitted very small
fragments.
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settlement of wealth and importance. The settlement, however, now unfortunately lies beneath
a housing estate; its exploration is difficult, and its Iron Age coin-list is short. Similarly at
Ancaster, 10 km west of Old Sleaford, excavations encountered a sizeable Iron Age
settlement, although here, with nineteen Iron Age coins now recorded, we are some way
towards the number which could be thought amenable to generalization.
In parallel with the 1960s excavations at Old Sleaford and Ancaster came Derek Allen's
work on the East Midlands coinage, culminating in his masterly study of 1963.6 Evans in 1890
had revised his opinion that the northern Iron Age coins belonged to the Brigantes, noting that
find-spots suggested attribution to the Corieltauvi farther south. 7 More provenanced coins
allowed Allen to confirm their East Midlands origin, to reaffirm their attribution to the
Corieltauvi, and to establish a classification and chronology, despite the availability then of no
more than about 370 specimens. The number of recorded coins has now reached over 2,200,
largely as a result of metal detecting, and it is a tribute to Allen's perspicacity that his 1963
interpretations for the most part still hold good.
The greater number of coins provides new scope for typological refinement of the series,
and above all for the study of distributions and site-lists, where for the first time statistical
methods can be attempted. It has to be understood, however, that the new coins are not always
accompanied by the highest standard of recording. Whilst knowledge of the finders, dealers
and collectors, numbering some hundred and fifty individuals, allows most coins to be
recorded fairly confidently at least to parish or site provenance, and sometimes to field or part
of field, the photographic records are often adequate for allocating coins only to types rather
than to classes or individual dies. Similar criticism, however, can be levelled against the pre1963 records, where provenances sometimes have to be taken on trust, where fresh weighings
sometimes produce different results, and where photographs are often murky and inadequate
for die-linking. Classification is made even more difficult by the frequency of coins struck
from very worn obverse dies, and from dies substantially larger than the blanks, which often
results in important details being off the flan.8 In addition, die axis measurements and
metallurgical analyses are still too few to provide more than hints and pointers for future
research. Many coins have disappeared through trade into unknown private collections, and
only the chance of further sightings can improve some individual records. It follows that we
are still a long way from establishing die-chains and studying die degradation, which would be
the ideal starting point for reconstructing the development of the series.
A corpus and discussion of the new material requires extended publication in monograph
form. 9 This paper is chiefly confined to observations on the earliest coins and their
distribution, together with suggestions as to how such distributions together with site-lists can
be used as an integral part of the wider archaeological record in an attempt to reconstruct the
historical geography of the East Midlands Iron Age. It draws upon records gathered over the
last thirty years, until 1987 in collaboration with the late Henry Mossop, whose wide contacts
greatly enhanced the data-base, and whose eye for die links, derived from his earlier work on
Anglo-Saxon coins, 10 initiated this area of study in British Iron Age numismatics on a wider
basis than within individual hoards.

6
D.F. Allen, 'Brigantes or Coritani? To what tribe do the
Yorkshire h o a r d s b e l o n g ? ' , Transactions
of the Yorkshire
Numismatic
Society 52"no. 1 (1960), 1 0 - 1 9 ; D.F. A l l e n ,
'Celtic C o i n s ' , in Map of Southern Britain in the Iron Age,
(Chessington, Ordnance Survey, 1962), pp. 19-24, pull-out,
and map p. 30; D.F. Allen, 'The origins of coinage in Britain:
a r e - a p p r a i s a l , ' in Problems of the Iron Age in Southern
Britain,
e d i t e d by S.S. F r e r e ( L o n d o n , I n s t i t u t e of
Archaeology, Occasional Paper no. 11, no date, but 1961);
D.F. Allen, 'Celtic coins from South Ferriby', Hull Museum

Publication
2 1 4 ( 1 9 6 3 ) , 3 3 - 6 ; D.F. A l l e n . Coins of the
Coritani, SCBI 3 (1963).
7
J. Evans, Coins of the Ancient Britons, (London, 1864.
and Supplement, 1890).
8
B. Roth, 'A large hoard . . . at South Ferriby', NC ser. 4, 8
(1908), 51; C.de Micheli, 'The shape of the dies of the early
staters of the Corieltauvi', Yorkshire Numismatist 2 (1992), 5 - 9 .
9
J. May, forthcoming.
10
H.R. Mossop, The Lincoln Mint c890-1279,
(Newcastleupon-Tyne, 1970).
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It has been commonly supposed that coinage in the East Midlands began with the appearance
of gold staters derived from Gallo-Belgic imports, themselves ultimately derived from the
Macedonian philippus. It is possible, however, that two other small groups of coins may be
earlier. Attention has been drawn recently to an unusual type of scyphate gold coin (pi. 1, 16),
weighing about 1.4 g. 11 Although the first find came to notice only in 1981, there are now
records of twenty-eight. It has been suggested that they are quarter-staters accompanying the
early staters,12 and that view could be further strengthened by noting that their weight is similar
to quarter-staters elsewhere, and to the earliest East Midlands silver coins, which could be
regarded as their successors in a developing monetary system. That is to minimize the
significance of their strikingly different designs, however, and also, more importantly, of their
extremely cup-shaped form and thinness (which cannot really be appreciated from photographs),
which would seem to make them more fragile and difficult to use than ordinary quarter-staters. It
seems surprising that these awkward pieces should have been made at a time when the altogether
easier-to-handle dish-shaped staters were in use. The fineness of the scyphate gold is variable,
although generally comparable or slightly higher than that of the earliest stater Types A or C
(fig. 4). Whatever their relationship to the staters, the scyphate gold nevertheless represents very
early minting in the East Midlands - presumably pre-Caesarian, and perhaps a good deal earlier.
Good evidence for their date, however, is at present lacking.
The distribution of the scyphate coins (fig. la) spreads thinly across the region. But it seems
to differ from that of the staters in showing less concentration on the Wolds in Lindsey, and it
has an interesting and unusual sprinkle along the river Trent. The distribution by itself at

11
J. M a y , ' T h e earliest gold coinages of the Corieltauvi'?', in
Celtic Coinage: Britain and Beyond, edited by M. Mays, BAR
British Series no. 222, (Oxford," 1992), pp. 113-21.

12
John Sills, lecture to the Celtic Coin Study G r o u p ,
Nottingham, 1993.
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present would not support a simple and contemporary two-denominational structure during the
early East Midland gold period.
There is one further pointer to the very early use of coins in the East Midlands. There have
been several recent finds of prototype or so-called 'Thurrock' type cast potin coins - with leftfacing obverse bust and on the reverse a charging bull right, with or without the letters M A
above it (pl. 1, 17). Hitherto thought confined to south-eastern Britain with no more than two
or three outliers in East Anglia, 13 we can now see another thin distribution across the East
Midlands (fig. lb). In marked contrast, there is a total absence at present of flat linear potin
coins of the Kentish Class I types, and there are only two recorded examples of the later
Kentish Class II types. Haselgrove's work in northern Gaul suggests that Allen's 1936 dating
of these coins to the early first century BC or even the later second century BC was correct, 14
and there seems no reason to believe that their appearance in the East Midlands was any later
than their use elsewhere.
Allen derived the earliest struck gold staters in the East Midlands from Gallo-Belgic C
types, which were current in northern Gaul and which were imported in some number into
south-eastern Britain early in the first century BC. Of all the British derivatives of GalloBelgic C, the East Midland staters are arguably the closest in style, and although their weights
and fineness are decidedly lower, near contemporaneity seems to be implied. Allen's
explanation that there were invasions of Belgae from Gaul into the Humber region is, on
various archaeological grounds, unlikely and certainly unproven, and there is not yet a single
example of a Gallo-Belgic C coin from the region.
Archaeologists and numismatists have long argued about how to correlate the appearance of
Gallo-Belgic coins in Britain with events known from history, with the early invasions ex
Belgio mentioned by Caesar, 15 competing for a simple answer with later Belgic preparations
for the war with Rome. 16 The answer, however, may not be so simple. The Gaulish coins,
together with their British derivatives, form a very complex sequence of interrelated issues,
not at all likely to have resulted from events like invasion or sudden emergencies. The best
historical context, if one were needed, might be the hegemony during the high kingship of
Diviciacus, intimated by Caesar and supposedly around 100 BC, which need not be nullified
merely because the early British coins are unlike those of the Suessiones. 17 Such a
relationship, extending over a longer period, would at least allow political and economic
associations between Britain and the continent a more appropriate time to develop such a
complexity of issues. Archaeologists, however, been proved wrong so often when attaching
archaeological data to historical events, that particularly compelling evidence is now felt
necessary before such correlations can be happily accepted. In this period, moreover, we have

13
Tony Gregory, 'Three cast prototypes of Iron Age potin
coins', Norfolk Archaeology 37 (1980), 3 4 1 - 3 .
14
D.F. A l l e n , ' B r i t i s h tin c o i n a g e of the Iron A g e ' ,
Transactions
of the International
Numismatic
Congress
(1936), pp. 351-7; D.F. Allen, 'British potin coins: a review',
in The Iron Age and its Hillforts, edited by M. Jesson and D.
Hill, ( S o u t h a m p t o n , 1971), pp. 1 2 7 - 4 8 ; C. H a s e l g r o v e ,
' A r c h a e o l o g i c a l evidence for the dating of Iron Age potin
c o i n a g e : the case of S c h e e r s 1 9 1 ' , Actes du Xle
Congres
International de Numismatique . . . Bruxelles, 8-13 Septembre
1991 (Louvain-la-Neuve, 1993), Vol. II, pp. 11-20.
15

D.F. A l l e n in S.S. Frere, see note 6; W. R o d w e l l ,
'Coinage, oppida and the rise of Belgic power in south-eastern
Britain', in Oppida in Barbarian Europe, edited by B. Cunliffe
and T. R o w l e y , B A R , S u p p l e m e n t a r y Series 11 (Oxford,
1976).
16
J . R C . K e n t , ' T h e o r i g i n s and d e v e l o p m e n t of C e l t i c

c o i n a g e in B r i t a i n ' , Actes
du Colloque
International
d'Archeologie,
Rouen (Rouen, 1978), pp. 3 1 3 - 2 4 ; J.P.C. Kent,
'The London area in the late Iron Age: an interpretation of the
earliest coins', Collectanea Londoniensia: Studies presented to
Ralph Merrifield,
( L o n d o n and M i d d l e s e x A r c h a e o l o g i c a l
Society, Special Papers no. 2, 1978), pp. 5 3 - 8 ; J.P.C. Kent,
'The origins of coinage in Britain', in Coinage and Society in
Britain and Gaul, Some Current Problems,
edited by B.
Cunliffe (London, Council for British Archaeology, Research
Report no. 38, 1981), pp. 4 0 - 2 .
17
Derek- Allen's objection, pers. comm. For the most recent
discussions of the earliest British coins, see A. Fitzpatrick,
'The roles of Celtic coinage in south east England', in Celtic
Coinage: Britain and Beyond, edited by M. Mays, (Oxford,
BAR, British Series no. 222, 1992), pp. 1 - 3 2 & pl. I, and C.
Haselgrove, 'The development of British Iron-Age coinage',
NC (1993), 3 1 - 6 4 .
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no means of knowing the significance to Iron Age minds of the few historical events which
interested the Romans, which happen to have been recorded by them, and which happen to
have survived to our own day. All one can safely say is that archaeology, numismatics and
history alike show that connexions between Britain and the continent were close from about
the end of the second century BC. What caused them may always prove as elusive as in other
periods of prehistory when continental relationships appear particularly close.
It is currently common in archaeology to divide Iron Age Britain into southern 'core' tribal
regions, closest to continental influence and innovation, and an outer 'periphery' of people
such as the Corieltauvi,18 conveying something of a diffusionist image of less advanced tribes
in some way dependent upon more civilized ones. Geography and environment could well
allow a more patchy scene in Iron Age Britain, and indeed there are some relatively backwardseeming regions in the south and more advanced enclaves elsewhere. The East Midlands
would have been easily accessible from the continent, since the first landfalls are no more than
a few days sailing from Gaul along the east coast. No doubt there were navigable creeks and
inlets then as now around the Wash and along the Lincolnshire coast and Humber estuary, as
well perhaps as landing places along the region's inland waterways.19 Allen's perception of
close and direct connexions between the early East Midlands coinages and those on the
continent, even without southern British intermediaries, need cause no disquiet. 20
Allen also suggested that the earliest East Midlands staters were themselves the prototypes
for the earliest coins in the Catuvellaunian-Trinovantian area north of the Thames.21 That idea
seems less plausible, but current work on the north Thames coins will perhaps shed further
light on any such relationship.
Without much larger numbers of properly recorded coins, it is difficult at present to decide
which criteria to use in classification. Traditional methods make use of differences which are
more or less attractive to the modern eye, but we have no means of knowing that what seems
numismatically useful today ever accorded with Iron Age perceptions and purposes. In
general, the obverses of the East Midlands uninscribed staters appear less distinctive than the
reverses. Derived from Gaulish and Greek Apollo heads, from the outset they have lost
obvious human resemblance and seem merely conventional patterns. There are some
differences of design which could be important, but for many types, obverse dies were often
allowed to wear until they bore little or no trace of the design. By contrast, reverse designs
have always seemed more significant. They retain recognizable horses, however stylized.
Different symbols beneath horses on the Greek prototypes distinguish mints, and symbols
similarly placed are also prominent on the derivatives. Moreover, reverse dies were always
replaced before becoming severely worn or damaged, suggesting that their designs might have
been particularly significant to Iron Age issuers or users.
Allen used reverse designs to distinguish two parallel series of early East Midlands staters,
British H with a right-facing horse, and British I with a left-facing horse. His 1961 view, that
British H is found mainly in Lincolnshire, while British I is more 'inland and north' of British
H, and 'spread so far round the central area that they make contact with the northward probes
of British A and B', 2 2 is less obvious now with more coins on the maps, but the fundamental
division remains attractive. We should follow Allen rather than Van Arsdell 23 when refining
the classification of British H and I. Allen noted that both types show some coins with a pellet

18
B. Cunliffe, Iron Age Communities in Britain. 3rd edition
(London, 1991). p. 546.
19
S. Pawley, ' M a r i t i m e trade and fishing in the Middle
A g e s . . . and 1 5 0 0 - 1 7 0 0 ' , in An Historical
Atlas of
Lincolnshire,
n. 2 above; H. Irving, The Tidal Havens of the
Wash and Humber, 3rd edition (St. Ives. Cambs., 1983.)

20

See note 6, D.F. Allen, Coins of the Coritani, p. 10.
See note 6, D.F. Allen in S.S. Frere, 1961, p. 109.
See note 6, D.F. Allen in S.S. Frere, 1961. p. 108.
23
R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic Coinage of Britain (London,
1989), pp. 215-23.
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symbol below the horse, and others with a rosette similarly placed. The pellet types, which he
called Corieltauvian A and C, are closer to the Gaulish prototypes, and are likely to be older
than the rosette types B and D. Furthermore, the mean weights of the pellets types are higher
than the mean weights of the rosette types, 24 and they tend to have slightly larger flans, being
c. 19mm rather than c. 17mm in diameter (pi. 1, 1 and 3-5).
The earliest type, British H or 'Corieltauvian' Type A, remains rare in the East Midlands
(fig. 2a), despite the flood of discoveries made recently all over the region by metal detectors.
But for the fact that its derivatives are undoubtedly East Midlands types, the distribution of
Type A at present is scarcely sufficient to define a core area at all. Type A is almost as
frequent in East Anglia as it is in the East Midlands, and it is possible that the East Anglian
distribution represents something more than insignificant outliers, as Allen tended to think.
Twenty-two Type A coins are known - eighteen gold, the rest gold plated. That plated coins
were made from the very start of coining in Britain is suggested by the recent discovery of an
obverse die for a Gallo-Belgic A stater said to have come from near Basingstoke.25 It is no
surprise to find that 18 per cent of the surviving East Midlands Type A staters are plated (fig.
3); the percentage is, of course, unlikely to represent the percentage of coins minted, since
solid metal coins would often have been re-coined, while more plated or base metal coins
would have been discarded.
The mean weight of the gold staters is at present 6.15g and the weight-range is from 6.25g
to 6.02g. Three Type A staters analyzed recently 26 have a mean gold content of 44.5 per cent,
higher than for any other East Midlands stater type (fig. 4). The finest coin, with 48 per cent
gold, is atypical (pi. 1, 2; see below & n. 24), while the other two have around 42-3 per cent
gold. If the former is to be included in the type, the mean fineness of c. 44.5 per cent supports
Type A's claim to be the earliest of the East Midlands staters. Such generalizations, however,
are probably premature. There are no die links, and judging from the variety of styles and
details, Type A will fairly certainly be amenable to useful sub-division when more examples
are known. Perhaps only then will a review of its metrology, metallurgy and distribution be
more informative.
The right-facing horse with rosette coins, Type B (pi. 1, 3-5), with an overall mean weight
of 5.94g, should be later than Type A, if weight reduction implies passage of time. With about
thirty-six recorded coins, Type B can be more readily sub-divided. If the most conspicuous
reverse symbols are taken as having significance for classification, Type B has at least seven
classes. Several poorly-recorded specimens, however, suggest that there could well be more.
There are only fifteen coins with recorded weights from the seven classes, which is too small a
number for weight differences yet to be accorded much significance. Some classes may have
mean weights of c. 6g, whilst others are markedly lighter. A single specimen, perhaps
representing another class, is no more than 5.58g. Four Type B coins have been analyzed (fig.
4), showing a mean gold content of 42.77 per cent, slightly lower than the present mean for
Type A. If substantiated by more analyses, the lower gold content would be consistent with a
slightly later date. The distribution (fig. 2b) is insufficient to show any sub-regional
groupings, but the broad mapping of Type B shows that it is firmly located in Lincolnshire,
particularly in Lindsey, north of the Lincoln gap and east of the river Witham. 27 There are

24
J. May, 'The order of the prototype gold staters of the
Corieltauvi,' Yorkshire Numismatist 2 (1992), 1-4.
25
Now in the British M u s e u m , publication forthcoming.
The die is difficult to identify, but a silicone impression taken
by the writer while the die was still in trade, seemed to suggest
G a l l o - B e l g i c C, and it was so p u b l i s h e d by J. W i l l i a m s ,
'Ancient British forger's coin-die', British Museum Magazine
20 (Winter 1994), 20. Further study of the i m p r e s s i o n ,

however, suggests that the die was hubbed from a small-flan
Gallo-Belgic A stater (J. May, forthcoming).
26
Dr M. Cowell, pers. comm.
27
Joined clusters of symbols on this and subsequent maps
indicate multiple single finds from one site. At this scale, the
m a p s are not intended to be for precise recording, but for
drawing attention to differing concentrations of finds within
the region.

Fig. 2

Distributions of East Midlands gold staters, Allen Types A-D.
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Fig. 3 East Midlands staters of Allen's Type A - D :
percentages of gold to plated coins (excluding coins
from hoards).
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Fig. 4 Percentage gold content of early East Midlands gold coins; analyses to
December 1994 (Cowell 1992; Northover 1992; Cowell pers. comm.). Weights
against each coin in grammes.
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concentrations in the Scunthorpe area, and on the Lincolnshire Wolds, but whether they have
any implications for mint locations remains to be seen. Despite greater numbers, Type B
occurs only very rarely outside the East Midlands, and there is only one find reputed to have
come from East Anglia. Type B seems to have been a complex series, with perhaps a long
history.
There are no other East Midlands staters with right-facing horses. All others have horses
facing left, and as Allen showed, there was a long sequence of them, starting with early
prototypes, which continued with simpler uninscribed and later inscribed types up to the
Roman period. The earliest, Allen's Types C and D, echo the right-facing horse staters. Type C
(pi. 1, 6) is a heavier group, with a flan size similar to that of Type A, and with a pellet below
the horse. The mean weight is 6.07g, slightly lighter than Type A, although the heaviest coin
at 6.22g compares with Type A's heaviest coin. The lightest, however, at 5.84g is markedly
lighter than its Type A counterpart. Type C is not so clearly amenable to sub-division, despite
there being forty or more coins on record, and unless we attach greater significance than
elsewhere to patterns in the exergual areas, perhaps only two classes can be discerned, with
nearly all coins belonging to the first. Six Type C coins have been analyzed (fig. 4), showing a
mean gold content of 44.2 per cent, closely comparable with Type A. The range, however, is
wide, and although there is clustering at the finer end of the range, two coins at least show
markedly lower gold content, both being relatively light in weight. The distribution (fig. 2c)
shows that Type C was also deposited mainly in Lindsey, modifying Allen's 1961 perspective
of a more westerly and northerly distribution, but it nonetheless seems that the distribution is
less concentrated, and that perhaps more coins circulated south and south-westwards. There
are no finds recorded from East Anglia, nor from north of the Humber.
Coins of three types so far discussed have stylistic affinities, and perhaps without exception,
the horses are without tails, like their Gaulish counterparts.28 Minting could have started well
before the mid-1st century BC, despite their gold content being significantly less than GalloBelgic C - or even Gallo-Belgic E, presumed to be the coinage of the Gallic War period. 29
Fineness could relate as much to local purposes and precious metal supplies as to the
establishment of inter-regional standards, particularly if the coins were intended primarily for
local use. Bi-facial striking, however, links them to the earlier Gaulish series, even though no
Gallo-Belgic C stater has yet been found in the East Midlands. Some overlap with the uniface
Gallo-Belgic E is likely, nonetheless, since crescent-and-dot patterns in some exergual areas
could derive from the latter rather than from Gallo-Belgic C. Gallo-Belgic E is now well
represented in the region (fig. 5a), although the majority of single finds are from Kesteven and
south-westwards, rather than from Lindsey. Two or three small Lindsey hoards containing
Gallo-Belgic E, perhaps significantly, do not include Corieltauvian coins, and so cannot be
related to the local sequence.
The last of the prototype staters of Allen's Type D (pi. 1, 7-8), with a reverse horse left and
with a rosette below, are much more numerous, although of the hundred or more recorded,
half are so far without good photographs, and their study is consequently made difficult.
Nevertheless, at least five classes can be discerned, and there may well be more.
Class DI (pi. 1, 7) is notable for its mean weight being slightly higher even than the mean
weight for Type C - which could suggest broad contemporaneity rather than succession. The
other classes, however, are decidedly lighter. Classes 1-4 have horses without tails, like Types
A, B and C. Class D5 (pi. 1, 8) is the lightest and most numerous class; these horses do have
tails, initiating a design feature that was to continue throughout the rest of the East Midlands

28
An exception might be Plate 1, no. 2 (Allen's no. 1 in the
Sylloge catalogue, see note 6).

25
S. Scheers, Traite de Numismatique
Belgique (1977), pp. 65-8.
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gold series. Three examples of Type D have been analyzed, showing a mean gold content of
40.40 per cent, consistent with a generally later date. None of the high weight Type D1 coins
has been analyzed, and the two lowest gold percentages are from D5 coins, which seem
typologically late in the Type D series. The lightest of all the horse left/rosette staters are those
with rather cruder and simpler horse designs, which Allen distinguished as Type N (pi. 1, 9),
but which may simply be the latest versions of Type D. The great spread of weights of what
we might now call Type DN, from 6.17g to 5.3lg, could be taken to suggest a longer period of
minting. Certainly the combined Type DN, with 121 examples recorded, outnumbers all of the
other East Midlands prototypes put together. The distribution of Type D (fig. 2d), like those of
Types B and C, falls mainly in Lindsey, although the hint of stronger circulation in the
southern part of the region may be no more than a reflection of the larger number of coins.
All of these early stater types include examples of copper coins with gold plating, and the
incidence of plated coins, whether official token issues or unofficial deceptive forgeries,
compares with the coinages of other regions of Britain from earliest times. Only the thin
scyphate coins have not so far been found in plated form (although later, equally thin, East
Midlands silver coins sometimes are). Figure 3 shows the percentages of plated coins similar
for Types A and C, which might be expected if they were broadly contemporary. Type B has a
much higher incidence of plated coins among surviving singletons. Type D, by contrast, seems
to have been much less often plated, as if its period, its authority or its mint was better
supplied with gold, or circumstances allowed better control over fraudsters.
The later coins of Type DN (fig. 2d) compare closely in style and weight with Allen's
British K (or Types O and P), characterised by a star below the horse. Type P (pi. 1, 14) seems
nothing more than Type O (pi. 1, 13) with worn or featureless obverse dies, and seems
scarcely to merit typological distinction. Types N, O and P have hitherto been contrasted with
the prototypes, and have been used to define a later period of minting in the first century BC.
The association of all these types in the South Ferriby hoard has led to the hoard name being
given to the whole range of staters. It is more convenient, however, to follow Allen's lettered
type divisions.
Attempts have been made to sub-divide Types O and P, 30 but there are no obvious major
differences of symbol or design arrangements, and it is debatable whether apparently minor
distinctions, such as the number of rays in the stars below the horses, should be accorded class
status rather than regarded merely as die variants. We are here faced again with the
methodological problem of how to choose criteria for sub-division, and where, in a hierarchy
above the individual die, one distinguishes between types, classes and mere variants.
What is evident, however, is that with over three hundred coins, both gold and plated, we
now have by far the largest group of East Midlands staters, if comparative sizes of surviving
samples are any guide, and either a prolonged period of minting is implied, or else
circumstances that required a particularly large output of coins. Die-links are relatively rare
among the single finds, as they generally are among the East Midlands series, and at present
do not seem to help in distinguishing spatial or temporal groupings.
More clearly than ever before, the distribution (fig. 5b) shows a heavy weighting in Lindsey
up to the Humber, and, interestingly, northwards into eastern Yorkshire. Numbers are sparse in
the western areas of Lindsey, and even sites on the limestone producing large numbers of later
coins in silver can scarcely compete with the sites on the Lincolnshire Wolds. The even
thinner distribution southwards in Kesteven and Leicestershire is certainly not due to
differential effort in recovery, but perhaps begins to strengthen an impression of a separate
area in the Iron Age coming under influences emanating from Lindsey.

™ R.D. Van Arsdell, note 19. pp. 223-6.
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The Type N, O and P staters have been noted for a change in style from Types A-D, and
many coins show design elements which are larger, clumsier and more widely-spaced.
Reverses often show a gradual change from the slim, sinuous outlines of the body of a horse
on the early staters, to a composition dominated by arrangements of crescents. The effect
recalls the Snettisham style of British La Tene art commonest in the first century BC, although
perhaps starting earlier with such pieces as the linch-pin from Eastburn in Yorkshire, dated by
Stead to the third century BC. 31 This art style is also to be seen in Lindsey, for example on the
bit-ring from Ulceby near Kirmington 32 and on the newly-discovered linch-pins from
Tattershall Thorpe, 33 although neither find is easily datable.
Some of the heavier Type O staters, however, are not far removed stylistically from the
prototypes, and could be earlier than the more simply designed Type O coins from the South
Ferriby hoard. As for the symbols, Type D, in addition to the rosette below the horse, has a
star in front of the horse, which is off the flan in most surviving examples and so scarcely
remarked in the literature. Type O, with the star below the horse, has a rosette in front of the
horse in those examples where this part of the die appears on the flan. The only essential
design difference between the two types seems to lie in the juxtaposition of stars and rosettes.
We might suppose, therefore, that early Type O staters were contemporary with some of the
later prototypes, and continued to be minted in parallel with the later Type DN staters, both
types showing progressive development from continental Gallo-Belgic towards a British
Snettisham-like style. Whether minting was continuous or intermittent is less important than
the impression of continuity of tradition. 34
Type OP accounted for the largest gold component in the South Ferriby hoard, and its mean
weight of 5.41 grams appears significantly lower than that of the coins of Type D. From this
point to the end of the East Midlands series, however, there is a remarkable degree of stability
of weight, which can perhaps be best expressed as a graph (fig. 6). Taking the mean weight of
each general type and dividing this figure into the commonly agreed weight of the Celtic
pound of 309 grams, 35 it would seem that the earliest staters of Types A and C were minted at
a standard of 50 to the pound of metal. That is a nice round number, and it is tempting to think
that it is more than coincidental. Types B and D seem to have been minted at about 52 to the
pound, and thereafter, almost every type of stater conforms to a standard of between 56 and 59
to the pound of metal.
The few anomalies are interesting. The less common South Ferriby stater, Type M (pl. 1,
12), seems to have been minted at 62 to the pound. Type M, together with Type L (pl. 1, 11),
are both characterized by a whorl below the horse; they are also now commonly referred to as
the Kite type and the Domino type, from the symbols over the horse. 36 Both types seem to
stand aside from the main South Ferriby series in their rarity, and particularly also in their
distributions (fig. 5c-d). Most have been found at or near the Humber crossing sites of South
Ferriby and Old Winteringham, and on the corresponding north bank of the river at North
Ferriby, suggesting for the first time sub-regional issues. 37
For the rarer types of early stater, little more can be said. Allen's Type E (pl. 1, 10), with a
multi-arm whorl below horse left, remains unique, although its obverse now die-links with a
Type D stater from Ulceby Cross. One new example of Allen's Type R also comes from

31
I.M. Stead, Iron Age Cemeteries
in East
Yorkshire
(London, 1991), pp. 4 4 - 7 .
32
J. May, Prehistoric Lincolnshire, (Lincoln, 1976), p. 160,
fig. 78.
33
J. Owen, 'Iron Age linch-pins from Tattershall Thorpe',
Lincolnshire History and Archaeology 28 (1993), 6 8 - 9 .
34
The often-debated question of continuous or intermittent

m i n t i n g in Iron A g e Britain is m e a n i n g l e s s w i t h o u t the
quantification of these terms.
35
See D.F. Allen in S.S. Frere, note 6, pp. 3 0 2 - 4 .
36
See R.D. Van Arsdell, note 19.
37
The other anomaly c o m e s at the end of the sequence,
where the staters inscribed Volisios Dumnovellaunos seem to
have been minted at about 67 to the pound of metal.
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Fig. 6 Graph to show the approximate numbers of East Midlands gold staters
minted from one Celtic pound of metal.

Ulceby Cross, although the horse's forelegs are curved in the manner of some later inscribed
issues, rather than straight as in Allen's Type examples 300-2. No further specimens of
Allen's Types S (pi. 1, 15) and T (with an obverse three-petal flower) have been recorded,
although a modern forgery of the latter is known. Also modern forgeries are several pieces
similar in style to Type D prototypes, but with wheels below the horse.
This is not the place to deal further with the typological details of the East Midlands
coinages, although much of interest emerges from the uninscribed silver issues, which have
now become rather common, and from the later inscribed coinages, where new readings of
legends, and even a few new names, add to the complexities of the series in the first century
AD. 38 More useful for the moment is to note that the evidence for the early development of
coinage in the East Midlands agrees with the emerging evidence for large, rich, nucleated
settlements, which are producing pottery and other metalwork closely similar to the earliest La
Tene III material in Essex and Kent, and in northern Gaul.

38

J. May. ' A n e w East Midland inscription', Celtic Coin Bulletin

1 (1991), 28-30.
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The settlement at Old Sleaford was certainly flourishing in the first century BC, if not
earlier. 39 A settlement at Ancaster is comparably early. 40 The limited scale of excavations at
these sites, however, precludes a proper evaluation of their origins. A settlement at
Kirmington, on the Lincolnshire Wolds, seems comparable, although the quantity of Iron Age
artifacts is smaller.41 More informative is Dragonby, near Scunthorpe, where the excavation of
no less than two acres of a 20-acre settlement is by some margin the most extensive so far on a
major settlement of the British late Iron Age. 42 This site produced a long and apparently
continuous sequence of pottery, which seems to demonstrate the evolution of La Tene III
styles from an indigenous tradition which thermoluminescence dating suggests began well
before 100 BC, and which could as easily be third-century BC or earlier. Similar pottery from
a ploughed-out 'hillfort' at Tattershall Thorpe was associated with charcoal dated by
radiocarbon to around the fifth to fourth century BC 4 3 Although much work needs to be done
before this chronology can be properly substantiated, it appears that there was no abrupt
cultural intrusion initiating a La Tene Ill-related phase at the East Midlands sites so far
explored, which in turns raises doubts about invoking Belgic invasions to account for the
introduction either of wheel-thrown pottery or indeed coinage into the region. It would be
interesting, too, to see if similar results could be obtained at other major settlements or oppida
in south-eastern Britain - although cost and commitment nowadays militate against
appropriately extensive excavations.
In the East Midlands, however, it is most notable that Dragonby and Kirmington, which can
be defined as major Iron Age settlements on archaeological grounds, and which are at present
no more than ploughed fields with material to be collected from the surface, produce
considerable numbers of Iron Age coins. If we use these sites as indicators, several other
settlements in the region can be tentatively identified from similar quantities of coins (fig. 7),
contrasting with large numbers of other sites which have produced few coins, despite
extensive searching with metal-detectors. For the prolific sites, with forty to a hundred or
more coins, we can at last begin to use statistical methods of analysis, not yet so much to
postulate each site's history as to enable useful comparisons to be made from site to site. How
many coins are needed for the statistics to be reliable is a matter of judgement, but by showing
the totals for each site one can judge for oneself. It may be significant that the site-list for
Ancaster of no more than nineteen coins seems to approximate to regional norms. Clearly the
percentages can be revised as more coins are added to the totals. It is also worth questioning to
what extent like is being compared with like. Allowance can be made, of course, for evidence
eventually to show that not all sites are of the same size and status, and equally, the fortunes of
sites can change in relation to each other as the decades pass, but the general spread of coins,
as far as is possible to ascertain it, suggests that all of these sites were settlements similar to
Dragonby, Old Sleaford and Ancaster. Two sites in Lindsey can be excluded since their dense
and concentrated clusters of coins suggest that they were temples rather than settlements 4 4

39

J. May, note 26. pp. 176-8; S.M. Elsdon forthcoming.
J. May, note 26, pp. 174-6; D.R. Wilson, forthcoming.
41
J. May, 'An Iron A g e s p o u t from K i r m i n g t o n ,
Lincolnshire', Antiquaries
Journal 51 (1971), 2 5 3 - 9 ; D.N.
Riley, ' R o m a n defended sites at K i r m i n g t o n . . .' etc.,
Britannia 8 (1977), 189-92; K.A. Leahy, 'Votive models from
Kirmington, South Humberside', Britannia 11 (1980), 326-30;
D. Jones and J.B. Whitwell, 'Survey of the Roman fort and
m u l t i - p e r i o d s e t t l e m e n t c o m p l e x at K i r m i n g t o n on the
Lincolnshire Wolds: a non-destructive approach', Lincolnshire
History and Archaeology 26 (1991), 57-62.
40

« J. May, note 26, pp. 182-91; S.M. Elsdon and J. May, The
Iron Age Pottery from Dragonby: a Draft Report, University
of Nottingham, Department of Classical and Archaeological
Studies (1987); J. May, forthcoming.
43
R Chowne, M. Girling and J. Grieg, 'Excavations of an
Iron A g e defended e n c l o s u r e at Tattershall T h o r p e ,
L i n c o l n s h i r e ' , Proceedings
of the Prehistoric
Society 52
(1986), 159-88.
44
Rothwell Top, near Caistor; the location of the other must
for the m o m e n t r e m a i n confidential to protect it from
indiscriminate metal detecting.
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Figure 7 shows that the key excavated site at Dragonby, together with the other sites known
to be major Iron Age settlements at Kirmington and Ancaster, have a remarkably similar ratio
of uninscribed to inscribed coins - roughly three to one. Deposition - and by inference,
occupation - in the first century BC is made likely by the fact that there is no discernible
difference in wear between the earlier uninscribed coins and the later inscribed ones. By this
criterion, it can be suggested that three other sites on the Lincolnshire Wolds, at Ludford, at
South Ferriby (excluding the hoard coins), and at Ulceby Cross, 45 are all good candidates for
being major settlements. Owmby, also in Lindsey, and Thistleton, in what used to be
Leicestershire/Rutland, have the same pattern, although excavations by E. Greenfield on part
of the latter site failed to discover Iron Age occupation 4 6 Old Winteringham is not far below,
and observations that excavation at this site failed to reveal substantial Iron Age occupation
could be countered by the fact that the principal concentrations of coins do not come from the
field where the excavation took place. Surprisingly, North Ferriby, on the northern bank of the
Humber and now better known as Redcliff, is similar to Old Winteringham, and while at both
sites the ratios could be affected by more deposition at the end of the period or in early Roman
times, there are enough uninscribed coins in unworn state to suggest early beginnings.47
The figures are perhaps more vividly presented as a graph (fig. 8), where the three
settlements with Iron Age material stretching back to the first century BC or beyond are
grouped together, with the other possible settlements shown in ascending and descending
order of the ratios.
It is less easy to suggest where the coins were minted, for the distributions of most of the
main types of coins, as we have seen, show little evidence of clustering. The exceptions are
the whorl type South Ferriby staters, Types L and M, whose distributions focus on the Humber
around South Ferriby and Winteringham, and two other uncommon types which could be
related to short minting episodes at the southern end of the Corieltauvian region. Type Y (pl.
1, 18 and fig. 9a) is a South Ferriby style silver coin with left-facing horse, which at present
seems to belong to the lower Nene valley around Peterborough, and the later inscribed silver
coinage of LAT ISON (pl. 1, 19 and fig. 9b), which seems to lie farther north in Kesteven,
could conceivably have been minted at Old Sleaford.
Old Sleaford, of course, produced the pellet moulds, one of which still contained a pellet of
the right weight for a silver unit. The mould cavities conform to three sizes, and work is being
done in Nottingham, as part of the Old Sleaford publication project, to relate these sizes to
what are now known to have been five different Corieltauvian denominations 4 8 Leicester, too,
has recently yielded pellet moulds, in late Iron Age contexts beneath the Roman town. 49
Minting need not, however, have been restricted to these sites. The late Henry Mossop
photographed a fragment of what appears to have been a circular mould said to have been
found at South Ferriby, although endeavours to verify the discovery have been fruitless. A
similar, but rougher, piece of baked clay was found by the late Derrick Riley in the 1930s at
Scotter, in Lindsey, although the site has produced no other evidence of Iron Age or RomanoBritish occupation, and analysis of the cavities failed to show traces of metal.

45
In earlier publications by the writer referred to as 'near
Spilsby'.
46
Report for English Heritage forthcoming.
47
But see S. Willis, Britannia
forthcoming, on the
excavations at Redcliff. Limited excavation here produced no
substantial Iron A g e o c c u p a t i o n . Shifting settlement foci,
however, suggested by coin deposition at Saham Toney, Norfolk
(R.A. Brown. 'The Iron Age and Romano-British settlement at
Woodcock Hall, Saham Toney, Norfolk', Britannia 17 (1986),
1-58), warn against using negative evidence from small sample

excavations to argue positively for the absence of pre-Roman
presence at Romano-British sites.
48
In addition to the well-known gold staters, scyphate gold,
silver units and half units, silver minims of VEP COR F have
recently been identified by G.L. Cottam, NCirc Vol. 100, no. 9
(November 1992), 305.
« See note 3, P. Clay and J.E. Mellor, 1988.
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Fig. 8 Graph showing percentages of uninscribed to inscribed East
Midlands coins from the probable major settlements in the region.

No pellet moulds are known from Lincoln, and at first sight the debris from Old Sleaford
seems anomalous at a settlement assumed to be a minor one in the Roman period. The Old
Sleaford moulds, however, belong to a short, very late phase in the Iron Age, and there is
nothing to show that minting took place there throughout the late Iron Age. Nor is it known
whether die engravers worked exclusively for one authority, or whether they moved from
mint to mint reproducing similar quirks of design or craftsmanship in different sequences of
issues.
Other East Midlands sites such as Owmby and North Ferriby have yielded examples of
silver ingots and gold pellets and blanks, all of appropriate weight for East Midlands coins,
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Fig. 9 East Midlands distributions of a: silver coins of Allen Type Y, b: silver coins inscribed LAT ISON.

but the contents of the Sutton Hoo purse, 50 for example, show that such items can have lives
of their own, and are not to be taken as good evidence for mint sites. We have some way to go
yet before these matters become clear, but it may well be that minting - as distinct from the
authority to mint - may have been carried out at several sites, and that in the East Midlands, as
perhaps in East Anglia, production may have been less centralized than in southern Britain.
Taking the major coin-producing sites in the region, adding to them the historically-adduced
Corieltauvian polis of Lincoln, and bearing in mind that several of these sites have, on
excavation, produced unequivocal evidence of rich and extensive occupation beginning no
later than the first century BC, it is possible to map fourteen sites in the East Midlands which
could qualify as major nucleated settlements (fig. 10). These settlements are remarkably
evenly spaced, c. 25 km being a common distance between them. The few anomalies could, of
course, be due to particular local circumstances, such as ports or crossing places on the
Humber shores, or coastal trade, which could account for the prominence of Old Sleaford,
close to the shores of our now enlarged Wash. The argument might hold for Leicestershire too,
although the numismatic evidence is much less encouraging, and the fieldwork, which is
complicated by the presence of large, mostly unexcavated hillforts, has been less extensive. It
might eventually be possible to sketch out a historical geography for the entire East
Midlands. 51 For the moment, however, the model seems more plausible for Lincolnshire alone,

50
J.P.C. Kent, in R. Bruce-Mitford, The Sutton Hoo Ship
Burial, Vol. 1 (London, 1975), pp. 6 4 5 - 7 .
51
See for example, J. May, 'Major settlements of the later

J. May, 'Coinage, settlement and society in the late Iron Age
of East M i d l a n d B r i t a i n ' , in Actes
du Xle
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Iron Age in Lincolnshire', in A Prospect

1991, (Louvain-la-Neuve, 1993), Vol. II, pp. 7 - 1 0 .
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edited by N. Field and A. White, (Lincoln, 1984), pp. 18-22;
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Fig. 10
M a p of probable major settlements of the Corieltauvi, derived from
historical, a r c h a e o l o g i c a l and numismatic e v i d e n c e .

and of course die present simplistic two-fold division into major and minor settlements would
need to be modified as more information is obtained with regard to their size, wealth, status
and date.
The extent to which the distributions of East Midlands coins reflect the territory inhabited
by the Corieltauvi is as difficult to prove here as elsewhere. The historical evidence, together
with the two Corieltauvi inscriptions 52 and a Roman milestone inscribed Ratae near
Leicester, 53 certainly allows such a correlation to be suggested, but whether the territory
extended as far south as the spread of coins into the Nene valley remains problematic. The
densest distributions of coin losses appear in Lindsey, while their thinness west of the river
Trent can be correlated with a different cultural archaeology to suggest that the valley formed
a boundary, political or economic. The distributions are likewise thin southwards towards
Leicester, as if this region had also experienced a different pattern of development during the
52
Tripontium (Caves Inn) inscription: M.W.C. Hassall &
R.S.O. Tomlin, ' R o m a n Britain in 1982. II. I n s c r i p t i o n s ' ,
Britannia
14 (1983), 3 4 9 - 5 0 & 356: R.S.O. Tomlin, 'Non
Coritani sed Corieltauvi', n. 3 above; R.S.O. Tomlin, 'Roman
Leicester, a corrigendum: for 'Corilani' should we now read

'Corieltauvi'?' n. 3 above. Thorpe-in-the-Glebe inscription:
M.W.C. Hassall & R.S.O. Tomlin, 'Roman Britain in 1992. II.
Inscriptions' Britannia 24 (1993), 318 & pi. I5B.
53
T h u r m a s t o n milestone: R.I.B. 2244; F.J. Haverfield.
'Roman Leicester', Archaeological Journal 75 (1918). 29.
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Iron Age, and are very weak westwards towards the zone later traversed by Watling Street.
The scarcity of coins west of Leicester is puzzling if Ptolemy's polls had indeed been a major
centre and a mint throughout the later Iron Age. The coin-list from Leicester itself, however,
unlike that of any other possible major East Midlands centre, has a high proportion of coins
from southern Britain, 54 again suggesting a different pattern of development by the end of the
Iron Age. But again, such questions require a fuller examination of the later stages of the East
Midlands coinages.
For the present, however, it seems likely that both numismatics and settlement archaeology
suggest that the Corieltauvi, far from being an obscure, peripheral or backward tribe as they
are often portrayed, were a relatively advanced people. Lindsey may have been the primary
area of development in the later Iron Age, with extension of influence or authority southwards
into Kesteven, Leicestershire and Northamptonshire as far as the river Nene. Their major
settlements were occupied by notables whose wealth and power may have been based on
stock-raising on the chalk and limestone hills, rather than cultivation in the valleys, and who
were abreast of developments towards the proto-urban society represented by the southern
British oppida. Their coinage was as early and as advanced as any in Britain. Its stylistic
conservatism might be better interpreted as evidence for political or economic stability, than
as evidence of backwardness - in contrast to the south, whose more diverse coinages in the
century before the conquest reflect the culturally disruptive proximity of Rome.
There is little evidence that the East Midlands coinage continued after the Roman conquest
around AD 45, unless the coins of the Volisios series, which are rarely found much south of
the, Humber, represent refugee coinages at North Ferriby or elsewhere in Yorkshire. Newly
developing Roman sites along the East Midlands sector of the Fosse Way, such as Vernemeton
(Six Hills), Margidunum (East Bridgford), Ad Pontem (East Stoke) and Crococolana
(Brough), have yielded hardly any Iron Age coins, despite massive searching by metaldetectorists, and it seems likely that shortly after the conquest, Iron Age coins had not only
ceased to be minted in the region south of the Humber, but had even ceased to circulate.
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A. Fitzpatrick, pp. 131-4 in P. Clay & R. Pollard, n. 3.
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KEY TO PLATE 1
1. Type A, unprovenanced, BM. Allen 1963 no. 3.
2. Type A, unprovenanced, BM. Allen 1963 no. 1.
3. Type B, Biscathorpe (Lines.), BM. Allen 1963 no. 4.
4. Type B, Bourne (Lines.), BM. Allen 1963 no. 6.
5. Type B, Waddingham (Lines.), BM. Allen 1963 no. 7.
6. Type C, unprovenanced, BM. Allen 1963 no. 13.
7. Type DI, Low Marnham (Notts.), unpublished Private collection.
8. Type D5, unprovenanced, BM. Allen 1963 no. 24.
9. Type N, Whitton (South Humberside), BM. Allen 1963 no. 36.
10. Type E, West Hagbourne (Berks.), BM. Allen 1963 no. 26.
11. Type L, unprovenanced, BM. Allen 1963 no. 35.
12. Type M, South Ferriby site (South Humberside), Allen 1963 no. 246. Private collection.
13. Type O, South Ferriby site (South Humberside), BM. Allen 1963 no. 38.
14. Type P, South Ferriby hoard (South Humberside), BM. Allen 1963 no. 62.
15. Type S, Watford (Herts.), BM. Allen 1963 no. 69.
16. Scyphate gold, Snettisham (Norfolk), BM. unpublished.
17. Early potin, Orston (Notts.), unpublished Private collection.
18. Type Y silver unit, unprovenanced, unpublished Private collection.
19. LAT ISON silver unit, Ancaster (Lines.), BM. unpublished.
(Allen 1963 = SCBI 3).
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MAY: CORIELTAUVI

SILVER PLATING ON ROMAN AND CELTIC COINS FROM BRITAIN
- A TECHNICAL STUDY
KILIAN A N H E U S E R A N D PETER NORTHOVER

THE metallographic examination of plated copper coins imitating Roman silver coinage and
the research on plating techniques started in the early 1930s with the works of Darmstaedter1
and an extended study by Campbell.2 However, Darmstaedter's detailed and skilful replication
experiments lacked conclusivity, owing to the fact that no metallographic examination of the
results or original coins was included. Campbell, who examined sections of thirty-seven plated
Greek and Roman coins, found evidence for the use of silver foil, which was bonded to the
copper core either with the help of a solder or by diffusion bonding, using the self-soldering
effect of a silver/copper eutectic. Other coins seemed to have been silvered by melting
powdered silver solder on the copper blank, or by hot-dipping.
More recently Kalsch and Zwicker,3 Cope, 4 La Niece 5 , and Zwicker et al6 used modern
analytical methods (scanning electron microscopy and microanalysis) for the examination of
plated coins. Whilst Cope focused mainly on late Roman debased coinage, Zwicker et al
investigated imitations of Republican and early Imperial issues, and they have pointed out the
difficulty of distinguishing between self-soldering, foil silvering with a hard solder and
melting silver solder on a copper blank.
During the excavations of a Roman temple at Hayling Island (Hampshire) between 1976
and 1982, 303 Iron Age and Roman coins were discovered.7 Thirty-six plated Roman denarii
were found, making the site unique in Britain. The find is matched only by a hoard of thirteen
plated denarii from Velsen I in the Netherlands. The coins are now being kept in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and the keepers generously provided six of the plated denarii for
a technical study that included metallographic examination and microanalysis.
To compare Roman coin-plating techniques with those used in Iron Age Britain, six silverplated Celtic British coins were analyzed in the same way. A struck copper coin of the
Durotriges and a silvered copper tore fragment from Norfolk were also included for comparison.
The coins
a) Plated denarii from H a y l i n g Island T e m p l e
C o i n 1: plated denarius Q ATO BALB PR, Crawford 3 6 4 / l c , 8 B r i g g s et al, N o . 1 7 4 . 9
C o i n 2: plated denarius Q SICIN1VS III VIR, Crawford 4 4 4 / 1 a, B r i g g s et al, N o . 181.

1
E. D a r m s t a e d t e r , ' S u b a e r a t e Miinzen und ilire
Herstellung', Mitteilungen
der Bayerischen
Numismatischen
Gesellschaft Al (1929), 2 7 - 3 8 .
2
W. Campbell, Greek and Roman Plated Coins, NHM 57
(1933).
3
E. Kalsch and U. Z w i c k e r , ' U n t e r s u c h u n g e n iiber
Plattierungen antiker Miinzen mit Hilfe der M i k r o s o n d e ' ,
Mikrochimica Acta, Suppl. Ill (1968), 210-20.
J
L.H. Cope, 'Surface-silvered Ancient Coins', in Methods of
Chemical and Metallurgical Investigation of Ancient
Coinage,
edited by E.T. Hall and D.M. Metcalf (London, 1972), pp. 261-78.
5
S. La N i e c e , ' T e c h n o l o g y of S i l v e r - P l a t e d C o i n

Forgeries', in Metallurgy in Numismatics III, edited by M.M.
A r c h i b a l d and M . R . C o w e l l , R N S Special P u b l i c a t i o n 24
(London, 1993), pp. 227-39.
6
U. Zwicker, A. Oddy and S. La Niece, 'Roman techniques
of manufacturing silver-plated c o i n s ' , in Metal Plating and
Patination, edited by S. La Niece and P. Craddock (Oxford,
1993), pp. 223^16.
7
D. Briggs, C. Haselgrove and C. King, 'Iron Age and Roman
Coins from Hayling Island Temple', BNJ 62 (1992), 1-62.
8
M.H. Crawford. Roman Republican Coinage (Cambridge,
1974).
9
Briggs et al, as in n. 7.
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PETILLIVS CAPITOLINVS, Crawford 487/2, Briggs et al, No. 187.
CAESAR, Crawford 443, Briggs et al, No. 182.
M. Antonius, Crawford 544, Briggs et al, No. 189.
Vespasian, RIC 10, Briggs et al, No. 262.

b) Celtic British issues
Coin 7: plated Durotriges stater, 2.97 g, Van Arsdell 1235-3, 1 0 from a settlement site, Dorset, found together with
coins 8-10.
Coin 8: same as coin 7, 3.42 g.
Coin 9: plated Durotriges quarter stater, 0.68 g, Van Arsdell 1242-1 (plated variant), found together with coins 7, 8
and 10.
Coin 10: plated Durotriges quarter stater/minim, 0.38 g, Van Arsdell 1242 (unpublished variant), found together
with coins 7 - 9 .
Coin 11: plated Atrebates Tincommius unit, 1.15 g, Van Arsdell 396-1 (unpublished variant), from Hampshire.
Coin 12: plated Iceni Boar type unit, plating lost, 0.86 g, Van Arsdell 659-2, unknown provenance.
Coin 13: Durotriges struck copper stater, 3.62 g, Van Arsdell 1290-1, Ashmolean Museum inventory no. 40, from
South Hampshire."
c) Tore fragment with a twisted wire body comprising two copper wires plated with a silver-copper alloy and then
twisted together, length 35 mm, from Bawsey churchyard (Norfolk), mid-lst century BC. 1 2

Analytical methods
The coins were mounted vertically in a brass holder, and a small amount of metal was ground
off the edge to produce a section through core and plating. This cross section was polished
with diamond paste to a 1 micrometre finish. For the investigation the following instruments
were used:
- Nikon optical microscope, magnification 50-1000 x
- Philips 501 scanning electron microscope with backscattered and secondary electron
detector, 30 kV incident beam.
- Cameca Semprobe for quantitative microanalysis (25 kV incident beam, 30 nA beam
current). An analysis routine was set up that included a quantitative determination of up to
13 elements (see appendix) against pure element and mineral standards. The detection level
was approximately 0.01-0.02% (0.03% for gold, 0.2% for arsenic). To determine the metal
composition, an area of 26 x 20 pm was scanned, for multiphase alloys an area of 50 x 40
pm was chosen to allow for the inhomogenity. The figures given are usually the average of
three analyses.
Results
Roman

coins

Coin 1: Many of the Hayling Island coins were defaced with crude cuts and stabs, and this was
one example (fig. 1). The coin was cut deeply into the core. Otherwise, the plating was well
preserved and showed no signs of corrosion on the surface. Inside the coin, the copper had
suffered corrosion where in contact with silver, which has led to local formation of a layer of
corrosion products between the copper core and the c. 0.1 mm thick and even Ag/Cu eutectic

10

R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic Coinage of Britain (London. 1989).
G.F. Hill, 'A Hoard of Roman and British Coins from
Southants', NC 11 (1911), 4 2 - 5 6 .
11

12
P.J. Northover and C.J. Salter. 'Decorative Metallurgy of
the Celts', Materials Characterization 25 (1990), 109-23.
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layer along the interface (fig. 2). This coin had a serrated edge where the silver plating had
been punched into the core. The fully recrystallized core with equiaxed grains, annealing
twins and some flattened pores and sulphide inclusions consisted of > 99% copper with
impurities of 0.2% Ag, 0.14% Sb and 0.1% Pb (fig. 3). The 0.2-0.3 mm thick plating was
made of 95% silver, with 1.5% Cu, 0.5% Au and 0.5% Pb. Near the rim, double thickness of
the plating marked a joint. On the face of the coin, two overlapping silver sheets separated by
a 10-20 pm wide gap indicated another joint (figs. 2 and 4) that had not been entirely closed.
No traces of solder were found in either area.
Coin 2: The core of this coin consisted of pure copper (99% Cu, 1.1% Sb; fig. 5). The wellpreserved plating (0.1-0.2 mm thick, 98% Ag, 1.9% Cu, 0.4% Au) was in contact with a layer of
Ag/Cu eutectic all around the core. Texture and outline of the eutectic layer (typical thickness 50
pm) were very inhomogenous and uneven, reflecting different local thermal conditions. At the
interface between eutectic and copper core there was a gap of variable width (50-200 pm). No
overlapping sheets or joints were found, although the plating clearly did not have a cast
structure. Instead, etching revealed a fully recrystallized structure of the silver with annealing
twins (fig. 6). The copper core also had a recrystallized structure of equiaxed grains with
annealing twins, although some remains of a dendritic structure were still visible.
Coin 3: The 0.2-0.3 mm thick plating of this coin consisted of almost pure silver with 0.4%
Pb and 0.14% Cu, and was uncorroded, undamaged and without test cuts (fig. 7). The silver
was fully recrystallized with annealing twins, and a joint was visible at the edge,
demonstrating the use of silver foil (fig. 8). A very thin (c. 20-30 pm) eutectic layer covered
the surface of the core, separated by a large (c. 0.3 mm wide) gap from the silver. This was in
contrast to the other Roman coins with a gap between core and plating, where the eutectic
layer was always attached to the silver, not the copper. Only in a few areas had eutectic
formed at the inner surface of the silver. The compact and well preserved core consisted of
copper with 0.1% Ag and <0.1% Pb and had a fully recrystallized structure with annealing
twins. Sulphide inclusions were just slightly flattened, almost round.
Coin 4: Thick (0.2-0.5 mm), well preserved silver plating on a rather porous copper core
(99% Cu, 0.7% Sn, 0.2% Ni) with remains of a dendritic structure. Two narrow (c. 20 pm)
layers of eutectic reached from the plating into the core (fig. 9). The plating consisted of a
silver/copper alloy with c. 80% Ag (no quantitative analysis performed), and it had a cast and
slightly worked structure. The edge of the coin bore a test cut, though not deep enough to
reveal the core.
Coin 5: This coin was particularly remarkable for having an iron core. Two weld lines within
the core were filled with silver, indicating that the silver had been molten (fig. 10). The core
consisted of wrought iron (99.8% Fe, 0.07% Ni, 0.06% Sn) with a ferritic equiaxed grain
structure. There was no gap or corrosion layer at the interface between core and plating. Some
iron had been dissolved into the copper phase of the plating, which consisted of 77% Ag, 19%
Cu, 1.5% Fe, 0.6% Zn, 0.5% Pb, 0.15% Au and 0.06% Bi (fig. 11). The plating had a cast and
then worked and annealed structure. Near the surface, the copper phase of the eutectic had
oxidised and turned black. Within the primary silver phase copper precipitates had formed at
silver grain boundaries. These copper inclusions were uncorroded, even when the surrounding
copper in the eutectic was oxidised.
Coin 6: As on Coins 4 and 5, the plating consisted of a silver/copper alloy, of 67% Ag, 32%
Cu, 0.4% Pb and 0.2% Au, with a cast and hot-worked structure. In the outer half of the
0.2-0.4 mm thick plating, the copper phase of the eutectic was oxidised and turned black (fig.
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12). Within the primary silver phase, copper precipitates were observed at the silver grain
boundaries. The core, consisting of copper with 0.1% Fe, 0.1% Pb, and 0.07% Sb, was
recrystallized with annealing twins, although there were still elongated holes and remains of a
dendritic structure. No silver had penetrated the core.
British (Celtic) coins
The silver plating on all of these coins was thin, fragmentary and poorly preserved and peeled
off easily. Complete corrosion of the copper phase in the plating left only holes in the silver
and made a reliable quantitative analysis impossible. However, from the appearance of the
silver/copper alloy its composition could be estimated with reasonable precision. On all the
coins it was close to the eutectic composition of 72% Ag-28% Cu or slightly hypoeutectic
(i.e. copper-rich), and the plating had an as-cast structure. The cores usually were very porous
and silver plating had penetrated into them. As the analyses were taken from a section close to
the edge, the silver content further inside the core must be expected to be lower and the copper
content therefore higher. However, the difference is small, and for the copper content of the
core usually readings of around 99% were obtained.
Coin 7: Only some patches of silver/copper eutectic plating (c. 50 pm thick) were preserved
on a copper core, which had corroded only on the surface. The corrosion on the core followed
patterns of a cast dendritic structure, although the copper showed incipient recrystallization.
The structure of the plating had been slightly worked. Analysis of the core gave 97% copper
with 2.4% silver, and 0.1% of Ni and Fe.
Coin 8: In this coin the copper core was much more corroded than in coin 7 of the same type.
The core must have been left porous after the casting, as in some places the silver plating had
penetrated from the rim into the core (fig. 13). As in coin 7 a net of silver/copper eutectic
running between the primary copper phase marked the dendritic structure of the core, which
was left unaltered after the casting. The cast structure of the near eutectic plating proved that
the silver had been molten during its application. No quantitative analysis performed.
Coin 9: The core consisted of 99% copper, 0.3% Sb and Ni, with a few lead inclusions. There
were clearly visible remains of a dendritic structure in the core with the arms being separated
by corrosion (fig. 14). Etching showed no signs of recrystallization, and there was hardly any
deformation of the dendrites through working. The silver plating had penetrated into cavities
of the core, and its appearance was very much the same as on the other Celtic coins.
Coin 10: As in coin 9 the core had preserved a dendritic structure (fig. 15), which however
had undergone some deformation and incipient recrystallization. The dendritic arms were
flattened and some of them showed bent twins and slip lines, i.e. signs of some cold working.
The pure copper core contained some bismuth inclusions, and the thin silver eutectic plating
(c. 10 pm thick) again had a slightly worked cast structure.
Coin 11: Thin and even Ag/Cu eutectic plating (c. 30 pm thick) on a corroded and porous
copper core with 99% Cu, 0.4% Sb and 0.1% Pb. The plating showed little deformation of its
cast structure (fig. 16).
Coin 12: This coin had been stripped of its plating in antiquity. Some silver had been
preserved in the corroded boundaries in the dendritic structure of the core. The core, which
consisted of copper with 0.1% Sb and Pb, showed incipient recrystallization of a slightly
flattened dendritic structure.
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Coin 13: This struck copper coin has been made from a cast blank that was hammered into
shape with little annealing. The dendritic cast structure was still clearly visible, and no
recrystallization of the copper was observed, although the cast blank had been worked into a
compact core (fig. 17). The coin consisted of copper with 1.4% Ag, 0.6% Sn, and 0.3% Zn.
Bawsey tore
To compare Celtic coinmaking and plating techniques with an example from the other main
group of precious metal objects, jewellery, a Celtic tore fragment from Bawsey (Norfolk) was
also examined. The tore was made of c. 2 mm thick copper wire (>99% Cu) plated with an
alloy of approximately 50% Ag-50% Cu. 13 Although in the available sample of the plating
(fig. 18) there was not much of the copper core left, and a second sample of the core contained
no plating, it can be said that the plating of the tore had also been applied molten, but was
much thicker than on the coins, and it had been heavily worked (as indicated by the
deformation of the copper phase). The core, showing remains of a cast dendritic structure
without signs of recrystallization, had been cold worked as well. The metal structure of the
core was compact and uncorroded.
Discussion
a) Roman coins
Three of the coins (Nos. 1-3) have been plated with almost pure silver, so that the plating
came within the range of the surface composition of genuine denarii of the same type. Walker
analyzed fifty-nine denarii of 83/82 BC near their surface, finding a mean fineness of 97.4 ±
0.9% Ag; 14 seven further denarii (Crawford 444) gave a mean of 96.8 ± 0.43% Ag, while 176
denarii minted at Rome between 48 BC and 41 BC had a mean silver content of 95 ± 1.25%.
The finenesses of the three analyzed platings, 94.6%, 98.1% and 97.4%, were within this
range.
On Coins 1 and 3 a joint was found where two sheets of silver had been fused together to
give a silver layer of double thickness. In neither of these joints was there any copper-rich
phase present. This indicates that in at least these two cases no solder has been used. After
earlier evidence for the use of a hard solder in the plating process, 15 this is the first time that
its absence can be proved. The existence of a large gap between silver foil and copper core in
Coin 3 (fig. 7), with limited formation of eutectic compared with Coins 1 and 2, can perhaps
be explained by a lower standard of craftsmanship. The joint between the two halves of the
silver shell had fused correctly, but there must have been rather poor contact between copper
and silver, possibly because the silver shell was slightly oversize before being compressed
onto the blank. Here the eutectic layer was at most 20-30 pm whilst in Coin 1 the layer
approached 100 pm. Experience suggests that this last is quite typical of lower pressure
bonding of copper and silver sheet - at high pressure the eutectic is suppressed and a diffusion
profile sets up (Ferguson, pers. comm.). Zwicker et al have also studied the thickness of the
eutectic layer which formed between silver and copper after heating samples at 800°C for
various times. 16 From their results it can be concluded that these coins must have been brought
to a temperature close to the melting point of silver (963°C) for not more than 2-3 minutes.
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Northover and Salter, as in n. 12.
D.R. Walker, ' T h e Silver C o n t e n t s of the R o m a n
Republican Coinage', in Metallurgy in Numismatics /, edited
by D.M. Metcalf and W.A. Oddy, RNS Special Publication 13
14

(London, 1980), pp. 5 5 - 7 2 .
15
S. La N i e c e , ' S i l v e r P l a t i n g on C o p p e r , B r o n z e and
Brass', Ant J 70 (1990), 102-14.
16
Zwicker et al, as in n. 6, p. 228.
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Too high a temperature and the fused joint between the foils would not be recognisable. The
use of a pure copper core (melting point 1084°C) prevents the core melting at the same time.
To achieve all this the blank-making process must have been small scale and aided by a
blowpipe.
In Coin 4 very little working had been done on the core, which was more or less in the state
in which it had solidified. The fact that it had an open porous structure permitted the ingress of
molten silver. Because of this, and because of its use of a silver/copper alloy plating of c. 80%
Ag in comparison with the 96.4 ± 0.52% Ag found in twelve genuine coins of this type, 17 this
coin bears a superficial resemblance to the British Celtic coins described below. However, as
on all the other Roman coins studied, and unlike the Celtic coins, the plating was thick and
well preserved.
Coin 5 received particular attention as the only coin with a core of iron instead of copper.
Silver-plated iron coins imitating the Roman silver coinage appear rather rare, with less than
forty examples known, although this may be because they have not been correctly identified in
many collections. 18 Since iron and silver are immiscible even at high temperature, and form no
eutectics or intermetallics, it was very difficult to achieve a firm bond between the two metals.
Replication experiments showed that a corrosive borate-based flux, as used in modern silver
soldering of steel, was essential. With only 77% Ag, the plating of Coin 5 showed a silver
content significantly lower than contemporary genuine silver denarii. However, the use of a
debased alloy was a necessity rather than an economy for these coins. Although the solubility
of iron in copper is limited to a maximum of a few percent even at high temperature, it is
orders of magnitude greater than its solubility in silver. The addition of copper to silver
increases the solubility of the iron in the liquid metal, and it is this that permits the formation
of a bond. The plating process requires the plating alloy to become molten with some degree
of superheat, perhaps around 1000°C. The manufacture of these coins is discussed elsewhere
in more detail. 19
Coin 6 imitated a coin minted about a century later than the coins of the Civil War. The year
70, in which RIC type 10 was issued, saw the debasement of the Roman silver coinage from
92-93% under Nero to less than 90%, while some genuine denarii reached hardly more than
80% Ag. 20 Even given the possibility that Walker's data can overestimate the silver contents,
the plating of Coin 6 was well short even of this. Nevertheless, the coin would have had quite
a silver appearance from the thick plate. The area of silver exposed at the surface would have
been enhanced by blanching to remove copper oxide formed during the working and annealing
of the blank.
The metallographic examination also showed how the copper cores had been made. Coin 6,
with its cast and hot-worked structure (fig. 12) is a particularly fine example. First a blank was
cast, possibly separately, possibly as part of a strip or sectioned rod. Cast rods for making coin
blanks to be plated were found during the excavation of a counterfeiter's workshop at Augusta
Raurica, Switzerland.21 However, these rods were bronze and dated to a much later period
(195-210 AD), and we can only speculate about earlier methods. The deformation of the
residual cored structure indicated at least a 50% reduction in thickness from the original
blank; several anneals were probably necessary, maybe three or four. The annealing times and
temperatures were sufficient for recrystallisation, but the metal was not fully homogenised.
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Walker, as in n. 14.
Most are listed by Zwicker et at, as in n. 6.
19
K. Anheuser, 'Silver plated iron coins from the Roman
c o i n a g e ' , in Metallurgy
in Numismatics
IV, R N S Special
Publication (in press).
20
D.R. Walker, The Metrology of the Roman Silver Coinage
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I: from Augustus to Domitian, BAR Supplementary Series 5
(Oxford, 1976).
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M. Peters, Eine Werkstatte
zur Herstellung
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subaeraten
Denaren
in Augusta
Raurica,
Studien zu
Fundmiinzen der Antike, Bd. 7 (Berlin, 1990).
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The hammering also served to close up most of the gas porosity and prevent any ingress of
molten silver from the surface. Pores remained in the centre of the blank, but they were
elongated by the working of the blank. Residual coring (i.e. traces of the dendritic structure)
could also be seen on Coin 2, whilst elongated pores remained in Coins 1 and 3 (fig. 3).

b) British (Celtic) coins
Five out of the seven coins examined had a fused silver-copper coating with approximately
70% silver, in which the copper-rich phase was completely corroded, with only cavities
remaining (fig. 16). The sixth coin (No. 12) had lost its plating and was just a core, whilst No.
13, a Durotrigan struck copper stater, never had been plated and was only included for
comparison. The four plated Durotrigan coins (Nos. 7-10) correspond to types VA 1235-3 for
the staters and VA 1242 for the quarter staters. Examples of both these types have been
analyzed: 22 eleven staters ranged from 82% to 24% silver and three quarters from 81% to
45%, the balance being copper or bronze. The degree of control of this debasement is
debatable, as is the length of time over which it took place. However, the use of a thin coating
of a 70% silver-30% copper alloy would allow the imitation of all except the lowest end of
this range. The use of this alloy is even more convenient because it is close to the eutectic and
therefore has a low liquidus temperature.
In the plated coins it appears that liquid metal frequently penetrated the core. There are
several ways in which this could have been achieved, presumably based on the traditional
Celtic method of melting and solidifying 'cast' blanks in coin 'moulds'. The blank could have
been covered in silver-copper eutectic solder, either as small pieces or as foil, or wrapped in
silver foil and heated until the diffusion of copper permitted conversion of the whole covering
to the eutectic. The former method is, perhaps, to be preferred as it is doubtful whether the
Durotriges had access to sufficiently pure silver, and foil is probably more likely than powder
or fragments as being easier to make in sufficient quantity. Zwicker et al showed that these
processes take only a few minutes,23 and temperature control was less important than with the
Roman methods. Replication experiments have also demonstrated that hot-dipping of the
copper cores into a molten silver alloy was probably not used. The thickness of the silver layer
and the weight of the coin were then difficult to control, and unlike the silver coins, the blank
could not be clipped to the right weight (if this was indeed important).
The cores of all the British coins examined in this study showed a cored dendritic structure,
either original or residual, and emphasised by corrosion (figs. 14 and 15). The blanks had been
cast separately, rather than cut from sheet, with a variable amount of hammering and
annealing afterwards. In some cases (Coins 10 and 12) there had been sufficient working to
promote incipient recrystallisation after a subsequent heat treatment; of course this heat
treatment may have been the plating process itself. The cores of these coins were also
reasonably compacted. Other copper blanks (Coins 8, 9 and 11) showed very few signs of
working and some silver had penetrated the structure.
The use of copper for the cores of the Celtic coins requires consideration. Throughout the
pre-Roman Iron Age in Britain, until the beginning of the first century AD, the standard nonferrous alloy was unleaded tin bronze, with very little copper assuch appearing in the
archaeological record. Thus the use of copper for both the plated coins and, for the Durotriges
and other tribes issuing them, the coins formerly known as struck bronze (of which Coin 13 is
an example) is remarkable. Apart from a few brass examples these last have generally proved

Van Aisdell, as in «. 10, p. 511; J.P. Northmen 'Materials
issues in the Celtic coinage*, in Celtic Coinage: Britain and

Beyond, edited by M. Mays (London, 1992), pp. 235-99.
» Zwicker et a!, as in n. 6. p. 22S.
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to be of coppers similar in composition to the cores of the British coins analyzed here.
Although it seems certain that copper was mined and smelted in Britain during the Iron Age in
both the south-west and in Wales, the products of these industries cannot readily be identified
after the mid-first century BC. Further, the compositions of these coppers on the whole match
the coppers in the coins, especially with respect to antimony and silver contents. We should
then look for a source outside southern Britain, and continental Europe is the most probable,
since it was the source of the gold and silver as well. Insufficient copper/bronze coins from the
continent have been analyzed to shed any further light on this.
A deliberate choice, therefore, had been made to use copper, a choice perhaps made on the
basis of Celtic minting practice across the Channel, perhaps original to Britain. One
motivation is that it is easier to coin than bronze, being softer after annealing and work
hardening much more slowly. The choice, of course, also excludes bronze, the most readily
available copper alloy, from the minting process and so restricts its use for imitations.
Although easy to strike, there are difficulties in preparing the blanks. Copper oxidises very
readily at high temperature, so most operations need to be carried out under a reducing
atmosphere. Molten copper also readily dissolves large quantities of gas, mainly hydrogen
from the decomposition of water in the environment, e.g. in the mould fabric. When the metal
solidifies this outgasses and leaves a very porous structure, something that was observed in the
coins. What the copper does do is provide a substrate mechanically stable at high temperature
that bonds readily to the silver.
Another interesting feature was the relatively high silver content (2.4%) in the core of Coin
7. The distribution of the silver within the dense copper core as part of silver/copper eutectic,
filling the space between the dendrites of primary copper phase, clearly demonstrated that
both metals had been cast together, and that in this case the silver had not entered during the
plating process. Coin 13 contained 1.4% Ag, too, and 7 other coins of the same type (VA
1290-1) showed a variation range of their silver content between 28.8 and 0.3%. 24 Copper
alloys with only a few per cent silver are unlikely to be the last stage of a controlled
debasement, as a silver content this low would have had no effect at all on the colour, not even
in the case of a pickled and therefore silver-enriched surface. The silver content in these
Durotrigan coins appears not to have been strictly controlled, and they may have been made
from recycled metal.
It is worth pointing out that the Bawsey tore fragment analyzed here shows essentially the
same plating techniques as the British coins. The plating alloy may be more base, and the
plating thicker, but the substrate is copper and a copper/silver alloy rather than silver is used.
The dating of this tore is most probably around the mid-first century BC and was probably
undertaken because of a shortage of silver. The similarity of the results across southern Britain
suggests a recognised standard technique.
Conclusions
Although the Roman and British plated coins studied here are of silver on a base metal core,
there are marked differences between the two areas in preparation of the cores, in the plating
technique, and in the composition of the plate.
Both groups used cores of high purity copper. The Roman cores had also been hammered
and annealed until the copper was almost free of porosity, whilst the British cores had
received minimum attention before plating and striking. This is in line with the differences
between British and Roman coins in general, with the latter tending to have a flatter and

24

Northover, as in n. 22, pp. 293, 295.
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thinner flan. To plate their cores, the Romans wrapped them in pure silver foil and heated
them rapidly to close to the melting point of silver for a short time, no more than a few
minutes. Good control of temperature was required to prevent the core melting, and also to
prevent too rapid diffusion of copper into the silver. In at least two of the coins (Nos. 1 and 3)
it is clear that no solder was used, in contrast to results reported elsewhere. One of the coins
(No. 4) was made less skilfully; the core remained porous and was penetrated by the silver,
which had been applied by melting a silver/copper alloy on the surface, or through
overheating a blank wrapped in silver foil. A similar technique was used on an Early Imperial
imitation (No. 6), but here the coin is imitating a debased original. Silver alloy plating on an
iron core also demonstrates the degree of metallurgical skill connected with the Roman plated
coins, in this case a knowledge of corrosive fluxes.
The blanks used for the British Celtic coins were less well produced and remained porous,
leading to a loss of silver into the core. The plating was always in the form of a silver-copper
alloy and was applied molten; precise temperature control was not required. The results tend
to have a rather crude appearance and question the context in which the coins were produced,
as they could well be easily recognised. Even where the Roman coins employ a silver alloy
plating, the quality of the work is superior to that of the Celtic coins, and the plating
significantly thicker.
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s . The authors would like to acknowledge Cathy King (Ashmolean Museum) for providing coins for this
study. The work was funded by the German Ministry for Research and Technology (Hochschulsonderprogramm II).

APPENDIX: ANALYTICAL DATA

Roman coins:
2

c o i n no.
c a t a l o g u e no.

1
C. 3 6 4 / l c
core

C. 4 4 4 / 1 a
core

3
C. 4 8 7 / 2
core

4
C. 4 4 3
core

5
C. 5 4 4
core

6
RIC 10
core

Cu

99.8
0.2
n.f.
tr.
0.02
n.f.
0.07
tr.
0.14
n.f.
n.f.
0.1
n.f.
100.3

98.7
0.4
n.f.
n.f.
0.04
0.01
0.05
tr.
1.13
tr.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
100.3

100.8
0.1
n.f.
n.f.
0.02
tr.
tr.
n.f.
tr.
tr.
tr.
0.07
n.f.
101.0

99.2
0.1
0.03
n.f.
tr.
tr.
0.2
n.f.
0.05
0.05
0.7
0.03
n.f.
100.4

0.02
tr.
tr.
n.f.
99.8
0.03
0.07
n.f.
0.01
tr.
0.06
tr.
n.f.
100.0

100.3
0.06
tr.
tr.
0.11
n.f.
tr.
tr.
0.07
n.f.
tr.
0.1
n.f.
100.6

Ag
Au
Zn
Fe
Co
Ni
As
Sb
Bi
Sn
Pb
S
total
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coin no.
catalogue no.

1
C. 364/lc
plating

2
C. 441/la
plating

3
C. 487/2
plating

4
C.443
plating

5
C.544
plating

6
RIC 10
plating

Cu
Ag
Au
Zn
Fe
Co
Ni
As
Sb
Bi
Sn
Pb
S
total

1.5
94.6
0.5
tr.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
0.5
n.f.
97.1

1.9
98.1
0.4
n.f.
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
100.4

0.14
97.4
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
0.40
n.f.
97.9

ca. 20
ca. 80

19
77
0.15
0.64
1.5
n.f.
0.02
tr.
0.02
0.06
n.f.
0.5
n.f.
99

32
67
0.2
tr.
n.f.
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
n.f.
0.07
n.f.
0.4
0.02
100

no

quantitative

analysis

Numbers denote weight-%
n.f.: not found
tr.: element just detected but not quantifiable.

Celtic coins:
coin no.

7
Durotriges
stater

8
Durotriges
stater

catalogue no.

VA 1235-3

VA 1235-3

core

core

Cu
Ag
Zn
Fe
Co
Ni
As
Sb
Bi
Pb
S
total

97.1
2.4
n.f.
0.09
n.f.
0.12
tr.
0.08
tr.
0.04
n.f.
99.8

no

quantitative

analysis

9
Durotriges
quarter
stater
VA 1242-1
(plated)

10
Durotriges
minim

core

VA 1242
(unpublished
variant)
core

99.1
0.3
n.f.
tr.
n.f.
0.29
n.f.
0.3
trace in lead
few inclusions
n.f.
100.0

100.8
0.05
n.f.
n.f.
n.f.
0.08
n.f.
tr.
few inclusions
trace in bismuth
0.01
100.9

11
Atrebates
Tincommius
unit
VA 396-1
(plated)

12
Iceni Boar
unit

13
Durotriges
stater

VA 6 5 9 - 2

VA 1290-1

core

core

99.3
0.8
n.f.
0.05
n.f.
0.05
tr.
0.43
n.f.
0.13
n.f.
100.8

100.4
0.12
n.f.
0.04
tr.
tr.
tr.
0.10
n.f.
0.1
tr.
100.8

97.53

1.36
0.32
0.01
tr.
n.f.
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.02
99.3

Numbers denote weight-%
n.f.: not found
tr.: element just detected but not quantifiable.

K E Y T O T H E PLATES
Fig. 1 coin 1 - plated denarius Q ATO BALB PR, Crawford 364/lc, from Hayling Island Temple (Hampshire).
Fig. 2 coin 1 - scanning electron microscope, backscattered image.
Fig. 3 coin 1 - optical microscope, fully recrystallized core with flattened sulphide inclusions, silver plating,
etched (FeCl 3 ).
Fig. 4 coin 1 - scanning electron microscope, secondary electron image, joint in plating.
Fig. 5 coin 2 - scanning electron microscope, backscattered image.
Fig. 6 coin 2 - optical microscope, fully recrystallized silver plating, etched (CN" + S 2 0 8 2 " ) .
Fig. 7 coin 3 - scanning electron microscope, secondary electron image.

SILVER PLATING ON ROMAN AND CELTIC COINS
Fig. 8 coin 3 - optical microscope, joint in fully recrystallized silver plating, etched (CN" + S 2 O g 2 - ) .
Fig. 9 coin 4 - optical microscope.
Fig. 10 coin 5 - scanning electron microscope, secondary electron image.
Fig. 11 coin 5 - optical microscope, interface iron core/silver-copper plating, with some iron dissolved in the
copper phase of the plating, etched (CN" + S 2 0 8 2 " ) .
Fig. 12 coin 6 - optical microscope, recrystallized core with annealing twins (bottom), and plating. In the plating,
the copper phase near the surface has oxidised (dark). Etched (FeCl j).
Fig. 13 coin 8 - scanning electron microscope, backscattered image. Copper core with silver/copper plating
(bright).
Fig. 14 coin 9 - scanning electron microscope, backscattered image. Dendritic copper core with silver/copper
plating (bright).
Fig. 15 coin 10 - scanning electron microscope, backscattered image. Deformed dendritic copper core with
silver/copper plating (bright).
Fig. 16 coin 11 - scanning electron microscope, backscattered image, silver/copper plating.
Fig. 17 coin 13 - optical microscope, cast and cold worked copper, etched (FeCl 3 ).
Fig. 18 Bawsey tore - optical microscope, etched (FeCl 3 ).
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FOUR TENTH-CENTURY NOTES: UNFINISHED WORK OF
C.E. BLUNT
Edited

by L O R D S T E W A R T B Y

A few days before his death in November 1987 Christopher Blunt handed me a folder of
papers containing work which he had intended to prepare for publication but had not yet
completed. He asked me to make use of it myself, or make it available to others, in whatever
way I thought best.. Many scholars leave a Nachlass of unfinished work that is often not easy
to manage. But Blunt was a most methodical person, and he had, during his last years,
concentrated on editing the Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles and on the production of
Coinage in Tenth-Century England, so that other outstanding items were relatively few and
straightforward. They fall into two main categories, those where Blunt had produced a text
which, with appropriate editing, could be printed more or less in its existing form, and those
where he had left notes sufficiently full to be written up in the way he had intended. Three of
the former and one of the latter are published here.1
In the first category are the comments on three finds which he read to the February 1986
meeting of the Society. These have needed slight revision with the passage of time and some
obvious modification to make them suitable for a printed rather than a spoken form, but
wherever practicable I have retained Blunt's actual words in the versions that follow. (Where I
have introduced other comments, I have put them in brackets.) The fourth item printed here, on
the pellet-marked dies of Eadred, I have reconstructed from Blunt's detailed notes, and this has
not caused difficulty since the material is basically factual. In another case, where Blunt left
notes concerning Alwerd and certain other north-eastern moneyers of the period from Athelstan
to Edgar, I have found it impossible to produce a text that could fairly be attributed to his
authorship, since although we discussed some of the questions at issue in August 1987 we did
not do so thoroughly enough for me to be sure that I could accurately represent his considered
views. I have therefore published a note elsewhere incorporating Blunt's material but with a
discussion for which he is not responsible.2 Blunt also contributed significantly to some joint
work which we did in the 1970s on the Norman hoard from Shillington, and this I have now
completed. Again, however, there was no proper text and I have accordingly felt it better to
publish the paper under my own name, particularly since subsequent work led me to conclude
that some of Blunt's original thoughts needed to be modified.3 One other Norman item, on two
counterfeit pennies of William I found in Wiltshire, Blunt had promised to the County Society's
Magazine. This I have published under our joint names since we worked on the subject together,
and he asked me to rewrite his draft notes in a way that we had discussed.4
One further addition to the final bibliography of Blunt's works should be noted. 5 The
Medieval Catalogue of the Salisbury & South Wiltshire Museum, part 1, edited by P. and E.
Saunders, 1991, contains a section on 'Coins', pp. 140-68, most of which (except for two
appendices of additional coins, pp. 154-9) was prepared by Blunt in the 1970s.

1

i am grateful to Messrs. Mark Blackburn, Stewart Lyon
and Hugh Pagan for helpful comments on the text.
2
I. Stewart, 'Alwerd', NCirc, September 1992, 2 2 4 - 5 .
3
' C o i n s of William II from the Shillington Hoard', NC
1992, 111-32.

4
'Two C o n t e m p o r a r y Forgeries of C o i n s of William I
Found in Wiltshire', The Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural
History Magazine, vol. 84 (1991), 122-5.
5
Blunt's published works are listed by R.H. Thompson in
BNJ 42(1974), 11-33; 53 (1983). 191-3 and 57 (1987), 160-1.
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All the coins illustrated on plate 7 are in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, and, with the
exception of no. 11, from the Blunt collection.
I. An Early-Tenth Century Group from the Thames
This little parcel consisted of six coins said to have been found together in the Thames mud.
They have that black patina that one associates with finds from the Thames, and though at first
blush the composition might make this provenance seem unlikely, I think, on consideration,
that it is one that deserves acceptance. Unfortunately it has not proved possible to establish
whereabouts on the banks of the Thames the coins were found. The black patina points to
London rather than much higher up where the water is cleaner, but it would be of interest to
know whether the find was made off the City or slightly further upstream, off the area around
the Strand (by Aldwych) where the Anglo-Saxon centre is thought to have been up to the time
of Alfred.6 (Another possibility is that the coins come from the lower Thames, to the east of
the City of London, towards the estuary, as their eastern associations might suggest.)
Two of the coins are of the St. Edmund Memorial coinage.7 No. 1 is of the early (Cuerdale)
group by a moneyer whose name appears in various, often corrupt, forms but whom Keary
identifies tentatively as Onnonea, an identification accepted equally tentatively by Brooke and
Dr. Smart.8 There is nothing special about this coin. It is comparable, but not exactly similar,
to BMC 481 from the Cuerdale hoard. The second St. Edmund coin (no. 2) is of a slightly
later, post-Cuerdale, issue. The obverse legend is, as so often in this issue, somewhat
confused, but the reverse reads clearly + B E R E I N C I V . We are much less well informed on these
later issues, compared with the earlier ones to which the Cuerdale hoard made such an
outstanding contribution. So it is no surprise to find that nothing strictly comparable appears
to be recorded. The ending CIV naturally prompts the thought that the earlier part might be a
mint-name, but this must be resisted. No civitas can be found to which the name Berein might
apply. It must in fact be the name of a moneyer and we may compare it with another late
specimen (SCBI Copenhagen 125) where the reverse legends reads simply B E R E N C , no doubt
Berengar, a name found on coins of the Cuerdale group (e.g. BMC 274-7). Berner is also
found on a post-Cuerdale coin in the British Museum (BMA 274), and on another discussed
hereafter (no. 11).
The next three coins are irregular pieces in the name of Edward the Elder. No. 3, the best of
them, can be seen to read + : V D V E A R D R X on the obverse, and a virtually unblundered
moneyer's name on the reverse, •/ A E D E R / + + + / E D I I O + / - , the only 'mistake' being the use of
a D instead of an eth in the name. The other two, both damaged, are, no. 4 certainly, no. 5
possibly, with the same moneyer's name and of similar type. They belong, Mr. Lyon has been
kind enough to tell me, 9 to a little group of which there was one example (and one only)
among the many 'irregular' coins of this reign in the hoard from Morley St. Peter in Norfolk.10
Another is in the collection of Lord Stewartby and these two are by the same moneyer,
Aethered, as the new Thames coins. 11

6
H e r e B l u n t referred to the theory as put forward by
Professor Martin Biddle (first published by him in 'London on
the Strand', Popular Archaeology, July 1984, 23-7).
7
T h e principal modern studies of this coinage are C.E.
Blunt, ' T h e St. E d m u n d M e m o r i a l C o i n a g e ' , Proc. of the
Suffolk Inst, of Arch., 31 (1969), 234-53, and V. Smart, 'The
Moneyers of St. Edmund", Hikuin 11 (1985), 83-90.
s BMC I, pp. 122-3; English Coins, p. 32; SCBI 28 (Index),
p. 60.
9
See now C.E. Blunt, B.H.I.H. Stewart and C.S.S. Lyon,
Coinage in Tenth-Centuiy England (CTCE) (Oxford, 1989), p. 85.

10

SCBI East Anglia, 120 (there included as a regular coin).
Blunt added 'Comparison might also possibly be made with
a coin probably from the find at Bossall, Yorkshire. This coin,
though stylistically comparable, has the name of a different
moneyer, Iohan' (see C.E. Blunt and B.H.I.H. Stewart, 'The
Coinage of Regnald I of York and the Bossall Hoard', NC 1983,
146-63, pi. 23, N3). Mr. Lyon and I would be less inclined to
associate the Iohan coin with the Aethereds, since it belongs to
the heavy non-portrait group, related to NE I, of which there
were several examples in the Morley St. Peter hoard (SCBI East
Anglia, nos. 174-214; CTCE, pp. 53 and 207).
11
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Aethered was a fairly prolific moneyer for Edward, working for most of the reign in
Wessex. He would therefore be a ready target for the imitator. But where this little group was
produced remains in doubt. Although it does not link into the major imitative series from
Morley St. Peter, the fact that the odd specimen was found there, coupled with the presence of
these three examples in a little purse that seems to have East Anglian connections, may now
point in that general direction.
The sixth coin, a good deal damaged, is one unexpected in a southern context. It is a
specimen of the early St. Peter coinage, reading .+./SCIIE/. . . / TIIIIO / + and +EBORACECIV.
The weight, at slightly less than 19 gr., is not reliable evidence in view of the coin's condition.
It is not exactly similar to anything in BMC but belongs to the normal swordless series, which
is now dated c. 905—c. 919. From its blundered obverse reading, it is probably not one of the
earliest in this group, although the full and literate reverse reading and an original weight
perhaps in the region of 20 gr. would place it relatively early.12
How does one account for a little parcel like this, found in the Thames, consisting of two
certainly East Anglian coins, three others that might be from eastern England, and one
certainly Northumbrian, from York, all of them of a date entirely consistent with the statement
that they were found together? I would suggest that this is likely to have been the purse of
someone on board a ship that had come down the east coast, either a merchant, a traveller or a
seaman, and that it was lost when he was going ashore. It is certainly not the type of purse that
a Londoner would have been carrying.
The presence of the St. Peter coin makes the date of loss no earlier than 905 and the postCuerdale St. Edmund coin conforms with this. The dating of the irregular coins in the name of
Edward the Elder is more open to question, but a date of c. 910(+) for the loss would be a
reasonable estimate on the evidence of the other coins.
II. A Group of St. Edmund Coins from Suffolk
Three St. Edmund Memorial coins (nos. 7-9 on plate 7) found some years ago in Suffolk with
a metal-detector, and all apparently later in date than those from the Cuerdale hoard, may be
described as follows:
7.

Obv. +SDVXREVI. In c e n t r e A , an a n n u l e t e i t h e r side a n d a third b e t w e e n t h e a r m s of t h e A w i t h a s m a l l p e l l e t
a b o v e it.
Rev. +SDVRECKOT. In c e n t r e a l a r g e c r o s s p a t t e e o v e r a s m a l l e r c r o s s saltire w i t h a n n u l e t e n d s to t h e a r m s .

8.

Obv. +SCEEADM[1. In c e n t r e A , w i t h c h e v r o n bar.
Rev. +ABONELCE. In c e n t r e c r o s s p a t t e e .

9.

Obv. +NVRITCVI. In c e n t r e s m a l l A . w i t h c h e v r o n bar.
Rev. +I-OVIOIS. In c e n t r e s m a l l c r o s s p a t t e e .

The first coin provides an entirely new variant for the usually consistent type of the St.
Edmund coinage. The obverse with three annulets round the letter A was already recorded
from a single example in the British Museum (BMC 317). The reverse, however, has a large
cross with on it a smaller cross in saltire with annulet ends. This type was previously
unknown, and is, I would suggest, post-Cuerdale, though not much later.
No. 8 I would also regard as post-Cuerdale. It is by a moneyer called Abonel who is well
known in the Cuerdale group 13 and, what is important, the name is also found on coins of

12
CTCE. pp. 103-5. In a subsequent study (I. Stewart and S.
Lyon. 'Chronology of the St. Peter Coinage', The Yorkshire
Numismatist 2 (1992), 4 5 - 7 3 ) it is suggested that the obverse.

or lower die. was the one with the name of the mint and not
that of St. Peter.
" BMC 117-28.
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Athelstan struck at Hertford and Maldon. 14 There would be a gap of perhaps some twenty
years between the issue of the St. Edmund coins and those for Athelstan, and as the name, not
a common one, is also found on coins of Edmund, which would be some thirty years later than
the St. Edmunds, and again under Eadwig and Edgar, it looks as if there must have been at
least two moneyers of this name, perhaps father and son. The association of Abonel with an
area to the south of East Anglia implies that the issue of the St. Edmund coins, the places of
mintage of which remain uncertain, may have extended to this area.
No. 9, undoubtedly post-Cuerdale, has on the obverse an inscription which by no stretch of
the imagination could be regarded as a blundered form of the St. Edmund legend (as are
frequently found). The fact that it ends CVI invites the thought that it might be attempting a
mint-name, as has been suggested for a coin of this type found at Northampton that reads, also
on the obverse, N O R D V I C O - , such a good reading that Norwich seems a distinct possibility.15
N V R I T is a less likely-looking form but is worth recording in case further evidence one day
turns up.
By curious chance I had, a few years earlier, acquired a coin by a moneyer signing M A R T I N I
which has a nearly similar obverse in type (if not in legend) to the first coin in the Suffolk
parcel, no. 7. Both sides, in this case, resemble the type of BMC 317 with annulets by the
letter A and in the quarters of the reverse cross. The B.M. coin, which is post-Cuerdale in
style, was bought in 1869 from the dealer William Webster, without specific provenance, but
may be identified as the piece illustrated by Sainthill in 1853 as having been bought by Major
Moore, of the 54th Regt., in Limerick. 16 The Martini coin was found, I understand, by a man
living at Biggleswade, Beds., and was sold at Christie's, 20 April 1971, lot 117. These three
annulet-marked coins are all well-struck and can no doubt be associated with one another. The
curious thing is to find coins of this stylistic quality with such confused legends - the only one
of the six to appear to be correct is the Martini reverse. (Since the foregoing was written two
further St. Edmund coins with annulets have come to light. One, found at Oxborough,
Norfolk, has been acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum and is illustrated here as no. 11. It has
a clear reading B E R N E R A . The other, recently offered for sale by Spinks, NCirc, December
1994, no. 7884, has a St. Edmund reading on both sides. These two new specimens are
stylistically similar to the other three annulet coins.)
Since I have been discussing a number of coins of the St. Edmund issue, I may perhaps be
allowed to finish by placing on record one more (no. 10). It formed part of lot 724 in the
Glendining sale of 25 May 1972, but it has, I fear, no find-spot. It is a late issue by a moneyer
who signs A N S I C A , a well-known moneyer in the Cuerdale group but not, as far as I know,
previously recorded for the later one. (This coin is very similar in appearance to no. 9, from
the Suffolk find. Note the small diameter of the inner circles, which are finely serrated.)
III. Three Strays from the Smarmore Hoard
In 1953 I published at short report on an important hoard of Anglo-Saxon coins found twentyfive years earlier at Smarmore, Co. Louth, in Ireland. 17 Recently I was fortunate enough,
through the good offices of Mr. Patrick Finn, to acquire three coins (nos. 13-15) said to be
'strays' from the same find, a provenance there seems no reason to question.

14
C.E. Blunt, ' T h e Origins of the Mints of Hertford and
M a l d o n ' . BNJ 41 (1972), 2 1 - 6 ; Lord Stewartby, 'Moneyers in
the Written R e c o r d s ' , Kings, Currency and Alliances.
The
History and Coinage of Southern England, A.D. 8 4 0 - 9 0 0 ,
edited by M.A.S. Blackburn and D.M. Dumville, forthcoming.
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CTCE pl. 26, 2.
R. Sainthill, Olla Podrida, II. pl. 28, 2.
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C . E . Blunt, ' T h e S m a r m o r e H o a r d of T e n t h - C e n t u r y
Pennies', BNJ 27 (1952-4), 161-6. Blunt's draft of the present
note is dated March 1984.
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13. Athelstan, CR/CC type (BMC Via), Chester mint, moneyer Wulfstan. Same dies as SCBI Chester 50.
Obv. +EDELSTAN RE+ TO BRT, rosette in centre.
Rev. +VVLFSTAN M~0 LEGECF, cross in centre, annulet in field.
14. Eadred, HT1 type (BMC I), moneyer Ingelberd. CTCE no. 274.
Obv. +EADERD (sic) RE
Rev. :. IVA GELB/ + + + / ERD MOT / V
15. Edgar, CC type (BMC V), Wallingford mint, moneyer Beorhtric. CTCE no. 231a.
Obv. +EADGAR RE TO BR"I)Z"I, cross in centre, another in field below initial cross.
Rev. +-BEORHTRIC M PEAL-I, irregular lettering, cross in centre, another in field below initial cross.

The Athelstan is already recorded (B.342),18 but the only other specimens from reverse dies
with annulet in the field that I have noted are the CC/CR die-duplicate referred to and a true
CC type coin by the same moneyer, Wulfstan. These Circumscription issues of Athelstan from
the mint of Chester have several special marks in the field on one or other side and, as they
have not been listed together before, it might be useful to set down here those that I have
noted:
(i)

Two annulets on obv. (all from same obv. die): CC type, Cnath (B.141; BMS 50), with S on rev. (see vii
below); CC/CR, Cnath (B.328; SCBI Glasgow 636); CC, Maerten(e) (B. 147; BMS 57).
(ii)
Single annulet on obv.: CC, Wulfstan (B.158; SCBI Chester 32-3).
(iii) Single annulet on rev.: CC, Wulfstan (Dr. A. Campbell); CC/CR, Tot(es) (B.332; SCBI Chester 44); CR,
Deorulf (B.350; BMS 183); CR. Tot(es) (B.359; SCBI Midlands 146); CR/CC, Wulfstan (B.342; SCBI
Chester 50; Smarmore stray, no. 13).
(iv) Crescent attached to inner circle on obv.: CC, Wulfstan (B.158; Drabble lot 409).
(v)
Pellet in rev. field: CC/CR. Paul (B.331; SCBI Chester 43).
(vi) S. in obv. field: CR, Beorard (B.346: BMS 182).
(vii) S in rev. field: CC, Aelfvine (B.137; SCBI Chester 6); CC, Cnath (B.141; BMS 250), with two annulets on
obv. (see i above); CC, Eadulf (B.144; BMS 54).
(viii) Extra cross in both fields: CC, Aelfvine (B.137; SCBI Chester 7).
(ix) Uncertain marks on rev.: CC, M(ae)ldomen (B.146; SCBI Chester 19), Miss Pirie comments 'Unusual work;
blundered and possibly a contemporary imitation'.

The second Smarmore coin, no. 14, of Eadred by the moneyer Ingelberd, appears to have been
unrecorded prior to CTCE. The name Englbred is found on a number of Eadred's coins of the
HT1 type (CTCE no. 30; e.g. BMS 520-1, SCBI Copenhagen 738, St. Petersburg, Manx
Museum, SCBI Merseyside 467, and another from the Smarmore hoard itself, no. 13 in the
original list). 19 But in every case the spelling is the same, the name is followed by MO and the
style of the lettering points to a southern origin. The Ingelberd coin, slightly blundered as to
its obverse legend, reads MOT, which points to a more northerly origin. So, though the two
names are themselves no doubt the same, it is possible that two different moneyers are
involved.
The third coin, no. 15, is the most interesting of the three. The lettering is somewhat
irregular, compared with the neat coins normally produced by the mint of Wallingford for
Edgar in this type, and the engraver has had to resort to some space-filling objects at the end
of the obverse legend because he omitted the X in REX and so misjudged its length. Only one
regular coin of Wallingford by Beorhtric is known (CTCE no. 231; Lockett lot 623, ill.)
which, alone of the Wallingford coins, reads RE+TO~BR"I instead of the more usual title at

18
Athelstan references (B.) are to C.E. Blunt, 'The Coinage
of Athelstan: A Survey', BNJ 42 (1974), 35-160.
"
19
The name Ingelbert also occurs on a coin of NE I style.

with irregular obverse (Edgar?), from the Tetney hoard (BMS
937).
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southern mints, REX ANGL(orum). It is clear that no. 15 is a copy of this. It follows the
original virtually letter for letter, but adds an extra cross in the field on each side.
Irregular coins of this type of the mid-tenth century are not uncommon. They have been
found"for example in the Chester (1950) hoard (BMS 1233-4); the Iona hoard (SCBI
Edinburgh 313-7); the Inchkenneth hoard (SCBI Edinburgh 311); an unidentified Irish find
(Stewartby); and another from the Isle of Man 20 - mostly from areas where the English king's
writ did not run. But few have legends from which a prototype can be identified; most have
what Stevenson has pertinently called 'nonsense legends'. 21 It is in this respect that the new
Smarmore coin, no. 15, differs so markedly and this raises the question as to its original
source. Most of these irregular coins are much under weight.
The new 'Wallingford' coin itself weights only just over 17gr. which, even allowing for the
edge chip, is lighter than one might expect of a genuine coin when compared with the original
which weighs 23.7gr. Furthermore, its metal does not look at all good. I confess myself
puzzled as to its nature. There seem to be three possibilities: 1) that it is an imitative piece,
produced beyond the area of English control like so many other irregular coins, but the
competence of the legends on both sides puts it in a category of its own in relation to these,
and so perhaps makes this unlikely; 2) that it is an out and out contemporary forgery, in the
manner of some of the better copies of Athelstan's coins (although these may have been
produced outside English control after 939); or 3) that it is a piece of private enterprise on the
part of Beorhtric, official or otherwise, although if so he would appear to have been taking
something of a risk in respect of its weight and metal for a piece carrying his own name.
IV. Pellet-marked and Flawed Obverse Dies of Eadred
On certain coins of Eadred of the HT1 type four pellets are found in the obverse field, or three
pellets and a prominent flaw where a fourth could have been. 22 Three of the four moneyers
Blunt noted as using obverse dies showing three pellets and a flaw, Baldwin, Grim and
Herewig, also struck coins of Eadwig of the HT3 type with the Bedford mint-signature. The
fourth, Cilien, is possibly the same person as Cil(l)m, an Eadwig HT3 moneyer at
Niwe/Newe, probably Newport (Pagnell). Two moneyers who used unflawed dies with four
pellets, Husebald and Thurferth, were HT3 moneyers at Hampton (probably Northampton). So
all appear to have been operating in the same general area.
As Blunt noted, 'what seems clear is that the flawing of the obverse dies was deliberate: it
is found on dies used by four moneyers, none of them duplicated between moneyers'. Possibly
the flaw represents the removal of an earlier mark or symbol from the field of the die. 23
The relevant material is as follows:
BALDWIN. Eadred, HT1 (CTCE no. 10), with flaw and three pellets:
(a) BMS 502; (b) Bedford Museum; (c) Kirk Andreas find; 24 and (d) Lindsay, Heptarchy, pi. 6, 145, then in his
collection - this according to the plate, has four pellets, but Blunt may have wondered whether this was an
'improvement' by the engraver, since he comments 'I wish we could trace Lindsay's Baldwin!' All four are from
different obverse dies. Another of Baldwin's HT1 coins of Eadred has the strange reading D 'A EADRED REX
(BMS 501). Baldwin struck the H type for Athelstan (B.22), HT1 for Edmund (CTCE no. 14) (in which reign he
was one of only two moneyers whose halfpence have survived), Eadred and Eadwig (CTCE no. 4), HT3 for

20
M. Dolley, 'Promised Further Light on the 1866 Kirk
Andreas Find', NCirc, December 1979, 5 4 8 - 9 .
21
R . B . K . S t e v e n s o n , ' T h e Iona Hoard of A n g l o - S a x o n
Coins', NC 1 9 5 1 , 6 8 - 9 0 .

* CTCE pp. 134 and 138-9.
23

As can be seen, for e x a m p l e , when a n n u l e t s w e r e

removed
Stewart,
Abbot of
106-10,
117-20.
24
See

from certain Stamford dies in the 9 7 0 ' s : see I.
' T h e Stamford Mint and the C o n n e x i o n with the
Peterborough under Ethelred II', BNJ 28 (1955-7),
and ' P e t e r b o r o u g h and S t a m f o r d ' , SCMB 1970.
n. 20 above.
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Eadwig at Bedford (CTCE no. 71), and BC (without mint name) for Edgar. Of this last type (CTCE no. 364), two
coins have a group of three pellets in the reverse field (BMS 1162-3) and another a cross and three single pellets
(Ryan lot 799). 2 5
CILIEN. Eadred, HT1 (CTCE no. 18), with flaw and three pellets:
(a) BMS 512; (b) SCBI Copenhagen 734, same dies as (a). If the name is a variant of Cilm or Cillm, he also
struck HT3 of Eadwig at Newport (CTCE no. 92; BMS 813-4 and Grosvenor Museum, Chester ex CarlyonBritton lot 1701), and HT1 of the same king (CTCE no. 9; BMS 726).
GRIM. Eadred, HT1 (CTCE no. 35): (a) with flaw and three pellets, BMS 523; (b) with flaw but doubtful if any
pellets, SCBI Oxford 359; (c) as (b), Manx Museum. All are from different obverse dies. There were at least two
Grims in the third quarter of the century. One struck HR3 for Edgar at Derby (CTCE no. 196), other rosette types
for Eadred (HR1; CTCE no. 142), and Eadwig (HR5; CTCE no. 140), and post-reform coins at Derby. There are
also HT1 coins of Edmund (CTCE no. 279), Eadwig (CTCE no. 20) and Edgar (CTCE no. 9) which may be by
the flawed die moneyer of Eadred, who also struck Eadwig's HT3 type at Bedford with a flawed obverse die
(CTCE no. 74; BMS 800 and five in the Grosvenor Museum from the Chester hoard). The Grim who occurs after
the reform at Lincoln and Stamford possibly represents a third moneyer of the name.
HEREWIG. Eadred, HT1 (CTCE no. 39), with flaw and three pellets, CTCE no. 273 (pi. 12, no. 39/1 = 273),
reading HEREVVIG. Another, without flaw or pellets (pi. 7, no. 16), reads HEREPIG. This moneyer struck HT3 at
Bedford (CTCE no. 76; BMS 801, SCBI Cambridge 602 and Grosvenor Museum ex Chester 1950 hoard 275-6),
and HT1 also for Edmund (CTCE no. 56).
HUSEBALD. Eadred, HT1 (CTCE no. 42), with four pellets: (a) BMS 527; (b) SCBI Edinburgh 246; (c) possibly
four, perhaps three, pellets, very differently placed, BMS 528. All are from different dies. The only other type
recorded of Husebald is Eadwig's HT3, of Northampton (CTCE pi. 16, no. 83).
THURFERTH. Eadred, HT1 (CTCE no. 64), with four pellets, SCBI Edinburgh 266. A coin of the same type but
with larger lettering, without the pellets, is BMS 540. Thurferth was a Northampton moneyer in Eadwig's HT3
type (CTCE no. 84; BMS 807). in Edgar's CC type (CTCE no. 262; BMS 1095), and post-reform. The name is
also one of only two recorded for the extremely rare HR variant of Edgar with three annulets in the central line
(BMC type Ie; BMS 1211), the geographical links of which are not clearly established.

Blunt also noted that an HR1 coin of Eadred by Oslac (CTCE no. 157; BMS 624) has four
pellets at the ends of the obverse cross, within a beaded inner circle; but he thought this
probably not relevant, since the type is north-western (the name is found at Chester under
Athelstan). However, it is to be noted that another HR1 coin of Eadred by Oslac (CTCE no.
156) shares an obverse die with the north-eastern moneyer Hunred (BMS 625 and SCBI
Edinburgh 277).
KEY TO PLATE 7
Thames Group
1. St. Edmund, Onnonea. 1.38g.
2. - , Bereinciv. 1.23g.
3. Edward the Elder irregular, Aedered. 1.21g.
4. - , - , 0.89g., chipped.
5 . - , - , 1.19g., chipped.
6. St. Peter, York. 1.20g., chipped and bent.
Suffolk Find (7-9) and Related Coins (10-12)
7. St. Edmund, Sdurec Not. 1.29g.
8. - , Abonel. 1.22g.
9.
Iovicis. 1.3lg.
10.
Ansica. 1.21g.
1 1 . - , Berner. 1.20g., chipped and bent.
12.
Martini. 1.42g.

25
For another BC type coin of Edgar by a Bedford moneyer
with a cross and three pellets in the reverse field, see Lord

Stewartby, 'Brother, A Bedford Moneyer of E d g a r ' . NCirc,
October 1994, 357.
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Smarmore Hoard
13. Athelstan, Chester, Wulfstan, type CR/CC. 1.39g.
14. Eadred, Ingelberd, type HT1. 1.19g., chipped.
15. Edgar, Wallingford, Beorhtric, type CC. 1.1 lg., chipped.
Bedford moneyer, without flaw or pellets in field
16. Eadred, Herewig, type HT1. 1.19g., chipped.
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OLD AND NEW EDWARDIAN HOARDS FROM SCOTLAND
N.M.McQ. HOLMES

Introduction
THIS paper contains records and discussion of seven Scottish hoards of varying sizes, all
deposited during the reigns of Edward I—III, and mostly discovered during the period
1985-91. The exceptions to the latter are the Dumfries (Traveller's Rest) hoard of 1878, which
has never been fully published, and a small group of coins found at Auldgirth, Dumfriesshire,
in the late nineteenth century.
Most of the English coins have been catalogued according to the classification recently
defined by North,1 and the Scottish pennies of Alexander III according to that drawn up by
Stewart and North,2 and the hoards are among the first to be published using these systems.
Where coins were worn, damaged or corroded, it was not always possible to attribute each to
its correct type, since the differences between sub-groups often depend on very small details,
but in most cases it proved possible to establish exact identifications. With so many subgroups now identified within the Edwardian penny series, however, the lists of the contents of
hoards in summarised Inventory format could become extremely lengthy, and it has therefore
been decided that, on this occasion, the summaries will list coins only under their main
number and letter type (e.g. 3g or lOcf). This should prove to be satisfactory, at least in cases
where the full lists of identifications are also published. If the latter are not to be provided,
other authors may consider that more detailed summaries are sometimes appropriate.
Dumfries (Traveller's Rest) hoard, 1878
This hoard has been recorded in summarised form on several occasions.3 No detailed listing of
the coins has ever appeared in print, however, and over the years the hoard has become confused
with another, also found in Dumfries in 1878, which appears to have been recorded only as the
source of a silver seal and 'several' coins acquired by the National Museum of Antiquities of
Scotland in 1882.4 Since a number of manuscript documents relating to both hoards have come
to light in the Museum of Antiquities, this opportunity is taken to clear up the confusion and to
publish a list of the coins according to the most up-to-date system of classification. Some errors
in mint attribution are now apparent in the original published summary.
Discovery of the hoard and subsequent events
The story of the discovery of the hoard is recorded in a police report dated 1st June 1878. This
is an instructive and entertaining document, which reveals not only the exact circumstances of
the discovery - contradicting the assertion in recent publications that the coins were found 'in

1
J.J. North, The J.J. North Collection: Edwardian English
Silver Coins 1279-1351 (= SCBI 39, Oxford, 1989).
2
B.H.I.H. Stewart and J.J. North, 'Classification of the
Single-Cross Sterlings of Alexander III', BNJ 60 (1990), 37-64.
3
J.G. Callander, 'Fourteenth-Century Brooches and other
O r n a m e n t s in the N a t i o n a l M u s e u m of Antiquities of
S c o t l a n d ' , PSAS 58 ( 1 9 2 3 - 4 ) , 160-84 (coin list by G.
Macdonald on p. 162); J.D. A. Thompson, Inventory of British

Coin Hoards AD 600-1500 (London. 1956), p. 53, no. 139; J.
Williams, 'Coin Finds and Hoards from Dumfriesshire and
G a l l o w a y ' , NCirc 78 (1970), 331 (Dumfries Parish no. 2);
D.M. Metcalf, 'The Evidence of Scottish Coin Hoards for
Monetary History, 1 1 0 0 - 1 6 0 0 ' , in Coinage in Mediaeval
Scotland, edited by D.M. Metcalf (= BAR British Series 45,
Oxford, 1977), p. 29, no. 43.
*PSAS 16 (1881-2), 144, no. 3.
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a purse in the wall of an old house' - but also the promptness of the police action which
prevented the disappearance of the hoard without record. It is therefore worth quoting in its
entirety.
Dumfries 1st June 1878
Police Report
As to a quantity of old coins found in the Travellers Rest Public House in South Queensberry Street in the Burgh,
Parish and County of Dumfries, on the 31st May 1878.
William Carney aged 27 years a Labourer resides at No 9 Assembly Street in the Burgh of Dumfries. Says on
Friday 31st May I was engaged at the Travellers Rest Public House in Dumfries taking earth out from under the
flooring near to 4 PM. When engaged at the part that was lately used as the Bar digging with a spade I came upon a
quantity of old coins consolidated together, nearly the bulk of my hand, apparently of white metal. John Pyles Fish
Merchant came past where I was working shortly after and I sold the coins to him for sixpence. Shortly after I sold
these coins to Pyles I picked up what appeared to have been an old Shoe Buckle and other three small coins and an
oval piece of Jet set inside with yellow metal. I gave the coins and buckle to William Neilson Watchmaker same
evening to try what they were composed of. On the following day the Police brought the coins to me that I sold to
Pyles, and I am of opinion that they are much in the same state as when I found them, and I do not think any has
been taken off them.
Richard Craig aged about 50, a Publican, residing at the Fleshers Arms Public House in the Burgh of Dumfries,
says - about 5 PM on 31st May current John Pyles brought a quantity of old coins rusted together into my house
and said he bought them for /6d, and Pyles left them with me saying I was to try and sell them to Ex-Baillie
Newbigging, the coins still remained the property of Pyles but when the Police [came] I handed them over to them
in their entire state as I got them.
William Neilson aged 19 a Watchmaker resides at Guenbrae (?) in the Parish of Dumfries, says, on the evening
of 31st May I heard some coins were found at the Travellers Rest Public House, I went there to see if I could get
some of them, and from a labourer named Carney I got three small coins and one silver ring that may have been a
shoe buckle at some period, the ring was silver and on me trying to test it I broke it into three, it was silver and I
put it loosely into my pocket. I same evening was down on the Dock working mischief with some other young
fellows and I lost the three pieces of the ring from my Jacket Pocket, I do not know how this occurred but I did
loose them. The ring would be about 1'Ainches wide of an oval shape and the metal was half round, it was
valueless for any purpose.
John Forteeth, Constable stationed at Dumfries, says on the 1st June 1878 I in company of Constable McGuffie
made enquiries as to three coins found, I found the Witness Carney working in the house referred to, after hearing
from him what he had done with the coins I went in search of Pyles and found he was out of town; I heard the
coins were with the Witness Craig, I saw him and he handed them over to me. From enquiries I am of opinion that
the whole of the coins and other articles found (the ring excepted) has been handed over to me which I have
labelled and marked.
(signed) John Forteeth
Constable

The next record of the hoard takes the form of a letter, dated 6th June, from Stair Agnew,
Queen's and Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer, to George Sim at the 'Antiquarian Museum', to
accompany the coins etc. Sim is asked to provide a valuation and state whether they should be
retained for the museum. A pencil note at the top of the letter records that Sim replied the
same day, giving a value of £3/10/-, and saying that the find had been left with 'Mr.
Anderson', presumably Joseph Anderson, Keeper of the Museum.
The second Dumfries find of 1878 is attested by another letter from Stair Agnew to George
Sim, dated 26th June, which states that it accompanied 'a packet said to contain 916, or
thereby, coins and an ancient seal'. No provenance is included, but in a pencil draft of a reply,
dated 29th June, and headed 'Dumfries Treasure Trove', Sim acknowledges receipt of the
coins and seal. He continues: 'The coins weigh about 36 ounces and are only worth bullion
value. I would be inclined to value coins and seal at £8/10/-. The seal would be an acquisition
for the museum, and after more particular exam" of the coins, some of them may be desired
for the museum. Meantime they are retained by Mr. Anderson.' A total weight of thirty-six
ounces, converted to 1020.60 grammes and divided by 916, gives an average weight per coin
of 1 .llg, which suggests that they were probably fairly worn and/or corroded.
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The earliest evidence of confusion between the two hoards comes in a letter of 31st
December 1878 from Stair Agnew to George Sim, stating 'I send you herewith . . . the
earthenware jar in which the Treasure Trove (Dumfries) referred to in my letter dated 6th June
last was found'. At the bottom of the page is a pencilled draft of an acknowledgement from
Sim, dated 2nd January 1879. Agnew's assertion that the pottery vessel had contained the
earlier hoard can hardly be correct, since no such container is mentioned in any of the
previous records or correspondence relating to it. It seems probable that he referred in error to
his letter of 6th June instead of to that of 26th June, which accompanied the second find. No
first-hand description of this discovery survives, but it is not unlikely that a hoard of c. 916
coins would have been contained in a pot. The vessel, which comprises the lower part of ajar
in brown fabric, with traces of green glaze, is in the collections of the National Museums of
Scotland (ref MEA 242).
The confusion has manifested itself more recently in double cataloguing of the Traveller's
Rest hoard by modern writers. Williams includes a summary of the hoard as Dumfries Parish
no. 2 ('in a purse in the wall of an old house'), but on the following page describes, as no. 10,
a single penny of Canterbury 'found with others when excavating the Traveller's Rest' and
donated anonymously to the Antiquarian Society (of Dumfries and Galloway?).5 Metcalf lists
the hoard as no. 43, repeating the false provenance given by Williams, and then records the
Traveller's Rest find as no 119 on p 39.6
The acquisition of both hoards by the National Museum of Antiquities is recorded in the
proceedings of the meeting of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland on 13th March 1882.7
The earlier hoard, from the Traveller's Rest, is described as 'Mass of Silver Coins and
Ornaments, a small Cross and Brooches, rusted together, found in taking down an old house in
Dumfries in 1878'. Of the later hoard, the items acquired by the museum are described as
'Small Silver Seal bearing a stag's head, underneath a rabbit, and the inscription S . N I C O L A I
D E G A L W A Y , found in Dumfries in 1878, and several of the Coins found with it'.
Unfortunately not one of these coins is identifiable today, the provenance not having been
recorded when they were placed in the museum's trays, but Burns notes a Canterbury penny of
the rare type later to be classified as 3bc in the Dumfries hoard.8 No example of this type from
Canterbury was included in the North collection catalogue, but the author makes reference to
the Dumfries penny in note 13.9 It is extremely unfortunate that this coin could not be traced
during the writer's recent recataloguing of the collection at the Museum of Antiquities, and it
appears that it has been removed at some time during the period since Burns's death in 1887.
There is no doubt that the hoard from which it came was the later one from Dumfries, since
the earlier group remained fused together until 1922.10
Once the coins and other material in the earlier hoard had been separated, Callander
published detailed descriptions of the jewellery, and invited Dr (later Sir) George Macdonald
to identify the coins. His summarised list, categorised only according to mint, appeared in
Callander's article." The list contained 213 coins, and Macdonald proposed a date of
deposition of c. 1310. The detailed catalogue which follows this discussion contains only 210
coins. A note in the handwriting of R.B.K. Stevenson, found in the box in which the hoard had
been stored, records that a cut halfpenny and farthing of Alexander III and an Edward I penny
(9b, London) were at one time 'exhibited with container' - presumably the pot from the other
Dumfries hoard. Unfortunately these three coins can not now be located.

5
6
7
8

S e e n . 3.
See n. 3.
PSAS 16 (1881-2), 144. nos. 2 and 3.
E. Burns, The Coinage of Scotland (Edinburgh. 1887), p. 192.

' S e e n . 1.
J.G. Callander, as in n. 3, p. 160.
11
Callander, p. 162.
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Date of deposition
Mayhew has made a case for the dating of the deposition of this hoard to the early 1330s,
when military activity in south-west Scotland is attested. 12 Several hoards from the area which
end with pennies of class 15c have been dated to the 1320s on this basis, but the absence of
examples of the much scarcer class 15d should not be seen as precluding a somewhat later
deposition for these assemblages. The recent hoard from Dykebar Hospital, Paisley (see
below), may be quoted as an example of a hoard dating from the 1350s which does not include
15d pennies.
The coins
The coin list itself contains little which is out of the ordinary. Detailed identification has been
hampered in many cases by the effect of the somewhat violent methods employed in the 1920s
to separate and clean the coins. Many show signs of considerable abrasion, which has often
obscured minor details of design and lettering, and the effects of which are apparent in the
present weight of many of the coins. There are some variations in mint attribution from
Macdonald's previous listing, notably the presence of three coins of Lincoln, none of which
were previously noted. The total for Canterbury has been reduced from forty-six to forty-one,
and that for 'uncertain mint' (Macdonald's fragments) from fifteen to twelve, with
corresponding increases for Bury (seven to eight) and London (ninety-six to ninety-eight).
Two coins previously listed as English pennies (of Canterbury and London) can now be
identified as continental issues with English type legends, attributed by Mayhew to Gaucher
de Chatillon. It is unfortunate that the cut halfpenny and farthing of Alexander III can not now
be found. It seems most probable that they were of the long voided cross issue, in which case
their presence in a hoard of this period would have been unusual.
Of the 213 coins, including the three identified by Stevenson but now missing, 197
(92.49%) are English, with a further two (0.93%) of Berwick. Eight (3.76%) are Scottish,
including the cut halfpenny and farthing, two (0.93%) are Irish, and four (1.88%) are
continental. The ratio of English to Scottish coins is therefore almost 25:1. Of the English
pennies attributable to a mint, excluding those of Berwick, the total of ninety-eight from the
London mint gives a proportion of 52.97%. Canterbury is represented by forty-one coins
(22.16%) and Durham by seventeen coins (9.19%). Twelve coins are unfortunately not
attributable to any mint, this total being larger than that for any of the other eight English
mints represented in the hoard.
Summary
A summary of the hoard in the Inventory format could be as follows:
DUMFRIES (Traveller's Rest), 1878.
213 (AR) English, Irish, Scottish and Continental. Deposit c. 1322-35 (? c. 1332-5).
ENGLAND (199 pennies):
Edward I—II: Berwick (2) - Blunt 3a-3h, I; 4b, 1: Bristol (8) - North 2b, 1 fragment; 3c, 2; 3c-3d, 1; 3f, 1; 3g, 1;
9b, 2: Bury St Edmunds (8) - 9b, 1; lOcf, 2; 13, 1; 14, 3; 15c, 1: Canterbury ( 4 1 ) - 3 c , I; 3c-3d, 3; 3d, 1; 4b, 2; 4d,
1; 4e, 1; 4 uncertain, l;5b/5a?, l ; 9 b , 4; lOab, 4; lOcf, 9 and 1 fragment; 11a, 1; l i b , 3; 11c, 1; 13, 1; 1 4 , 2 ; 15a, 1;
15b, 1; uncertain, 2 fragments: Chester (1) - 3g, 1: Durham (17) - 2b, 1 fragment; 3e, 1; 2b-4b, 1; 4b, 1; 9b, 2;

12

N.J. Mayhew, 'The Aberdeen Upperkirkgate Hoard of 1886', BNJ45

(1975), 3 3 - 5 0 (see pp. 34-6).
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lOab, 1; lOcf, 9; 15a, 1: Exeter ( l ) - 9 b , 1: Kingston (1) - 9 b , 1: Lincoln (3) - 3g, 2; 3 uncertain, 1: London (98) —
lc, 1; 2a, 1; 2b, 1 fragment; 3c, 2; 3c-3d, 1; 3d, 1; 3g, 7 and 1 fragment; 3g-4a ?, 1 fragment; 4a, 4; 4b, 3; 4d, 3;
4?, 1 fragment; 5b or 5b/5a, 1; 8a, l ; 9 b , 9; lOab, 9; lOcf, 35; 11a, 4; l i b , 4; 13, 1; 14, 1; 15a, 2; 15c, 2; uncertain,
2 fragments: Newcastle (4) - 3e, 1; 9b, 2; lOab, 1: York, Royal (3) - 3b, 1; 3c, 1; 3e, 1; uncertain mint (12) - l d - 2 ,
1 fragment; 3 uncertain, 1 fragment; 3 f - 4 , 1 fragment; 6 - 7 ? , 2 fragments; lOcf, 2 fragments; uncertain, 5
fragments.
IRELAND (2 pennies):
Edward I: Dublin (2) - Dolley 2, 1; 6(d), 1
SCOTLAND (6 pennies, 1 cut halfpenny, 1 cut farthing):
Alexander III pennies, second coinage: Stewart and North Mc2, 1; M/E, 2; M/D, 1; E, 1: uncertain coinage: cut
halfpenny, 1; cut farthing, 1, John Baliol penny, first coinage, St Andrews.
CONTINENTAL (4 sterlings):
FLANDERS, Robert de Bethune, Alost - Mayhew 2 1 1 - 4 , 1; 217a, 1 (this coin): FLORENNES, Gaucher de
Chatillon, English legend types - Mayhew 242, 1; 243, 1.
Discovery and disposition: Found during digging below the floor of the Traveller's Rest public house, the coins
were corroded together in a solid mass which also contained jewellery. The coins and other items are in the
collections of the National Museums of Scotland.

LIST OF COINS
An asterisk indicates an illustrated coin.
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
*9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
ENGLAND
Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)
Berwick on Tweed
3a2-3b
4b (SCBIN 1139)
Bristol
2b; fragment
3c; h2, R2, S l / R l ; face 2a
3c; h2, R2, S1/R?; face 3
3 c - 3 d ; h 2 , R?, Sl/R?, S?
3f; wedge marks; damaged crown (SCBIN 147-8)
3 g l ; S2; stops 2 (SCBIN 158)
9b 1; pot-hook Ns;star; VILL'; I in BRI over an S
9b2; unbarred or pot-hook Ns
Bury St Edmunds
9b 1; fragment
10cf2b: A2, D2, E2, h3, N2/D1
lOcf; uncertain sub-variety
13; R2; broken E;pellets above central fleur of crown
14; broken E;ANGL-DNS-hYB
14; broken E
14; new E
15c
Canterbury
3c; h2, R?, S1; face 3
3 c - 3 d ; h 2 , R?, SI
3c-3d; in 2 pieces; chipped
3c-3d; in 2 pieces; incomplete
3d; incomplete
4b; straight-sided lettering
4b; in 2 pieces; incomplete

1.10
0.87
0.32
1.23
1.21
1-16
0.94
1.07
0.94
1.03
0.43
LI3
0.96
1.08
1-25
1 35
>-01
1-04
'-30
1 1 0

°-86
".76
°-76
' -2('
(,
.78
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Nu

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)

26

4d (SCBIN 252)
1.17
1.17
4e; pellet before TAS instead of TOR (SCBW 263)
0.74
4; uncertain sub-variety; incomplete
1.20
5b/5a (?)
0.57
9bl; uncertain/unbarred Ns; contractive marks; c. half of coin
1.16
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; star doubtful
1.12
9b 1; pot-hook/uncertain Ns; star; pierced above crown
0.93
9b2; uncertain/pot-hook Ns; star
1.17
10ab3b; top-tilted/?broken-backed S
1.21
10ab4; normal W (SCBIN 540)
0.72
10ab5 (definitive); incomplete
1.05
10ab5 (late): RI; crown II
1.15, 1.02, 0.90
lOcfl (SCBIN 588 etc.)
1.19
lOcfl (?)
0.81
lOcfl (?);c. half of coin
1.27
10cf2a; A l , E l , h i , N1
1.06
10cf2a; A2, E2, h?, N2
1.04
10cf2a; A2, E2, h?, N?/N2; O of TOR over an A or a T
0.75
10cf2a; incomplete; pierced; corroded
1.19
10cf3a3
1.21
l l a l ; tilted S on obverse; incurved N on reverse
1.11
1 lb2; EDWARR (SCBIN 828)
1.17
1 lb3; RI
1.16
1 lb3;R?/R3*
1.04
11c; RI (SCBIN 850-1)
1.17
13; R2 (SCBIN 888)
1.25. 1.12
14; new E
0.78
15a; in 2 pieces; incomplete
1.14
15b (SCBIN 9 2 6 - 7 )
0.30, 0.22
uncertain class; fragments
Chester
1.17
3 g l ; S2; stops 3 (SCBIN 165-6)
Durham
0.39
2b; 2 fragments, forming less than half of coin
1.08
3e; early L; S with broken serifs on obverse
0.59
2b-4b; plain cross; pierced; incomplete; obverse very worn and pitted
0.97
4b; cross moline on both sides
1.22
9bl; cross moline; Roman/unbarred 1 Ns; contractive marks; star (SCBIN 397)
1.16
9b2; plain cross; unbarred 2 Ns; star (SCBIN 440)
1.18
10ab3a; flat/top-tilted S
10cf2a; cross moline; A2?, E2, h3, N2
1.03
10cf2a; cross moline; uncertain lettering
1.13
10cf2a; uncertain cross; A2, E?, h2?, N2
1.03
10cf2a; uncertain cross; uncertain lettering
1.04
10cf2a-b; plain cross; hYB-; tip of dexter ornament survives as detached pellet; A2, E?, h3, N2/E2 1.05
10cf2b; A2, E2, h3, N2
1.03
10cf3b-4; portrait worn flat
0.83
10cf4 (SCBIN 119)
1.18
10cf5al; plain cross; unbarred N in ANGL; incurved I and M on reverse;? from same dies
as SCBIN 731
1.02
15a
1.27
Exeter
9b2; pot-hook Ns/Roman with pot-hook uprights; star
1.07
Kingston upon Hull
9b2; pot-hook Ns; star; VILL' (SCBIN 452)
1.16
Lincoln
3 g l ; S2; stops uncertain; blank turned over between two strikings; incomplete
1.01
3g2; S3/S2; stops 1
1.12
3; uncertain sub-variety; clipped, corroded and abraded
0.63

*2'

28
29
30

31
32
33
34
*3:
36
37

38-

41
42
43
44
*4:
46
47
48
49
50
51
*5:
53
5456
57

5860
61
62
63
64
65

66
67

68
69
70
71
*7:
73
74
*7:
76
77
78
79

80
81

82
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Number

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92-93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103-105
106
107-108
109
110
111
112-113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129-133
* 134
135
136
137-138
139
140
141
142-143
144
145
146
147
148-152
153
154
155

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
London
lc M/M; crown has lozenge as dexter ornament, nothing as sinister; incomplete
2a; VUVL-, face 2 (SCBIN 50)
2b; fragment
3c; hi, Rl, SI; face 1 (SCBIN 95); incomplete
3c; hi, R1, SI; face 2a; incomplete
3c-3d; h2, R?, S?; hYB'; half coin
3d; h?, Rl, S2; thick neck; crescent or solid half-circle marks
3 g l ; S2; stops?
3 g l ; S2/S?; stops 1
3g2; S3; stops 1 (SCBIN 175)
3g2; S3; stops?; chipped
3g2; S3; stops?
3g3; S3; stops crescent and uncertain
3g; fragment
3g2-4a2 (?); fragment
4a 1
4a3 (SCBIN 202)
4a4; hair as 4b; uncertain/barred A
4a4 (?); hair as 4b; chipped
4b; incomplete
0.88,
4d; no pellet visible on reverse, which may be of 4c
4d (SCBIN 247)
4 (?); fragment
5b; reverse may be of 5a; incomplete
8a; face 1(?); double-barred N in DON
9b 1; unbarred 1 Ns; star (SCBIN 370)
9b 1; pot-hook/unbarred 1 Ns; star
9b 1; unbarred or pot-hook/unbarred 1 Ns; star; incomplete
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; star?
9b2; unbarred or pot-hook /pot-hook* Ns; star
9b2; pot-hook Ns; star (SCBIN 429)
9b2; pot-hook Ns,? barred in ANGL; star
10abla/9b; hYB'; reverse pot-hook Ns (SCBIN482)
10ablb/9a; reverse straight-sided letters and unbarred N in LON
10ab3b/9b; ANGL' hYB'; top-tilted S/unbarred Ns (SCBIN529)
10ab3b/9b; top-tilted S/pot-hook Ns; incomplete
10ab5; broken-backed/uncertain S
10ab5; angular/broken-backed S
10ab5; uncertain/angular S
10ab5; hYB'; angular S
10ab5 (late); late A; crown II; Rl
1.23, 1.23, 1.17,
lOcfl (SCBIN 578 etc), the last incomplete
lOcfl; EDWAR-ANGL
lOcfl: hB; incomplete and clipped
10cfl-2; serpentine S; in 2 pieces
10cf2a; A l , E l , hi, N1 (SCBIN 602)
10cf2a; A2, E l . h L N l
10cf2b; A2, E2, h?, N2
10cf2b; A2, D2, E2, h3, N2; flawed hair (SCBIN 623)
10cf3al; face 2
10cf3al; face ?; obverse mis-struck
10cf3al (?); florid S on reverse
10cf3a3;? fish-tail As on obverse; incomplete
10cf3a3 (SCBIN 660-2)
1.25, 1.19, 1.14,
10cf3bl (SCBIN 616-1)
10cf3bl; hYB.' (SCBIN 680)
10cf3bl; broken chin
10cf3bl (?); broken chin (?)

0.54
1.09
0.46
0.99
1.01
0.42
1.21
1.18
0.89
1.13, 1.02
1.04
0.87
1.00
0.34
0.54
1.13
1.06
1.08
1.01
0.72, 0.64
1.15
1.15, 1.03
0.49
1.01
1.04
1.21, 1.07
1.09
0.84
1.25
1.11
1.22
1.14
1.18
1.14
1.14
0.85
1.06
1.08
1.25
1.19
1.06
1.14, 1.00
1.13
0.60
0.92
1.15, 1.12
1.06
1.21
1.03
1.12, 1.06
1.23
1.01
1.00
1.17
1.12, 1.01
1.14
1.14
1.17
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Number

156
157
158
159
* 160

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
10cf5al/10cf3b2; reverse straight-sided letters and broken O
10ef5al
"
10cf5al; sinister hair Mayfield
10cf5a2 (?)
10cf5b/10cf5a2; reverse has A and unbroken 0 of a2, but T of b

161

10cf5b; hYB:

162
163
* 164
165-167
168-169
170
171
172
173
174-175
176-177
178
179

187
188
189
190-191
192
193
194-8

10cf5b; late A
10cf5b (?)
lla2; reverse has Ns of l l a l
1 la2
1 lb2
1 lb3; R1 (SCBIN 835)
1 lb3; R3 (?)
13; R1
14; new E (SCBIN 899)
15a (SCBIN 919-20)
15c (SCBIN 934-5)
fragment, possibly class 4
fragment, possibly class 9b
Newcastle
3e; pellet-barred Ns on obverse; damaged hair
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; probably no star
9b2 (?); pot-hook Ns;? star
10ab2; [ ]/NOVl; chipped
York (Royal)
3b; dexter pearl of crown missing; comma marks
3c; h?, R l , S?/R?, SI; face 3 (?)
3e
Uncertain mint
ld-2; fragment
3; uncertain sub-variety; crescent stops; fragment
3f-4; S3; fragment
"
6 - 7 (?); fragments
10cf2a; c. half coin
10cf2a; fragment
5 fragments, uncertain class

199
200

IRELAND
Edward I pennies (Dolley classification) 13
Dublin
2 (Allen D)
6(d) (Allen Hii); small letters on both sides

180
181
182
183
184
185
186

201
202-203
204
205
*206

1.06
1.16
1.11
0.96
1.23
1.15

1.03
1.01
1.10
1.10.1.10,0.81
1.18,1.16
1.12
1.06
1.05
1.21
1.14,1.09
1.28,1.22
0.36
0.22
1.03
1.18
1.21
0.81
1.04
1.17
0.97
0.27
0.34
0.41
0.52,0.16
0.71
0.66
0.16,0.16,0.16,0.13,0.11

0.96
1.25

SCOTLAND
Alexander III 2nd coinage pennies (Stewart & North classification)
Mc2; 24 points; wedge-tailed L and R on obverse; peaked C
M/E; 24 points
M/D; 24 points; chipped
E; 20 points; point beside mullet in 2nd angle, 2 points in 4th; chipped
John Baliol penny
1st (rough) coinage; St Andrews; 22 points; type as Burns 11
CONTINENTAL
Sterlings (Mayhew 1983 classification) 14

13
R.H.M. Dolley, 'The Irish Mints of Edward I in the Light
of the C o i n - H o a r d s from Ireland and Great B r i t a i n ' ,

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy,
(1968), 235-97.

1.15
1.32,0.91
0.94
0.93
1.10

vol. 66, section C
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Number

207
208
209
210

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
Robert de Bethune; Alost; as M.211-4; reverse as M.2111
Robert de Bethune; Alost; M.217a (this coin)
EDWARDtype; 'CANTOR'; Gaucher de Chatillon; Yves; as M.242, SCBIN 1170-4
EDWARD type; 'LONDON'; Gaucher de Chatillon; Yves; as M.243, SCBIN 1177

0.89
1.17
1.01
1.11

A group of coins from Auldgirth, Dumfriesshire
The six pennies making up this group are reported to have constituted all or part of a hoard
recovered towards the end of the nineteenth century. They were purchased by Dumfries
Museum in 1990 from Mr Alex Imrie of Paisley, whose grandfather, a farmer and innkeeper at
Auldgirth, was apparently the finder of the hoard. Auldgirth lies not far from Dunscore, some
nine miles north-west of Dumfries, where an unrecorded hoard is reported to have been
found. 15 Three Edwardian pennies from this hoard are in Dumfries Museum. It is not
impossible that those three and the six coins listed below come from the same find.
LIST OF COINS 16
Number

Weight in grammes
ENGLAND
Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North Classification)
Bury St Edmunds

1

2
3
4
5

6

lla2

1.42

Canterbury
10cf5a2 (?)
1 la2 (?)
London
9al; incurved letters; hYD'; star on breast
llal; ?tilted S on reverse; obverse poorly struck
SCOTLAND
Alexander III penny, second coinage (Stewart and North classification)
MB2; 24 points
"

1.42
1.40
1.37
1.32

1.19

Gatehouse of Fleet, Kirkcudbrightshire, hoard (1985)
This hoard of seventy-six coins was found, with the aid of a metal-detector, by Mr Philip
Course, of Knockmilloch, Borgue, Kirkcudbrightshire. The coins were scattered across an area
measuring c. 100 x 30 yards, in a field adjacent to the A75 road, south of the junction with the
Anwoth road (NGR NX 580551). The soil in which the coins were contained was described at
the time as being of a different type from the other soil in the field, and it is possible that it
was redeposited when that section of the A75 was constructed. (Many of the pennies were

14
N.J. M a y h e w , Sterling Imitations
of Edwardian
Type
(Oxford, 1983).
15
J. Williams, as in n. 3, p. 332, Dunscore parish no. 2;
D.M. Metcalf, as in n. 3, p. 34. no. 74.

16
These coins have been identified from photographs kindly
provided by Dr J.D. Bateson, who initially examined them and
suggested their inclusion in this article.
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chipped or broken, indicating some form of fairly violent disturbance.) The finder was certain
that there was no mediaeval pottery in the area from which the coins were recovered, and no
trace of any container survives. The coins were cleaned and conserved at the National
Museum of Antiquities of Scotland, and in 1986 they were declared to be Treasure Trove and
acquired by Dumfries Museum.
Date of deposition
Given the circumstances of the discovery, it would clearly be unwise to assume that every coin
originally forming part of the hoard was actually recovered. Despite this, the distribution of
the coins according to mint and issue conforms very much to the pattern expected of a hoard
of this period from south-west Scotland. The latest coins are two London pennies of class 15a,
dated to 1320-1, but with a relatively small hoard such as this, the absence of any later types
does not necessarily indicate deposition at that time. There is no reason why this hoard, like
that from Dumfries in 1878, should not fit into Mayhew's suggested group of south-west
Scottish hoards dating from the early 1330s. 17
The coins
The coin list contains few individual pieces of any note, but one penny of London (catalogue
no. 39) combines elements of classes 4a3 and 4a4, and must presumably be a transitional
issue. The initial cross and crown are of 4a4, but the obverse has straight-sided lettering with
h2 and R2, and large commas, as found on 4a3, but with normal-sized S and unbarred A, as on
4a4. The reverse die is standard 4a4, with incurved uprights to the lettering, normal S and
unbarred A.
Of the seventy-six coins, sixty-nine (90.79%) are English, with a further two (2.63%) of
Berwick. One (1.32%) is Irish, two (2.63%) are Scottish, and two (2.63%) are continental. Of
the sixty-five English pennies attributable to a mint (excluding those of Berwick), forty-two
(64.62%) are of London, fourteen (21.54%) of Canterbury and seven (10.77%) of Durham.
The only other mints represented are Bury St Edmunds and Lincoln, with two coins each. Two
coins are unattributable.
Summary
A summary of the hoard in the Inventory format could be as follows:
GATEHOUSE OF FLEET, Kirkcudbrightshire, 1985.
76 AR English, Irish, Scottish and Continental. Deposit c. 1320-35 (? c. 1332-5).
ENGLAND (71 pennies):
Edward I—II: Berwick (2) - Blunt 2a, l ; 4 c , 1: Bury St Edmunds (2) - North 3g, 1; 13, 1: Canterbury (14) - 3c. 1:
4b, 1; 5a or 5b/5a, 1; lOab, 1; lOcf, 6; 1 la, 1; l i b , 2; 14, 1: Durham (7) - 3e, 1; 4e, 1: 9b. 3; lOab, 2: Lincoln ( 2 ) 3c?, 1; 3 uncertain, 1: London (42) - 2a, 3; 2b, 2; 3c, 1; 3d, 1; 3f, 1; 3g, 2; 4a, 2; 4b, 3; 4c, 2; 4d. 2; 9a, 2; 9b, 4;
lOab, 4; lOcf, 8; 11a, 1; 13, 2; 15a, 2: Uncertain mint (2) - 3 uncertain, 1; uncertain 1.
IRELAND (1 penny):
Edward I: Dublin - Dolley 2, 1.
SCOTLAND (2 pennies):
Alexander III, second coinage: Stewart and North Mc2, 1; E2, 1.

17
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CONTINENTAL (2 sterlings):
BRABANT - sterling 'au ehatel brabanfon', 1: sterling imitation with English legend, 1.
Discovery and Deposition: In a field adjacent to the A75, at NGR NX 580551. Found by metal-detector over a
period of several weeks, scattered over a wide area. Declared to be Treasure Trove and acquired by Dumfries
Museum.

LIST OF COINS
An asterisk indicates an illustrated coin.
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
ENGLAND
Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)
Berwick on Tweed
2a; EDW; bifoliate crown; VILL/ABE/REV/VYCI (cf. SCBIN 1126)
4c; slightly double-struck
Bury St Edmunds
3g2;S2, h2, R?/hl, R l ; stops 3
13; Rl
Canterbury
3c; h?, SI, Rl; face uncertain; chipped
4b; sinister side-fleur intact
5a or 5b/5a; chipped and holed
10ab3b; broken S; slightly chipped
lOcfl (early); ANGDNS; stub-tailed Rs; unbarred Ns, angular G and uncertain S on obv;
serpentine S on rev
10cf2a; A l , E?, hi, NI
10cf2a; A2, E?, h2, NI
10cf3bl; broken O; unbarred N on rev
10cf3bl; rev slightly double-struck
10cf3b (1?); clipped and chipped
1 Ia2; slightly chipped
llbl
1 lb2; double-struck
14; broken E
Durham
3e
4e;? same obv die as SCBIN 266; damaged and repaired
9bl or 9b2; plain cross;?/pot-hook Ns; ? star
9b 1 or 9b2; plain cross; probably local obv die, with first N reversed; no star; unbarred 1 Ns
on rev
9b2; plain cross; unbarred 2/pot-hook Ns; star
10ab2/9c; ANGL'hYB'; same rev die as SCBIN502
10ab5; hYB'; broken S; chipped
Lincoln
3c(?); solid half-circle/comma marks; c. one-third of coin missing
3 (uncertain sub-class); double-barred N on rev; incomplete and in three fragments
London
2a;? VI; face 1; c. one-third of coin missing
2a; VUVi; face 2; chipped
2a; Vl NAC; face 2 (as SCBIN 51)
2b; scrolls on both petals of central fleur (as SCBIN 59); slightly chipped
2b; scroll on dexter petal of central fleur; clipped
3c; h2, R2, S2/S1; face 3; solid half-circle marks; chipped; broken and repaired
3d; h2, R2, S1/S2; thick neck; solid half-circle marks
3f; crescent marks; intact L (as SCBIN 143, but narrower face, as 142)
3g2; S3; stops 1 (as SCBIN 175); slightly clipped; slight edge damage

1.29
1.08
1.24
1.26
0.99
1.32
1.18
1.23
1.04
1.30
1.23
1.36
1.27
1.06
1.28
1.35
1.26
1.21
1.23
1.21
1.07
1.26
1.31
1.28
1.09
0.97
1.01
0.98
1.22
1.19
1.18
0.90
1.18
1.30
1.27
0.99
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Weight in grammes
after cleaning

Number

37
38
*39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
*62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

3g3 (?); S3/S1; stops 4
4a3; double-struck; chipped
4a3-4a4; cross and crown of 4a4; straight letters, large commas, h2, R2, normal S and
unbarred A on obv; incurved letters, normal S on reverse
4b; straight-sided lettering; broken hair; clipped
4b; straight-sided lettering; broken hair
4b; incurved/straight-sided lettering; broken hair
4c; straight-sided lettering;?/barred A;clipped
4c; straight-sided/incurved lettering;?/barred A
4d (as SCBIN 247); slightly chipped
4d; barred A/?; slightly chipped
9a2; straight-sided lettering; unbarred As;?/unbarred Ns; star; clipped
9a2; straight-sided/incurved lettering; barred As and Ns; star; incomplete and in two pieces
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; star (as SCBIN 372)
9b 1; pot-hook Ns;? star
9b2; unbarred 2/pot-hook Ns;star
9b2; pot-hook Ns;? star; slightly chipped
10ab3a/9b; uncertain S on obv; pot-hook Ns on rev; chipped
10ab3a/10ab2; flat S o n obv
10ab3b/9b;? top-tilted S on obv;? unbarred 1 Ns on rev
10ab5; late A and S; c. one-third of coin missing
lOcfl/late 10ab5
10cf2a; A?, E?, h3, N2
10cf2a; A2, E2, h?, N2
10cf2a; A2, E?, h3, unbarred Ns/N2
10cf3bl; chipped
10cf4
10cf5al/a2; chipped
10cf5b; peaked C on rev
llal
13; obv lettering of 12b (as SCBIN 878)
13; only vestigial ornaments on crown
15a
15a; c. one-third of coin missing
Uncertain mint
3 (uncertain sub-class); solid half-circle mark; fragment
uncertain class; fragment

1.19
1.21
1.29
0.92
1.18
1.21
1.04
1.23
1.07
1.27
1.04
1.06
1.29
1.33
1.25
1.24
0.98
1.26
1.09
1.16
1.29
1.27
1.34
1.20
1.14
1.24
0.85
1.27
1.16
1.29
1.32
1.29
1.07
0.19
0.16

IRELAND
72

Edward I penny, Dolley 2, Dublin; slightly chipped

1.04

SCOTLAND
73
74

Alexander III pennies of 2nd coinage (Stewart and North 1991 classification)
M c 2 , 2 6 points; almost all of legendary circles missing
E2, 20 points; ALEXAND-ER; in two pieces
CONTINENTAL

0.73
1.29

75

sterling imitation of EDWARRA series (cf Mayhew 377)

1.26

*76

BRABANT
sterling 'au chatel brabanjon' (de Witte 307, attributed to Jean II; cf Mayhew pp 48-9,
note 2 ) 1 8

18

A. de Witte, Histoire Monetaire

des Comtes de Louvain,

Dues de Brabant el Marquis du Saint Empire Romain, vol. I

1.06

(Antwerp, 1894); N.J. Mayhew, as in n. 14. The identification

of this coin was kindly supplied by N.J. Mayhew.
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Paisley, Renfrewshire (Dykebar Hospital) hoard (1987)
Dykebar Hospital is situated to the south of Paisley and is surrounded by open ground. At the
time of the discovery of the coin hoard, some of this ground was being used by the Scottish
Association for Mental Health (Day Services) Ltd for a rehabilitation project for former
mental patients, involving garden cultivation. In June of 1987 one of the employees of the
project found three silver coins lying on a path where earth had been removed from adjacent
workings. No further discoveries were made until 28th September, when 171 coins and some
fragments of mediaeval pottery were unearthed by employees of the same project.
Information about the discovery was relayed to John Maiden at Paisley Museum, and by
him to the Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust. A small team from the Trust carried out
excavations in the area surrounding the find-spot between 29th September and 9th October,
eventually with the assistance of a metal-detector to search for coins scattered beyond the
immediate vicinity of the point of deposition. A detailed report on the investigation, with
plans, was drawn up and presented by Muriel Thomson, Senior Supervisor of SUAT's
Glasgow Rescue Excavation Project.
The total number of coins recovered was 221, along with fragments forming the complete
base of an earthenware pot. This vessel had been broken some time previously, to judge from
the abraded edges of the various sherds, and the fact that some of the coins were found several
metres from the bulk of the hoard indicates probable damage and dispersal as a result of
ploughing. It is by no means certain, therefore, that the entire hoard was recovered, but the
number of missing coins is likely to be small.
The coins were examined initially by John Maiden and by Dr Donal Bateson, of the
Hunterian Museum, Glasgow. They were then taken for cleaning and conservation to the
laboratories of the National Museums of Scotland in Edinburgh. This process took some
considerable time, owing to the presence of hard iron corrosion products on the surface of
many of the coins. Following identification and assessment by the present writer, the hoard
was declared to be Treasure Trove and was acquired in its entirety by Paisley Museum.
Date of deposition
The latest coins in the hoard are an Edward III penny, pre-Treaty series C (1351-2) and two
Scottish pennies of David II's first coinage (c. 1351-7). The hoard can therefore have been buried
no earlier than 1351. Had the coins been removed from circulation much after 1357, some pennies
and possibly larger coins of David II's second coinage would probably have been included, but the
absence of English pennies of pre-Treaty series D to G is not necessarily significant.
Scottish hoards dating from the 1350s appear to be rare items, and no others have been
recorded this century. Metcalf lists eight which could fall into this category, but none of them
was found later than 1878 and none was adequately recorded.19
The coins
Of the 221 coins, 193 (87.33%) are English, with another three (1.36%) of Berwick. Seven
(3.17%) are Irish, twelve (5.43%) are Scottish, and six (2.71%) are continental. The ratio of
English to Scottish coins, at c. 16:1, is lower than in many Edwardian hoards, and the fact that
ten pennies of Alexander III and Baliol found their way into a hoard of this date is perhaps a
little surprising. Taking the 183 English pennies of Edward I—II, excluding those of Berwick
and one unattributable broken fragment, 101 (55.19%) are of London, forty-two (22.96%) of
Canterbury, thirteen (7.10%) of Bury St Edmunds, and eleven (6.01%) of Durham. The other
19

D.M. Metcalf, as in n. 3, pp. 4 1 - 2 , nos. 137-44.
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sixteen coins come from Bristol, Lincoln, Newcastle and the two York mints, with no
representative pieces at all from Chester, Exeter or Kingston.
Among the less common individual coins included in the hoard are examples of classes 8a
and 12c from Bury St Edmunds, 1 Id of Canterbury, and 6b and 10ab4 of London. In addition,
a few of the pennies display minor variations from the characteristics of their class as outlined
by North. A presumably transitional coin of Canterbury (catalogue no. 30) appears to combine
elements of classes 4a4 and 4b. A curious 10cf5 type of London (no. 161), which may be an
imitation, has the crown with recut side fleur, characteristic of 10cf5b, and apparently late
lettering on the obverse, but the 'wire-line C' hair of 10cf5al. A penny of class l l a l of
London (no. 164) has 'Mayfield' hair, recorded by North only for Durham coins of this class.
Among the Scottish coins, the St Andrews mint penny of John Baliol is worthy of note. One
of the sterlings of John the Blind (no. 219) may be a minor variety not noted by Mayhew.
Summary
A summary of the hoard in the Inventory format could be as follows:
PAISLEY, Renfrewshire (Dykebar Hospital), 1987.
221 AR English, Irish, Scottish and Continental. Deposit c. 1351-60
ENGLAND (195 pennies, 1 halfpenny):
Edward I—II pennies: Berwick (3) - Blunt 1, 2; 4b or 4c, 1: Bristol (6) - North 2b. 2; 3c, 2; 3d, 1: 3g, 1: Bury St
Edmunds ( 1 3 ) - 4 a , 2; 4b, 1:8a, 1; lOab, 1; lOcf, 3; 11a, 1; l i b , 1; 12c, 1; 14, 1; 15b, 1: Canterbury (42) - 3d, l ; 3 g ,

2; 4a, 4; 4b, 1; 4d, 2; 4e, 1; 5b, I: 9a, 1; lOcf, 12; 11a, 1; lib, 3; lid, 1; 14, 5; 15a, 2; 15b, 4; 15c, 1: Durham (11) 3c, 1; 4b?, 1; 9a, 1; 1 Ocf, 2; lib, 4; 14, 1; 15c, 1: Lincoln (4) - 3c, 2; 3d, 1; 3g, 1: London (101) - Id, 1; 2a, 2; 2b, 1;
3c, 2; 3d, 1; 3g, 1; 4a, 3; 4b. 3; 4c, 1; 4d, 6: 6b, 1; 8c, 3; 9a, 2; 9b, 9; Wab, 8; lOcf, 38; 11a, 1; lib, 6; 13, 1; 14, 4;
15c, 1: Newcastle (1) - 3e, 1: York, Royal (3) - 2b, 1: 3b, 1; 3 uncertain, 1: York, Archiepiscopal (2) - 3e, 2:
Uncertain mint (1) - 9a?, fragment. Edward III, second coinage: halfpenny of London, uncertain class. Edward III,
third coinage pennies: London (7) - la, 1; 2, 3; 4, 3: Edward III, fourth coinage: penny of Durham, pre-treaty C.
IRELAND (7 pennies):
Edward I: Dublin (7) - Dolley 1, 1; 2, 1; 3, 2; 6, 3.
SCOTLAND (12 pennies):
Alexander III, second coinage: Stewart and North B2, 1: Ma, 1; Mb2?, 1; Mb3, 1; Mc2, 2; M/D, 1; E l , 1; E2/D, 1.
John Baliol, first coinage, St Andrews, 1. David II, first coinage: Group I, 1; Group II, 1.
CONTINENTAL (6 sterlings):
Robert de Bethune - Mayhew 212 or 214, 1. Gaucher de Chatillon - M 239, 1. John the Blind - M 265, 2. Louis
IV of Bavaria - M 332, 1. 'Edward' type - M 377, 1.
Discovery and deposition: Found in cultivated soil in the grounds of Dykebar Hospital, the coins had once been
contained within a pottery vessel, sherds of the base of which were recovered. The hoard was declared to be
Treasure Trove and acquired by Paisley Museum.

LIST OF COINS
An asterisk indicates an illustrated coin.
Number

1
2
3

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
ENGLAND
Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)
Berwick on Tweed
1; wide face; VILL/ABE/REV/[VI] CI
1; narrow face; hYD//VILL/AIE/LEV/VlCI (SCBIN 1124)
4b or 4c

1.26
1.34
1.22
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Number

4-5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
* 13
14
15
16
17
*I8
19
*20
21
22
23
24-25
26
27
28
29
*30

31-32
33
34
35
36-38
39-40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49-50
51
*52
53-54
55
56
57
58
59
60-62
63
64
65
66

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
Bristol
2b (SCBIN 63-4)
3c; h2, R2, SI; face 1
3c;h2, R2?, S2; face 3 with wide shoulders
3d (?); h?, R?, S2; crescent stops
3g2; S3; stops 1 (SCBIN 178)
Bury St Edmunds
4a 1 (SCBIN 211)
4a4; obverse h2; hair of 4b
4b; broken hair
8a; face 1; struck from rusty dies
10ab5; EDWAR'; S of uncertain form
10cf3bl; broken chin; V over C in VILL
10cf3bl; broken chin; V over C in VILL/NDI1 (SCBIN 700)
10cf3b2; sinister hair Mayfield; straight-sided M and I (SCBIN 715)
1 la2; V over C in VILL; large C (SCBIN 796)
11 b3 (?)
12c; uncertain/broken E; straight/incurved Ns
14; new E
"
15b (SCBIN 932)
Canterbury
3d; h2, R2, S1/S2?; thick neck; solid half-circle stops
3g3; S3; stops 1 (SCBIN 194); same obverse die
4a2 (SCBIN 207)
4a4; square face; straight-backed R on reverse
4a4; oval face; composite S on obverse
4a4; oval face; hair and drapery of 4b; barred As on reverse, which may be of 4b
4b (?); obverse straight-sided Ns and R, barred A, h2, R?; reverse incurved Is and N,
straight-backed R2, unbarred As; crown apparently of 4b, but poorly struck; hair and
drapery of 4b; some elements appear to belong to 4a4, especially unbarred As
4d (SCBIN 252)
4e (SCBIN 262)
5b
9a2; straight-sided letters; unbarred As and Ns: ?star
lOcfl (SCBIN 588 etc)
lOcfl; unbarred N on reverse
lOcfl (?); could be early 10cf2, but dexter fleur of crown appears straight-sided
10cf2a; A1, E2, hi, NI (SCBIN 608)
"
10cf2a; A?, E2, h i , NI?
10cf2a; A2, E2, h2, N2/A1
10cf2a; A2, E2, h?, N2
10cf3al; face 1 (SCBIN 640)
10cf5a2/10cf3b2
11 a 1; reverse top-tilted S and incurved N
llb3; Rl (SCBIN 835)
1 lb3; ?R3/R3 :i:
l i d ; face of l l b 3 ; reverse of 1 lb3 with R2? (cf. SCBIN 855)
14; broken E
14; broken E; thin initial cross (SCBIN 902)
14; broken E; tiny pellet after TOR
14; uncertain E
15a (SCBIN 921-2)
15a (?)
15b (SCBIN 926-7); no. 61 broken in two
15b (?)
15c (SCBIN 937)
Durham
3c; h2, R?, S1/R2; face 2a
4b (?), with late face and drapery; obverse weak and double-struck

1.36,1.32
1.25
1.40
1.23
1.34
1.10
1.06
0.99
1.25
0.99
1.38
1.14
1.23
1.31
1.29
1.25
1.01
1.02
1.34
1.32, 1.28
1.36
1.37
1.30
1.23

1.32
1.34,1.31
1.15
1.35
1.24
1.34,1.32,1.18
1.26,1.14
1.15
1.36
1.25
1.16
1.25
1.35
1.18
1.35
1.36,1.30
1.10
1-36
1.39,1.35
1.40
1 -39
1-32
1-20
1-27
1.35, 1.20, 1.19
1-25
1-30
1-35
1 -21
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67
68
69
70
71-72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88-89
90
91
92
93
94
95-98
99
100
*101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108-109
110
111-112
113-115
116
*117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124-135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
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Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
9a2; local dies, obverse a2 (SCBIN 363)
10cf3bl/10cf3a3 (?)
10cf3b2
1 lb 1 (SCBIN 811)
1 lb2 (SCBIN 830)
1.38,
llb3; R?
14; broken E/?; ?2 lis before lion
15c (Beaumont)
Lincoln
3c;hl, Rl, S?; face 3; crescent and comma/crescent stops
3c; h?, R2, S?/S1?; face 3; crescent stops/?
3d; hi, Rl, Sl?/S2; crescent and comma stops/comma formed from crescent and long thin
wedge
3g3 (?); crown mis-struck; S3/S2; stops 1 (?)
London
Id; N/II; face 2
2a; M ; face 1 (SCBIN 47)
2a; M ; face 3 (SCBIN 52)
2b (SCBIN 60)
3c; h2, R2, SI; face 2a
3c; h2, R2, SI; face 3
3d; h2, R2. S2
3g2; S3; stops 1 (SCBIN 175)
4a 1
1.25,
4a4; square face; unbarred As; h2
4b (SCBIN 224)
4b; straight-sided lettering; broken jewel
4b; broken hair; straight-sided lettering
4c; barred As (SCBIN 238-9)
4d (SCBIN 247)
1.36,1.33, 1.27,
4d; ?barred A on reverse
4d; pellet not visible on reverse
6b; face 1
8c; face 1 (?); straight-sided letters
8c; small face with rounded chin; incurved letters; unbarred N in ANGL; double-barred N in DON
8c; small face with pointed chin; incurved letters
9al; incurved/straight-sided letters; star
9a2; straight-sided letters; barred Ns on obverse; star
9bl; unbarred 1 Ns; star (SCBIN 370)
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; star (SCBIN 372)
1.42,
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; ?star (on inner circle)
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; no star (SCBIN 374)
1.35,
9b2; pot-hook Ns; star (SCBIN 429)
1.38, 1.36,
10ab3a; ANGL' - hYB'; top-tilted S; reverse of 9b with pot-hook Ns (SCBIN 515)
10ab4; hYB'; uncertain W
10ab5 (early); EDWAR' - ANGL'
10ab5; angular/?broken-backed S
10ab5; angular S; double-struck
10ab5; hYB'; angular S/?
10ab5; late A
10ab5 (late); late A; crown III, but Rl
lOcfl (SCBIN 578 etc)
1.41, 1.39, 1.37, 1.33, 1.33, 1.25, 1.24, 1.21, 1.15,1.09, 1.08,
lOcfl; EDWAR-A (SCBIN 585, same obverse die)
10cf2a; A l , E l , hi, N1 (SCBIN 602)
10cf2a; A l , El?, hi, N1
10cf2a; A l , E l , h?, N1
10cf2a; A l , E l , hi, N1/N2
10cf2a; A l , E2, h2, N l ; hYB:
10cf2a; A2, E2, hi?, N l ? / N 2

1.23
1.24
1.20
1.25
1.17
1.36
1.11
1.37
1.17
1.30
1.33
1.14
1.36
1.27
1.07
0.98
1.07
1.26
1.31
1.34
1.10
1.37
1.33
1.05
1.08
1.40
1.11
1.29
1.09
1.32
1.29
1.36
1.41
1.38
1.34
1.32
1.40
1.43
1.27
1.26
1.35
1.00
1.25
1.11
1.15
1.14
1.26
1.24
1.03
1.36
1.34
1.07
1.09
1.18
1.25
1.28
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Weight

in grammes

(after cleaning)
143
144
145
146
147
148
149-152
153
* 154
155
*156
157
158
159
160
*161

162
163
* 164
165
166
167-168
169
170-172
173
174
175
176
177-178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185-186
187

10cf2a; A2, E2, h2?, N l / A l
1.39
10cf2a; A?, E2, h2, N2/A2
1.30
10cf2a; A2, E2, h2?, N2
1.39
10cf2b; A2, E2, h3, N2
1.28
10cf2b; A2, E2, h3, N2
1.20
10cf3al; EDWARR; unbarred Ns on obverse; face 1 (same obverse die as SCBIN 631)
1.34
10cf3al; face 2
1.34,1.31,1.20,1.18
10cf3al; face ?
1.28
10cf3a3; hYB' (not recorded by North)
1.34
10cf3b 1 (SCBIN 676-7)
1.39
10cf3bl; reverse LON/LON (SCBIN 678)
1.11
10cf3bl; broken chin; straight-sided Is on reverse
1.31
10cf3b2; sinister hair Mayfield; seriffed As on both sides
1.41
10cf5b; hYB.'; reverse A of 10cf5a2 type
1.30
10cf5b;hYB:
1.38
10cf5 (?); obverse - crown of 10cf5 with recut side fleur; ?late As; straight-sided
Ns with serifs; BUT wire-line C hair as 10cf5al; reverse - straight-sided Is
and Ns; broken O in DON; slightly seriffed A; T with rectangular shaft and no
serifs at base: perhaps an imitation
0.95
llal
1.34
l l a l ; tilted S on obverse
1.30
l l a l ; Mayfield hair (recorded by North only for Durham coins); N of DNS over
another letter (?S)
1.13
lla2
1.35
lla2; hYB: (SCBIN 183)
1.36
lla2; large angular C
1.31,1.18
l l b l (SCBIN 807-8)
1.27
llb2
1.40,1.35,1.04
1 lb2; hYB: (SCBIN 820)
1.38
l l b 3 ; EDWARR; R3
1.10
13; R1
1.34
14 (early); broken E; straight-sided Rs and Ns; small face; crown of 14
0.96
14; broken E
"
1.24,1.00
14; new E (SCBIN 899)
1.37
15c (SCBIN 934-5)
1.42
Newcastle
3e (SCBIN 128)
1.41
York (Royal)
2b (SCBIN 74)
1.26
3b; crescent and comma marks (SCBIN 90)
1.32
3; uncertain sub-variety
1.05
York (Archiepiscopal)
3e; quatrefoil on breast; damaged hair
1.24,1.02
Uncertain mint
9a 1? (2 fragments forming less than a quarter of coin), obverse GL'DN, with wedge
mark and straight-sided N; reverse TAS, with ?top-tilted S, slightly double-struck
0.12

189
190-191
192
193-194
195

Edward III, 2nd coinage (1335-43)
Halfpenny, London, uncertain class; crown unclear; obverse AUG*, scroll-tailed
R; reverse LOII/DOIII; no star unless last stroke is a malformed star
Edward III, 3rd ('Florin') coinage (all London mint pennies)
la; reverse 1 (SCBIN 1077)
"
2; reverse 1 (SCBIN 1078)
2; reverse 2
4; reverse 1 (SCBIN 1084)
4; reverse 1

196

Edward III, 4th coinage
penny of Durham, pre-treaty series C (1351-2), North 1150: chipped

188

0.57
1.20
1.28, 1.26
1.21
1.32, 1.32
1.14

0.90
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Weight in grammes
after cleaning

Number

197
198
199
200
201
202
203

204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
*213
214
215

216
217
218
*219
220
221

IRELAND
Edward I pennies (Dolley classification): all Dublin mint
1
2; only 2 pellets visible below bust
3; cross before EDW; Gothic n on reverse
3; no cross on obverse; Gothic n on reverse
6; small/large letters
6; small letters
6, cut half; small/large letters; clipped
SCOTLAND
Alexander III pennies of 2nd coinage (c. 1280)
(Stewart and North classification)
B2; hair a
Ma, 24 points
M (?Mb2), 24 points; ? hair h, but double-struck and worn; seriffed R and I
Mb3/D, 25 points
M c 2 , 2 4 points; slightly peaked C on reverse
Mc2/E, 24 points
M/D, 24 points; possibly hair punch j, indicating Mc2
E l , 24 points
"
E2/D, 26 points
John Baliol penny
1st (rough) coinage, St Andrews, 22 points; reversed N on reverse
David II, 1st coinage pennies (c. 1351-7)
Group I, large lettering; REX/SCO/TOR/VM+, as Burns 229 (? same obverse die )
Group II, small lettering; RCX/SCO/TTO/RVM; obverse from same die as Burns 8 and 9,
fig. 234; reverse as Burns 8 (not illustrated)
CONTINENTAL
Sterlings (Mayhew 1983 classification)
Robert de Bethune; as M.212 or 214 (only one trefoil visible after COMES, but
placed high; 'ghost' of reverse cross cuts legend at this point)
Gaucher de Chatillon; as M.239; reverse IIOII/eT[ ]; clipped
John the Blind; as M.265 a-1
John the Blind; as M.265 w (or var.); reverse M0N/6TA/LVCE/MBG (this exact variation
not published by Mayhew)
Louis IV of Bavaria, as King of the Romans; as M.332
'Edward' type, EDWARRA; as M.377; small face; DVR/G(M£( (probably struck by
Gaucher de Chatillon; see Mayhew 1984 2 0 )

1.36
1.14
1.36
1.41
1.35
1.31
0.45

1.16
1.24
1.25
1.38
1.06
1.37
1.23
1.37
1.35
1.40
1.21
1.07

1.32
0.81
0.83
0.93
1.41
1.21

Whitburn, West Lothian (Bickerton Hall Farm) hoard, 1988
Most of the coins in this hoard were unearthed in the spring of 1988 by Mr John Hamilton, of
Bickerton Hall Farm. Initially Mr Hamilton conveyed a small selection of coins to the
National Museums of Scotland for examination, and as a result of this a total of 220 coins
were eventually received from him. Mr. Hamilton pointed out the find-spot to Dr David
Caldwell and the writer during a visit to the farm, and it was decided that a systematic search
of the area should be made, using a metal-detector.
Mr Hamilton had found the coins on a steeply sloping site about five metres south of the
Bickerton Burn (at about NGR NS 954634), where a narrow terrace next to a natural spring-

20

N.J. Mayhew, 'A Sterling Imitation by Gaucher of Chatillon', BNJ 54 (1984), 2 9 2 - 3 .
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head had become churned up as a result of its use as a path by cattle. Most of the coins had
been found in one place, with a few spread further afield. On a subsequent visit by Dr
Caldwell and the writer, a grid measuring ten metres by five metres was laid out around the
central find-spot, and a search of this area with a metal-detector yielded a further twenty-three
coins, making a total of 243. Mr Hamilton had found two small pieces of mediaeval pottery in
the same area as the coins, but there was no evidence to link these with the hoard, and no trace
of any container was found.
The coins were cleaned and conserved in the laboratories of the National Museums of
Scotland, and after identification and assessment the hoard was declared to be Treasure Trove.
Sixteen coins were acquired by the National Museums of Scotland, and the iemainder were
returned to Mr Hamilton.21
Date of deposition
The hoard included English, Irish and Scottish pennies, together with a continental sterling
and, unusually, one French gros tournois. The latest coins were four class 14 pennies of
Edward II (c. 1317-20) and two Scottish pennies of Robert Bruce, which probably date from
no earlier than 1318. The absence of English pennies of class 15 probably indicates a date of
deposit not much later than 1320, and this hoard can therefore be dated fairly confidently
within the range 1317-c. 1322, with a closer dating of 1318-20 fairly probable. It is difficult
to identify historical events which might have led to the burial of a hoard in West Lothian
during this period, unless they were connected with Edward II's unsuccessful military
incursion into Scotland in 1322. The English army advanced through Lothian to Edinburgh,
but its route was presumably further to the east than Whitburn. The only other recorded hoard
of similar date and provenance is that found at Fauldhouse, also in West Lothian, in 1913,
which has been given a deposition date of c. 1320.22
The coins
Of the 243 coins, 206 (84.78%) were English, with another two of Berwick. Twelve coins
(4.94%) were Irish and twenty-one (8.64%) were Scottish. There was one continental sterling
and one French gros tournois. The ratio of English to Scottish issues is therefore fairly low at
around 10:1. Of the 206 English pennies, 117 (56.80%) were of the London mint, forty-five
(21.84%) of Canterbury, thirteen (6.31%) of Durham, eleven (5.34%) of York (Royal) and ten
(4.85%) of Bristol. The totals for York and Bristol are a little higher than might have been
expected, whereas only three coins from Bury St Edmunds were present. The remaining
pennies comprised one from Exeter, four from Lincoln and three from Newcastle.
The only uncommon issue among the English coins was a class 6b of Bury St Edmunds, but
there were a number of coins with interesting features or die-sinking errors. A class 9b 1 penny
of Durham (catalogue no. 64) exhibited a series of circular punch-marks on the obverse; these
had apparently been present on the blank before the coin was struck. Coins of Bristol (no. 5),
Canterbury (no. 42) and Durham (no. 72) all displayed mistakes in the reverse legends, and
one of London (no. 166) had the L of LONDON punched over a C.
The rarest individual item in the hoard was undoubtedly the Irish penny of Dolley type 4,
with a rose on the base of the bust, dated to c. 1294? (no. 212), and among the Scottish issues
was a rare E2/D mule with 25-point reverse (no. 235). Both the coins were slightly chipped,

21
The coins acquired by NMS have the following numbers
in the full catalogue of the hoard: 5. 14. 42. 67. 72," 112. 113,
128, 166, 187, 196, 197, 211, 212, 235, 243.

22
J . D . A . T h o m p s o n , as in n. 3, p. 59, no. 158; D.M.
Metcalf, as in n. 3, p. 28, no. 37.
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but otherwise in good condition. Although not rare in itself, the French gros tournois of Philip
IV was the most unexpected item in the hoard. Not one of the Edwardian period hoards listed
by Thompson included foreign groat-sized coins, and since the distinctive design of this coin
would clearly have marked it as not being legal tender in Britain, it can only have been
hoarded for its bullion value. Two hoards from south-east England did contain French gros
(Dover and Mayfield), but the former was atypical in that only 9 per cent of its coins were
English, and Miss Archibald has presented a credible explanation for the presence of seven
gros in the latter. 23

Summary
A summary of the hoard in the Inventory format could be as follows:
WHITBURN, West Lothian (Bickerton Hall Farm), 1988.
243 AR English, Irish, Scottish, Continental and French. Deposit 1317-c. 1322.
ENGLAND (208 pennies):
Edward I—II: Berwick (2) - Blunt 1, 1: 4b, 1: Bristol (10) - North 2b, 2; 3b, 1; 3g, 2; 9b, 5: Bury St Edmunds (3) 4b, 1; 6b, 1; 14, 1: Canterbury (45) - 2b, I; 3c, 2; 3g, 5; 4b, 2; 4c, 3; 4d, 1; 9b, 1; lOab, 2; lOcf, 21; 11a, 1; l i b , 1;
13,2; 14,2: Durham (13) - 2b, 1; 3e, l ; 3 g , 1; 4b, 1; 9b, 3; lOab, 1; lOcf, 4; l i b , 1: Exteter (1) - 9b, 1: Lincoln (4)
- 3 c , 1; 3d, l ; 3 g , 2: London ( 1 1 7 ) - lc, 1; lc/ld, 1; Id, 1; 2a, 3; 2b, 3; 3b, 1; 3c, 6; 3c or 3d, 3; 3d, 5; 3g, 8; 4a. 4;
4b, 6; 4c, 1; 4d/4c, 1; 4d/4e, 1; 4e, 2; 5b/5a, 1; 5b, 2; 8a, 1; 8b, 1; 8c, 2; 9a, 1; 9b, 8; lOab, 10; lOcf. 31; 11a, 2;
l i b , 10; 14. 1: Newcastle ( 3 ) - lOx, 1; lOab, 2: York, Royal ( 1 1 ) - 2 b , 2; 3b, 3; 3c, 1; 3e, 5.
IRELAND (12 pennies):
Edward I: Dublin (5) - Dolley 2, 2; 3, 1; 4, 1; 6, 1: Waterford (7) - 2, 7.
SCOTLAND (21 pennies):
Alexander III, second coinage: Stewart and North B2, 1; Mb2, 1; Mb2/E, 1; Mb3/D. 1; M c l , 1; Mc2, 2; Mc2/E, 1;
Mc2/D, 1; M uncertain/D, 1; El/M, 1; E l , 1; El/D, 1; E2, 1; E2/D, 1; Dl/M, 1; D2/E, 1; uncertain/D. 1. John
Baliol, first coinage, 1. Robert I, 2.
CONTINENTAL (1 sterling):
Gaucher de Chatillon, Yves, Mayhew 244 (a-e).
FRANCE (1 gros):
Philip IV, gros tournois, Duplessy 213.
Discovery and disposition: Found on a terrace on a hillside, beside a natural spring, in an area disturbed by animal
hooves. Declared Treasure Trove. Sixteen coins to National Museums of Scotland; remainder returned to finder.

LIST OF COINS
An asterisk indicates an illustrated coin.
Number

Weight in grammes
before cleaning after cleaning
ENGLAND
Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)
Berwick on Tweed
1; wide face
4b (SCBIN 1139)

2

23

Marion M. Archibald, 'The Mayfield (Sussex) 1968

Hoard of English Pence and French Gros', in Mints, Dies and

1.26
1.32

1.26
1.32

Currency: Essays in Memory of Albert Baldwin, edited by
R.A.G. Carson (London, 1971), pp. 151-9.
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Number

3-4
5
6
7
8
9
10-11
12
13
*14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34-39

40
41
*42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58-59
60
61
62
63

Weight in grammes
before cleaning after cleaning
Bristol
2b (SC5//V 63-4)
3b; VILL/ABR/TSTO/LLIE
3 g l ; S2, stops 2 (SCfl/N 158)
3g2; S3, stops 5 (SCBIN 193)
9b 1; EDWR' . . .hYB'; unbarred 1 Ns;? no star
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; star (SCBIN 379)
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; no star (SCBIN 380)
9b2; pot-hook Ns; star
Bun' St Edmunds
4b "
6b; face 1 (SCBIN 300); chipped
14; new E (SCBIN 915)
Canterbury
2b (SCBIN 68)
3c; h?, R3, S?/R1, SI; face 2a
3c; h2, R?, S2; face 3; double-struck
3 g l ; S2, stops 1
3g2; S3, stops 1 (SCBIN 179)
3g2 or 3g3; 7S3/S3, stops 1; obverse mis-struck
3g3; S3, stops 1 (SCBIN 194)
3g3; S3, stops?
4b (SCBIN 221)
4b; broken hair; slightly double-struck
4c; barred As; straight-sided lettering
4c; barred As; straight/incurved lettering
4c; barred As; incurved lettering
4d (SCBIN 252)
9b2; pot-hook Ns; star (SCBIN 385)
10ab3a; top-tilted S
10ab3b; ANGL' . . .hYB'; top-tilted S from incomplete punch (?)
lOcfl (early)/late 10ab5; EDWARANGD . . . (SCBIN 568)
lOcfl (SCBIN 588 etc.)

lOcfl; hYB' (?)
10cf2a; A l , E l , h?, NI; clipped
10cf2a; A l , E2, hi, N1; CA1I/TOR/CAII/TOR; slightly chipped
10cf2a; A2, E2, h?, N2
10cf2a or 10cf2b; A2, E2, h3, N2, chipped D
10cf3al; face 1
10cf3a3 (SCBIN 665)
10cf3a3 (?)
10cf3bl (SCBIN 685-7); slightly chipped
10cf3bl
10cf3bl; broken O
10cf5b
10cf5b;? : or : after hYB
10cf5b; late As
11 a2
1 lb2; EDWAR (SCBIN 828)
13; R1
13; R2 (SCBIN 889)
14; new E
Durham
2b (SCBIN 71-2)
3e; damaged hair
3g2; S3, stops 1 (SCBIN 183)
4b; cross moline; straight-sided lettering; slightly chipped

1.39, 1.38
1.42
1.22
1.38
1.38
1.35
1.37, 1.37
1.39

1.39,
1.41
1.22
1.38
1.38
1.35
1.37,
1.39

1.37
1.36
1.41

1.37
1.36
1.41

1.37
1.36
1.38
1.37
1.43
1.38
1.36
1.31
1.37
1.39
1.40
1.20
1.40
1.38
1.38
1.30
1.36
1.38
1.42,
1.40,
1.35,
1.37
1.10
1.38
1.39
1.43
1.36
1.45
1.40
1.39
1.36
1.34
1.41
1.44
1.38
1.32
1.42
1.33
1.40
1.45,

1.36
1.36
1.36
1.36
1.42
1.34
1.36
1.31
1.37
1.39
1.40
1.20
1.40
1.38
1.38
1.22
1.34
1.37
1.42.
1.39,
1.34,
1.36
1.00
1.38
1.39
1.41
1.36
1.44
1.38
1.38
1.36
1.31
1.35
1.44
1.38
1.32
1.41
1.33
1.40
1.44,

1.29
1.43
1.32
1.35

1.41
1.39
1.36

1.38

1.28
1.42
1.29
1.29
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Weight in grammes
before cleaning after cleaning

78
79
80
81
82
83
84-85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103--104
105
106--108

9b 1; initial mark uncertain; Roman/unbarred 2 Ns; no star; remains of
circular punch-marks on obverse, apparently present before coin was struck
9b 1; plain cross; pot-hook/Roman Ns; no star; no. 66 chipped
10ab2; DNSh'; hair and drapery of 9b; DVR/EN1E (SCBIN 501)
10cf3a3; cross moline over plain cross (SCBIN 668)
10cf3bl; cross moline over plain cross (SCBIN 694)
10cf3bl; initial mark uncertain; broken chin; slightly chipped
1 lb2; TAS/DVN punched over CIVI/TAS
Exeter
9b2; pot-hook Ns/Roman with pot-hook uprights; star (SCBIN 4 4 6 - 7 )
Lincoln
3c; h?, R2?, S2; crescent marks; face 3 with wide shoulders
3d; h2. RI, SI; thick neck; marks are solid half-circle/crescent (?)
3g2; S3/S2, stops 1
3g2; S3/S2?, stops 1
London
lc; crown 2, no sinister ornament; AHGL'DMS//LON/DOW
lc/ld; crown 2, no sinister ornament; H K / N N
Id; face 1; NM/NM
2a; face 1; U N / K M (SCBIN 41)
2a; face 2; WAIVM (SCBIN 50)
2a; face 2; ViVJW II
2b (SCBIN 60); slightly chipped
2b (SCBIN 60); incomplete
3b; crescent and comma marks
3c; hi, RI?, SI; face 1
3c; hi, RI, SI; face 1
3c; hi, RI, S1/S2; face 1 (?)
3c; h2, R2, SI; face 2a
3c; h2, R2, S1/S2; face 2a (?); slightly chipped
3c; h2, R?, SI; face 2b (?)
3c-3d; h2, R2, S2/S1; face 3
3c-3d; h2, R?, S?/S1?; face 3; slightly chipped
3c-3d; h?, R?, S?; face 3; chipped
3d; h?, R2, S?/S2; thick neck; crescent marks
3d; h2, RI, S?/S2; thick neck; crescent marks
3d; h2, RI, S1/S2?; thick neck; solid half-circle marks
3d; h2, R?, S2/S2?; thick neck; solid half-circle marks
3d; h2, R2?, S2?; thick neck; comma marks
3 g l ; S2, stops 1 (crescents partially blocked)
3gl; S2, stops 3 (SCBIN 157); slightly chipped
3g2; S3/S1, stops 1; nicked L on reverse (SCBIN 173); slightly double-struck
3g2; S3, stops 1 (SCBIN 175)

109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118--119
120
121
122
123--124
125

3g3; S3, stops 1; nicked L on reverse; partly double-struck
4a3; large/normal S
4a4; h2, unbarred As; square face
4a4 (?); composite Ss, barred As; drapery in one piece; slightly chipped
4a4 (?); straight-sided letters, barred As, h2, R2; oval face
4b (SCBIN 224)
4b
4b; straight-sided lettering on obverse
4b; straight-sided lettering on reverse; slightly chipped
4b; broken hair
4c; barred As; straight/incurved lettering
4d/4c; unbarred/barred As
4d/4e (SCBIN 248)
4e (SCBIN 257)
5b/5a; almond eyes

65-66
67
68
69-70
71
*72
73
74
75
76
77

1.50
1.38, 1.32
1.39
1.27
1.41, 1.39
1.29
1.52

1.50
1.38, 1.32
1.39
1.26
1.41, 1.37
1.18
1.49

1.39

1.39

1.42
1.36
1.34
1.41

1.42
1.36
1.34
1.41

1.36
1.38
1.36
1.31
1.37
1.44
1.35,
1.02
1.36
1.38
1.33
1.34
1.43
1.41
1.40
1.40
1.28
1.25
1.40
1.39
1.38
1.27
1.35
1.24
1.32,
1.37
1.39,
1.36
1.33
1.33
1.36
1.34
1.29
1.37
1.30
1.38
1.25
1.35,
1.35
1.30
1.35
1.33,
1.41

1.37 (!)
1.38
1.36
1.28
1.37
1.43
1.34, 1.25
1.01
1.35
1.38
1.33
1.34
1.43
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.28
1.24
1.40
1.39
1.32
1.25
1.35
1.24
1.30, 1.22
1.36
1.38, 1.37
1.36
1.33
1.33
1.36
1.24
1.20
1.30
1.30
1.38
1.23
1.35, 1.32
1.31
1.30
1.34
1.31, 1.31
1.41

1.29

1.22
1.38,

1.36

1.31
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Number

Weight in grammes
before cleaning after cleaning

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137- 139

5b
5b; almond eyes (SCBIN 215)
8a; face 2; full contractive marks
8b; face 1; intact sinister spearhead; incurved letters; full contractive marks
8c; face 1; incurved letters, except straight N in LON; full contractive marks
8c; small face with rounded chin; straight/incurved letters; full contractive marks
9a2; incurved letters; ?unbarred A; ?barred Ns; in 3 fragments
9b 1; unbarred 1 Ns; contractive marks; star (SCBIN 369)
9b 1; unbarred 1 Ns; star (SCBIN 370)
9b 1; ?/unbarred 1 Ns; star
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; star (SCBIN 372)
9b 1; pot-hook Ns; no star (SCBIN 374)

140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152- 154

9b2; pot-hook Ns; star (SCBIN 429); slightly chipped
10ablb/9b; hYBVpot-hook Ns (SCBIN 488)
10ab2/9a; EDWARD'RANGL'DNShYB'; hair and drapery of 9b/straightsided lettering with barred A
10ab3a/9b; flat S/lst N unbarred, 2nd pot-hook
10ab3a/9b; ANGL'; flat S/pot-hook Ns
10ab3a/late 10ab5; obverse S of uncertain type
10ab3b: Ss uncertain: slightly chipped
10ab5 (definitive); hYB'; broken-backed Ss
10ab5 (definitive); broken-backed Ss
10ab5 (definitive); unbarred N in ANGL; ?/broken-backed S; chipped
10ab5 (late); late A and S; R2
lOcfl (early)/late 10ab5; ANGDNS with round G (SCBIN 568)
lOcfl (SCBIN 578 etc.); no. 154 slightly chipped

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
* 166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175- 178

lOcfl; unbarred Ns on reverse
10cf2a; A l , E l , h l , N l , unbarred N in ANGL
10cf2a; A l , E?, hi, NI, unbarred N in ANGL
10cf2a; A l , E l , hi, N2/N1; dexter spearhead obliterated
10cf2a; A2, E2, h2?, N2
10cf2a; A2, E2, h3, N2
10cf2a; A2, E2, h3, N2; hYB: (SCBIN 605)
10cf2a; A2, E?, h2?, NI
10cf2a; A2, E2?, h3, N2
10cf2a; A2, E2, h3?, N2; unbarred Ns on reverse
10cf2a; A2, E?, h?, N2; slightly chipped
10cf2b; A2, D1, E2, h3, N2; L of LON over a C
10cf3al; face 2
10cf3a3 (SCBIN 660-2)
10cf3bl (SCBIN 676-7); obverse double-struck
10cf3bl; hYB' (SCBIN 680)
10cf3b 1; broken O in LON
10cf3bl; broken O
10cf3bl;? broken chin; broken O
10cf3bl; broken chin
10cf3bl; broken chin; broken O (SCBIN 682)

179
180
181
182
183
184- 186

10cf3bl; hYB: (top pellet obliterated); broken chin (SCBIN 683)
10cf3b2 (SCBIN 701)
10cf5al/10cf5a2
lla2; obverse double-struck; slightly chipped
1 la2; EDWAR; large angular C
l l b l (SCBIN S01-8)

187
188- 190

l l b l ; chipped O
llb2; no 189 slightly clipped(?), with small chip

1.40
1.37
1.40
1.35
1.38
1.41
1.44
1.37
1.38
1.34
1.29
1.44, 1.39
1.39
1.30
1.38

1.40
1.37
1.40
1.35
1.38
1.40
1.43
1.37
1.36
1.19
1.24
1.43, 1.36
1.33
1.30
1.38

1.40
1.34
1.32
1.39
1.37
1.43
1.40
1.21
1.40
1.40
1.40, 1.41
1.35
1.37
1.41
1.32
1.38
1.40
1.30
1.38
1.31

1.40
1.32
1.32
1.39
1.36
1.43
1.35
1.21
1.38
1.39
1.40,
1.32
1.32
1.40
1.32
1.38
1.39
1.29
1.38
1.31
1.29
1.37
1.28
1.31
1.43
1.32
1.30
1.12
1.41
1.32
1.42
1.31
1.41,
1.34,
1.31
1.33
1.38
1.24
1.35
1.41,
1.35
1.32
1.32,
1.26

-

1.38
1.30
1.32
1.43
1.34
1.30
1.12
1.41
1.39
1.42
1.35
1.42,
1.37,
1.35
1.33
1.38
1.24
1.35
1.44,
1.38
1.33
1.32,
1.26

1.41
1.28

1.41

1.28

1.39

1.41
1.28

1.40

1.28
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Weight in grammes
before cleaning after cleaning

Number

191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198-199
200-201

202

203
204-205

206
207

208

1 lb2; hYB: {SCBIN 820)
1 lb2; EDWAR {SCBIN 821)
1 lb3; EDWAR: R3
14; new E (SCBIN 899)
Newcastle
lOx (9bl/10ab3); pot-hook Ns; star; VILL/NOVI
10ab2; hYB'; hair as 9b; VILL/NOVI
10ab2; EDWARDR' . . . hYB'; new hair; VILL/NOVI
York (Ro\al)
2b (SCBIN 74): no. 199 chipped
3b: crescent and comma marks (SCBIN 90)
3b; comma marks; unbarred A in RACI; chipped
3c; hi. Rl. SI; face 2b
3e
3e; broken S on obverse
3e; slightly damaged hair
3e; damaged hair; very slightly chipped

1.46
1.41
1.39
1.36

1.45
1.39
1.37
1.33

1.35
1.32
1.34

1.35
1.32
1.34

1.32, 1.32
1.40, 1.13
1.17
1.19
1.36, 1.27
1.31
1.33
1.41

1.32, 1.32
1.40. 1.13
1.17
1.18
1.35, 1.27
1.31
1.33
1.40

1.39, 1.35
1.29
1.40
1.30

1.39, 1.35
1.28
1.40
1.30

1.41, 1.37
1.31,0.99
1.11
1.30. 1.28

1.40, 1.36
1.31, 0.97
1.11
1.30, 1.27

1.26
1.33

1.25
1.33

1.22

1.22

1.27
1.36
1.44
1.34
1.38
1.21
1.18
1.22
1.28
1.33

1.17
1.36
l-45(!)
1.30
1.38
1.20
not cleaned

IRELAND
Edward I pennies (Dolley classification)
Dublin
209-210
211
*212
213
214-217

218
219-220

2
3; cross before EDW; Gothic n on reverse
4; slightly chipped
6b; small/large lettering
Waterford
2; WATE/RFOR'; no. 217 clipped(?), with some edge damage
2;? WATE/RFOR'
2; VATE/RFOR'

SCOTLAND
Alexander III pennies of 2nd coinage (c. 1280)
(Stewart and North classification)
B2; hair c; obverse x square, reverse pattee; chipped; edge damaged
221
Mb2; 24 points; letter T as class D
222
Mb2/E; 24 points
223
Mb3/D; 25 points; chipped
224
M c l ; thin line at base of truncation; peaked C
225
Mc2; 23 points; peaked C
226
Mc2; 24 points; peaked C; slightly chipped
227
Mc2/E; 24 points
228
Mc2/D; 24 points; chipped; edge damaged
229
M/D;? 26 points; obverse Mb3-Mc2; incomplete; corroded
230
El/M; 25 points; partially clipped
231
El; 24 points; very slightly chipped
232
El/D; 26 points; slightly chipped
233
E2; 20 points; traces of one extra point in 2nd quarter of reverse,
234
two points in 4th quarter
*235
E2/D; 25 points; reverse plain cross; slightly chipped
236
Dl/M: 25 points
237
D2/E; 25 points; chipped; edge damaged
238
?/D; 26 points; chipped; obverse worn and corroded
John Baliol (1292-6)
penny of 1st (rough) coinage
Ns not reversed; pellet on sceptre handle; reverse
239
+RE/XSC/OTO/RVM
Robert Bruce (1306-29)
pennies
240-241 type as Burns 225

1.21

1.22
1.27
1.33
1.21
1.38
1.39
1.25

1.38
1.39
1.25
1.11

1-12(!)

1.37

1.36

1.39, 1.39

1.34, 1.24
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Weight in grammes
before cleaning after cleaning

Number

242

*243

CONTINENTAL
sterling of Gaucher de Chatillon (1313-22), Yves;
as Mayhew 244 (a-e)

1.01

1.00

FRANCE
Philip IV (1285-1314), Gros Tournois a l'O Rond;
Duplessy 2 1 3 2 4

3.68

3.64

Leadburn, Midlothian (Wellington Farm School) hoard, 1989
In August 1989 a group of seventeen silver pennies was handed in to the National Museums of
Scotland by Mr D. Pearson, of Newtongrange, who had found them while using a metal-detector
just to the south-south-west of Wellington Farm School (NGR NT 232564). Mr Pearson was
certain that no other coins remained in the immediate vicinity of the find, and that there had been
no evidence of a container for the hoard. The coins had been enclosed in a deposit of peat, and
were in an excellent state of preservation. After cleaning and identification, they were declared
to be Treasure Trove. Three coins (catalogue numbers 1, 10 and 13) were acquired by the
National Museums of Scotland, and the remainder were returned to Mr Pearson.
Date of deposition
The latest coin in the group was a class 13 penny of Edward II, dated to c. 1315-17, but with
so small a group of coins, this can give no more than a terminus post quern of 1315 for the
deposition of the hoard. The absence of later issues is not significant, although the general
lack of wear apparent on the class 13 penny, and on most of the others, does not indicate
prolonged circulation.
The coins
The hoard contained nothing that was out of the ordinary, with the exception of a small extra
point beside the pellets in the second reverse quarter of a class l l a l penny of London
(catalogue no. 13).
Summary
A summary of the hoard in the Inventory format could be as follows:
LEADBURN, Midlothian (Wellington Farm School), 1989.
17 AR English and Scottish. Deposit c. 1315 +.
ENGLAND (16 pennies):
Edward I—II: Bury St Edmunds (1) - North 11a, 1: Canterbury (3) - 4c/4d or 4d, 1; lOcf, 1; 13, 1: Durham (2) lOcf, 1; 11a, 1: London (9) - 4d, 2; 9a, 2; lOcf, 2; 11a, 2; lib. 1: York, Royal ( 1 ) - 3 b . 1.
SCOTLAND (1 penny):
Alexander III. second coinage: Stewart and North Mc2, 1.
Discovery and disposition: Found with a metal-detector in a peat deposit to the south-south-west of Wellington Farm
School. Declared to be Treasure Trove. Three coins to National Museums of Scotland; remainder returned to finder.

24

J. Duplessy, Les Mommies Frangaises Royales de Hughes Capet a Louis XVI (987-1793), vol. I (Paris and Maastricht. 1988).
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LIST OF COINS
An asterisk indicates an illustrated coin.
Number

Weight in grammes
before cleaning after cleaning
ENGLAND
Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North Classification)
Buiy St Edmunds

1.22

1.17

1.31
1.32
1.33

1.27
1.25
1.29

0.78
1.42

0.64
1.42

1 la2; EWA; large angular C on reverse
Canterbury
4c/4d mule or 4d; no pellet visible before EDW, but coin is slightly
corroded in this area
10cf3al
13; R2; broken E (SCBIN 889)
Durham
lOcf, uncertain sub-group; crown 3?; much flattening and surface corrosion
lla2; cross moline; much flattening on obverse and some on reverse

7-8
9

10
11
*12

*13
14
15

London
4d (SCBIN 247)
1.40,1.36
9a2; straight letters; barred Ns on obverse and in LON; star on breast
1.19
9a2; straight letters; star on breast (SCBIN 352)
1.33
10cf3a3; fish-tail As; florid Ss
1.30
10cf3bl; LDN on reverse
1.29
l l a l ; tilted S on obverse; small extra point beside pellets in second quarter
of reverse
1.33
Ila2/a3
1.31
1 lb2; EDWARR (SCBIN 821); obverse slightly double-struck
1.41

1.39, 1.33
1.18
1.31
1.25
1.26
1.28
1.29
1.34

York, Royal

16

17

3b (SCBIN 90)
SCOTLAND
Alexander III penny, second coinage, Stewart and North classification
Mc2; 23 points; peak-waisted C on reverse

1.28

1.25

1.36
1.40

Horsleyhill, Roxburghshire, hoard (1991)
This group of fifty-six silver coins was recovered with the aid of a metal-detector by Mr S.
Sibbald, of Horsleyhill, Denholm, Roxburghshire. The coins were found scattered over a
large, roughly V-shaped, area at around NGR NT 529189, and both the distribution pattern
and the nature of the damage to many of the coins strongly suggested that a hoard had been
disturbed and spread. Unfortunately a further search, using a more powerful metal-detector,
failed to locate an undisturbed residue. The coins were submitted to the National Museums of
Scotland per Mr J. Dent, Borders Regional Archaeologist, and after cleaning and examination,
they were declared to be Treasure Trove. The entire hoard was acquired by Roxburgh District
Museum Service.
Date of deposition
In cases such as this, where a hoard has been disturbed and spread over a wide area, it is
always possible that some coins belonging to the hoard have not been recovered, and equally
that some of the coins recovered may not have formed part of the hoard, but may represent
stray losses. Such a scenario may well be correct in this instance, since all but five of the coins
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are likely to date from no later than 1296. The later five are English pennies of classes lOab and
lOcf, belonging to the early fourteenth century, with the latest being a 10cf5, dated by North to c.
1309-10. If the hoard had been deposited as late as 1310, it would be surprising if it had not
included any coins of the very common class 9b, and a far higher proportion of class 10 coins
would be expected. It may well be, therefore, that the hoard dates from c. 1292-1300, with the
latest coin being the class 7b of London, and with burial taking place before the arrival of class 9b
pennies into local circulation. The five class 10 coins recovered would then have to be regarded as
stray losses within the area across which the hoard was eventually spread. There is certainly a
viable historical context for the burial of a hoard in this locality in 1298, since Edward I's army
passed through Roxburghshire on both northward and southward journeys of the campaign
centred on the Battle of Falkirk. Invading English armies also moved through the area in 1301
and 1303, however, and local people must have felt constantly under threat during this period.
The concealment of wealth must have seemed a wise option for some considerable time.
An alternative scenario is that all the coins recovered were, in fact, part of the hoard, which
must have comprised a basically late thirteenth-century accumulation of wealth, buried around
1310 or just after, with five coins taken from circulation at that time. Since it will never be
possible to establish which of these hypotheses, if either, is correct, the date of deposition can
be defined only as c. 1292-c. 1310, with the absence of pennies of the relatively common
class 11 providing an approximate terminus ante quern.
The coins
Of the fifty-six coins, fifty-one (91.07%) were English, three (5.36%) were Scottish and two
(3.57%) were continental. Of the fifty English pennies attributable to a particular mint, twenty
(40%) were of London, eighteen (36%) of Canterbury and five (10%) of Bristol. The other
mints represented were Durham (two coins), Lincoln (three coins), and Newcastle and York,
Royal (one coin each). With a relatively small hoard such as this, such percentages are of no
particular value, but the fact that the number of Canterbury coins was almost as great as that
for London is worthy of note.
The hoard contained two pennies worthy of individual comment, both from the London
mint. A class 7b without rose on breast (catalogue no. 47) was unfortunately broken and
incomplete, but the obverse appears to be from a different die from the specimen illustrated by
North. 25 Also incomplete, and rather worn, was a late 10ab5 penny (no. 48), the reverse of
which displayed the small, unbarred Ns found on some coins of lOcfl and a small lozenge
mark before LON.
The two continental sterlings of Jean d'Avesnes both belong to types dated by Mayhew to
the earlier part of his coinage. 26 Number 55, of Valenciennes, is dated to 1290, and number 56,
of Mons, to the early to mid 1290s.
Summary
A summary of the hoard in the Inventory format could be as follows:
HORSLEYHILL, Denholm, Roxburghshire, 1991.
56 AR English, Scottish and Continental. Deposit c. 1292-c. 1310.
ENGLAND (51 pennies):
Edward I—II: Bristol (5) - North 2b, 1; 3c or 3d, 1; 3d, 1; 3g, 2: Canterbury (18) - 3g, 2; 4a, 4; 4a to 4b, I; 4b, 5;
4c, 1; 4d, 4; lOab, 1: Durham (2) - lOcf, 2: Lincoln (3) - 3c, 1; 3d, 1; 3g, 1: London (20) - lc, 1; 2a, 1; 2b, 2; 3c,

25

As in n. 1, no. 316.

26

See n. 14.
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5; 3c to 3d, 1; 3g, 4; 4d, 3; 4e, 1; 7b, 1; lOab, 1: Newcastle (1) - lOx, 1: York, Royal (1) - 3b, 1: Uncertain mint
(1) - 4a, 1.
SCOTLAND (3 pennies):
Alexander III, second coinage: Stewart and North Mb 1, 1; Mb3/D, 1; D2/E, 1.
CONTINENTAL (2 sterlings):
HAINAUT, Jean d'Avesnes: Valenciennes (1) - Mayhew 28: Mons (1) - M 34
Discovery and deposition: Found with a metal-detector, spread over a wide area, this hoard had probably been
disturbed by ploughing. Declared to be Treasure Trove and acquired by Roxburgh District Museum Service.

LIST OF COINS
An asterisk indicates an illustrated coin.
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
*12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19-20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
ENGLAND
Edward I—II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)
Bristol
2b (SCBIN 63-4); bent; edge damaged
3c-d; h2, S1 ?, R?/S 1, R?; slightly bent
3d; h i , SI, R l ; thin neck; comma and wedge marks; edge damaged
3g2; S3/?, stops 1; edge damaged
3g2(?);S?/S3, stops 1; double-struck; edge damaged
Canterbury
3g, uncertain sub-variety; S?/S3?, stops 1; double-struck; edge damaged
3g, uncertain sub-variety; S?/S3; bent; chipped
4a 1 or 4a2; slightly bent
4a 1 or 4a2; double-struck
4a3; initial cross of 4a2; slightly bent; chipped
4a3; initial cross of 4a2; incomplete
late 4a4 or 4b; sinister fleur still appears trifoliate; obverse barred A; reverse incurved N;
uneven striking
4b; incomplete
4b; straight-sided lettering
4b; straight-sided lettering; slightly bent
4b; broken jewel
4b?; edge damaged
4c; barred As (SCBIN 240-1); chipped
4d (SCBIN 252); both slightly buckled; no. 19 chipped
4d; obverse double-struck; incomplete
4d;? barred A on obverse
10abl(a); hYB'; overlapping W as 10ab2; chipped; slightly bent
Durham
10cf3bl; uncertain initial mark; slightly buckled
10cf5b?; cross moline; chipped; very worn
Lincoln
3c; h2, S1, R2; face 3(?); slightly bent; edge damaged
3d; h2, S2, R2; thick neck; solid half-circle marks; slightly bent
3g2; S3/S1; stops 1; slight edge damage
London
lc; crown 2;?/M; obverse double-struck
2a; H/H; face 1 or 3
2b; edge damaged; slightly buckled
2b; double-struck; slightly bent
3c; h i , SI, Rl; face 1; edge damaged; slightly buckled
3c; h2, SI, R2; face 1
"

1.23
1.18
1.27
1.24
1.12
1.24
1.06
1.31
1.28
1.08
0.97
1.18
1.03
1.06
1.27
1.24
1.02
1.10
1.22, 1.11
1.02
1.24
1.01
1.07
0.95
1.11
1.36
1.28
1.23
1.12
1.17
1.17
1.19
1.29
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Number

35
36
37
38

Weight in grammes
(after cleaning)
3c; h?, SI, R2; face?
3c; h2, S?, R?/S 1; face?; slightly bent; slight edge damage
3c; incomplete
3c-d (probably 3d); h2, SI, R?/S2;? crescent and comma marks; slightly bent; slight edge
damage
3 g l ; S2; stops 1
3g2; S3/S2; stops 1
3g2-3g3; S3/S?; incomplete
3g3? (? London); S3/S2; incomplete; slightly bent
4d (SCBIN 247); chipped
4d (SCBIN 247)
4d (SCBIN 247); slightly buckled
4e; slightly bent
7b; no rose on breast; non-composite S/?; incomplete
10ab5 (late); late A and R; crown?; reverse has small unbarred Ns, as found on some coins
of lOcfl, and small lozenge before LON; incomplete
Newcastle
lOx (9bl/10abl); VILL'/NOVI; clipped
York
3b; uncertain marks; slight edge damage; slightly buckled
Uncertain mint

1.25
1.03
0.72

51

4a3?; incomplete

0.79

52
53
54

SCOTLAND
Alexander III pennies of 2nd coinage (c. 1280)
(Stewart and North, 1990, classification)
Mb 1,24 points; edge damaged
Mb3/D, 25 points; incomplete
D2/E, 26 points; incomplete
CONTINENTAL
Sterling of Jean d'Avesnes, Valenciennes; type as Mayhew 28; slightly bent
Sterling of Jean d'Avesnes, Mons; type as Mayhew 34; chipped; slightly buckled

1.20
0.90
0.75

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
*47
*48

49
50

55
56

K E Y T O T H E PLATES
1-11 Dumfries (1878), numbers 9, 27, 35, 45, 52, 72, 75, 134, 160, 164, 206.
12-14 Gatehouse of Fleet (1985), numbers 39, 62, 76.
15-27 Paisley (1987), numbers 13, 18, 20, 30, 52, 101, 117, 154, 156, 161, 164, 213, 219.
28-38 Whitburn (1987), numbers 5, 14, 42, 64. 72, 166, 212, 235, 240, 241, 243.
3 9 - 4 0 Leadburn (1989), numbers 12, 13.
41-43 Horsleyhill (1991), numbers 12, 47, 48.

1.15
1.17
1.16
1.00
0.79
1.16
1.33
1.23
0.97
0.72
1.07
1.02
1.26

1.33
0.97

PLATE

PLATE

HOLMES: EDWARDIAN HOARDS (2)

RECENT TUDOR HOARDS
B.J. COOK

THE following reports all cover material which has passed though the treasure trove system in
England in the course of the last few years and which thus came in some way to the British
Museum for examination. By no means all were in the event declared treasure trove, and
several were accessible for identification only very briefly or though photographs. Thus it was
not always possible to obtain complete information, or make a full record of weights and
legends. However, given the relative scarcity of sixteenth-century hoards, it has seemed
desirable to record and publish what evidence is available, particularly as it seems more than
likely that a reasonable number of hoards of similar scale and nature to those described below
do not enter the treasure trove system and receive no record of any sort.
1. Mendlesham Green, Suffolk
These twenty-eight silver coins were found at High House Farm, Mendlesham Green, Suffolk,
between 14 September and 3 October 1992. The find was reported to the coroner by Mr Gary
Garnham. Along with his father Mr Ray Garnham, and Mr Robert Gibson, he had been using a
metal-detector with the permission of the landowner. The coins were found in the same field,
within an area of forty square feet.
Ms Judith Plouviez, of Suffolk County Council Planning Department's Archaeological
Section, reported on the site at the request of the coroner. According to her report:
'The findspot lay about 80m to the south of the road which marks the southern edge of Mendlesham Green. . . .
Medieval greens such as this commonly had house sites round the edge, and there are still houses along much of
the southern edge. Fieldwalking evidence had shown thirteenth and fourteenth-century activity in currently
uninhabited areas along the east and south edges of Mendlesham Green. The context of the coins found is therefore
close to domestic properties of this date.' 1

The coins consist of fifteen groats, eight half-groats and one penny of English money, along
with four foreign coins. The earliest coin dates to 1351-2 and the latest to 1500-4. However
only two pieces pre-date Edward IV's reduction of the weight standard of the silver coinage in
1464/5. Whilst this removed much earlier coin from currency, the survival of a proportion of
older material is well attested from hoards.2 In this case, as might be expected, the survivals
represent very large issues: a half-groat of Edward Ill's fourth coinage, pre-Treaty period,
Series C, and a groat of Henry VI's Annulet issue from the Calais mint. The remaining
English pieces are all of the twelve grain penny standard: nine of Edward IV's first reign, two
of Henry VI restored, three (possibly four) of Edward's second reign and nine of Henry VII.
The latest coins present have the initial mark greyhound's head, in use 1500-4. This, and the
absence of profile portrait coins, may suggest a deposit date of somewhere around 1504.

Acknowledgements.
I am very grateful to all the finders,
c o r o n e r s , c o r o n e r ' s officers, local m u s e u m c u r a t o r s and
archaeologists whose work and co-operation ensured that the
coins considered here were all reported and recorded.
1
I am grateful to Judith Plouviez for permission to quote
from her report.

2
See for i n s t a n c e the c o m m e n t s of M . M . A r c h i b a l d .
' E n g l i s h medieval coins as dating e v i d e n c e ' in Coins and
the Archaeologist,
e d i t e d by J. C a s e y and R. R e e c e ,
( O x f o r d , 1974), pp. 2 6 0 - 2 , and 2nd e d i t i o n ( 1 9 8 8 ) , pp.
290-1.
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When deposited the English coins had a face value of Is. 6d. The four foreign coins consist
of two double patards of Charles the Bold of Burgundy (1467-77) and two chinfraos, or halfreals, of Alfonso V of Portugal (1438-81). As is well known, the double patards were legal
tender as groats, following the monetary convention of 1469 between Edward IV and Charles
the Bold.3
The Portuguese chinfrao's distinctive appearance included a crowned A as the obverse
design with the legend a version of ALFONSVS QVINTI REGIS PORT, and on the reverse the
Portuguese cross of five shields with the legend an abbreviated form of A D I V T O R I V M
NOSTRVM IN N O M I N E D O M I N I . 4

Chinfraos seem to have had a not insignificant currency in early Tudor England, as a
number of finds attest. The large Hartford hoard (also deposited around 1504) included just
two specimens of the coin, to its eighty-three double patards.5 This does not look particularly
impressive, but small (perhaps 'purse') hoards (like Mendlesham Green itself) together with
numbers of single finds, suggest a rather larger role for them in daily use, and it may be that
the Hartford hoard discriminated against them.
Apart from the Mendlesham Green hoard itself, there is a small hoard of thirteen coins
found at Downham in Lancashire in 1992 which included one double patard and one chinfrao
along with eight coins of Edward IV and three of Henry VII. Among these last were two York
groats of Archbishop Christopher Bainbridge (1508-14), suggesting a deposit date for the
group of the end of Henry VII's reign or the early years of Henry VIII, say 1508—10.6 A small
hoard found in Leighton Buzzard in 1881 seems to have included one chinfrao together with
ten English coins.7 The latest hoard (of unknown provenance) to include a chinfrao is one of
322 coins deposited during Henry VIII's second coinage, with the latest initial mark arrow
(1532-42): it had one, along with eleven double patards.8
Single finds shown at the British Museum include a chinfrao from Yorkshire, recorded in
1977, and more recently, a specimen from Binstead near Arundel, West Sussex in 1992, and
another shown in 1993 among an obvious mixed bag of fifteenth to sixteenth-century single
finds from an unspecified site.9 Yet another was recently found in central Norfolk.10 There are
occasional finds of other fifteenth-century Portuguese coins: a half-real of Joao I, a real of the
same ruler and a copper ceitil of Alfonso V (the last two both found in South Devon) have

3
P. Spufford, 'Burgundian double patards in medieval
England'. BNJ 33 (1964), 110-17.
4
Older Portuguese texts use the term chimfram, although
chinfrao appears to be the preferred term in recent
publications. The use of the ordinal alongside the king's name
in the obverse legend is a notable feature of Alfonso's later
coinage, unusual for the 1470s. It was retained by his
successor in the forms IOHANNES SECUNDI REGIS and
IOHANNES II. Within a generation Henry VII adopted the
same usage in England, at first spelling out the number
SEPTIM(VS). The Portuguese example was, if not the only, at
least the most accessible precedent for this.
5 M.M. Archibald and J.P.C. Kent, 'The 1964 hoard from
Hartford, Huntingdonshire', NC 7th ser. 14 (1974), 147-9.
6
U n p u b l i s h e d report by Adrian Lewis of Blackburn
Museum and Art Galleries. I am grateful to Mr Lewis for
permission to refer to this hoard. The coins were acquired by
the Blackburn M u s e u m and, it is hoped, will soon be
published in this journal.
7
This hoard of eleven coins was discovered in 1881 by
workmen digging in the foundations of a house in the High
Street. Leighton Buzzard, noted in the Leighton
Buzzard
Observer. They were identified as 'one groat of . . . Edward
IV.. two of . . . Henry VII., four Edward III. groats, three silver

pennies of . . . Edward III., and one other small piece of
unknown date and value' (i.e. the chinfrao). Coins which may
well be this hoard are still retained by the Leighton Buzzard
branch of Barclay's Bank, though these consist of issues of
Edward IV, Henry VII and Henry VIII. and include halfgroats, not pennies. 1 am grateful to Mr J.J. Strawbridge of
Stokeinteignhead, Newton Abbott, for bringing this find to my
attention recently. A modern publication of this hoard by
Stephen Doolan of the Fitzwilliam Museum is forthcoming.
8
L.A. Lawrence. 'A find of some silver coins of Edward
IV-Henry VIII', NC4th ser. 2 (1902), 35-54.
9
Most of these and subsequently mentioned single coins
were noted by the author when presented at the British
Museum for identification. In comparison, over the same
period just two double patards were recorded, but fifteen
Venetian soldini - the latter, as halfpenny equivalents were
clearly going to be lost in much greater quantities than groat
or half-groat equivalents. Of these fifteen, ten were of late
fifteenth to early sixteenth-century vintage (one of Niccolo
Tron (1471-3), two of Agostino Barbarigo (1486-1501) and
seven of Leonardo Loredano (1501 -21)).
10
I am grateful to John Davies of Norwich Castle Museum
for permission to refer to this coin, which is published in the
Coin Register, 1994, no. 354 (this volume, p.162).
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also been shown recently at the British Museum for identification. A hoard of eleven coins
found at Deeping St James, Lincolnshire, included an espadim (a coin of about 25 per cent
silver) of Alfonso V with a groat, half-groat and two pennies of Edward IV's second reign,
and six half-groats of Henry VII. 11 A 'A-real of Manuel I (1495-1521) has also been recorded
at the British Museum. During the first half of the sixteenth century Portuguese gold coin was
to become relatively common. 12 There is also an unpublished hoard of thirty-six Portuguese
coppers found in Oxford in 1931 and now in the Ashmolean Museum - though this was
presumably material never used in English currency.13
Chinfraos of Alfonso V do seem, therefore, to have had a particular and quite substantial role
in English currency for a period, comparable to, if not quite as significant as, double patards and
Venetian soldini. No other Portuguese coin of the time appears with anything like such
frequency, and the presence in England of the full real, of which the chinfrao was the half, is
nowhere attested. Yet to judge from the sites of hoards and single finds, chinfraos could be
encountered across the country, from Lancashire and Yorkshire, though the Midlands and East
Anglia down to Sussex. Given their fineness of 91.6 per cent silver, and their weight of usually
between about 19 and 22 grains, they are likely to have passed muster in currency as half-groats.
One needs to look at the hoard evidence to assess their period of currency. Although
Alfonso V reigned from 1433 to 1481, the chinfrao was only introduced in 1472. The coin was
subsequently formally demonetised in a decree of Joao II of 1485.14 Chinfraos do not appear
in late fifteenth-century hoards, whether of the Yorkists or of Henry VII. 15 Most of the hoards
which do contain them appear to be a fairly tight-knit group, chronologically speaking, as
Hartford, Mendlesham Green, Downham and Leighton Buzzard all seem to date from in or
just after 1504. Apart from Mendlesham Green itself, all included profile portrait coins.
(Leighton Buzzard was the latest, with one groat of Henry VIII's first coinage.) Other
recorded hoards from Henry VII's reign do not seem to have included chinfraos, but of these
the Clay Cotton, Norham, Hounslow and Wallingford hoards were all confined to groats (with
some double patards in the last two), that is, without the half-groat element one might expect
the chinfraos to accompany.16
Hoards with the deposit date and content to match the 'chinfrao group' include the small
Fonthill Gifford hoard, with its nine coins similar in scale to the Mendlesham Green,
Downham and Leighton Buzzard finds. It did indeed include a foreign coin, but this was a
soldino. The Bury St Edmunds hoard included a substantial number of half-groats among its
around 380 coins. A significant component of the find was not recorded in detail, and this
included 'considerable numbers of foreign groats, mostly of Charles the Bold', i.e. double
patards. 17 Whilst it is not impossible that this reference might have encompassed chinfraos,

11
Lincolnshire Architectural
and Archaeological
Society
Reports and Papers, vol 7 part 1 (1957), n. 33, and vol. 9 part 1
(1961), n. 47. These coins were originally identified by Michael
Dolley and John Kent. The hoard is now in the Lincoln Museum.
12
See J.P.C. Kent, 'The circulation of Portuguese coins in
G r e a t B r i t a i n ' in Actas do III Congresso
Nacional
de
Numismatica (Lisbon, 1985), pp. 392^1.
13
Noted in I.D. Brown and Michael Dolley, Coin Hoards of
Great Britain and Ireland 1500-1967
(London, 1971), p. 22
(EL11).
14
A.C. Teixeira de Aragao, Descripcao geral e historica das
moedas cunhadas em nome dos reis, regentes e governadores de
Portugal, vol. I (Lisbon, 1874), pp. 232-5; for the demonetisation
of chinfraos, see also the 'Documentos comprovativos', no. 42 (p.
393). I am very grateful to Barry Taylor of the British Library's
Hispanic Section for help with these references and other matters
requiring knowledge of Portuguese.
15
It has to be admitted that there are not vast numbers of

relevant hoards to be considered for the Yorkists (i.e. later than
1472, with denominations below the groat), but see J.D.A.
Thompson, Inventory of British Coin Hoards (London. 1956),
nos 20, 309 (these both Scottish), 371, and 384. For the early
years of Henry VII, there are no chinfraos in even the recent
Ryther hoard, deposited around 1487 and including a fairly
m i x e d bag of m a t e r i a l in t e r m s of d e n o m i n a t i o n s and
condition, plus seven double patards and some counterfeits
(see C r a i g Barclay, ' T h e R y t h e r T r e a s u r e T r o v e ' , BNJ
f o r t h c o m i n g ) . I am grateful to C r a i g B a r c l a y for this
information, prior to the hoard's publication.
16
For Hounslow (which had one half-groat, with its 375
groats), see J.B. Bergne, 'On a hoard of coins discovered at
Hounslow', NC 2nd ser. 1 (1861), 140-3; for the other hoards,
see the references in Brown and Dolley, p. 21.
17
For Fonthill Gifford, see Coin Hoards V (1979), no. 294.
For Bury St Edmunds, see J. Warren. 'A find of coins near
Bury St Edmunds', NC 2nd ser. 2 (1862), 148-51.
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they are unlikely to have been classed as groats and probably would have been specifically
distinguished had they been present. The hoard did include at least two profile portrait groats,
and so matches the 'chinfrao group' in date. As was suggested earlier for the Hartford hoard,
there may have been discrimination against chinfraos in the larger accumulations of coin like
Bury St Edmunds, in contrast to the other, much smaller (?'purse') hoards, if, unlike the
double patards, they were not, or were not then, known to be legal tender. The unprovenanced
hoard of Henry YIII's second coinage demonstrates that chinfraos were still available during
the 1530s.
Trade and diplomatic contacts with Portugal were frequent enough in the fifteenth century
(one need only think of the career of the Lisbon-born 'Sir Edward Brampton', trusted servant
of Edward IV in the 1470s and 80s), 18 but there is the odd situation of the hoard evidence
suggesting a period of currency for the chinfraos of some twenty-five to thirty years after they
had ceased to be produced, even after they had been actively withdrawn from Portuguese
currency, and then for at least another thirty years or so after that.
It is quite tempting to see a specific link with Henry VII's relations with Portugal. In August
1489 he renewed the old Anglo-Portuguese treaty of alliance dating back to 1387, which in
December was then ratified by King Joao II (1481-95), who was also made a knight of the
Garter at some date in 1490-1. However, coins of Joao II himself do not appear to have been
found in England, and, as already mentioned, in 1485 he reformed the Portuguese coinage,
introducing new, lighter weight standards for the real and half-real, replacing those used for
the chinfrao.19
It may be of course that the chinfraos found in England all arrived in the decade or so after
1472, and thereafter remained in currency, and that it is purely fortuitous that they have so far
been found only in hoards of around 1505-15 or later. Half-reals of Joao II, generally
weighing between 12 and 15 grains, would not have been tolerable as half-groat equivalents,
and thus found no place in currency. This means also that substantial quantities of chinfraos
would have had to survive Henry VII's 1490 demonetisation of all foreign placks, other than
Carolus placks (double patards), as well as other drives against foreign coin, specified in 1498
as 'diverse counterfeit and new-forged strange coin, especially groats called Roman groats,
and pence of 2d., called Roman pence of 2d.' 2 0 It is noteworthy that, in contrast to the
chinfraos, no coins corresponding to 'Roman' groats and half-groats appear to have been
found in England.
The alternative scenario is to allow for the importation of the coin to England after its
demonetisation in Portugal. This is perhaps not inconceivable. One might speculate whether,
following the Portuguese reform of 1485, some enterprising souls may have calculated on getting
better value for their old chinfraos by importing them to England in the late 1480s or 1490s to
serve as half-groats, than by exchanging them for new coin in Portugal, a scheme encouraged by
the then improving Anglo-Portuguese contacts and relations symbolised by the 1489 treaty.
A question may remain about why there appears to have been so little official cognisance
taken of the chinfraos, in contrast to the attention paid to both double patards and Venetian
soldini. and, indeed, the elusive 'Roman' groats. The double patards were legally current and

18
For Sir E d w a r d B r a m p t o n , see C. Roth, 'Sir Edward
B r a m p t o n alias D u a r t e B r a n d a o ' , La Societe
guernesaise
(Guernsey, 1957), p. 163.
19
See, for instance, C.M. Almeida do Amaral, Catdlogo
descritivo das moedas Portuguesas
(Lisbon, 1977), vol. 1,
397. There has in fact been one recorded find of a coin of Joao
II in England, but this, a real or vintem, was in the Civil War
hoard found at A s h d o n , E s s e x , a l o n g with a half-real of
Ferdinand and Isabella. The hoard was probably deposited
around 1 6 4 4 - 5 and there is no telling when or in what

circumstances this Portuguese coin arrived in England. See E.
Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards (London, 1987), p. 13.
20
See C.E. Challis, The Tudor Coinage (Manchester, 1978).
pp. 5 4 - 5 . Perhaps the most likely candidates to be these
' R o m a n ' groats and half-groats are the 5th issue d o u b l e
patards and patards in the names of Emperor Maximilian I and
his son Philip the Fair in the latter's inheritance of Flanders
and Brabant. These were struck in 1489-92 to standards of
about 80 per cent and 50 per cent silver respectively, and have
the Rex Romanorum title on the obverse.
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specified as such by name in a succession of royal proclamations of the early Tudor period. 21
The use of soldini became a propaganda weapon in the frequent protests about the limited
provision of small change by the English mint. 22 This situation did not apply to the chinfrao,
the role of which may simply have been to top up a common enough denomination. Yet, given
its apparent availability, it is odd that there was never a specific condemnation of it.
In fact, there is the possibility of some degree of formal recognition, or at least notice, of
the chinfrao. In a series of royal proclamations relating to the coinage issued between 1522
and 1539, legal tender status was acknowledged for 'groats and half-groats not being of the
King's coin, having course and being current within this his realm'. 23 The groats must have
been double patards, but what were the half-groats? Technically single patards, as well as the
whole range of Burgundian issues, had been made current in the 1469 treaty. However, none
of these have been recovered in England, as a single find or in a hoard, whereas chinfraos had
a long record of use and were patently still available in the 1530s. Perhaps Alfonso V's
chinfraos had, in some unrecorded way, been given a legal or tolerated status. 24
There is also the possibility of a link with the mysterious dandyprat, a term used in the early
decades of the sixteenth century apparently to define coins of inferior weight or fineness to
half-groats but also current at 2d, which were also, from most of their contexts, of foreign
origin. These were criteria which the chinfrao matched in every respect. 25 In his discussion of
the various references to dandyprats, Grierson identifies them with different coins at different
times, including Irish half-harps and Burgundian patards. He was unable to pin down a
candidate for the reference in a letter of 1525 which placed them in the context of Henry VII's
Boulogne expedition of 1492, the earliest date to be associated with them.
The implication of the reference was that the king had a large stock of half-groats of inferior
standards. Could a recent influx of Portuguese half-reals have provided this resource, perhaps
rounded up in the 1490 attack on foreign coin, or even deliberately acquired for the purpose? This is
at least a possibility. If the king had paid his own troops or suppliers with such coin, it would have
been introduced (or reintroduced) to currency at a time which would certainly suit the hoard
evidence, and in such a circumstance the government could hardly balk at its continuance in use
thereafter. Portuguese could even provide a derivation for the name 'dandyprat' itself, with de prata
meaning 'of silver', and dinheiro de prata being an acceptable term for silver coin generally.26
CATALOGUE

Edward III
t.

Half-groat, fourth c o i n a g e , pre-Treaty period, S e r i e s C ( 1 3 5 1 - 2 ) . L o n d o n mint.

Henry VI, first reign (1422-61)
2.

Groat, A n n u l e t i s s u e ( 1 4 2 2 - 7 ) , Calais mint.

21
See Spufford, 'Burgundian double patards', pp. 115-16.
and Challis, The Tudor Coinage, p. 215.
22
For the early sixteenth century incursion of soldini, see P.
Spufford, 'Continental coins in late medieval England', BNJ
32 (1963), 137-9.
23
See P.L. H u g h e s and J.F. L a r k i n , Tudor
Royal
Proclamations,
vol. I, The Early Tudors (1485-1553)
(Yale
University Press, 1964), nos 88,'95, 102, 103, 111, 178. 180
and 190. See also Challis, Tudor Coinage, p. 215, n. 49.
24
S u r v i v i n g p r o c l a m a t i o n s by no m e a n s m a k e up a
complete record, for instance in 1530 the Venetian ambassador
reported to his government a decree about Venetian soldini

which has not survived (see Spufford. 'Continental coins in
late medieval England', p. 137).
25
P. Grierson, 'Notes on early Tudor coinage 1. King Henry
VII's dandyprats', BNJ 41 (1972), 8 0 - 5 : see also G.C. Brooke,
•Dandyprats', NC 5th ser. 4 (1924), 326. and Challis, Tudor
Coinage, pp. 5 2 - 4 .
26
See for instance, A.C. Teixeira de Aragao, Descripcao geral
e historica das moedas cunhadas em nome dos reis, regentes e
governadores de Portugal, vol. I, Documentos comprovativos no.
10, p. 360. Barry Taylor of the British Library advises me that
syllables are readily omitted in spoken Portuguese, and dinheiro
de prata could easily be pronounced in just three or four syllables.
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Edward IV, first reign (1461-70)
Light coinage
3-5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(1464/5-70)

Groats, type VII (1466-7), initial mark crown/crown, London mint.
Groat, type VIII (1467-8), im crown/sun, London mint.
Groat, type VIII, im crown/crown, Bristol mint.
Groat, type Xa (1469-70), im long cross/sun, London mint.
Groat, type IX (1470), im lis/lis, York mint.

Henry VI, restored (Oct. 1470-April 1471)
10.
11.

Groat, im cross pattee, London mint.
Groat, im ?/lis, York, mint.

Edward IV, second reign (1471-83)
12.
13.
14.

Groat, type XVII/XVIII (1477-80), im pierced cross/pierced cross and pellet, London mint.
Half-groat, type XVII (1477-80), im rose, Canterbury mint.
Half-groat, type XXI (1480-3), im long cross/cinquefoil, Canterbury mint.

Edward IV, light coinage, first or second reign
15.

Penny, York mint, Archbishop George Neville (1465-76).

Henry VII (1485-1709)
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21-3.
24.

Groat, class I, im lis on rose (1485-90), London mint.
Groat, class IIIc, im lis issuant from rose (1490-1504), London mint.
Groat, class IIIc, im anchor (1490-1504), London mint.
Groat, class IIIc, im greyhound's head (1500-4), London mint.
Half-groat, class Ilia, im lis (1485-90), Canterbury mint.
Half-groats, class Illb, im tun (1486-1504), Canterbury mint.
Half-groat, class Illb, im tun/lis, Canterbury mint.

Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy (1467-7)
25-6 Double patards as duke of Brabant.

Alfonso V, King of Portugal (1438-81)
27-8.

Chinfraos.

2. Monkton Deverill, Wiltshire
These three silver coins were discovered on 29 August 1990 by Mr K.D. Burton while metaldetecting on pasture land in his own property, Burton Farm, near the village of Monkton
Deverill. The coins were found about twelve inches below the surface. Following a report
from the British Museum, the local coroner decided no inquest was required and the coins
were returned to the finder.
The coins consisted of a light coinage groat of Edward IV and two profile issue groats of
Henry VII, in total representing a shilling in value. The coins would have circulated together and
are likely to represent a single deposit made after 1507 and probably before the new weight
standard of 1526. The three coins are of good weight, having an average of over 95 per cent of
the 12 grain penny standard, and the Henry VII coins in particular are in excellent condition.
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Edward IV, first reign
Light coinage

1.

(1464/5-70)

Groat, type VI, im sun ( 1 4 6 5 - 6 ) , York mint, wt: 4 5 . 7 / 2 . 9 6

Henry VII (1485-1509)
2.
3.

Groat, Profile i s s u e , 'Tentative' s t y l e , im c r o s s c r o s s l e t ( 1 5 0 4 - 7 ) , L o n d o n mint, wt: 4 6 . 1 / 2 . 9 9
Groat, Profile i s s u e , ' R e g u l a r ' s t y l e , im p h e o n ( 1 5 0 7 - 9 ) , L o n d o n mint, wt: 4 6 . 1 / 2 . 9 9

3. Peckleton, Leicestershire
This hoard of eighteen coins was discovered at Tooley Park Farm, Peckleton, near Earl
Shilton, Leicester, on 17, 18 and 20 April 1994, by Mr R.J. Ward, who was using a metaldetector there with permission of the owner, Mr Roger Draycott. The coins were handed in by
Mr Ward at Braunston Police Station. By request of the coroner, a report was prepared on
them at the British Museum, and they were declared to be Treasure Trove at an inquest held at
Loughborough on 26 October 1994. Seven coins (indicated by asterisks in the catalogue
below) were acquired for Leicestershire Museums, and the remainder were returned to the
finder.
The hoard consisted of two ryals of Edward IV, both of type VI (1465-6); four groats of
Henry VII; and twelve coins of Henry VIII's second coinage (1526-44), specifically one gold
piece (a crown of the double rose), eight groats, one half-groat, one penny and one halfpenny.
This would appear to be a slightly odd collection of material, but presumably one should look
on the lesser denominations (totalling 3Vid.) as minor makeweights in a hoard of gold and
groats.
Chronologically the hoard's content appears to fall into two main groups. The coins of
Edward IV and Henry VII are of the standards introduced in 1464/5 and which lasted until
1526, based on the 12 grain penny and gold of 23 carats 3.5 grains. The remaining coins are of
Henry VIII's second coinage and fit the new standards of 1526, based on the penny of 10%
grains and crown gold of 22 carats.
The main question posed by the hoard is whether one postulates two distinct collections of
material, broken by the 1526 change in standards, or whether the hoard can be regarded as
reflecting in some degree the currency of the 1530s-40s. The presence of the gold ryals is not
a major problem. These were formally revalued at the time of the reform to be worth lis. 3d.
instead of 10s. However, if a post-1526 deposit date is accepted, the Peckleton find would
seem to be the first actual demonstration from hoards that the revaluation was indeed followed
by their continuance in currency, as the two substantial gold hoards recorded for Henry VIII's
reign both appear to be first coinage hoards, containing only angel gold. 27

27
See John Evans, 'A hoard of English gold coins found at
Park Street, near St Albans' JVC 3rd ser., 6 (1886), 173-204;
the nature of the 54 gold coins found at Westminster in 1871 is
less definite, but it is probable that this was also a first coinage
hoard. T h e account quoted in C.R. Beard, The Romance of
Treasure Trove (London, 1933), pp. 2 7 1 - 2 , describes the coins

as 'forty-one rose-nobles and thirteen marks. . . The marks
were of the reign of Henry VII., and VII.'. 'Mark' may well
refer to the half-mark angel, so valued up to 1526. Older gold
does, of course, resurface in a few hoards from much later in
the century, after the d e b a s e m e n t period, for instance the
Houghton hoard (see n. 35 below).
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The four groats of Henry VII have a mean weight of 42.9 grains, a little over the
formal 1526 weight of 42.64 grains, with two of them underweight and two overweight.
The absence of first coinage pieces of Henry VIII is not crucial, considering the small
number of coins in the hoard, and the general level of scarcity of silver of this issue. The
mean weight of the Henry VIII groats is 40.3 grains. Obviously, only a small number of
coins is here involved and any number of deposition scenarios are conceivable, but it
may seem most probable that the hoard was indeed withdrawn from currency on a single
occasion.
This probability is confirmed by one of the few other hoards of the period to be recorded,
which clearly shows the survival of earlier material beyond 1526. This substantial find of
unknown provenance contained 322 silver coins including sixteen Edward IV and Henry VI
(restored) light coinage issues, sixty-two coins of Henry VII, just six of Henry VIII's first
coinage (confirming the minor contribution of this issue to the silver currency), plus 242
groats and halfgroats of Henry VIII's second coinage. It had a face value of just under £5. 28
Interestingly, like Peckleton this hoard also appears to close with arrow as its latest initial
mark, though the significance of this cannot be pressed too hard considering the length of time
this mark was employed.
Assuming the Peckleton coins to form a single deposit, they would have had a total face
value, according to the valuations in force from 1526, of £1 11 s. 91Ad. Presumably the date
of deposit was before 1544 and the beginnings of debasement, whilst being no earlier than
1538, from the form of the lis initial mark on one of the groats (no. 10). Considering the
five groats of the initial mark arrow (1532-42) present, perhaps the suggestion of a date of
about 1540 is not unreasonable, despite the absence of any coins of the sunburst initial mark
(1537-8). 29
Hoards deposited during Henry VIII's reign are rare, perhaps giving the Peckleton find
a degree of significance somewhat beyond its size. It appears especially noteworthy
through its likely status as a second coinage hoard, as these seem to be particularly
scarce. 30 The unprovenanced silver hoard already mentioned was one other, and the only
other definite example was the very unusual Sherborne hoard of 1970: 121 second
coinage halfpennies accompanying nine Portuguese gold cruzados and a Spanish
excelente. 31

28
L.A. Lawrence, 'A find of some silver coins of Edward
IV - Henry VIII', NC 4th ser. 2 (1902), 35-54.
29
Sunburst coins are much scarcer, naturally so considering
their shorter period of issue.
30
Brown and Dolley list ten hoards of English coins for
the period 1509-44. plus two others which probably had no
real e x i s t e n c e ( E L 1 3 and E L 1 9 ) . Five of t h e s e are gold
h o a r d s : the t w o listed in n. 27; a n o t h e r with only five
identified gold coins, plus an indeterminate number of silver
(EL7); an unrecorded 'large' hoard (EL18): and one of nine
coins from Wales (EL16). Of the five silver hoards, one has
j u s t two coins (EL6); another is of indeterminate size and
u n r e c o r d e d c o n t e n t ( E L 1 0 ) ; an u n p u b l i s h e d hoard from
Cornwall contained seventeen coins (EL20); plus there is the
hoard published by Lawrence (see n.27 above). Then there is
Brown and Dolley EL8. described as containing 500 coins.
In fact the original Gentleman's
Magazine reference says
'400 to 500 silver coins, chiefly groats and demi-groats of
H e n r y V I I I . with s o m e of E d w a r d I V ' . T h i s is an oddlooking hoard, as one would expect some Henry VII coins
with any Edward IV issues, and one may perhaps wonder

whether the hoard was either earlier in date, from Henry
VII's reign, or was from the debasement period and included
Edward VI's coins not Edward IV's. To these Brown added a
further gold hoard. 40 coins, found in 1832 (see I.D. Brown,
'First addendum to the Bibliography of Coin Hoards of Great

Britain and Ireland 1500-1967', NCirc 81 (1973), 148). A
substantial Cornish hoard reported found in the Gentleman's
Magazine for 1820 may well be a second coinage hoard (see
H.E. Manville, 'Additions and corrections to T h o m p s o n ' s
Inventory and Brown and Dolley's Coin Hoards - part I'.
BNJ 63 (1994), 104). Manville includes it among hoards of
1544-61 and the report he quotes describes it as including
coins 'none later than 1545'. however ihe coins as described
include issues of the ecclesiastical mints, but not of the
debasement mints.
3' See BNJ 39 (1970), 210 and J.P.C. Kent, 'The circulation
of Portuguese coins in Great Britain" in Adas do III
Congresso Nacional de Numismatica
(Lisbon, 1985), pp.
3 9 2 - 3 . I am grateful to Marion Archibald for further
information on Ihis hoard, which was acquired by the British
Museum.
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Edward IV, first reign, light coinage (1464/5-70)
1.*

2*

Ryal, initial mark sun/sun, type VI (1465-6), London mint.
Obv.: (sun)E/DWARD'ADI'AGRA'REXAANGLAZAFRANC'A/ADNSAIB'
Rev.: (sun)IhC'A AVT'TRANSIENSAPERMEDIVM ^ILLORVM^BAT
Wt: 117gr/7.58g.
Ryal, im none/sun, type VI, Coventry mint.
Obv.: ED/WARD'A DI'A GRA'A REXANGL'A ZAFRNC^DNS()IB'A
Rev.: (sun) IhC'A AVT'ATRANSIENSAPERMEDIUMAILLORVIABAT
Wt: 116.4gr/7.54g.

Henry VII
3.*
4.
5.
6.*

Groat,
Groat,
Groat,
Groat,

type
type
type
type

IIIc.
IIIc,
IIIc,
IIIc,

im
im
im
im

pansy (1490-1504), wt: 40.3/2.61.
anchor (upright both sides) (1490-1504), wt: 39.2/2.54.
greyhound's head (1500-7), wt: 45.8/2.97.
crosslet/?greyhound's head (1504-7), wt: 46.4/3.01.

Henry VIII, second coinage (1526-4)
7.*

8.
9.*
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.*
18.

Crown of the double rose, im arrow (1532-42), initials HK (1532-3)
Obv.: (arrow)hENRIC'$VIir$RVTILANS£ROSA£SIE'SPIA'
Rev.: (arrow) DEI$G'£R'$AGLIE'$Z£FRANC'$DNS'$hIBERIE'
Wt: 57.1gr/3.7g.
Groat, im lis (1, 1529-32) (F?, M2), wt: 38.9/2.52.
Groat, im lis (2 or 3, 1529-32 or 1538-41) (F?, M l ) , wt: 41.2/2.67.
Groat, im lis (3, 1538-41) (F4, M2), wt: 41.3/2.68.
Groat, im arrow (1532-42), wt: 41.1/2.66.
Groat, im arrow, wt: 41.2/2.67.
Groat, im arrow, wt: 40.3/2.61.
Groat, im arrow, wt: 36.5/2.37.
Groat, im arrow, wt: 41.6/2.7.
Half-groat, im Catherine wheel (1533-44), Canterbury mint, Thomas Cranmer, T C by shield, wt: 20.5/1.33.
Penny, im trefoil (1526-9), Durham mint, Thomas Wolsey, wt: 9.7/0.63.
Halfpenny, im lis, London mint, wt: 4.4/0.29.

4. Stratford St Andrew, Suffolk
(by B.J. Cook and John Newman)
A site at Stratford St Andrew produced two gold angels of Henry VIII during metal-detecting
by Mr P. Bradley. One was found in January 1990 and the other in March 1991, at spots
approximately eight metres apart. A report on them was prepared for the coroner by J.
Newman, and further advice taken from the British Museum. The finder continued to examine
the site, and formal proceedings were delayed to accommodate this in case of further finds.
However, nothing else was recovered, and the coins were declared not to be treasure trove at
an inquest held in April 1992. 32
The two coins may represent separate deposits, although it does seem unlikely that two high
value coins of the same issue would have been lost in such relatively close proximity,
especially given the apparent absence of any other numismatic material in the vicinity. The

32

The find was dealt with in concert with the Little Glemham find recorded below pp. 79.
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two coins are angels of Henry VIII's first coinage, with initial marks castle (weight 79.1/5.12)
and portcullis crowned (weight 78.5/5.09), both marks dating to 1509-26. The latter piece was
found folded in half. Their weights are respectively about 99 and 98 per cent of the official
standard. Assuming a common deposit, this could have occurred at any time between around
1509 and, presumably, the onset of the debasement coinage of 1544. At the time of issue the
two coins together would have been worth 13s. Ad., i.e. one mark. In 1526 their face value was
enchanced from 6s. 8d. each to 7s. 8d., giving a face value of 15s. Ad.
5. Bowley Park, Lichfield,

Staffordshire

In February 1986 a gold coin was discovered on a building site in Bowley Park, Lichfield, by
Mr M. Styles, who was using a metal-detector. The coin lay about two inches below the
surface. Following a report from the British Museum, no inquest was held and the coin
returned to the finder.
The coin was a gold half-sovereign of Edward VI in the name of Henry VIII, initial mark
E/E (1547-9), with E below shield on the reverse, from the Southwark mint. It was identified
from photographs and no weight was recorded.
6. Little Glemham, Suffolk
(by B.J. Cook and John Newman)
Seven silver coins were found between November 1989 and July 1991, in an area of a few
square metres in Little Glemham, by Mr D. Fulcher and Mr P. Bradley, who were using metaldetectors with the landowner's permission. A report was prepared for the coroner by John
Newman of Suffolk Archaeological Unit, who identified the findspot as close to a medieval
moated farm site (Little Glemham, GLL001) which has seen occupation up to the present day.
Further advice was then taken from the British Museum. Following a delay for further
examination of the site, the find was declared not to be treasure trove at an inquest in April
1992 and was then returned to the finders.
The coins consist of five sixpences and two groats of Mary I and Elizabeth I, with a
collective face value of 3s. 2d. The latest date represented is 1573. The hoard demonstrates yet
again the important contribution of fine silver issues of Mary to late sixteenth-century
currency. They appear almost constantly in the mostly small hoards which survive from the
period, particularly in those where denominations below the shilling are dominant. Of the
fourteen silver hoards listed in Brown and Dolley as of the period 1561-1603 for which
details are clear, eight include issues of Mary, as do three of the four Elizabethan hoards
recorded in this report. 33 The exceptions include Mickle Trafford, a late hoard of sixpences
and one shilling; the Cheadle hoard (or hoards) of sixpences and shillings, which nevertheless
included issues of Edward VI; and a ten coin hoard from Wales of three shillings, six
sixpences and a makeweight penny.34 All three of these are from the end of Elizabeth's reign,
but the relevant factor seems to be the denominations represented.
Specifically Mary's issues dominated the groat coinage, certainly if hoards are anything to
go by. Of 190 post-debasement groats recorded in late Tudor hoards, 117 are of Mary: 62 per

33
See Brown and Dolley, pp. 22-3, nos EN1 to EN18. EN1
and EN4 are gold hoards, and EN5 was unpublished. EN3,
from the T h a m e s at Blackfriars Bridge, is noted in the
Gentleman's Magazine as consisting of about 200 silver coins
of Elizabeth 'dated 1564', plus 'several' gold and silver coins
of Edward VI.
34
For Mickle Trafford, see BNJ 27 (1952-4), 93; for the

Cheadle hoard, see BNJ 23 (1938-41), 286, and additionally,
for the suggestion that it might c o m p r i s e two batches of
material, I.D. B r o w n , ' S o m e notes on the c o i n a g e of
Elizabeth I with special reference to her hammered silver',
BNJ 28 ( 1 9 5 5 - 7 ) , 5 8 0 - 1 ; for the Welsh h o a r d , see C . E .
Blunt, 'An Elizabethan find from North W a l e s ' , BNJ 35
(1966), 200.
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cent of the total. Even if the anomalous Houghton hoard is excluded, 35 this still leaves 70
Mary groats out of a total of 120: 58 per cent. As late as the Tatenhill hoard (see below), there
are still plenty of Mary's groat issues: eight to the twelve of Elizabeth. 36 There seems no
obvious reason why the increasingly worn Mary groats should have been given any
precedence among hoarders. One commentator did suggest that devotion to the old religion
might account for the large proportion of Mary's coins in the New Barnet hoard. Yet the actual
ratio in that small, groat-dominated hoard was nothing out of the ordinary (ten groats of Mary
to seven of Elizabeth, with five other Elizabethan coins). 37
This role for Mary's groats seems to have persisted well into the seventeenth century, as most
recent hoards which include denominations below the sixpence attest. The Barrow Gurney
hoard, deposited under James I, had ten groats of Mary to seven of Elizabeth, with thirteen lesser
coins of Elizabeth. Civil War hoards show no change in this pattern: the Breckenbrough hoard
included sixty-four groats of Mary to twenty-eight of Elizabeth (with no later groats or smaller
denominations); the Ashdon hoard had twenty-five groats of Mary to ten of Elizabeth (a solitary
half-groat of Charles I representing later, low denominations); Wyke had ninety-seven groats of
Mary to forty-one of Elizabeth, with no later groats, but sixty lesser denominations of James I
and Charles I; the Soham hoard included thirty groats, of which nineteen (perhaps twenty) were
of Mary, and the rest of Elizabeth (its only later low denominations were two half-groats of
Charles I); the Caunton hoard had four groats of each queen, with no later denominations below
the sixpence present;38 Pontypridd had eight groats of Mary to four of Elizabeth, again with no
later low denominations.39 If an Elizabethan or Stuart hoard contains groats, these will almost
invariably include groats of Mary, and usually as a majority.
One must not overstress the significance of Mary's groat issues. From one point of view the later
prominence of her issues simply helps to reveal the decline of the groat from its previous position as
the principal silver coin, as reflected by the diminishment in the proportion of silver turned into the
denomination. This was even despite the dominance of silver in the mint's output during Elizabeth's
reign. The groat was simply being replaced as the leading silver piece by the sixpence and shilling.40
Yet it does show Mary's groat issues must have been substantial. The only mint output
figures for her reign which survive cover December 1553-December 1554, and December
1554-December 1555. In both of these years her silver output was very respectable, at
£79,199 and £76,349 respectively,41 and it seems likely that a large proportion of this was
turned into groats. In 1554 especially, before the Spanish marriage, the only silver coins
produced were groats, half-groats and pennies, and, whereas examples of the groats are
plentiful, the other denominations are very rare. This remains the case even after the shilling
and sixpence were added to her issues. Either the groat was overwhelmingly the most
copiously struck coin, or else (which may seem extremely unlikely) there was a systematic
withdrawal of her other fine silver of both lower and higher denominations 4 2

35 'The Houghton find', NC 2nd ser. 17 (1877), 163-4. This
hoard included p r e - d e b a s e m e n t coins (gold and silver of
Edward IV, Henry VII, and Henry VIII), some debasement
issues (including a portcullis c o u n t e r m a r k e d shilling of
Edward VI), plus post-debasement silver of Edward VI, Mary
and Elizabeth up to 1579. It included 48 groats of Mary, and
16 sixpences, 20 groats, 25 threepences, 10 half-groats and 47
lesser denominations of Elizabeth.
^ See below, p. 82.
37
G. Askew, 'A hoard of Tudor silver coins found at New
Barnet, Herts', NC 6th ser. 6 (1946), 72-3.
38
For Barrow Gurney and Caunton, see B.J. Cook, 'Four
seventeenth century Treasure Troves', BNJ 60 (1990), 87-8,
9 2 - 3 ; for details of the other hoards quoted, see E. Besly,
English Civil War Coin Hoards (London, 1987).

39
E. Besly, 'Recent coin hoards from Wales, 1985-1992',
BNJ 63 (1993), 88-9.
40
See C.E. Challis, A New History of the Roval Mint
(London, 1992), p. 251.
41
Challis, A New History of the Royal Mint, pp. 686-7. This
output level seems to have equalled or exceeded that of
Elizabeth in most years of her reign outside the recoinage
years of 1560-2.
42
This would appear to contradict, at least implicitly, H.
Symonds' suggestion that little small denomination coin was
struck after 1554 and that the mint practically closed down
from November 1555 (H. Symonds, 'The coinage of Queen
Mary Tudor, 1553-1558', BNJ 8 (1911), 189), a point already
questioned by Challis (Tudor Coinage, pp. 115-16).
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M a r y and Philip (1554-8)
1.

Groat, im lis.

Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
2.
3-4.
5.
6.
7.

Sixpence,
Sixpence,
Sixpence,
Sixpence,
Groat, im

im coronet ( 1 5 6 7 - 7 0 ) , dated 1569.
im ermine ( 1 5 7 2 - 3 ) , dated 1572.
i m acorn ( 1 5 7 3 - 4 ) , dated 1573.
uncertain initial mark, c. 1570.
martlet ( 1 5 6 0 - 1 ) .

7. Hoxne, Suffolk
These fourteen silver coins were found on 4 September 1986 by Mr C.B. Marshall while using
a metal-detector near Abbey Farm, Hoxne, Suffolk. The coins were found in an area of
twenty-five square yards at depths of between one and six inches. They were declared not to
be treasure trove at an inquest on 13 November 1986 and returned to the finder.
The coins consisted of groats, threepences, half-groats and pennies of Mary I and
Elizabeth I, all of the restored fine standards, with the latest piece a penny issued between c.
1591 and 1594. Their face value in the sixteenth century was 3s. Id. In condition they were
for the most part significantly worn and had presumably spent considerable time in
currency. They are on average about 80 per cent of their notional weight. They were
probably deposited as a group, perhaps in the late 1590s, though, as in several of these
reports, the probability of them representing an accidental loss encouraged a verdict of not
treasure trove.
The only mildly untoward feature of the hoard would seem to be the presence of the two
pennies. Recorded Elizabethan hoards seem to fall into two categories: predominantly shilling
and sixpence hoards, like Cheadle, Whaplode, Kingsley, Mickle Trafford and
Penrhyndeudraeth; and hoards covering the denominational range of half-groat to sixpence,
like Little Glemham, Tatenhill and Hooe in this report, and Holy Island, Buttington, March,
Alciston and Thornton Abbey. 43 Holy Island in fact had a solitary three-halfpence with its
groats, sixpences and shillings, but otherwise the only other 'hoards' to have some of the
lowest denominations present were the Barnet hoard, which included, with its one sixpence
and seventeen groats, single examples of the half-groat, three-halfpence and penny; and the
eleven coins found at Old Dalby: a groat, two half-groats, seven three-halfpences and a
halfpenny.44 There is nothing enormously significant about this, though it may suggest that in
most circumstances an individual would keep his or her smallest coins separately, and perhaps
more accessibly.45

43
For bibliographic details of these hoards, see Brown and
Dolley, p. 23.
44
Askew, ' A hoard of Tudor silver coins found at New
Barnet', p. 73, and, for Old Dalby, Coin Hoards V (1979),
108.
45
An example of this practice in action was revealed by a
grave excavation carried out by the Museum of London. The

grave was identified as that of a victim of the Black Death,
and, unusually, there were a considerable number of coins
with the remains. These were concentrated into two groups,
pennies around the armpit and farthings at the waist, this
presumably marking the location of two pouches, one hidden
away and the other more accessible.
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Mary I (1553-4)
1-2.

Groats, im pomegranate, wts: 20.8/1.35, 21.6/1.4.

Mary and Philip (1554-8)
3.

Groat, im lis, wt: 27.4/1.78.

Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Groat, im cross crosslet (1560-1), wt: 24.4/1.58.
Threepence, im pheon (1561-5), dated 1563, wt: 22.1/1.43.
Threepence, im illegible, date 156-, wt: 12.9/0.84.
Threepence, im plain cross (1578-80), dated 157-, wt: 21.3/1.38.
Half-groat, im bell (1582/3-83), wt: 13.1/0.85.
Half-groat, im A (1583-84/5), wt: 14.1/0.91.
Half-groat, im escallop (1584/5-87), wt:16.8/1.09.
Half-groat, im hand (1589/90-91/2), wt: 16.1/1.04.
Half-groat, im tun (1591/2-94), wt: 15.6/1.01.
Penny, im cross crosslet (1560-1). wt: 7.4/0.48.
Penny, im A (1583-84/5), wt: 5.2/0.34.

8. Tatenhill, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire
This hoard of twenty-six silver coins was discovered at Postern House Farm, near Tatenhill, in
August 1984. The finder, Mr R.B. Johnson, was using a metal-detector with the permission of
the landowner. He reported that the coins were found between three and fourteen inches below
the soil in no set pattern. Photographs of the coins were sent to the British Museum for
identification and a report provided for the coroner. The latter decided no inquest to be
necessary, and the coins were returned to the finder.
The coins are all good silver issues of Mary I and Elizabeth I, and consist of one shilling,
three sixpences, twenty groats, one threepence and one halfgroat. The face value was thus 9s.
3d. The latest coin present has the initial mark key (1595/6-97/8). All the coins show signs of
currency, and the group is likely to have been deposited at the very end of Elizabeth's reign, or
early in the reign of her successor.
CATALOGUE46

Mary I (1553-34)
1-5.

Groats, im pomegranate.

Mary and Philip (1554-8)
6-8.

46

Groats, im lis.

As this hoard was identified from photographs, it was not possible to record the weights of the coins.
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Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
9.
10.
11.
12.
13-14.
15.
16-21.
22-3.
24.
25.
26.

Shilling, im woolpack (1594-95/6).
Sixpence, im eglantine (1574-8), dated 1575.
Sixpence, im escallop (1584/5-87), dated 1585.
Sixpence, im key (1595/6-97/8), dated 1597.
Groats, im martlet (1560-1).
Groat, im lis (1558-60).
Groats, im cross crosslets (1560-1).
Groats, im illegible, issued 1560-1.
Groat, im illegible, issued 1558-61.
Threepence, im illegible, issued 1561-82.
Half-groat, im A (1583-84/5).

9. Hooe, East Sussex
These four coins were among a group of material discovered by metal-detecting in the course
of 1991-2 by Mr L. Drake in a field at Hooe in East Sussex. The particular field lay adjacent
to Hooe Church. The material was found at varying depths across the 91^-acre field. The same
site produced a variety of other objects, including Georgian copper coins, a Roman base coin,
buckles, lead tokens and weights, though none of these entered the treasure trove process.
However, there were eight other silver coins which were examined - a groat of Edward III, six
groats of Henry VI and a grosso of Bologna - which may have formed a single deposit.
The four Elizabethan coins from the site were in poor condition to the point that on only
one was the initial mark legible. They are now barely 60 per cent of their notional weight.
There must be a question whether they formed a single deposit (to the value of Is. 2c/.), or else
were individual losses. The former is, perhaps, more probable on balance, but, whatever the
case, the illegibility of all but one, together with the small number of coins, makes it
impossible to suggest a deposit date other than some time after about 1573.
CATALOGUE

Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sixpence (very worn and clipped), wt: 28.1/1.82.
Threepence, im ermine (1572-3), dated 1573, wt: 20.3/1.32.
Threepence (very worn), wt: 12.1/0.78.
Half-groat (fragment, very worn), wt: 5.5/0.36.

A CIVIL WAR HOARD FROM MIDDLEHAM, NORTH YORKSHIRE
CRAIG BARCLAY

ON 22 June 1993, whilst metal-detecting on land in the vicinity of Cotescue Park, near
Middleham in North Yorkshire, Mr. William Caygill uncovered two pottery vessels, each
sealed with a flat capstone and each containing a substantial quantity of silver coins. Two days
later he uncovered a third pot of coins at a distance of some twenty paces to the west of his
original find. Mr Caygill promptly reported his find to the Deputy Coroner, Mr. Jeremy Cave,
and on 30 June 1994 the pots and their contents were brought to the Yorkshire Museum for
examination.1
Mr. Caygill had taken great care not to mix the contents of the three ceramic vessels and it
is accordingly possible to treat each jar and its contents as a separate entity, with the initial
find being labelled Pot A and Pot B, and the subsequent find Pot C. A total of 5099 coins were
recovered, which can be summarised as follows:
Pot A
England - 1182 coins:

Edward VI: 5 shillings; 1 sixpence
Philip & Mary: 8 shillings; 1 sixpence
Elizabeth 1: 151 shillings; 340 sixpences; 1 groat
James I: 110 shillings; 41 sixpences
Charles I: 154 halfcrowns; 320 shillings; 50 sixpences

Scotland - 9 coins
Ireland - 1 coin
Spanish possessions (Europe) - 53 coins
Spanish possessions (America) - 2 coins
Counterfeit - 16 coins
Total: 1263 coins, with face value of £74 17s 8Md

Pot B
England - 2025 coins:

Edward VI: 9 shillings; 1 sixpence
Philip & Mary: 6 shillings; 3 sixpences
Elizabeth I: 260 shillings; 515 sixpences
James I: 196 shillings; 83 sixpences
Charles I: 237 halfcrowns; 640 shillings; 75 sixpences

Scotland - 21 coins
Ireland - 7 coins
Spanish possessions (Europe) - 150 coins
Counterfeit - 17 coins
Total: 2220 coins with a face value of £146 7s 9%d

Pot C
England - 1565 coins:

1

Edward VI: 2 shillings; 2 sixpences
Mary I: 2 groats
Philip & Mary: 5 shillings; 3 sixpences
Elizabeth I: 115 shillings; 427 sixpences
James I: 92 shillings; 77 sixpences
Charles I: 223 halfcrowns; 539 shillings; 78 sixpences

The author would like to express his thanks to Mr Caygill,
whose exemplary treatment of the find allowed much valuable
information to be retrieved. T h a n k s are also due to Janet

C h u r c h , of the Yorkshire M u s e u m , w h o u n d e r t o o k
unenviable task of typing the catalogue.
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Scotland - 1 coin
Ireland - 2 coins
Spanish possessions (Europe) - 42 coins
Counterfeit - 6 coins
Total: 1616 coins with a face value of £91 8s l i d

On the basis of the latest coins present, it is possible to postulate a date of deposit for the
pots. In the case of Pot A and Pot B, the latest coins represented are freshly-struck Tower Mint
issues bearing the privy-mark 'sun'. This mark was in use during the period 1645-46 and it is
probable that the coins were deposited during this period or shortly thereafter. The latest coin
in Pot C is a fresh Tower Mint shilling bearing the privy-mark 'sceptre'. This mark was in use
during the period 1646-49 and, although it is found on only a single coin, the presence in Pot
C of ten 'sun' marked shillings bearing a late portrait of Charles I wholly unrepresented in
either Pot A or Pot B lends weight to the hypothesis that the third pot was concealed at a
somewhat later date than the other two, perhaps even in response to the anxieties of 1648. It is
nevertheless probable, given the similarities of the method of concealment, the proximity of
the vessels and the unusual nature of their contents, that all three pots were concealed by the
same person or persons.
It has not been possible firmly to associate the deposition of the two parts of the hoard with
any recorded historical event. Cotescue Park, within the grounds of which the coins were
found, was a royal hunting lodge, and the castle at nearby Middleham, at that time owned by
Viscount Loftus, had been garrisoned during the First Civil War and used to house military
prisoners. It had not however been placed under siege and it had seen no fighting. In 1646, as
the result of a ruling of the Parliamentary Committee then meeting in York, it was ordered that
the castle be rendered untenable and incapable of sustaining a garrison. This order does not
appear to have been put immediately into effect, although the castle was ultimately partly
demolished and much of the stone was re-used in buildings in the town of Middleham. In 1662
the remains of the castle and five acres of curtilage were sold by Lord Loftus to Edward Wood
of Littleton, Middlesex.2
As one would expect, the majority of the coins dating from the reigns of Elizabeth I and her
predecessors had attracted the attention of clippers. Tower Mint issues of later reigns likewise
suffered:
Clipped Coin - Tower Mint
Pot A
James I
Shilling (53)
Sixpence (15)
Total
Charles I
Halfcrown (28)
Shilling (74)
Sixpence (11)
Total
Pot B
James I

Charles I

2

Shilling (100)
Sixpence (32)
Total
Halfcrown (30)
Shilling (126)
Sixpence (15)
Total

J. Weaver, Middleham

48.2%
36.6%
45.0%
18.4%
23.1%

22.0%

21.6%

51.0%
38.5%
47.3%
13.1%
19.7%

20.0%
18.2%

Castle (London, 1993), p. 33.
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PotC
James I

Charles I
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Shilling (30)
Sixpence (24)
Total
Halfcrown (9)
Shilling (54)
Sixpence (12)
Total

32.6%
31.2%
31.9%
4.0%
10.0%
16.0%
8.9%

Pot C can thus be seen to contain a markedly lower proportion of clipped coin of James I
and Charles I than Pot A or Pot B, providing further evidence to suggest that it was concealed
on a different occasion from the other vessels. The contents of Pots A and B on the other hand
are relatively similar with, on average, 50.0% of shillings of James I and 39.2% of sixpences
of the same reign showing signs of clipping. The figures for issues of Charles I were far lower,
being 15.3% for halfcrowns, 20.9% for shillings and 20.8% for sixpences. These totals can be
contrasted with those obtained for another recent North Yorkshire find, the Grewelthorpe
hoard of c. 1644:3
Pots A-B

% Clipped Coin
PotC

Grewelthorpe

James I
shilling
sixpence
Charles I
halfcrown
shilling
sixpence

50.0%
39.2%

32.6%
31.2%

35.0%
38.5%

15.3%
20.9%
20.8%

4.0%
10.0%
16.0%

26.7%
23.9%
37.5%

These figures are readily explainable if one accepts the proposition that a hoarder will
seek out and save the heaviest and best coins which are available to him. The high level of
clipped coin from Grewelthorpe can then be seen as nothing more than a reflection of the
poor quality of the coinage in circulation as the Civil War reached its zenith in Yorkshire.
Pots A and B can be viewed as an intermediate deposit, just beginning to reflect the return to
circulation of previously-hoarded coins of Charles I, whilst nevertheless reflecting the
continuing damage done by clippers to those less desirable coins which had remained above
ground throughout the conflict. A return to normality is reflected in the contents of Pot C,
the hoarder having been able to select good specimens of Charles I's issues and less clipped
pieces of James I for concealment. This most probably reflects a general restoration to the
currency pool of undipped material which had spent all or part of the war concealed in
hoards.
Coins of the royalist mints are very poorly represented, the three Oxford mint, single 'A
mint and eleven York mint pieces accounting for less than 0.3% of the total recovered. By way
of comparison, over 3.5% of the coins from Grewelthorpe were the products of Charles's
mints, as were a rather less impressive 0.9% of those from the Breckenbrough hoard.4 Clearly,
the products of the king's mints had little effect on the nature of the currency circulating in
Yorkshire, the output of the York mint in the period 1643-4 notwithstanding, and it seems
probable that even this effect was drastically reduced as stable conditions led to the retrieval
of currency concealed during the war. Only one of the royalist coins is worthy of further
comment, this being a single sixpence, dated 1645 and struck at the unattested 'A' mint. A die-

3
C.P. Barclay, ' A Civil War Hoard from Grewelthorpe,
North Yorkshire', BNJ 61 (1992), 7 6 - 8 1 .

4
E. Besly, ' B r e c k e n b r o u g h , North Yorkshire, 1985'
English Civil War Coin Hoards (London, 1987). pp. 6 - 1 6 .
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duplicate of the specimen in the Brooker collection, it is slightly creased and has been
pierced. Perhaps it was used as a royalist badge, for the piercing, at twelve o'clock on the
reverse, would allow it to be worn with the Declaration to the fore.
Scots and Irish issues are also represented in small numbers, accounting for thirty-one and
ten coins respectively. The most distinctive feature of the Middleham find is, however, the
unprecedentedly large number of coins of the Spanish possessions present, amounting to 247
specimens, or over 4.8% of the total number of coins in the hoard. Their significance becomes
even greater when considered in terms of value rather than numbers, for, with ducatons
circulating at 5s 6d, they possess a face value of in excess of £65, a sum equal to about 20% of
the total worth of the hoard. Although similar coins have been found in other hoards,
including those from Wyke, 6 Breckenbrough, Newby Wiske, 7 Fountains Abbey 8 and
Pocklington 9 , they have never before formed such an important constituent part of a find.
Edward Besly has considered elsewhere the evidence for the importation of these and has
observed that their circulation appears to have been confined to areas of royalist influence.10
That they continued to circulate in Yorkshire beyond the end of hostilities is proven by an
entry in the diary of the South Yorkshire farmer Adam Eyre, who recorded in his diary that, on
4 October 1647, he travelled 'to Shorehall, and received 12/. in money for 12/. in dollars, in
exchange.' 11
Upon examination, thirty-nine of the coins were found to be contemporary counterfeits. Of
these the bulk were, unsurprisingly, copies of English issues. Both Pot A and Pot B were,
however, also found to contain more exotic counterfeits, in the form of cast copies of SpanishAmerican eight reales pieces. Pot A contained three partly legible copies, two of which were
cast after the same genuine coin. Pot B likewise contained a pair of cast copies of a single
Potosi mint eight reales of Philip IV. The presence of two pairs of mould-duplicates in a single
deposit raises the possibility that these 'Spanish-American' counterfeits were produced
locally, the denomination perhaps being preferred both because genuine pieces were generally
poorly struck and because they were only infrequently encountered in commerce. The English
counterfeits were of variable quality, some being cast and others struck. The presence in Pot A
of a lightweight copy of a Charles I York mint shilling again points at the possibility that at
least some of the pieces were produced locally, as does the presence of a pair of die-duplicate
counterfeits of a Charles I Tower shilling in Pot B. Pot C contained only six counterfeits, a
further indication that its contents were drawn from a somewhat different currency pool from
those of the other pots.
APPENDIX 1: THE CERAMIC CONTAINERS
SARAH JENNINGS
Whilst numerous superficial differences exist between the three pots that contained the hoard, they nevertheless
also display many physical and functional similarities. All three are of the form referred to as handled jars, a very
basic form of jar to which one or two handles are added. Handled jars of various sizes were one of the most
common forms in the range of kitchen wares produced in the seventeenth century and continued to be made

5
J.J. North and P.J. Preston-Morley, SCBI 33. The John Silver', Yorkshire Archaeological Journal 66, (1994), 235-7.
9
Brooker Collection - Coins of Charles 1 (London, 1984). no.
E. Hawkins, 'Discovery of English Coins in Yorkshire',

1121.

NC 13 (1851), 4 2 - 3 .

111
E. Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards (London, 1987),
English Civil War Coin Hoards (London, 1987), pp. 33-42. pp. 63-4.
7
11
T. Whellan and Co., History and Topography of the City of
Adam Eyre 'A Dyurnall or Catalogue of all my Accions
York; and the North Riding of Yorkshire (Beverley, n.d.) 2, p. 538.
and Expenees from the Ist of January 1646', Publications of
8
the Surtees Society 65 (1875), 65.
C.P. Barclay. 'The Fountains Abbey Hoard of Civil War
6

E. Besly, ' W y k e , Bradford, West Yorkshire,

1982',
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throughout the eighteenth century. Kitchen wares in general are typified by their plain and sometimes slightly
unfinished appearance, as they were produced to be purely functional. Glazing on the whole of the inside is usual,
but the use of glaze on the outside is more haphazard. The use of handled jars was normally confined to the kitchen
area and they tend to lack any decoration, as they were not made either for show or for serving at the table.
Only Pot A can be attributed with any certainty to a specific ware, this being Ryedale Ware, which was produced
at a number of centres in the Howardian Hills. 1 2 Pot B is not dissimilar, but lacks some of the attributes which
would make it indisputably Ryedale Ware. Pot C is, however, undoubtedly from a different source, at present
unidentified. It is a handled jar of a type made in most areas of the country from the mid-sixteenth century onwards
and often given the blanket name of post-medieval red ware or glazed red earthenware. This type of pottery was
made in numerous places, although individual kilns often had a very limited distribution, and because of its
ubiquitous nature it is often very difficult to tie individual vessels to specific manufacturing centres. In this
instance, suggesting a possible source for Pot C is particularly problematic, as it is intact and it is accordingly
impossible to get a clear view of the fabric, or clay, from which it was made.
The fabric of Pot A is buff cream in colour, turning to grey in the areas that are glazed on both sides, particularly
near the rim. The glaze is the classic olive green of the Ryedale tradition, with a slightly pitted surface, and covers
the whole of the inside and the upper half of the outside of the vessel. The colour of the fabric of Pot B is hard to
distinguish, as the vessel is complete, but it looks fairly fine and light brownish-cream in colour and appears dull
brownish-khaki on the unglazed surfaces. The glaze on Pot B is a darker green and displays a similar pitting.
Whilst it covers the whole of the inside of the vessel, it only extends to just below the rim edge on the outside. This
pot displays a crack on the inner rim which was sealed by the glaze during firing. As it does not extend to the outer
surface, it is unlikely to have affected its potential sale value adversely or to have reduced its domestic utility.
There is little direct evidence for the use of this vessel other than some scarring on the inside, which may be of
recent origin. The fabric of Pot C appears to be fairly fine, very slightly sandy, and light creamish-orange in colour,
with slightly darker, dull brownish-orange, unglazed surfaces. The glaze is dark green and probably contains some
copper oxide colourant. It is glazed all over the inside and on the upper half of its outside surface.
Because of their size it might be thought that these three vessels were likely to have been used for the storage of
food, rather than for food preparation. However, the marks on the interior of Pot A, together with the problems of
using any form of lid or covering, caused by the projection of the handles above the rim edge, suggest that it might
well have been used in the latter way. The complete absence of sooting on the exterior of all three vessels indicates
that, whatever their intended function, they were never actively used for cooking. Pot A displays some scoring of
the glaze of the lower interior wall and also traces on the inner base; these are the types of marks which would
have been made by a metal spoon scraping against the sides whilst stirring. The basal edge is also slightly chipped,
providing further evidence that the vessel was not new when buried.
In cases such as this, coins are very useful in providing precise dates for types and forms of pottery that enjoyed
long lives. There is little to add to the dating evidence of the hoard beyond the fact that all three pots are typical
products of the mid-seventeenth century. They would have been readily available and are not out of place
geographically.
Pots A and B are, from a ceramic point of view, much more of a 'pair', the double handles of the latter vessel
notwithstanding. They are of the same general type of pottery and may even be from the same source. Pot C
displays distinctly different characteristics, in keeping with the slightly different circumstances of its deposition.

APPENDIX 2: THE CAPSTONES
STUART OGILVY
All three capstones are similar in appearance and composition. They are khaki to pale brown in colour and exhibit
parallel bedding. The capstones are fine to medium grained quartz arenites, composed almost entirely of subangular quartz grains, with minor quantities of muscovite mica. They are well cemented by quartz overgrowths.
The brown colouration is the result of small quantities of limonite (iron oxide) in the matrix. The similarities
between the capstones suggest that they are from the same provenance. One of the capstones has broken edges
around 80 per cent of its circumference. This is strongly suggestive of it having been worked by hand.
The rocks in Coverdale are of Carboniferous age and of the Yoredale Facies. This is an alternating cyclic
sequence of rocks, including sandstone. The sandstones exposed in Coverdale are variable in nature, with several
of them exhibiting parallel bedding and a flaggy appearance. The nature of the three capstones is accordingly
consistent with their being of local derivation.

12

S. Jennings & G. Boyle, 'Ryedale Ware Production in the

Village of Coxwold". Moorland Monuments. Studies of the

Archaeology

of North Yorkshire edited by B. Vyner (in press).
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C A T A L O G U E 13
Pot A
ENGLAND (1182)
Edward VI
1-5
Shillings
6
Sixpence
Philip and Mary
7-14
Shillings
15

Sixpence

Elizabeth I
16-166
Shillings

167-506

Sixpences

507

Groat

James I
508-617

Shillings

618-658

Sixpences

Charles I
Tower Mint
659-810

Halfcrowns

fine coinage Y(2); Tun(3)
fine coinage Y ( l )

N.1967 full titles 1554(5); undated (1)
N.1968 English titles 1555(1); 155—(1)
N. 1970 full titles 1554(1)

Crosslets (24); Martlet (19); uncertain 1st coinage (2); Bell (7); 77 (16); Scallop
(14); crescent (6); Hand (5); Tun (22); Woolpack (9); Key (9); 1 (9); 2 (7);
uncertain 3rd coinage (2)
151
Pheon 1561 (17), 1562 (11), 1563 (4), 1564 (9), 1565 (2), 156- (1); Rose 1565
(4); Portcullis 1566 (11); uncertain 1566 (3); Lion 1566 (4), 1567 (3); uncertain
1567 (2); Coronet 1567 (12), 1568 (15); 1569 (19); 1570 (8); Castle 1570 (3);
1571 (7); 157- (2); Ermine 1572 (11), 1573 (7), 157- (3); Acorn 1573 (5), 1574
(4); Eglantine 1573 (1), 1574 (6), 1575 (12), 1576 (3), 1577 (1), uncertain (6);
Plain cross 1578 (15), 1579 (5); uncertain 157- (1); Long cross 1580 (10), 1581
(7); Sword 1582 (5); Bell 1582 long legend (3); uncertain 2nd coinage (1); Bell
1583 short legend (9); 7V 1583 (5), 1584 (4); Scallop 1584 (1), 1585 (6), 1586
(5); Crescent 1587 (3), 1588 (1), 1589 (3), 158- (1); Hand 1590 (4), 1591 (9),
159- (2); Tun 1592 (9), 1593 (4), 1594 (1); Woolpack 1594 (6), 1595 (4), 159(1); Key 1596 (2), 1597 (1), 159- (1); Anchor 1599 (1), 159- (1); uncertain 159(1); 0 1600 (1); 1 1601 (3); 2 1602 (7); uncertain 3rd coinage (1)
340
1_
Crosslets (1)
492
1/1 Thistle (5)
1/2 Thistle (19); Lys (12)
2/3 Lys (10); Rose (7); uncertain (1)
2/4 Rose (9); Scallop (11); Coronet (4); uncertain (3)
2/5 Coronet (9); Key (6);
Bell (3); Tun (1)
3/6 Thistle (2); Lys (4); Trefoil (4)
1/1 Thistle 1603 (4)
1/2 Thistle 1603 (3), 1604 (1), 160- (1); Lys 1604 (5)
2/3 Lys 1604 (3), 1605 (1); Rose 1605 (6); uncertain 1605 (2)
2/4 Rose 1606 (4); Scallop 1607 (2); Coronet 1607 (1), 1608 (2);
Key 1610 (1); Tower 1612 (1); Trefoil 1613 (1)
3/6 Trefoil 1624 (3)

N.2202
N.2205
N.2206
N.2207
N.2209

110

41
151

Cross calvary (2)
Rose (1)
Feathers (1)
Harp (4); Portcullis (3)
Bell (5); Crown (6); Tun (14)

13

Works Cited: Besly = E. Besly, 'The York Mint of Charles
I', BNJ 54 (1984), 2 1 0 - 2 4 1 ; Brooker = J.J. North and P.J.

C. Sanchez, Catalogo de los Reales de a Ocha Espanoles,
(Madrid, 1965); VG&H = H.E. Van Gelder and M. Hoc, Les

Preston Morley, SCBI 33, The John G. Brooker Collection, Monnaies
(London, 1984); N. = J.J. North, English Hammered Coinage 1434-1713,
2, 3rd edition (London. 1991): O&S = J. de Y. Oliva and L.L. -

des

Pays-Bus

Bourguigons

(Amsterdam, 1960).
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N.2210 Crown (2)
N.2211 Anchor (3); Triangle (1); Star (1)
N.2212 Triangle (10); Star (2)
N.2214 Star (5); Triangle-in-circle (42)
N.2213 (P) (17); (R) (17); Eye (8); Sun (6); uncertain (2)
N.2216 Lys (4); Cross calvary (1)
N.2218 Castle (1)
N.2220 Castle (1)
N.2221 Feathers (1); Rose (1)
N.2223 Harp (6); Portcullis (12)
N.2225 Bell (7); Crown (14); Tun (23)
N.2226 Crown (1)
N.2227 Tun (3)
N.2228 Tun (3)
N.2229 Tun (5); Anchor (11)
N.2230 Anchor (12); Triangle (6)
N.2231 Triangle (39); Star (33); Triangle-in-circle (67)
N.2231/2 (P) (36); (R) (14); Eye (4); Sun (7); uncertain Triangle-Sun (8)

811-1130

Shillings

1131-1180

Sixpences

N.2238 Feathers (1)
N.2240 Harp (5); Portcullis (1)
N.2241 Bell (4); Crown (11); Tun (4)
N.2243 Tun (4)
N.2244 Anchor (6)
N.2245 Triangle (2)
N.2245/6 mule Triangle (1)
N.2246 Triangle (6); Star (3); Triangle-in-circle (1)
N.2247 ( P ) ( l )

York mint
1181-1182

Halfcrowns

Besly 2 D ( 1 ) , 14.20g; Besly anomalous A (1), 11.16g

SCOTLAND (9)
J a m e s VI, before English accession
1183
Thistle merk 1601 (1)

J a m e s VI, after English accession
1184-1185 Thirty shillings, first coinage (1604-09) (2)
1186
Thirty shillings, second coinage (1609-15) (1)
1187-1188 Twelve shillings, second coinage (2)

Charles I
1189
1190
1191

Six shillings, first coinage (1632) (1)
Thirty shillings, third coinage, 1637-42 Falconer's second issue with F, rough ground (1)
Twelve shillings, third coinage, Falconer's anonymous issue (1)

IRELAND (1)

James I
1192

Shilling 2/3 Rose (1)

SPANISH POSSESSIONS - EUROPE (53)
Albert and Isabella (1598-1621)
Brabant, Antwerp
1193
Ducaton
VG&H
309.1
Brabant, uncertain mint
1194
Patagon
cfVG&H
311

1619 (1)
16-(1)
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Philip IV (1621-65)
Brabant, Antwerp
327-- l a
1195-1216

Ducaton

VG&H
327-- l b
VG&H

1217-1219
Brabant,

'A Ducatons

328-- l a
328-- l b

VG&H
VG&H

1634
1636
1637
1639

1633
1635
1636
1638
1640
1634
1640

(3);
(3);
(3);
(1);
(3)
(i);
(l)

( 0 ; 1633 (2);
(l)
(i); 1637 (l);
(4); 1639 (2);
(6)
(l)

(4);
(2)
(2);
(1);

1636 (1)

Brussels
327--3a

1220-1237

Ducatons

VG&H

328--3b

1631
1636
1636
1638
1640
1640

VG&H
VG&H
VG&H

327--6a
328--6a
329--6

1634 (3); 1636 (1)
1632 (1)
1622 (1)

VG&H

328

16- (1)

VG&H
327--3b
VG&H

1238
'A
Ducaton
Flanders, Bruges
1239-1242 Ducatons
1243
'A
Ducaton
1244
Patagon
Brabant, uncertain mint
1245
'A
Ducaton

SPANISH POSSESSIONS - AMERICA (2)
Philip IV
1246
Mexico; Eight Reales cob; O&S type VI; assayer D (1)
1247
Uncertain mint; Eight Reales cob; O&S type VI; uncertain assayer (1)

COUNTERFEIT (16)
'Elizabeth I'
1248-1250 Shilling (cast)
Sixpence (cast)
1251
'James I'
1252-1254 Shillings (cast)

Hand (1); Woolpack (1); 1 (1)

1600 (1)
2/3 Lys (1)
2/4 Scallop (1); Grapes (1)

'Charles I'
1255
Halfcrown (cast)
1256-1257 Shillings (cast)
1258
Halfcrown (struck)
1259-1260 Shillings (struck)
'Spanish American'
1261 - 1 2 6 3 Eight Reales (cast)

cf. N . 2 2 1 3 E y e ( l )
cf. N.2229 Tun (2), mould duplicates
cf. N.2214P-in-circle(l)
Triangle/Tun (1) 'York' cf. Besly group 2 ( 1 )
cf. O&S type VI. Philip IV, Mexico, (2), mould duplicates;
cf. O&S type VI,? Philip IV, uncertain mint (1)

Pot A: Weights
ENGLAND - Tower mint
Edward VI
Philip & Mary
Elizabeth I
1st coinage
2nd coinage
3rd coinage
James I
Charles I
lys - tun
anchor - star
triangle-in-circle

halfcrown

sixpence
1.97 (1)
2.54(1)

shilling
4.52 (5)
5.09 (8)

-

-

-

4.89 (45)

-

2.51 (243)
2.61 (97)
2.58 (41)

-

-

5.08 (106)
5.24(110)

-

2.83 (30)
2.92(18)
3.07(1)

5.63 (83)
5.60(101)
5.80 (67)

-

13.85 (36)
14.25 (24)
14.75 (42)
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(P)
(R)
eye
sun
uncertain triangle - sun

sixpence

shilling

halfcrown

2.90 (1)
-

5.88
5.83
5.95
5.60
5.85

14.71
14.77
14.37
13.69
13.54

(36)
(14)
(4)
(7)
(8)

(17)
(17)
(8)
(6)
(2)

SCOTLAND
J a m e s VI
merk 6.38 (1); twelve shillings 4.96 (2); thirty shilling 13.52 (3)
Charles I
six shillings 2.36 (1); twelve shillings 4.75 (1); thirty shillings 14.79 (1)
IRELAND
James I

shilling 3.93 (1)

CONTINENTAL ISSUES

'A ducaton

patagon

ducaton
Brabant, Antwerp
Albert & Isabella

32.52 (1)

Philip IV

31.47 (22)

Brabant, Brussels
Philip IV
Brabant, uncertain mint

30.92 (18)

16.12 (1)
24.39 (1)

Albert & Isabella
Philip IV
Flanders, Bruges
Philip IV

16.23 (3)

16.19 (1)
31.41(4)

16.13 (1)

21.94(1)

Pot B
ENGLAND (2025)

Edward VI
I-9
10

Shillings
Sixpence

fine coinage Y (2); Tun (7)
fine coinage Tun (1)
10

Philip and Mary
II-16

Shillings

17-19

Sixpences

N.1967 full titles 1554 (2); undated (1)
N.1968 English titles 1555 (2); ? undated (1)
N.1971 English titles 1554 (1); 1 5 - ( 2 )

Elizabeth I
20-279

Shillings

280-794

Sixpences

Lys (8); Crosslets (53); Martlet (44); uncertain 1st coinage (4); Bell (12);
7\ (21); Scallop (14); Crescent (6); Hand (8); Tun (25); Woolpack (23); Key
(13); 0 (1); 1 (15); 2 (10); uncertain 3rd coinage (3)
260
Pheon 1561 (24), 1562 (9), 1564 (9), 1565 (3), 156- (14); Rose 1565 (3), 156(3); Portcullis 1566 (19); Lion 1566 (3), 1567 (7); uncertain 1567 (2); Coronet
1567 (11), 1568 (25), 1569 (25), 156- (1), 1570 (6); Castle 1570 (7), 1571
(20); Ermine 1572 (37), 1573 (15); uncertain 1573 (2); Acorn 1573 (8), 1574
(4); Eglantine 1574 (10), 1575 (27), 1576 (1), 1577 (1), 157- (3); Plain cross
1578 (22), 1579 (7), 157- (1); uncertain 157- (1); Long cross 1580 (22), 1581
(7), 158- (2); Sword 1582 (6); Bell 1582 long legend (3); uncertain 2nd coinage
(5); Bell 1582 short legend (2), 1583 short legend (6); X 1583 (7), 1584 (8), 158(2); Scallop 1584 (2), 1585 (8), 1586 (3), 158- (1); Crescent 1587 (7), 1588 (1),
1589 (4) 158-(1); Hand 1590 (13), 1591 (11), 1592 (2); Tun 1592 (8), 1593 (9),
1594 (1); Woolpack 1594 (10), 1595 (4), 159- (1); Key 1595 (2), 1596 (5), 1598
(1); Anchor 1599 (2); 1 1601 (7), 1602 (2); 2 1602 (9); Mill coinage Star
1562 N.2027 (1)
"
515

775
James I
795-990

Shillings

1/1
1/2
2/3
2/4

Thistle (7)
Thistle (25); Lys (27); uncertain (1)
Lys (22); Rose (8)
Rose (24); Scallop (21); Grapes (5); Coronet (12)
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991-1073

Sixpences

Charles I
Tower mint
1074-1301 Halfcrowns

1302-1939

Shillings

1940-2014

Sixpences

Oxford mint
2015-2016 Halfcrowns
2017

Shilling

York mint
2018-2024

Halfcrowns

2025

Shilling

2/5 Coronet (9); Key (1); Bell (5); Mullet (1)
3/6 Thistle (6); Lys (7); Trefoil (15)
1/1 Thistle 1603 (5)
1/2 Thistle 1603 (4), 1604 (8), 160- (1); Lys 1604 (9); uncertain 1604 (2)
2/3 Lys 1604 (4), 1605 (3), 160- (2); Rose 1605 (4), wide flan, date and
denomination erased (1); uncertain 1605 (1); Scallop 1606 (1)
2/4 Rose 1605 (7), 1606 (1); Scallop 1606 (3), 1607 (4); Grapes 1607 (2);
Coronet 1608 (3), 1609 (2), 160- (1); Tower 1612 (1); Tun 1615 (2)
3/6 Rose 1621 (1); Thistle 1623 (1); Lys 1623 (1), 1624 (1); Trefoil 1624(7),
1625 (1)

N.2202 Cross calvary (2)
N.2205 Feathers (1)
N.2207 Harp (9); Portcullis (7)
N.2209 Bell (9); Crown (9); Tun (18); uncertain (1)
N.2211 Tun (1); Anchor (8); Triangle (6)
N.2212 Triangle (14);
N.2214 Star (9); Triangle-in-circle (60)
N.2213 (P) (33); (R) (20); Eye (5); Sun (11); uncertain (2)
N.2215 Sun (3)
N.2216 Lys (8)
N.2218 Cross Calvary (2)
N.2220 Castle (1)
N.2221 Feathers (4); Rose (1)
N.2223 Harp (21); Portcullis (24)
N.2225 Bell (18); Crown (46); Tun (44)
N.2227 Tun (1)
N.2228 Tun (6)
N.2229 Tun (9); Anchor (20); uncertain (1)
N.2230 Anchor (18); Triangle (9); uncertain (3)
N.2231 Triangle (47); Star (67); Triangle-in-circle (119)
N.2231/2 (P) (50); (R) (47); Eye (16); Sun (15); uncertain Triangle-Sun (41)
N.2235 Lys 1625 (2)
N.2236 Cross Calvary 1626 (1)
N.2238 Feathers (3)
N.2239 Rose (1)
N.2240 Harp (7); Portcullis (2)
N.2241 Bell (4); Crown (6); Tun (7); uncertain (1)
N.2243 Tun (8)
N.2244 Anchor (7)
N.2245 Triangle (2)
N.2246 Triangle (13); Star (2); Triangle-in-circle (6)
N.2247 (P) (1); Eye (1); Sun (1)

N.2409 1642 (I), 10.66g, severely clipped, no bands on reverse plumes
N.2412 1643 (1), 14.97g
N.2439 1643 (1), 5.85g

Besly 2E (1), 13.90g; 2F (1), 12.67g; 2H (1), I3.87g; 2K (1), 14.* 3g; 3A (1),
14.72g; 3C (1), 14.13g; 3E(1), 14.08g
Besly 2Aa (1), 5.05g

SCOTLAND (21)
James VI, before English accession
2026-2036 Thistle merks 1601 (6); 1602 (4); 160- (I)
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J a m e s VI, after English accession
2037-2038 Thirty shillings, first coinage (1604-09) (2)
2039
Thirty shillings, second coinage (1609-25) (1)
2040-2042 Twelve shillings, second coinage (3)

2
1
3^

6
Charles I
2043
2044-2045
2046

Thirty shillings, first coinage (1625-36) (1)
Thirty shillings, third coinage (1637-42), Falconer's anonymous issue (2)
Half-merk, third coinage, Briot's issue (1)

1
2
1_
4

IRELAND (7)

Elizabeth I
2047

Shilling

'fine' coinage (1), REG legend

Shilling

1/1 Bell (1)
1/2 uncertain (1)
2/3 Martlet (1); Rose (3)

James I
2048-2053

SPANISH POSSESSIONS - E U R O P E (150)

Albert and Isabella (1598 -1621)
Brabant, Antwerp
2054-2056 Ducatons
2057
Patagon
Brabant, Brussels
2058-2059 Ducatons
2060
'A
Ducaton
Philip IV (1621-65)
Brabant, Antwerp
2061-2145 Ducatons

2146-2149

'A Ducatons

Brabant, Brussels
2150-2189 Ducatons
2190-2191 Vi Ducatons
Flanders, Bruges
2192-2201 Ducatons
Artois
2202
Ducaton
Brabant, uncertain mint
2203
'A
Ducaton

VG&H
VG&H

309--1
311

1618 (2); 1619 (1)
16-(1)

3
1

VG&H
VG&H

309--3
310--3

1618 (1); 1621 (1)
1621 (1)

2
1
7

VG&H

327--la

VG&H

327--lb

VG&H
VG&H

328--la
328--lb

1631 (1); 1633 (8); 1634 (10); 1635 (2); 1636 (8);
1 6 - (1)
1636 (5); 1637(11); 1638 (14); 1639 (10); 1640
(13); 1641 (1); 1 6 - ( 1 )
1633(1)
1638 (1); 1640 (2)

VG&H
VG&H
VG&H

327--3a
327--3b
328--3b

1632 (1); 1633 (1); 1634 (5); 1635 (2); 1636 (1)
1636 (11); 1637 (6); 1638 (3); 1639 (4); 1640 (6)
1638 (1); 1640(1)

40
2

VG&H
VG&H

327--6a
327--6b

1631 (1); 1632 (1); 1634 (5); 1635 (1)
1636 (1); 1638 (1)

10

VG&H

327--7

1635 (1)

1

cf. VG&H

328-- l b

1639 (1)

1
143

COUNTERFEIT (17)

'Elizabeth I'
2204
2205

Shilling (cast)
Sixpence (cast)

'James I'
Shilling (cast)
2206
'Charles I'
2207-2208
2209-2211

Halfcrowns (cast)
Halfcrowns (struck)

Tun (1)
Tun 1593 (1)
2/4 Scallop (1)
cf. N.2209 Bell (1); Crown (1)
cf. N.2214 P-in-circle (3), including two die-duplicates
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2212-2217

Shillings (struck)

2218
Sixpence (struck)
'Spanish-American'
2219-2220 Eight Reales (cast)

cf.
cf.
cf.
cf.

N.2225, uncertain mark (1)
N.2228/30 Anchor (3), including two die-duplicates, Tun (1)
N.2231/2 Feathers (1)
N.2242/5 Anchor (1)

cf. O&S type VI, Philip IV, Potosi (2), mould duplicates
Pot B: Weights

ENGLAND -Tower mint
E d w a r d VI
Philip & M a r y
Elizabeth I
1st coinage
2nd coinage
3rd coinage
milled coinage
James I
Charles I
lys - tun
anchor - star
triangle-in-circle
(P)
(R)
eye
sun
uncertain triangle - sun

sixpence
2.21 (1)
2.38 (3)
-

2.48
2.56
2.56
2.58

(375)
(139)
(1)
(83)

2.82
2.89
3.11
3.03

(42)
(24)
(6)
(1)

-

2.98 (1)
3.06(1)
-

halfcrown

shilling
4.84 (9)
5.58 (6)

-

-

5.01 (109)

-

-

-

5.09(151)

-

-

-

5.20 (196)

-

5.61 (185)
5.58 (165)
5.84(119)
5.89 (50)
5.99 (47)
5.78 (16)
5.95 (15)
5.64 (41)

14.34
14.46
14.90
14.73
14.88
14.68
14.28
12.46

(57)
(37)
(60)
(33)
(20)
(5)
(14)
(2)

SCOTLAND
J a m e s VI
merk 5.88 (11); twelve shilling 5.40 (3); thirty shillings 14.09 (3)
C h a r l e s I 'A merk 3.34 (1); thirty shillings 14.96 (3)
IRELAND
Elizabeth I shilling 3.81 (1)
James I
shilling 3.88 (6)
CONTINENTAL ISSUES
Brabant, Antwerp
A l b e r t & Isabella
Philip IV
Brabant, Brussels
A l b e r t & Isabella
Philip IV
Brabant, uncertain mint
Philip IV
Flanders, Bruges
Philip IV
Artois
Philip IV

ducaton

'A ducaton

32.30 (3)
31.90 (85)

15.38 (4)

32.30 (2)
31.46 (40)

16.08 (1)
15.59 (2)

-

15.60(1)

32.08 (10)
32.27 (1)

PotC
ENGLAND (1565)
E d w a r d VI
1-2
Shillings
3-4
Sixpences

fine coinage Y (2)
fine coinage Tun (2)

Mary
5-6

N. 1960 (2)

Groats

patagon
23.00 (1)
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Philip and Mary
7-11

Shillings

12-14

Sixpences

N. 1968 full titles undated (1) illegibile date (1)
N. 1968 English titles 1555 (2); 155- (1)
N. 1970 full titles 1554 (3)

Elizabeth I
15-129

Shillings

130-556

Sixpences

Lys (4); Crosslets (6); Martlet (18); Bell (8); 7\ (8); Scallop (14); Crescent (9);
Hand (5); Tun (21); Woolpack (9); Key (3); Anchor (3); O (1); 2 (3); uncertain
3rd coinage (2); Mill coinage Star N.2023, 29mm (1)
115
Pheon 1561 (19), 1562 (2), 1563 (1), 1564 (4), 1565 (3), 156- (17); Rose 1565
(8); Portcullis 1566 (14); uncertain 1566 (2): Lion 1566 (2), 1567 (4); uncertain
1567 (1), Coronet 1567 (16), 1568 (30), 1569 (24), 156- (1), 1570 (6); Castle
1570 (2), 1571 (19), 157- (1); Ermine 1572 (22), 1573 (9), 157- (1); Acorn 1573
(6), 1574 (2); Eglantine 1574 (14), 1575 (22), 1576 (3), 1577 (1), 157- (1); Plain
cross 1578 (14), 1579 (6), 157- (1); uncertain 157- (2); Long cross 1580 (17),
1581 (3), 158- (1); Sword 1582 (16); Bell 1582 long legend (2); uncertain
2nd coinage (1); Bell 1582 short legend (1); 1583 (5); 7\ 1583 (4), 1584 (6);
Scallop 1584 (1), 1585 (11), 1586 (1); Crescent 1587 (3), 1588 (1). 1589 (3);
Hand 1590 (2), 1591 (8); Tun 1592 (10), 1593 (13); Woolpack 1594 (13),
1595 (5); Key 1596 (6); 0 1600 (2); 1 1601 (2), 1602 (4); 2 1602 (5); Mill
427
coinage Star 1562 N.2027 ( l )
542

James I
557-648

Shillings

649-725

Sixpences

1/1 Thistle (1)
1/2 Thistle (14); Lys (7)
2/3 Lys (11); Rose (5)
2/4 Rose (15); Scallop (13); Grapes (2); Coronet (3); uncertain (2)
2/5 Coronet (5); Bell (1); Mullet (3)
3/6 Thistle (3); Lys (3); Trefoil (4)
1/1 Thistle 1603 (4)
1/2 Thistle 1603 (5), 1604 (5), 160- (1); Lys 1604 (16); uncertain 1604 (1)
2/3 Lys 1604 (3), 1605 (2); Rose 1605 (5)
2/4 Rose 1605 (5), 1606 (3); Scallop 1606 (4), 1607 (1); Grapes 1607 (1);
uncertain 1607 (3); Coronet 1607 (3), 1608 (2); Bell 1610 (2); Mullet 1611 (1)
3/6 Thistle 1621 (2), 1622 (1) Trefoil 1624 (7)

92

77
169

Charles I
Tower mint
726-948
Halfcrowns

949-1486

Shillings

1487-1563

Sixpences

N.2207 Harp (4); Portcullis (5)
N.2209 Bell (2); Crown (7); Tun (13)
N.2210 Crown (2)
N.2211 Anchor (5); Triangle (5); Star (1)
N.2212 Triangle (6); Star (1)
N.2214 Star (9); Triangle-in-circle (62)
N.2213 (P) (20); (R) (31); Eye (20); Sun (18); uncertain (5)
N.2215 Sun (7)
N.2216 Lys (2)
N.2218 Cross Calvary (1)
N.2221 Feathers (6); Rose (1)
N.2223 Harp (6); Portcullis (13)
N.2225 Bell (11); Crown (21); Tun (28)
N.2227 Tun (3)
N.2228 Tun (1)
N.2229 Tun (7); Anchor (6)
N.2230 Anchor (10); Triangle (7)
N.2231 Triangle (38); Star (60); Triangle-in-circle (134)
N.2231/2 (P) (53); (R) (29); Eye (22); Sun (40); uncertain Triangle-sun (28)
N.2233 Sun (10); Sceptre (1)
N.2235 Lys 1625 (2)
N.2239 Rose (1)
N.2240 Harp (3); Portcullis (4); uncertain (1)
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N.2241
N.2243
N.2244
N.2245
N.2246
N.2247
York mint
1564

Shilling

Unidentified 'A' mint
1565
Sixpence

Bell (3); Crown (18); Tun (8)
Tun (3)
Anchor (8)
Triangle (4)
Triangle (11); Star (1); Triangle-in-circle (4); uncertain (1)
(P) (2); Sun (3)

Besly 2Bb (1), 5.93g

Brooker 1121 (1), die duplicate, pierced, 2.94g

SCOTLAND (1)
Charles I
1566
Thirty Shillings, third coinage (1637-42), Falconer's second issue with F (1), two thistles
obverse

IRELAND (2)
James I
1567-1568 Shillings

2/3 Martlet (1); Rose (1)

SPANISH POSSESSIONS - EUROPE (42)
Albert and Isabella (1598-1621)
Brabant, Antwerp
1569
Ducaton
VG&H
309-1
Philip IV (1621-65)
Brabant, Antwerp
1570-1594 Ducatons
1595-1596
Brabant, Brussels
1597-1606 Ducatons
1607-1608
Art o is
1609
1610

Ducaton

1619 (1)

VG&H
VG&H
VG&H

327--la
327--lb
328--lb
'A Ducatons

1633 (2), 1634 (1), 1635 (3), 1636 (6)
1636 (7), 1637 (2), 1639 (1), 1640 (3)
1639 (1), 1640 (1)

VG&H
VG&H
VG&H

327--3a
327--3b
328--3a
'A Ducatons

1633 (1), 1634 (1), 1636 (1)
1637 (2), 1638 (1), 1639 (3), 1640 (1)
1634 (1), 1636 0 )

VG&H
VG&H

327--7
328--7
'A Ducaton

1635 (1)
1635 (1)

COUNTERFEIT (6)
'Elizabeth I'
1611
Shilling (cast)
1612
Sixpence (cast)
'Charles I'
1613
Shilling (cast)
1614-1615 Halfcrowns (struck)
1616
Shilling (struck)

Bell (1)
Ermine 1575 (1)
cf. N.2231 Triangle (1)
cf. N.2213 (P) (1); (R) (1)
cf. N.2230 Triangle (1)

Pot C: Weights
ENGLAND - Tower mint
Edward VI
Mary I
Philip & Mary

groat
1.21(2)
-

sixpence
2.55 (2)

shilling
4.27 (2)

2.48(3)

5.10(5)

halfcrown
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groat

Elizabeth I
1st coinage
2nd coinage
3rd coinage
milled coinage
James I
Charles I
lys - tun
anchor - star
triangle-in-circle
(P)
(R)
eye
sun
uncertain triangle - sun
sceptre

sixpence

-

-

halfcrown

5.34 (28)

-

2.61 (320)
2.71 (106)
2.79(1)
2.72 (77)

-

2.89
2.88
2.68
2.86

5.77 (100)
5.93 (121)
6.14(134)
5.99 (53)
5.99 (29)
5.93 (22)
5.96 (50)
5.96 (28)
5.96(1)

(43)
(24)
(4)
(2)

-

-

shilling

-

2.95 (3)
3.07 (1)
-

5.54 (86)
5.92(1)
5.58 (92)

-

-

14.62
14.88
14.91
15.02
14.93
14.86
14.80
14.98
-

SCOTLAND
Charles I

thirty shillings 14.88 (1)

IRELAND
James I
shilling 3.67 (2)
CONTINENTAL ISSUES
Brabant, Antwerp
Albert & Isabella
Philip IV
Brabant, Brussels
Philip IV
Artois
Philip IV

ducaton

'A ducaton

25.78 (1)
31.48 (25)

16.11 (2)

31.90(10)

16.22 (2)

32.26 (1)

16.23 (1)

patagon

(33)
(27)
(62)
(20)
(31)
(20)
(25)
(5)
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A1258

A1259

A1263

A1261

B2213

A1260

B2217
BARCLAY: MIDDLEHAM HOARD
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OXFORD CITY TOKENS AND THE PROBLEM OF OUTPUT
R.H. T H O M P S O N

time to time the question is raised of how many specimens of any seventeenth-century token
might have been produced. This is a reasonable question to ask, but one very difficult to answer.
There can be no expectation of finding proper output figures for any seventeenth-century token,
since virtually all of those for England and Wales, and a proportion of those for Ireland, were made
by the moneyers of the Tower of London, and no mint records of the tokens survive.1 How can
there even be estimates of die output in the absence of records of dies issued or received?
In the case of seventeenth-century tokens there is a possible approach. The tokens are of base
metal. Presumably in consequence of this there seems to have been a high survival rate. Thus the
thirty plus twenty-six dies found for Bristol farthings dated 1652, and the forty-six plus fortythree found for 1662, statistically represent 100 per cent of the total output.2 Full die studies have
also been published for the municipal issues of Oxford, Gloucester (those dated 1657), Henley
and Nottingham, and information is probably complete for other coiporation issues below. Any
new token examined is usually from known dies, whereas with many coinages the continual
discovery of new dies suggests that the original production is very far from being known.
Where no full die study has been carried out, the best available information may be the
varieties noticed by Ralph Nott and Emery May Norweb, and identified in the published and
unpublished parts of the Norweb Collection. The numbers of dies known from the surviving
coins may be, in the particular circumstances of the tokens, an adequate substitute for
contemporary records of dies.
Records of token orders and receipts do survive for certain corporations. The numbers of
dies are lower than are really required for calculation purposes, but, without generalising from
die-output figures found at other periods, the corporation issues with supporting documents
provide the best information available. As regards private issues, which normally exhibit
fewer dies and so even greater unreliability, the results for the corporations may at least
indicate a ceiling which private token issues are unlikely to have exceeded.
First the very instructive records for Oxford will be put in a numismatic context, with some
other comments; then three other corporations will be discussed, whose records include
figures both for costs and for receipts; thirdly, some particular problems; and fourthly, other
corporation records, in alphabetical order. Finally, a table relates these findings to dies, ending
with a column of figures for die output.
FROM

I. Oxford 1652-57
These tokens may be described as follows (Fig. 1):
Obv.

*THE-MAYOR-OF

around a shield bearing an Ox passing ford of water, the arms of the

city of Oxford.
Rev.

*OXFORD-TOKEN

around C-0 11652 j-R- [the signature of David Ramage].

1
R.H. T h o m p s o n , ' C e n t r a l or local production of
seventeenth-century tokens', BNJ 59 (1989). 198-211, pi. 16
(esp. pp. 209-10).

2
SCBI 38: The Norweb . . . Tokens . . . Part II...
1988), p. xvi.

(London,
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This has been often called the Mayor of Oxford Token, but that now seems wrong. With no
possessive S after O X F O R D , and with such a break between THE MAYOR OF and OXFORD
T O K E N on different sides of the coin, the phrase would really be very clumsy. The
contemporary records, on the contrary, use the name 'the City tokens [or farthings]'. Much
better to complete the obverse by reading those canting arms, Ox passing ford of water, which
as far back as the thirteenth century appeared on a seal of the City of Oxford with a legend
referring to the mayor. 3 The obverse alone, it may be suggested, identifies the issuing
authority, and should be read THE MAYOR OF [OXFORD understood].
Leeds, from 116 specimens (totted up as 115), recorded eleven obverse and four reverse
dies, a most unusual die ratio for tokens.4 Nevertheless, the examination of at least another
forty-four specimens has brought to light no new die or die-combination, and every die is
recorded from more than one specimen. It seems that the unusual pattern of die-linking must
be accepted as real, due perhaps to a long-lived reverse die which paired with no fewer than
six obverses (Leeds 3-8; Norweb 3668-73). 5 See Addendum 1.
For publication of the Norweb specimens (3665-76), Leeds nos. 7-8 have been placed
before Leeds 3-6, on which a flaw had developed on the central O on their common reverse;
and Leeds 9 has been placed between the die-linked chains of Leeds 1-2 and 7-8-3-4-5-6,
because the Y punch appears to take the same wide form on nos. 1-2-9-7 and 8. Leeds 10 and
12 remain isolated at the end, the letter N on their common reverse being much wider than on
the other reverses.
The only purely numismatic addition to Leeds's work relates to die-axis. Milne supplied the
information that the die-position is always inverted in eleven of Leeds's twelve varieties, and
upright in his no. 5. 6 However, an inverted specimen of Leeds 5 has found a home in
Cambridge at the Fitzwilliam Museum, and another was in the Norweb Collection (3672b).
Incidentally, on the reverse of Norweb 3665 the light seems to have been caught in the
photograph by some pitting at the foot of the D, giving the impression of a pellet, but it is
from the same die as 3666.
There is more to add to Leeds from the Oxford Council Acts 1626-1665, published in 1933
as Vol. 95 of the Oxford Historical Society.7 In addition to the payments in the Audit Book
quoted by Leeds (p. 360), of £20 for making and 19 plus 7 shillings for procuring the City
tokens, there are the following receipts and payments in extracts from the Annual Accounts of
the Chamberlains and the Keykeepers:
1651-52. Received by the Keykeepers: . . . in tokens which were made for the use of the City, £43 17s. 0d.; . . . to
George Potter which he disbursed for making the City tokens, £20.

This is another record of the same £20; it evidently bought tokens with a face value more than
double.
1652-53. Paid by the Keykeepers: William New for dispersing the City farthings, £2; to William New who was
appointed to receive and pay out the City tokens, £10.

The £2 were probably William New's expenses, and £10 the cost of a second order.

3

D.H.B. Chesshyre and T. Woodcock, Dictionary

of British

Arms: Medieval Ordinary, Vol. 1 (London, 1992), p. 212.
4

(London. 1988); 1790-3003, SCBI 43: The Norweb . . . Tokens
. . . Part

III ( L o n d o n , 1992); 3 0 0 4 - 4 1 9 1 . SCBI 44: The

E.T. Leeds, 'Oxford Tradesmen's Tokens', in Surveys and
Tokens . . ., edited by H.E. Salter (Oxford, 1923), pp. 355-453,
[10] pis. (pp. 366-68).
5
Norweb numbers are published as follows: 1-840, SCBI

Norweb . . . Tokens . . . Part IV (London, 1993).
6
J.G. Milne, Catalogue of Oxfordshire
SeventeenthCentury Tokens (Oxford. 1935), p. xv.
7
M.G. Hobson and H.E. Salter, Oxford Council Acts

31: The Norweb . . . Tokens . . . Part I (London, 1984);

1626-1665
(Oxford, 1933), pp. 4 3 6 - 4 0 . Printed records are
copied exactly, except that dates are given in a standard form.

841-1789, SCBI 38: The Norweb . . . Tokens . . . Part II
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1653-54. Received by the Keykeepers: for tokens new coined for the use of the City, £17 16s. Od. Paid by the
Keykeepers: to Aid. Nixon which he disbursed in procuring the City tokens, £10.

Apparently a third order cost £10, and resulted in farthings with a face value eventually of £17
17s. lOd.
1654-55. Received by the Keykeepers: the profits of the City tokens for the second time any were sent for,
£8 15s. Od.; the profits of the City tokens the third time any were sent for, £7 17s. lOd.

Thus the receipts for the second issue (1652-53) should have been £10 plus £8 15s., and for
the third issue (1653-54) £10 plus £7 17s. 10d., slightly higher than the £17 16s. recorded in
the year. No payments for tokens are published.
1655-56. Received by the Keykeepers: for City tokens the fourth time any were sent for, £18 14s. 2d.; . . . for City
tokens, £17 15s. Od.

There are no details of payments, but the fourth and presumably fifth order perhaps cost £10
each, as in previous years for similar receipts.
1656-57. Received by the Keykeepers: for City tokens, £21.

Possibly a sixth order is to be understood. Again there are no details of payments, but if the
cost were again £10 the receipts were more than double.
That is the last mention of the City tokens in the published accounts, and one suspects
that the Corporation quietly withdrew from token issuing. The City tokens had begun in
1652, the year in which dated private tokens first appeared in Oxford, and they were
supported by a resolution that 'noe tokens shall be passable in this Citty . . . but such onlie
as shall be sett forth by this Citty'. For the following years, 1653-1656, there is not a
single dated Oxford token. However, in 1657 Thomas Dennis, one of the token-issuers of
1652, was elected mayor, and no fewer than eight issuers appeared with dated tokens,
among them William Tonge, the then Chamberlain, and John Souch and John Bowell, who
were bailiffs.
One may note from the published records also the rescinding as early as 4 November 1653
of the initial provision that the City tokens should be issued and redeemed at the rate of 21s. in
tokens to 20s. in silver:
in future the value is to be 20s. in tokens barely for 20s. in silver and they are to be called in again at this value.

II. Other Costs and Receipts
Poole8
1667 Aug. 22. Whereas Moses Durell, mayor of this town and county, have by the consent of us whose names are
hereunder subscribed disbursed the sum of ten pounds in copper farthings, with the stamp of the towne armes in
them, with the inscription (for the mayor of the town and county of Poole), and hath received in farthings, at four
farthings to the penny, the sum of Nineteen pounds and four shillings. . .

Receipts of £19 4s. are close to double the cost, as in Oxford. One obverse and two reverse
dies are known (Norweb 933-34).

8

T. Snelling, A View of the Copper Coin and Coinage of England (London. 1766), appendix p. 6.
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Marlborough

£
3
9
105
19
9
20
10
39
19

1669-69.
Reed of the remainder of the farthinges
of more farthinges
of Mr Grinfield and for fines and farthinges
1669-70. Reed in farthinges
Pd . . . farthinges
Reed More in farthinges
Pd . . . for farthings
1671-72. Reed in farthinges
Pd for farthinges

s
17
12
17
18
19
3
0
5
12

d
0
4
8
10
5
9
0
0
6

In 1669-70 and 1671-72 the receipts in farthings were almost or exactly double the costs. 'G'
Kempson distinguished the varieties 123a-b and 124a-b. 10 Figures 2-5 show that 123a-b are
from the same reverse, and that consequently four obverse and three reverse dies are known.
All are dated 1668, so the figures have been merged.
Sherborne11
Paymtsfor Farthings
1669 April 29. Payd for Farthings which came to in ready money
1669 May 27. Payd for the Farthings xl. & for change 5s. in all
1669 Dec. 18. Payd for Farthings xl. & for change 5s. 8d. in all
Farthings receaved
1669 April 29. Rec 60 li. Weight of Farthings at 3s. 8d. the pound which in tale
came to
1669 May 27. Rec in Farthings
1669 Dec. 18. Rec in Farthings
Receipts
1670 Aug. 5. Rec in Farthings
167 [?I Aug. 5. Rec then in Farthings
Paymts
1670 Aug. 5 Payd for Farthings to Wm Clarke in money xl. & for cariage 6s. 3d.
167[?] Aug. 5. Payd for Farthings to Wm Clarke in money xl. & for carriage 5s. 6d.
1672 Sep. 2 The accompt of Robt Roe and John Miller Treors for the Stocke raysed
by Farthings. . .
Rec in Farthings
Payd for Farthings to Wm Clarke

li.
11
10
10

s.
0
5
5

d.
0
0
8

13
20
22

7
3
0

9
0
0

21
21

10
5

0
8

10
10

6
5

3
6

19
10

17
0

11
0

After the first order in April 1669 the receipts are more than double the cost, except for the
sixth order when they are slightly lower. Three reverse dies are known. Their obverses are so
simple that it has so far proved impossible to distinguish whether they are from the same die
or from different dies (Norweb 966-68), and for present purposes the number of obverse and
reverse dies is assumed to have been the same.
III. Particular Problems
Pounds-Worth
The late Cyril Rowe, former Deputy City Treasurer of Salisbury, considered the Salisbury
order for 'five pounds worth of farthings' to have been an order for farthings costing £5, rather

9

E.G.H. Kfempson], 'The Marlborough token coinage of

[Salisbury, 1978], p. 12.

11
the 17th century'. Report of the Marlborough College Natural
M. Weinstock, Studies in Dorset History (Dorchester,
History Society, no. 101 (1961), 31-45 (pp. 34-35).
1953), pp. 5 7 - 5 9 .
10
E.G.H. Kempson, Wiltshire XVII-Century
Tokens
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than, as might be assumed, for farthings which would amount to £5 in nominal value. He
seems to be right. Tokens were a novelty for corporations, uncomfortably placed in their
accounts as money, and more naturally treated as a product or service which had to be paid
for. Stamford, it is true, referred to the sum which the mayor had 'gott' by the town halfpence,
but only after they had arrived; it was not the wording of an order. In Bewdley, where a figure
was given for nominal value, again it was after a quantity had been produced, and it was done
apologetically: the quantity amounted to £30, 'admitting them current coine of the value of
each of them of a silver half peny'.
The same understanding that figures refer to costs is applied to other corporations where
there is not an unambiguous statement of expenditure: Boston with its order for '£20 of. . .
halfpence'; Lincoln, ordering in July 1669 'Twenty pounds' worth more', the order in May
1669 having been for so many halfpennies as £20 will purchase; Nottingham, with its order
for halfpence to the value of £15; and Southampton, ordering £20 worth. The applicability of
this may be most doubtful in the case of Dorchester's order to procure £20 in copper farthings;
conceivably it was minuted before the possibility of a profit was recognised.
Bristol12
Only two unconnected references to quantities have been found:
1 6 5 3 July 9. Paid the 9th day to A l d e r m a n Jackson 14s. 6d., b e i n g paid for brasse m o n i e b e i n g s o e m u c h hee had in
3 0 0 li. r e c e i v e d by M r Dyer.

Thanks to the late John Brand it was possible to understand Alderman Jackson's 14s. 6d. as a
5-lb bag out of a 300-lb barrel, so that the specification is likely to have been 140 farthings to
the pound.
1 6 5 3 Oct. 1. Paid the j° of O c t o b e r 1653 to A l d e r m a n A l d w o r t h 6 5 li. 18s. for farthings for the Citty.

A cost of £65 18s. for 300 lb of farthings would be excessive. Originally the cost was
attributed to two 300-lb barrels, two substantive issues having been identified within the 1652
series of Bristol farthings.13 However, they are respectively from 14+10 and 14+14 dies (new
dies), and there was in addition an early group of 2+2 dies, and an undated group of 1+2 dies.
Lyme Regis (see below) paid £21 17s. 9d in 1668-9, probably for one of its two barrels, which
suggests that Richard Aldworth paid not for two barrels but for three. Three 300-lb barrels
would reduce the cost per lb to 17^d., which is very close to the 16d. per lb allowed on copper
supplied until 1649 as alloy for the coinage. 14 Finally, 900 lb in farthings amounts to £131 5s.,
extraordinarily close to double the cost as for Oxford etc. For all these reasons it is now
suggested that Bristol farthings in c.1652 amounted to three barrels of 300 lb each.
Gloucester15
The first four passages below were quoted twenty years ago in a paper which examined the
Gloucester farthings dated 1657, but produced also in 1659 and 1662.16 The identification of

12
Bristol Record Office, 04026(23) Mayor's Audits 1652-5,
pp. 91, 143. For this and other records t r a n s c r i b e d from
manuscript, spelling and capitalisation have been preserved,
but a b b r e v i a t e d w o r d s are e x t e n d e d silently (none is
ambiguous), and punctuation has been modernised; thorn is
printed as 'th'; and superscript letters have been lowered.
13
SCBI 38: The Norweb . . . Tokens . . . Pari II. . . (London.

1988), pp. xv-xvi, xxxi-xxxii.
14
W. Fleetwood, Chronicon Preciosum (London. 1745),
appendix, p. 17.
15
G l o u c e s t e r s h i r e Record Office. City of G l o u c e s t e r
Minutes 1656-86, pp. 18,27, 102, 230,411.
" R.H. Thompson, 'Gloucester Farthings, 1657-1662', BNJ
45 (1975), 77-91, pl. vii (p. 84).
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eight obverse and nine reverse dies, and their sequence and allocation to three issues, need no
modification. Dr Brand, however, with his sensitivity to the rhythms of monetary production, felt
there was something wrong with the application of the documents to the three issues, which resulted
in costs of £10, £30 and £30, but a coin survival in the population surveyed of 51, 45 and 36; in
theory the numbers should have approached 1:3:3. A solution to this problem can now be offered.
On 19 February 1656[-7] the Common Council of Gloucester agreed that:
Mr Edward Nourse, a Member of this house, shall take care that farthings may be provided for exchange of
moneys at the charge of the Chamber of this City soe as the same exceed not the summe of Twenty pounds. . .

On 30 April 1657, two and a half months later, the minutes read:
Whereas there was Twenty pounds to be layd out for Farthings according to a former act It is agreed at this House
That the summe of Tenn pounds shalbe layd out for Tokens. . .

This order for £10 was originally understood to be executing what was agreed in February,
taking 'Whereas' in its common use of introducing a statement of fact in contrast or opposition
to that expressed elsewhere. This is sense 3 in the OED. Sense 2 is the use of 'Whereas' to
introduce a preamble or recital in a formal document, meaning something like 'In consideration
of the fact that'; so that in April 1657 it would have been citing the precedent for another
decision, for expenditure of an additional £10, making £30 in all. The three issues would then
have cost the same, and both the relative die numbers, and the relative coin survival in the
sample, would look more acceptable. Sense 2 for 'Whereas' is to be preferred.
The other records of amounts follow:
1659
1662
1669
1672

July 7. Mr Edward Nourse shall take care to lay out Thirty pounds for the procuring of farthings or tokens. . .
May 23. Thirty pounds shall by layd out by the Stewards for the makeing of tokens or Farthings. . .
May 4. Mr Nicholas Lane shall lay out Fifty pounds for procuring of Farthings. . .
Dec. 13. He layd out more than fifty pounds. . .

For 1669 only one obverse and two reverse dies are known (Norweb 1659-60).
Great Yarmouth
No records, unfortunately, are known for Great Yarmouth, which appears to have had the highest
number of dies after Bristol (Norweb 3273-98). The farthings were an initiative of the Overseers:
6 June 1667. Att this Assembly it is approved of what the Overseers have done in gitting a stamp for farthings for
payment of the poore; And that the Overseers from time to time shall give [silver struck through] for those
farthings the value in silver to any that shall bring the same unto them to be changed.

On 12 November following it was ordered that Messrs Thaxter, Huntington and Goore, or any
two of them, take the account of the late Overseers of the last year (Thaxter and Huntington
being the Bailiffs, i.e. chief magistrates); and notice was given to Mr Patridge to mind his
partners forthwith.17 The Overseers' accounts, however, do not appear in the Borough Audit
Books, and their own accounts do not exist between 1652 and 1727. 18

" Norfolk R e c o r d Office, Y / C 1 9 / 8 G r e a t Y a r m o u t h
Assembly Book 1662-1680, ff. 83v, 91v. This volume was
searched for any record of amounts to f. 204, also Y/C19/20
Waste Assembly Book 1669-1683 (to f. 59v), Y/C27/2 Audit
Book 1620-1678, Y/C39/2 Churchwardens' Accounts
1637-1681, Y/C 18/7 Book of Entries 1635-1765, and Y / S l / 3

Sessions Book 1651-1679 (to f. 259). The Norwich Central
Library was burned out on 1 August 1994, and the Norfolk
R e c o r d Office in the b a s e m e n t r e p o r t e d l y suffered w a t e r
damage.
18

P. Rutledge, Guide to the Great Yarmouth Borough

Records (Norwich, 1972), p. 23.
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IV. Other Corporations
Only extracts recording amounts are printed below, but abridgment of the passages has been
avoided as far as possible. As before, for records transcribed from manuscript, spelling and
capitalisation are preserved, but abbreviated words are extended silently (none are
ambiguous); punctuation has been modernised; thorn is printed as 'th'; and superscript letters
have been lowered. Printed records (other than Andover's) are copied exactly except that dates
are given in a standard form.
Andover19
1665 April 25. paid for a Stamp 5s., for farthings 40s.
1666 July 14. received by farthins
1667 (?). rec. of farthings by Mr Popingay
rec. in farthings by Thos fidar
paid to Mr Popingay in money
paid to Mr feildar
1667 Sept. 18. received of the farthings more than paid
Paied for Farthings which came from London 5 li. and for the Stamp 15s. and for
Carigg Is. on the whole

2
3
22
12
10
5
0

5
17
8
19
0
0
0

0
0
1
6
0
0
7

5

16

0

No farthings are dated 1665, but that record may refer to the rare 1664 farthing (Wetton,
Andover lb). 2 0 There are no farthings dated 1667, but two types and at least four varieties are
dated 1666 (Wetton, Andover lc; Norweb 1802-4), so the figures have been amalgamated for
die calculations. The quantities received in 1667 are more than double what may be the costs
of the same orders.
Beccles21
1670 March 8. Ten pounds were granted for procuring farthings for the common use of the poor.

The Beccles farthings appear to be from a single pair of dies. A specimen is illustrated in, for
example, Seaby, British Tokens and their Values (London, 1984), p. 51, and the dies
themselves have been published recently.22
Bewdley23
1668. Whereas the eight-square peeces of brass, stamped on the [one] side with the armes of the said Borough and
by an inscription on the other side entituled the wardens' half peny of Bewdley, upon experience are found
convenient for the more ready change of money and usefull in point of trade and commerce, especially to the
poorer sort of the same Borough;
and whereas the quantity thereof already stamped (admitting them current coine of the value of each of them of a
silver half peny) amounts to thirtie pounds. . . .

If Williamson's obverse and reverse are transposed, the Norweb Collection has impressions
from a single obverse and two reverse dies. One of the octagonal halfpennies is illustrated in
Spink Coin Auctions, Sale no. 19 (1982), pi. 15.

19

A . C . Raper,

' T h e token c o n i a g e [i.e.

c o i n a g e ] of

Andover', Test Valley & Border Anthology, 7 (1975), 143-50
(p. 144). Abbreviated words have here been expanded where
the lines were not upset.
20
J.L. Wetton, The Hampshire Seventeenth-Century
Traders' Tokens (Lymington, 1964).
21
W. Boyne, Tokens issued in the Seventeenth Century

(London, 1858), p. 410.
22
R.H. T h o m p s o n , ' M e c h a n i s a t i o n at the 17th-century
London m i n t ' , Metallurgy
in Numismatics,
3 (1993), pp.
143-53 (pi. 2).
23

W.A. Cotton, The Coins, Tokens and Medals of

Worcestershire

(Bromsgrove, 1885), p. 54.
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Boston

1667 Oct. 4. Mathew Browne ordered to send for £20 of brass or copper halfpence. . . .

Norweb 2909-11 exhibit three obverse dies and a single reverse die.
Dorchester25
1668[-9] Feb. 5. This day ordered and desired that Mr Jasper Samwayes, one of this Company, doe speedily
procuer Twenty pounds in copper Farthings. . . .

This is ambiguous, but is taken to be an order for £20-worth; possibly it was minuted before
the possibility of a profit was recognised. Norweb 882-893 exhibit nine obverses and eight
reverses, and a ninth reverse came to light in the Pegg Collection, Spink Coin Auctions, Sale
no. 79(1982), lot 93.
Dover26
1668 March 30. Whereas, according to a late decree, there is provided and put in the chamberlain's hands the value
of xxxij [pounds understood] or thereabouts in farthings and halfpence. . . .

Norweb 2505-7 are from three pairs of dies, two pairs being for halfpence.
Evesham27
c.1666. Paid to the present Mayor £11 10s. for the advance upon the settinge out of Farthings & halfpence.
1668. Paid by the late Mayor, cost the present mayor, the sum of Sixteen pounds, being by him advanced in his
mayorallty upon the settinge out of Farthings & halfpence. . . .
1672. Forty nine pounds was paid in Farthings and halfpence. . . .

Receipts of £55-worth at the 'Oxford' rate for 1666 and 1668 would find support in the 1672
record. The Norweb Collection has three types from four obverse and four reverse dies. One
type is illustrated by Dickinson 2 8 See Addendum 2.
Henley29
1669 May 13. The Wardens to procure a stamp for the Corporation like that on the Borough Seal, and procure to be
immediately stamped as many farthings and halfpence of copper as can be bought with £7 10s. Od. of silver.

Three obverse and three reverse dies are now known, the halfpence being from two die-linked
pairs (Norweb 3642-45). Two surviving dies have been illustrated.30
Lincoln31
1669 May 22. It is ordered and agreed upon that one stamp. . . shall be forthwith provided and gotten, and so many
halfpennies stamped therewith as twenty pounds will purchase. . . .

24
J. Simpson, A List of the Lincolnshire series of Tradesmen's 2 9 H.S. Gill, 'Addenda to Devonshire seventeenth century
Tokens & Town Pieces . . . (London, pref. 1872), p. 4.
tokens not d e s c r i b e d in B o y n e ' s w o r k ' , NC, 3rd series, 1
25
C.H. Mayo, The Municipal Records of the Borough of (1881), 162-69, pi. vii (p. 164).

Dorchester, Dorset (Exeter, 1908), pp. 510-11.
26
Snelling (above, note 8), appendix p. 6.
27
Cotton (above, note 23), p. 75.
28

30

31

Thompson (above, note 22), pi. 1.

A. Smith, A Catalogue of the Town and Trade Tokens of
Lincolnshire issued in the Seventeenth Century (Horncastle,
M. Dickinson, Seventeenth-Century Tokens of the British1931), pp. 2 5 - 2 6 .

Isles (London, 1986), pi. 4.
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1669
1669
1669
1670

July 5. Twenty pounds' worth more of the city's halfpennies ordered to be procured and stamped.
July 24. Five pounds' worth of farthings of yellow brass to be procured. . . .
Nov. 20. Fifteen pounds' worth more of halfpennies and five pounds' worth of farthings to be procured.
June 15. Ten pounds' worth more of brass halfpennies to be procured.

For the Lincoln city farthings only a single pair of dies seems to be known (Norweb 2951).
For the halfpennies Norweb 2952-54 exhibit three reverse dies, but their obverses are of such
simple design that it has not proved possible to distinguish whether they are from the same die
or from different dies. For present purposes the number of obverse and reverse dies is assumed
to have been the same.
Lyme Regis
The orders reported by George Roberts, 32 for one barrel of town farthings in 1669 and a
second barrel six months later, are not among the Orders of the Lyme Regis Mayor and
Council, Dorset County Record Office ref. DC/LR/D1/1, Dl/2, and Dl/3a, and they have yet
to be found. However, the Mayor's Accounts 1662-99 (DC/LR/G1/3, pp. 53, 55, 57) include
the following, Solomon Andrew being a sometime mayor:
1668-9. The account of Edward Edwards.
Received for farthings
Paid Mr William Smith to the Account of Mr Andrew for moneys layd out for
Farthings
Paid Mr Andrew more
1669-70. The Account of Robert Coade.
Received of Mr Andrew in Farthings
And for the profitt of the same

£
25

s
14

d
4

21

0
17

0
9

45
8

8
0

3
6

On p. 60 a faint and partly illegible entry mentions '15 li. said to be received of Mr Solomon
Andrew in page 33 [=57] which was not received, but said Mr Andrew is still accountable for
the same to the Corporation. . . .'; and likewise on p. 61 an entry for £5 13s. 6d. is almost
illegible. The same transactions appear with more detail in Fugitive Pieces III (DC/LR/N23/3,
Folio 18, pp. 1, 3):
1669-70. Mr Robert Coade his Account: The Receipts.
To mony Received of Mr Solomon Andrew In farthings
For the proffite of the two Barrells of farthings
The Disburstments.
To mony paid mr Andrews the farthings the sum of
More paid mr Andreus towards farthings
ordred mr Andrews to Receiue of mr Walter Tucker toward the farthings
More paid mr Andrews towards the farthings

45
8

8
0

3
0
[sic!].

15
2
3

0
7
0
5

0
8
7
3

Thus the £45 8s. 3d. which, according to Roberts, both barrels cost, was actually the amount
received in farthings in 1669-70. The cost of a barrel may have been £21 17s. 9d. in 1668-9, a
little less in the following year. All the tokens are dated 1669, so the two years have been
combined in Table 1. The Hanham collection and the Norweb Collection (920-925) had a total
of nineteen specimens, a rather small number on which to rely for the numbers of dies: four
obverses, six reverses.

32

G. Roberts, The Social History of the People of the Southern Counties of England. . . (London, 1856), p. 204.
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Northampton

1652-3 March 24. The Chamberlins of this town shall forthwith for the benifit of the poor disburse fortie shillings
for farthin tokens. . . .

The chamberlains for the year 1652-53 were Richard Rands and, continuing from the previous
year, William Selbie. 34 The farthing tokens ordered are believed to be those from the earlier
undated die-pairing (Norweb 3399) which bear the initials of their surnames, the senior
chamberlain first.
Norwich35
1667 Nov. 14. It is agreed that Christopher Jay Esqr be sent to to send for two hundred weight of Farthings more. . . .

The weights of 47 Norwich farthings in the Norweb Collection range from 2.30 to 6.46 grams,
with a median of 3.61 grams or 55.7 grains. This average would give, to the nearest whole
number, 126 coins to the pound avoirdupois. At this rate 2 cwt would amount to £29 8s.; but
more than what is not recorded.
1667 Dec. 2. That there be as many farthings more stamped with the City Stamp as will amount to one hundred pounds....

This newly-discovered reference is taken to be 100 lb weight, so £13 2s. 6d., from which the
cost has been calculated at the 'Oxford' rate.
1668 June 20. That Mr Towneclerke doe write to Mr Jay about Fobbingsf?] lease, and 400 wayte of Farthings.
1668 June 29. It is ordered that Edwin Bensly the Under chamberlyn doe dispose the 200 waite of Farthings that
came last Satterday from Mr Jay at London. . . .
1668 July 8. It is ordered that Mr Town-clerk doe wright to Mr Aid. Jay at London to send downe 400 weight of
Farthings hither by the first oportunity.

The decisions made in June-July 1668 need not have resulted in more than 4 cwt ordered,
hypothetically £58 16s.-worth.
1668 Nov. 25. That Mr Dearing be sent to to get 100 li. of farthings new stamped, & that he goe to Mr Jay for the Stamp.
1668 Dec. 23. That Mr Townclarke doe write to Mr Deeringe this Post to send downe the quantity of Farthings
formerly wrot for of perfect Copper and noe difference or distinction whatsoever, only wheras in the former ther is
the yeare of our Lord is 1667, the yeare of our Lord in theise is to be 1668, and to be sent downe presently.

To judge from this wording the farthings ordered in June-July 1668 may have been dated
1667. Therefore the orders have been related to the dies of the 1667 and 1668 farthings
combined (Norweb 3108-19). From the quantities received the hypothetical costs have been
calculated at the 'Oxford' rate.
Nottingham36
1669 Oct. 21. Ordered that Mr Ralph Edge and Mr John Parker shall provide halfe pence, stampt with the Armes of
this Corporacion, to the value of 15 li.

Three pairs of dies were published by Preston-Morley and Pegg. 37
33

W.C.

Wells,

Seventeenth-century

Tokens

of

16c: Assembly Minute Books, 1665-1682, f. 17v.

36
Nottingham Corporation, Records of the Borough of
Northampton Corporation, The Records of the Borough of Nottingham, Vol. V (London, 1900), p. 315.
37
P. Preston-Morley and H. Pegg, A Revised Survey of the
Northampton (Northampton, 1898), ii. 568.
35
Norfolk Record Office, N o r w i c h City R e c o r d s 16b: Seventeenth Century Tokens of Nottinghamshire ([London],

Northamptonshire

(London, 1914), p. 74.

34

Mayor's Court Books, Vol. 24, ff. 51v, 76v, 77v, 79, 95, 98;
and for the passage dated 2 Dec. 1667, Norwich City Records

1983), pp. 16-17 and pi. 6, nos. 5 5 - 5 7 .
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Peterborough

1668[-9] Feb. 11. Ordered that the Towne Baleifes of Peterburgh doe lay out of the towne money in his [s/c] hands
the Summe of ten poundes for the stampe and coynage of the publique halfe penny. . . .
1670 May 10. Ordered that Mr Mortimor doe forthwith pay into the handes of Mr Gibbon the summe of Twenty
poundes who is desired with all speed to send the same to London to be layd out in a stampe of Towne halfe p e n c e . . . .
1671 [-2] Jan. 12. Ordered that Twenty pounds be laid out for more halfe pennyes. . . .

The hypothetical quantities resulting from this expenditure have been combined in the Tables,
since the 1669 halfpenny is die-linked with that dated 1670, and none is dated 1672. Three
obverse and five reverse dies are known (Norweb 3430-34).
Rye
1668-9 March 20. Paid William Oake for farthings & per the bill
1669 Aug 28. Received in farthings at twice from John Burkes

3
9

1
16

6
0

These entries wre printed by L.A. Vidler, 'A numismatic history of Rye', BNJ 22 (1934-37),
247-56 (p. 253). His source turns out to be the Land Chamberlain's Rough Accounts amongst
the Rye MSS, now ref. 61/65 in the East Sussex Record Office, from which 'per' has been
inserted and 'Burkes' substituted for 'Burket'. The phrase 'at twice' seems to have no particular
significance in accountancy, and may mean receipts with a nominal value of twice the cost, as
found above for Oxford, Poole, Marlborough, Sherborne, Bristol and Andover. One pair of 1668
farthing dies is represented in the Norweb Collection, as illustrated by J.B. Caldecott, 'The
Penfold bequest: coins and tokens', Sussex Archaeological Collections 83 (1943), 101-14 (p.
113, fig. 153). A farthing in the British Museum from another pair of dies is described by Vidler.
Salisbury39
1658 Oct. 30. It is further ordered that Mr William Stone and Mr James Heely do now in London take course for
stamping of five pounds worth of farthings. . . .

It is unclear how this order relates to the next.
1658-9 Jan. 6. Mr Thomas Abbot is desired to procure a stamp for brass farthings to pass within this city and to
disburse in such farthings £5. . . .

All the tokens are dated 1659, and the Norweb Collection has three obverse and three reverse
dies. An example is illustrated by Rowe, p. 77.
Southampton40
1669 Nov. 26. The Mayor should send for £20 worth of halfpence and farthings. . . .

There seems to be only a single pair of dies for each denomination (Wetton, pi. 17H and J;
Norweb 2002-3).
Stamford41
1668 Oct. 8. Whereas Daniell Wigmore, gent., major of this Borough, hath gott the some of Tenn pounds three[?]
for the use of the towne, by the towne halfepence lately come from London, It is therefore orderd and agreed that
hee shall send the moneys agayne to London for more halfe penys. . . .
38
40
W.T. Mellows, Peterborough Local Administration
Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts, Eleventh
(Kettering, 1937), pp. 172, 176, 181.
Report. Appendix, Part lit: The Manuscripts of the Corpor39
C.M. Rowe, Salisbury's Local Coinage (Salisbury, 1966),
ations of Southampton and King's Lynn (London, 1887). p. 31.
41
pp. 17-18.
Stamford Town Hall, Borough of Stamford Hall Books.
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Whether he did so is unknown. A quantity of £10 3s. in halfpence may derive from no more than
two obverse dies and one reverse (Norweb 2988-9), for the variety supposed by Sheppard to
have ten chequers may be the same as that with eleven chequers, the last of which can be faint.42
Weymouth43
1669 Nov. 5. Agreede uppon, Thatt Mister Deputie Maior bee pleased to laie outt Tenn pounds in Farthynges. . . .

Only a single pair of dies seems to be known (Norweb 993).
Wisbech44
1668 Nov. 20. The Town Balife is ordered to lay oute five or ten pounds in farthings at London, having them made
with the toune armes upon them.
1669 Feb. 28. Itt is this day ordred that the Toune Ballif and Mr Richard Harrison dose lay oute twenty pound in
halfpennys. . . .

Strangely, no such tokens have been identified, and consequently Wisbech has been omitted
from the table.
Worcester45
1667. The sum of £50 be dispensed, on making farthings, for the necessary exchange. . . .

One obverse and two reverse dies are in the Norweb Collection, a number which seems more
appropriate to an expenditure one-tenth the size. An example is illustrated in Spink Coin
Auctions, Sale no. 19 (1982), pi. 17, lot 283 (the first).
Conclusion
In the last column of Table 1, taking the middle of the range where halfpence and farthings
were ordered together, there are forty-two figures for die output. Their range (Table 2) is very
wide, from 2,436 based on Stamford obverses, to 96,000 based on the Gloucester (1669) or
Worcester obverse. If the upper and lower quartiles are marked, the range including those
marked figures is still 6,400 to 19,200; the median falls at 12,208/14,400.
Of the corporations which might be selected as more reliable, Bristol with sufficient dies for
statistical purposes lies in the lower quartile, and would do so even if the numbers of dies
were reduced by the omission of the undated and early group. Marlborough however, with
records of quantities both ordered and received, lies in the upper quartile, as does the Oxford
figure based on reverses.
It therefore seems best to concentrate on the mean, which overall is 19,355 pieces per die.
Thus an issuer with a single pair of dies is unlikely to have had more than 19,355 tokens. (There
may be something amiss with the data for Gloucester 1669 and Worcester). Conversely, more
than one pair of dies for an issuer suggests more than £20-worth of farthings, or £40-worth of
halfpence, if the first dies were of average life and had been used to capacity. This is probably
the best answer that can be given to the question raised at the beginning.
A useful by-product of this exercise has been the recognition of a consistent 1:2 ratio
between what a corporation spent on farthings and the value it received, for Bristol and
Oxford no less than for Andover, Poole, Marlborough and Sherborne; and Rye may preserve
an awareness of this ratio at the time.
42
T. Sheppard, Lincolnshire Tokens (Hull. 1911), p. 137, no.
and Town of Weymouth and Melcombe Regis (Weymouth,
234. The variety is repeated by Smith (above, note 31), p. 43,
1829), p. 328.
44
no. 251.
Boyne (above, note 21), p. 30.
43
45
G.A. Ellis, The History and Antiquities of the Borough
Cotton (above, note 23), p. 98.
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TABLE 1. Corporation Tokens with documented amounts, the number of dies, and output per die.
Corporation

Date

Andover
1665
Andover
1666
AndovenMr P 1667
Andover:Mr F 1667
Beccles
1670
Bewdley
1668
Boston
1667
Bristol
1653
Dorchester
1669
Dover
1668
Evesham
1666?
Evesham
1668
Gloucester
1657 Feb
Gloucester
1657 Apr
Gloucester
1659
Gloucester
1662
Gloucester
1669
Henley
1669
Lincoln
1669 May
Lincoln
1669 Jly
Lincoln
1669 Nov
Lincoln
1670
Lincoln
1669 Jly
Lincoln
1669 Nov
Lyme Regis
1668-69
Lyme Regis
1669-70
Marlborough
1668-69a
Marlborough
1668-69b
Marlborough
1668-69c
Marlborough
1669-70a
Marlborough
1669-70b
Marlborough
1671-72
Northampton
1653
Norwich
1667 Nov
Norwich
1667 Dec
Norwich
1668 Jly
Norwich
1668 Nov
Nottingham
1669
Oxford
1651-2
Oxford
1652-3
Oxford
1653-4
Oxford
1654-5
Oxford
1655-6
Oxford
1656-7
Peterborough
1669
Peterborough
1670
Peterborough
1672
Poole
1667
Rye
1669 Mar
Rye
1669 Aug
Salisbury
1658
Salisbury
1659
Sherborne
1669 Apr
Sherborne
1669 May
Sherborne
1669 Dec
Sherborne
1670a
Sherborne
1670b
Sherborne
1672
Southampton
1669
Stamford
1668
Weymouth
1669
Worcester
1667

Denom

'Ad
'Ad

'Ad
'Ad
'Ad,'Ad
'Ad,'Ad

'Ad
'Ad
'Ad,'Ad
'Ad
•Ad

•Ad
•Ad
•Ad

'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
•Ad
'Ad

'Ad
•Ad
Ad

'Ad
•Ad
'Ad
'Ad
'Ad
•Ad
Ad,'Ad

'Ad

Net Cost
2
*2
?10
15
10
*15
20
65
?20
*16
11
16
<20
10
30
30
50
7
20
20
15
10
5
5
21
20
?3
?9
?0
9
10
19
2
>*14
*6
*29
*6
15
20
?10
10
*10
*10
*10
10
20
20
10
3
?4
?5
5
11
10
10
10
10
10
20

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
13
17
12
7
19
0
12
0
14
11
8
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
50

0
0

Quantity
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
6
0
8 1
5
0
6
0
0
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

*4
3
22
12
*20
30
*40
*131
*40
+32
*23
*32
*40
*20
*60
*60
*100
*15
*40
*40
*30
*20
*10
*10
25
45
*7
*20
19
20
39
*4
>*29
*13
*58
•13
*30
43
?18
17
18
17
21
*20
*40
*40
19
*6
9
*10
*I0
13
20
22
21
21
19
rt
40
>10
*20
* 100

Dies

0
0
17
0
8
1
19
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0'Ad,'Ad 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
4
8
3
14
0
0
0
18
3
5
0
8
2
16
2
0
17
15
17
14
15
0
0
0
0
4
3
16
0
0
7
3
0
10
5
17
0
3
0
0

10
9
0
0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
10
2
0
0 .
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9 '
0
0
0
8
11 ,
0
0
0
0

Output

?1 + 1

3840

>4+4

9415

1+1
1+2
3+1
31+28
9+9
3+3

19200
14400+7200
6400+19200
4065+4500
4267
5120/10240

4+4

6600/13200

8+9

21600+19200

1+2
3+3

96000+48000
2400/4800

?3+3

20800

1+1

19200

4+6

17071+11381

4+3

25699+34265

>1 + 1

3840

6+9

18312+12208

3+3

4800

11+4

12039+33108

3+5

16000+9600

1+2

18432+9216

2+2

9552

3+3

6400

?3+3

37829

2+2
2+1
1+1
1+2

9600/19200
2436+4872
19200
96000+48000
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NOTES TO TABLE I
'Net Cost' excludes any identified costs of dies, transport, etc. An asterisk precedes calculated or hypothetical
figures. Where halfpennies and farthings were ordered together the 'Output' column has the range between two
figures, one if all had been supplied in halfpence, and another if all had been in farthings.
TABLE 2. Die Outputs for Corporation Tokens (from Table 1).

'

median

I
I

96000
96000
48000
48000
37829
34265
33108
25699
21600

Gloucester 1669
Worcester
Gloucester 1669
Worcester
Sherborne
Marlborough
Oxford
Marlborough
Gloucester

19200
19200
19200
19200
19200
18432
18312
17071
16000
14400

Beccles
Boston
Gloucester
Lincoln
Weymouth
Poole
Norwich
Lyme Regis
Peterborough
Bewdley

( J ^ O Southampton
I 12208 Norwich
12039 Oxford
11381 Lyme Regis
9900 Evesham
9600 Peterborough
9552 Rye
9415 Andover
9216 Poole
7680 Dover
7200 Bewdley
6400 Boston
6400 Salisbury
4872 Stamford
4800 Nottingham
4500 Bristol
4267 Dorchester
4065 Bristol
3840 Andover
3840 Northampton
3600 Henley
2436 Stamford
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KEY TO THE PLATE
Fig. 1. Oxford, City (the Mayor). 1652[-7] Oxford Token:
A l = Leeds 1 = Norweb 3665
B1 = Leeds 2 = Norweb 3666
C2 = Leeds 9 = Norweb 3667
D3 = Leeds 7 = Norweb 3668
E3 = Leeds 8 = Norweb 3669
F3 = Leeds 3 = Norweb 3670
G3 = Leeds 4 = Norweb 3671
H3 = Leeds 5 = Norweb 3672
13 = Leeds 6 = Norweb 3673
J4 = Leeds 10 = Norweb 3674
K4 = Leeds 12 = Norweb 3675
Obvs. A, B. F, G, and I are from Ashmolean Museum specimens; the remainder R.H. Thompson.
Figs. 2 - 5 . Marlborough, Borough, 1668[—71] Marlborough Farthings. On Figs. 2 - 3 the tower is battlemented of
two embrasures, and specimens have a diameter of 21mm; on Figs. 4 - 5 it is battlemented of three embrasures, and
diameters are 20mm.
Fig. 2 = Kempson 123a. Obv. initial mark mullet followed by A. . . Same rev. die as Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 = Kempson 123b. Obv. initial mark mullet followed by [stopJA. . . Same rev. die as Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 = Kempson 124a. Rosette initial mark both sides.
Fig. 5 = Kempson 124b. Pierced sexfoil initial mark both sides.
All from specimens in the Museum of the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society, Devizes.

ADDENDA
1. The six Oxford issues documented raise the possibility of administrative rather than technical causes for the
unusual die ratio, if some of the mayors ordered a new obverse die to mark an issue in their name, while continuing
with an old reverse die. In consequence all obverse dies would not have been used to their full capacity, and the
output figure for Oxford obverse dies would be artificially low.
2. T h e p u b l i c a t i o n of S. K. Roberts, Evesham Borough Records of the Seventeenth
Century,
1605-1687
([Worcester], 1994) modifies the dating of the three records published for Evesham, and adds this further example
of an approximately 1:2 ratio between costs and receipts (no. 438):
1666 Aug. 24. The mayor has spent £11 1 Is. Od. in procuring the farthings and halfpence. The value of the coins
struck is £23 8s. 6d.
No clear picture is immediately apparent from the remaining records which include amounts (nos. 441, 448, 452,
493, cf. p. xvi).
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GOLD, SILVER AND THE DOUBLE-FLORIN
G.P. DYER

' T H E R E can be no more perplexing coin than the 4s. piece . . .'. It is difficult, perhaps, not to feel
sympathy for the disgruntled Member of Parliament who in July 1891 expressed his unhappiness
with the double-florin.1 Not only had it been an unprecedented addition to the range of silver
currency when it made its appearance among the Jubilee coins in the summer of 1887, but its
introduction had also coincided with the revival after an interval of some forty years of the
historic crown piece. With the two coins being inconveniently close in size, weight and value
(Figure 1), confusion and collision were inevitable and cries of disbelief greeted the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, George Goschen, when he claimed in the House of Commons that 'there can
hardly be said to be any similarity between the double florin and the crown'. 2
Complaints were widespread and minting of the double-florin ceased in August 1890 after
scarcely more than three years. Its fate was effectively sealed shortly afterwards when an
official committee on the design of coins, appointed by Goschen, agreed at its first meeting in
February 1891 that it was undesirable to retain in circulation two large coins so nearly similar
in size and value and decided unanimously to recommend the withdrawal of the doubleflorin.3 Its demise passed without regret, The Daily Telegraph recalling a year or two later that
it had been universally disliked, blessing neither him who gave nor him who took.4 As for the

Fig. 1: Victorian double-florin of 1887.
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crown, it fared little better and, despite the active support of the Government, limped along for
just another ten years or so before it, too, was abandoned as a circulating coin of the realm.
For an explanation of this curious and short-lived experiment with double-florins it should
be sufficient to turn to the Annual Reports of Charles Fremantle, Deputy Master of the Mint
from 1868 until his retirement in 1894. His published Reports, begun in 1870, are written with
a degree of openness and frankness, yet in referring to the introduction of the double-florin he
says only that 'it remains to be seen whether this handsome coin will be generally popular'. 5
Nor does he have a great deal more to add in an article on the Jubilee coins which he
contributed in June 1887 to Murray's Magazine, where he writes a little lamely and
inelegantly that 'it is possible that the introduction of a larger piece than those which we have
hitherto been in the habit of using, in the shape of the double florin, may in many ways be
found useful'. 6 His reticence extends to the surviving Mint records in the Public Record
Office, where no formal justification for the issue of the double-florin has yet been traced.
For those familiar with Fremantle's Annual Reports, a suspicion suggests itself that the
Deputy Master was in some kind of difficulty. What that difficulty might have been is not
clear: perhaps there were broader aspects of public policy involved to which he preferred not
to draw attention or, more simply, it may be that he was being instructed to issue the new coin
against his better judgement. Certainly on an earlier occasion, when the possible issue of a
double-florin was being promoted in 1874 by J.G. Hubbard, a Director of the Bank of
England, Fremantle had challenged virtually every argument advanced in its favour.7 And
there is evidence that the passage of time had not modified his opposition, for in December
1887 he was to be found telling his opposite number at the Sydney branch of the Royal Mint
that he doubted if the double-florin would 'ever be in great demand', explaining somewhat
cryptically that the circumstances which had led to its introduction were 'very complicated'.8
The Treasury records are also less than helpful and Hansard, too, brings frustration rather
than enlightenment. Although there are a number of Parliamentary references to the doubleflorin, most of them unfriendly, nowhere do they elicit a direct explanation of what the
Government intended. For instance, on 23 May 1887, when news of its impending
introduction had become public knowledge, Goschen was asked in the House of Commons if
he would increase the issue of shillings and sixpences instead of adding to the already
excessive supply of large silver coins by the issue of double-florins. Here was an opportunity
to write into the record a concise justification of the new coin, but instead Members were
treated to a tedious account of how silver coins were distributed and how the shortage of small
silver could be remedied simply by the public demanding more shillings and sixpences from
their bankers. Of the double-florin the Chancellor chose to say nothing.9
In one sense the absence of public justification worked to the advantage of the Government,
for when the experiment proved to be a failure it could just as quietly be forgotten. But at the
same time the lack of official explanation has left the way clear for unwise speculation. There
are those, for instance, who believe that double-florins were issued merely because a friend of
Queen Victoria thought they would be useful in his business. 10 An even more frivolous
explanation was offered by The Times in May 1887. The double-florin, it suggested with its
tongue firmly in its cheek, would enable superior persons to tip more generously: since, it

5

Royal Mint. 17th Annual Report (1886), p. 21.
Murray's Magazine. June 1887. p. 750.
1 PRO. Mint 9/107. Hubbard wrote to Gladstone on 1
January 1874, while Fremantle's views are contained in his
memorandum of 10 January 1874. This was not the first time
that Hubbard had suggested such a coin, but the earlier gold
patterns of 1868 relate not to this but to an interest in an
6
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piece was equivalent to five francs.
8
PRO. Mint 17/25, Fremantle to Robert Hunt, 16
December 1887.
9
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd ser. 315, cols 873-5 (23 May
1887).
10
Royal Mint Library, double-florin file.
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said, the chief use of the florin had been to supersede the half-crown as the coin employed for
this purpose, the double-florin would now enable the balance to be redressed in favour of the
recipients."
Rather more credence, perhaps, can be placed in the view of Sir John Clapham, who in
1944 saw the double-florin as 'a half-hearted concession to admirers of the decimal system'. 12
Here at least the ground seems firmer for numismatists, familiar with the fact that the florin
had been introduced in 1849 as a first step towards decimal coinage. And there is
encouragement for such a view in an official Mint report of April 1853, signed by Sir John
Herschel as Master of the Mint, which claimed that a silver double-florin 'would have the
advantage of being a simple integer element (,2£) in the decimal subdivision of the Pound'. 13
In 1853, however, the decimal lobby had been vigorous and active, whereas by 1887 its voice
was muted and no concessions were necessary to keep it at bay.
Indeed Goschen and The Times in the summer of 1887 were at one in detecting little or no
sign of a strong tide of public opinion in favour of decimal coinage. 14 As for any link with the
double-florin, The Times specifically denied a connection. 'The double florin', it wrote, 'is
obviously not a tenth of anything, and is not even any divisor of a half-sovereign; so that its
adoption may be regarded as a definite renunciation of the decimalists and all their works'.
But why there should be a double-florin at all The Times confessed itself at a loss. There was
nothing that cost four shillings; the coin would be 'very heavy, very large, and very
inconvenient', and precedent, both at home and in France, suggested all too clearly that these
were disadvantages too great to be overlooked. 15 One hundred years later it is possible to
compliment The Times on its foresight but difficult to supply an explanation when none was
seemingly available at the time.
John Evans, in his Presidential Address to the Numismatic Society of London on 16 June
1887, did nothing to dispel the mystery, observing only that the utility of the double-florin
'has still to be tested'. 16 Nevertheless, such absence of explanation should not be taken to
mean that the new coin was without rational justification. As long ago as 1868 Ernest Seyd
had suggested that a double-florin, being lighter, would be more convenient than the crown
and would provide an appropriate intermediate link between the florin and the halfsovereign. 17 Even to a sceptic like Fremantle it had seemed possible in 1874 that the coin
might prove acceptable to bankers and employers of labour and might relieve the Mint of
some of the demand for small silver coins. And temporarily this may well have been the
case, for when Fremantle reported the substantial issues of double-florins and crowns in the
record year of 1889 (Table 1) he suggested that the demand had come mainly from large
employers for the payment of wages. 1 8 It was a result which had to an extent been
engineered by the Government, partly by its deliberate use of the coins in paying its own
employees and partly by its agreement from 31 May 1889 to reimburse the Bank of
England, at the rate of five shillings per £100, for distributing silver coins to its branches
and to provincial applicants. For this latter concession Goschen took full credit in his
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149-51 (16 May 1887) and PRO. T168/11.
15
The Times, 19 May 1887. Sir William Harcourt, however,
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Budget Statement the following year, claiming that the 'infinitesimal sacrifice' to the public
purse had set free the flow of silver. 19
At the same time as it promoted silver, from which it derived an immediate gain of some
twenty per cent or more by way of seignorage, so the Government discouraged the use of gold
half-sovereigns, and it is here that one of the underlying reasons for the introduction of the
double-florin begins to emerge. What had in fact prompted the earlier suggestion from
Hubbard was the notion that the double-florin would reduce the need for half-sovereigns, 'the
most costly coin that we have'. 20 Hubbard undoubtedly had in mind that it took only ten years
or so for a half-sovereign to wear below the least current weight and therefore, in theory, to
fall out of circulation. And he may also have known that die life was not long and that it was
difficult to keep the struck weight of the half-sovereign within the tight limit set by the
Coinage Act of 1870, so that on average something like forty-five per cent were rejected by
the automatic balances and never left the Mint. 21
TABLE 1: Double-Florins and Crowns struck by the Royal Mint, 1887-1902

£
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
Total

96,669
48,668
237,022
156,429

Double-Florin
s
d
8
0
4
4

0
0
0
0

-

Number of pieces
483,347
243,340
1,185,111
782,146
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_
_
_

s

68,395
32,974
451,805
249,465
141,598
112,833
124,461
36,226
63,215
79,399
65,529
40,362
41,575
88,339

-

-

£

-

Crown
d

5
15
15
10
10
10
5
10
10
15
10
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

-

64,005
1,660,187

0
5

0
0

538,788

16

0

2,693,944

Number of pieces
273,581
131,899
1,807,223
997,862
566,394
451,334
497,845
144,906
252,862
317,599
262,118
161,450
166,300
353,356
256,020
6,640,749

Source: Royal Mint. 18th-33rd Annual Reports (1887-1902).

Unprotected as it was by the international prestige that had attached itself to the sovereign,22
the half-sovereign was not a popular coin in official circles and by the mid 1880s opinion
against it had hardened. A somewhat odd proposal in 1884 to demote it to the status of a token
coin by reducing its weight had had to be abandoned,23 but in September 1886 Lord Randolph
Churchill, newly appointed as Chancellor, replied sympathetically to a proposal in the
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Commons that the half-sovereign should be replaced by silver coins. Although not ready to
deal with a question 'of very large and wide range', he left no doubt that withdrawal was an
option worthy of consideration and that he was not aware of any great or overwhelming
objection to such a course. 24 These were not mere words, for Winston Churchill was right to
say later that his father 'harboured a deadly design against the half-sovereign - "that profligate
little coin" - which he believed was an expensive and unnecessary feature of British
currency'. 25
Churchill in fact at once authorized Fremantle to investigate. Having been given permission
to raise the matter confidentially with the Bank of England, Fremantle was able to preface his
report of 17 September 1886 with the clear statement that the Bank was strongly of the view
that 'the Half-sovereign held such an important place in the currency system that public
feeling would be most decidedly against the abolition of the coin'. Evidently sure of its
ground, the Bank suggested that opinions should be sought from others in the City, from
employers of labour, and from the larger retail firms. Fremantle, having thus done justice to
his friends at the Bank, then turned his attention to the specific points which had been raised
by the Chancellor, namely the cost and method of withdrawal, the saving in expense by
discontinuing their issue, and the gain from seignorage which would accrue to the Exchequer
by the substitution of silver coins. This last Fremantle found difficult to calculate, especially
as some of the half-sovereigns would most probably be replaced by sovereigns, and
disappointingly in the present context he made no comment about the form that the extra
silver would take. 26
Fremantle's report was passed to the Chancellor by Sir Reginald Welby, the Permanent
Secretary to the Treasury. 27 Whilst advising against any action during the Parliamentary
recess, an intemperate step apparently in the Chancellor's mind, Welby told Churchill that he
saw no difficulty in principle, adding that even the most rigid supporter of the gold standard
might applaud the proposal to get rid of a very expensive coin. Of the concern in
Threadneedle Street Welby was dismissive, always finding the Bank 'very timid - and of
course careless about the interest of the Exchequer in such points'. But, in a clear indication
that a double-florin was not yet in contemplation, he warned that opposition might grow as
people found that 'four half crowns are much more troublesome to carry than half a
sovereign'.
Churchill remained keen to proceed, undeterred by any personal apprehension that 'as it is
essentially the coin of the rich he will have to be prepared for no small outcry from his Pall
Mall friends'. 28 Fremantle explored on the Chancellor's behalf the extent of the circulation of
small gold coins on the Continent, 29 and by November the proposal had matured into a wideranging reform of the gold coinage, the condition of which had long been thought a disgrace
and of which some fifty-five per cent was estimated to be below the least current weight. Gold
was to be replaced in part by an issue of one pound notes, and Welby and Fremantle now put
together a joint memorandum summarising the views of the Chancellor and suggesting the
measures by which Churchill's proposals could be given effect in the best and cheapest
manner. 30 They believed it probable that a large proportion of the £20,000,000 of half-
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Winston S. Churchill, Lord Randolph Churchill (London.
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sovereigns in circulation would be replaced by one pound notes and sovereigns, but some part
would be taken by silver since the half-sovereign was only used as 'change' and in its absence
'change' could only be provided by silver. 31 This they estimated at a 'strictly prudent'
£5,000,000, though they nevertheless proposed a note issue for the full sum of £20,000,000,
leaving a balance of £5,000,000 in notes to replace a corresponding amount of light
sovereigns. With the notes backed by a reserve of two-thirds securities and one-third gold,
such an exchange would produce a profit that could be funded to provide for the maintenance
of the gold coinage for the future.
By the beginning of December, when Churchill circulated his proposals to his Cabinet
colleagues, there had been further adjustments. 32 The amount of one pound notes had been
reduced to a gradual issue of £5,000,000 or £6,000,000, backed only by securities and to be
circulated in replacement of an equivalent amount of half-sovereigns. Another portion of the
withdrawn half-sovereigns was to be supplanted by £9,000,000 in recoined sovereigns,
leaving the remaining £5,000,000 to be profitably replaced by extra silver coins. There is still
no reference to the nature of this additional silver, but Churchill's memorandum for the
Cabinet was otherwise a model of lucidity and shows something of the force of personality
and intellect that had won over the Treasury civil servants.33
The Chancellor evidently secured a measure of agreement from his colleagues, because a
few days later he was able to confide details of the scheme to the Bank of England. In its
formal printed reply on 17 December the Bank, notwithstanding what it had apparently said to
Fremantle, was now inclined to be noncommittal about the half-sovereign: the fiscal benefits
of withdrawal needed to be set against the convenience of the public, the interests of the wageearning class against those of the wage-paying class, and if the Chancellor were to conclude
that the balance of advantage rested with withdrawal then the Bank would not object. But on
the issue of one pound notes it was predictably hostile. With the notes reaching less
sophisticated elements of society than the higher-value notes currently in circulation, the Bank
feared more frequent runs on gold and an increased risk of counterfeiting. Given, too, the cost
and short life of the notes, it claimed to be doubtful if their issue would in practice provide
anything towards the expense of rehabilitating the gold coinage.34
This was not, however, to be the Bank's only word on the subject. The following day James
Currie, the Governor, went along to the Treasury for 'a little informal talk' about the
Chancellor's intentions, repeating the view in Threadneedle Street that the cost of the notes
would swallow up the whole of the projected profit and that it would be impossible to limit
their issue to a particular sum as the Chancellor had in mind. On the question of the halfsovereign, the Governor remained equivocal, believing that withdrawal might be popular with
the wage-receiving classes but not with the wage-paying classes. But clearly he accepted what
Welby and Fremantle had said about the role of the half-sovereign in change-giving, since the
diary of Edward Hamilton, then Principal Clerk of the Finance Division of the Treasury, also
notes that the Governor 'would have a silver double florin piece in order to lessen the
inconvenience which the withdrawal of the small gold coin would entail on "change"'. 35
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As well as consulting the Bank, Welby and Fremantle had suggested that Churchill should
also seek independent opinion. 36 He is known to have written to Goschen, soon to be his
successor at the Treasury, and also to Sir John Lubbock, the leading representative of the
London bankers. 37 Like the Bank, Lubbock saw objection to one pound notes, especially
without a Parliamentary inquiry, and he thought that it would prove difficult to limit the
amount to be issued. He also feared that there would be considerable reluctance to part with
the half-sovereign and, significantly, he reminded Churchill that, with the crown never having
been popular, the gap between the half-crown and the sovereign would be inconveniently
large.
By the time Lubbock's reply reached Churchill, the Chancellor had resigned in spectacular
fashion over the Army and Navy estimates. His successor, George Goschen, was a man of
entirely different stamp: a former Director of the Bank of England, 'he was', said Churchill,
'the orthodox apostle; he was the canonized saint of financial purity'. 38 Edward Hamilton at
the Treasury likewise saw the exchange of Goschen for Churchill as 'a great jump from
heterodoxy to orthodoxy', quickly becoming aware of Goschen's inexhaustible appetite for
detail and, before long, of an 'inability to make up his mind & come to decisions'. 39 This was
not the man to take over Churchill's bold scheme, especially against the opposition of the
bankers, and in his first Budget Statement on 21 April 1887 he asked for more time to
consider the question of the gold coinage. For this he was rebuked by Churchill, who pointed
out that he had left definite proposals in a more or less finished state. Goschen in reply
admitted that the ground had been carefully prepared but added that there were related
questions of such complexity that he could not deal hastily with the matter.40
It was also clear that the half-sovereign was not without its supporters in the House of
Commons, among them Lubbock and Samuel Montagu. Lubbock suggested, moderately
enough, that 'the general opinion in mercantile quarters is that the half-sovereign is a very
convenient coin', but Montagu spoke with greater passion, describing withdrawal as 'a most
startling proposition' and urging that 'we never can abandon the half-sovereign'. 41 When,
therefore, the Jubilee coins made their appearance in June 1887 the half-sovereign was as
usual to be found among the range of denominations. But so were the traditional crown and
the newfangled double-florin, from which it may be deduced that the indecisive Goschen was
proceeding by cautious steps, testing the popularity of the half-sovereign and responding as
experience revealed the extent to which the half-sovereign might be superseded by one or both
of the two large silver coins.
Yet if Goschen drew back from the radical measure contemplated by his predecessor, he
was nevertheless no great admirer of the half-sovereign. He condemned it in the House of
Commons in March 1887 as a most expensive coin and, while denying that he had the power
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to suspend its issue, said that it was 'most undesirable' that more should be minted beyond
those absolutely necessary.42 By the autumn he was in correspondence with Mark Collet, the
new Governor of the Bank of England, about economising the use of half-sovereigns by
encouraging the circulation of the new silver crowns and double-florins; and this he followed
up in January 1888 by asking the Governor to do what he could to limit the issue of halfsovereigns as much as possible without attracting public notice or giving rise to complaint 43 It
can therefore hardly have been coincidental that no half-sovereigns were struck at Tower Hill
between June 1887 and February 1890, and in his Budget Statement of 1890 Goschen took
pride in having controlled the circulation of 'the most expensive coin in the world' 4 4 To some
it seemed that the course of events had been dictated by considerations of gain, the Treasury
having discovered that there was a loss on half-sovereigns and a large profit on crowns and
double-florins.45
However that may be, the assault on the half-sovereign provides a perfectly sound reason
for the issue of high-value silver coins. If it was approached with a degree of caution and
sensitivity this was understandable, for the circulation of silver in place of gold touched
something which ran far deeper than purely practical or financial considerations, namely the
standard of the British currency. Despite the blandishments of the bimetallists and the calls for
international agreement at impressively high-powered conferences in Paris, Britain had
remained wedded to the gold standard. Many, perhaps most, agreed with Lord Randolph
Churchill that for Britain to be able to afford to use gold so freely might be 'a source of credit
to this country', 46 but even in Britain the 'Great Depression', with its prolonged fall in
commodity prices from 1873, had created doubts in people's minds about the merits of the
gold standard. To some a bimetallic system, whereby gold and silver acted jointly as the
standard of value, seemed to offer greater stability, and that 'dreadful subject' 47 had begun to
generate an extensive literature.
By the 1880s the cause of bimetallism had gained influential adherents, and in June 1886 it
was given a political impetus by the third report of the Royal Commission appointed to
inquire into the depression of trade and industry. That report referred to the change in the
relative values of the precious metals, pointing to an increase in the purchasing power of gold
and an inconvenient depreciation of silver as measured by gold, with the price of silver having
declined by as much as twenty-five per cent since 1873 (Table 2). In the view of the
Commissioners the currency question, as they called it, went to the heart of the probable
causes of the depression and they called for an 'early and separate examination' of the
problem. 48
Three months later, in September 1886, a second Royal Commission was appointed, with
Fremantle one of its members, to look at what had happened to the value of the precious
metals. This Commission was in a real sense a concession to the bimetallists, but it was

42
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd ser. 311, cols 1581-2 (8 September 1886).
47
March 1887).
Churchill, Lord Randolph Churchill, p. 536. The words
43
Bank of England Letter Book 21, pp. 21-3 (Collet to are Winston Churchill's.
48
Goschen, 18 October 1887); PRO. Mint 9/124, Fremantle to
Third Report of the Royal Commission appointed to
inquire into the Depression of Trade and Industry; with
Collet, 24 January 1888; Royal Mint Library, bundle of
miscellaneous correspondence with Bank of England,
Minutes of Evidence and Appendix (London, 1886). pp. 3-5.
One of the latest accounts of bimetallism in the nineteenth
Fremantle to Chief Cashier, 16 May 1888. For subsequent
complaints about the restriction, see PRO. Mint 23/30,
century is to be found in John F. Chown, A History of Money
from AD 800 (London and New York, 1994), pp. 74-106; the
Hamilton to Fremantle, 19 November 1889; Parliamentary
Debates, 3rd ser. 339, cols 1477-8 (16 August 1889).
controversy has also been recently summarised by David
44
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd ser. 343, col. 701 (17 April Kynaston, The City of London, vol. 1. A World of Its Own
1815-1890 (London, 1994), pp. 390-5. For a convenient
1890).
45
Parliamentary Debates, 4th ser. 9, col. 639 (28 February analysis of the Depression, see S.B. Saul, The Myth of the
Great Depression, 1873-1896 (London and Basingstoke,
1893).
46
Parliamentary Debates, 3rd ser. 309, col. 106 (10 1969).
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also, as the terms of reference indicated, a recognition of the peculiar position of the
Government of India. 49 Receiving its revenue in silver and yet needing to make substantial
transfers of gold each year to the United Kingdom to pay for such things as interest on
stock, pensions, allowances, purchases of stores, and the expenses of British forces, the
Indian Government was particularly hard hit by the fall in the gold price of silver. It had not
suffered in silence, and in September 1886 it again made vigorous - and now very timely representations to the effect that a greater use of silver for currency purposes, including an
international agreement for the free coinage of silver, was essential for the finances of
British India. 50
TABLE 2: Average price of bar silver in London, 1870-1899 (pence per ounce standard)
Year

Annual Average (d)

Year

Annual Average (d)

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

60 %>
60 'A
60 Vi6
59 14
58 V,6
56%
52 %
54 %
52 %s
51 'A
52 'A
51 "Ae
51 %
50 Yh,
50 V*

1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

48 V»
45 y»
44%
42%
42 "Ai
41 %
45 'A6
39 %
35 X
28 "A*
29 %
30 3A
27 "Ac,
26 %
27 At,

Source: Sharps, Pixley & Company Ltd, A Table showing the Monthly Fluctuations,
Silver per Oz. from January 1833 to December 1968.

in London, in the Price of Bar-

The British Government, as Goschen was to say later, could 'no longer remain passive in face
of the situation in India. The Indian Government was clamorous. The situation seemed
unendurable.' 51 Even before the arrival at the Treasury of these latest representations, Welby
was advising Churchill that his proposed withdrawal of the half-sovereign provided 'a singular
opportunity' to offer a concession to India and to facilitate agreement amongst other nations
for the larger use of silver.52 Indeed, the politically aware Welby suggested that this would be
a clever smokescreen, Churchill presenting the proposal as being for the sake of India and
then, if forced to back down, sparing himself that loss of prestige which might attach itself to
the failure of a measure presented solely in terms of benefit to the Exchequer. Welby urged the
desirability of moving the Gold and Silver Commission in that direction; and the Treasury in
fact subsequently told the Commissioners that the inconvenience to the Indian Government
was recognized and that Their Lordships stood ready 'to promote by legitimate means, not
involving a charge on the taxpayer of the United Kingdom, an extended use of silver in this

49
50
For the terms of reference, see PRO.T1/8249A/14157 and
First Report of the Gold and Silver Commission, pp. 353-9.
51
First Report of the Royal Commission appointed to inquire
Goschen, Essays and Addresses on Economic Questions,
into the Recent Changes in the Relative Values of the Precious pp. 180-1.
Metals; with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices (London,
5= PRO. Mint 9/123. Welby to Chancellor of the Exchequer,
21 September 1886.
1887), pp. iii-vi.
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53

country'. Significantly, too, the Commissioners included a representative of India, David
Barbour, author of an 'exceedingly able' book on bimetallism from an Indian point of view. 54
At the same time Churchill, with almost disarming cynicism, played the Indian card in
Cabinet, reminding his colleagues that the Indian Government was 'sorely alarmed' by the fall in
the gold price of silver.55 He pointed out the importance attached by other Governments to any
measures that might extend the use of silver and suggested that limited concessions would be
helpful in signalling British willingness to aid an international objective. In this context his
proposed withdrawal of the half-sovereign would not only increase the demand for silver but
would also generate sufficient profit to enable the Chancellor to grant the desire of the Indian
Government for the abolition of the duties on the use of silver for manufacturing purposes. Two
great boons would thus be conferred on India, and, in Churchill's view, if the British public
would not forego the use of 'an expensive and not very needful form of coin' to assist such an
object then the Government could legitimately spare itself any further trouble on the subject.
Here, then, in an extension of the monetary use of silver, is a second and connected reason for
the issue of crowns and double-florins by Goschen a few months later.56 Fremantle may perhaps
be numbered amongst the sceptics, for in 1874 he had not been able to persuade himself that the
proposed double-florin would 'sensibly affect' the circulation of the half-sovereign, which he
thought very convenient for giving change for a sovereign.57 And if Fremantle was therefore
circumspect in what he said in public, it may be supposed that he also felt constrained by his
position as a member of the Commission not to say anything that might antagonise his colleagues
or might seem to anticipate the findings of the Commission. But more than that, as a staunch
believer in the gold standard and in his retirement a Vice President of the Gold Standard Defence
Association, Fremantle probably wished in no way to give encouragement to the bimetallists.58
Fremantle's difficulty in this respect was compounded by the fact that the double-florin was
in a sense the bimetallists' coin. From at least 1868, in their schemes for a full-value silver
coinage of unlimited legal tender, a place was regularly found for the double-florin.59 It was
certainly present in the proposals of the President of the Bimetallic League, Henry Hucks
Gibbs, who had espoused international bimetallism relatively late in life and who now
preached the gospel with the fanaticism of a convert. For instance, in one of several references
to the coin, Gibbs assumed in 1884 that, if the half-sovereign were to be replaced in part by
full-value silver coins, those coins would 'of course' be double-florins.60 Gibbs and his arch-
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First Report of the Gold and Silver Commission, p. 353. our country.' See International Monetary Conference,
Brussels. 1892. Instructions to the Delegates of Great Britain,
Hamilton's Diary: BL. Add. Ms. 48.644. fol. 105 (31
August 1886). The book referred to is D. Barbour, The Theory and their Report: together with the Proceedings of the
(London. 1893). p. 45.
of Bimetallism and the Effects of the Partial Demonetisation Conference
of
59
Silver on England and India (London. [1885]).
See, for instance, Ernest Seyd, Bullion and Foreign
55
PRO. Cab 37/18, memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchanges (London. 1868); Henri Cernuschi, Bimetallic
Money, and its bearings on the Monetary Crises in Germany,
Exchequer. 1 December 1886. It is perhaps worth
remembering in this context that Churchill had recently, if
France, England, and the United States (London, 1876);
Ottomar Haupt. Bi-metallic England (London and Paris,
briefly, occupied the post of Secretary of State for India.
56
1882); and William Leighton Jordan, The Standard of Value,
To support the price of silver by replacing the halfthird edition (London, 1883). The bimetallists were usually at
sovereign with crowns and double-florins had in fact been
pains to point out, however, that they did not suppose that
suggested a few years before by L.C. Probyn in his pamphlet.
A Proposal for Re-establishing and Maintaining the Value andmany double-florins would be required for domestic
circulation and that the public therefore had no need to fear the
Position of Silver (London, 1880).
57
PRO. Mint 9/107, memorandum by Fremantle. 10 January 1874. inconvenience of wagon-loads of silver.
58
60
Fremantle's opinion is clear from the statement made by
Gibbs was a prolific writer, and some idea of the extent of
his contribution to the bimetallic debate can be gained from
Sir Charles Rivers Wilson at the International Monetary
Henry H. Gibbs and Henry R. Grenfell. The Bimetallic
Conference in Brussels in 1892: 'In order to avoid all
misunderstanding, I desire, on behalf of Sir Charles Fremantle Controversy: a collection of pamphlets, papers, speeches and
letters (London, 1886). The 1884 reference comes in an undated
and myself, to make in the face of this assembly our
draft letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, apparently
profession of faith. Our faith is that of the school of monowritten in the context of the official proposal to issue token halfmetallism pure and simple. We do not admit that any other
sovereigns: Royal Mint Library, double-florin file.
system than the single gold standard would be applicable in
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collaborator, Henry Grenfell, were both Directors and former Governors of the Bank of
England; and it was another Bank of England man, its Secretary, Hammond Chubb, who in a
private memorandum of March 1886 assumed that a double-florin would probably be among
the coins required for a scheme of one pound notes, payable on demand in silver coin, which
he suggested as a concession to the cause of international bimetallism.61
It may therefore occasion little surprise that a double-florin should have been in the mind of
a later Governor of the Bank in December 1886, nor that it might be associated in the minds of
others with bimetallic propaganda. 62 But that is not to suggest that either the Bank or the City
was keen on bimetallism. On the contrary, Gibbs and Grenfell spoke only for themselves,
while the respected banker Bertram Currie offered the view that 'bi-metallism was all rof and
that were it ever to become a serious proposition then all the highest financial authorities with
very few exceptions would rise in revolt and 'blow the double-standard faddists into mid
air'. 6 3 Gladstone, that pillar of financial rectitude, was in the same camp as Currie, declaring
that 'if he lived to the age of Methuselah, nothing would induce him to propose a measure
which had any leanings in the bimetallic direction'. 64 It was a view that also found its echo
amongst the Treasury civil servants, to judge by Hamilton's description of bimetallism as a
quack remedy, 'absolutely impossible & impracticable'. 65 Goschen, however, if not as keen as
Arthur Balfour, the jewel in the bimetallists' crown, was believed to have some sympathy for
the bimetallic cause, or at least to be 'rather inclined to sit on the fence'. 66
For the bimetallists, and no doubt others, the double-florin's attraction was that it not only
matched the large silver coins of Europe and America but that, at four shillings in value, it
might also serve abroad as a dollar. Samuel Montagu, a persistent advocate of a British trade
dollar, said in 1888 that 'every one knows that a dollar is about 4 s . ' 6 7 and, indeed, in
mentioning the double-florin the bimetallists very often added 'dollar' as an alternative name,
just as Herschel had done in 1853. 68 A Member of Parliament even went one step further and
suggested that the coin itself should bear the inscription 'one dollar - one fifth of a pound'. 69
This link with the dollar was the explanation favoured by J. Birkbeck Nevins, writing early in
1888, and he was followed much later by Sir Charles Oman, who likewise saw the coin as
'intended to serve as equivalent to a dollar'. 70
As a dollar the double-florin might possibly challenge the Mexican dollar in those Far
Eastern dependencies of the Empire where that coin was current. It was an uncertain prospect,
one on which The Times found itself 'scarcely prepared to express an opinion', 71 but the point
had not been lost on Gladstone in 1874 when, unenthusiastic about Hubbard's double-florin

61
Royal Mint Library, double-florin file. Chubb refers to the
memorandum in a letter to J.W. Birch, 23 November 1886:
Bank of England. Secretary's Letter Book 26 January 1886-16
August 1887, fols 144-5.
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In a letter to Fremantle of 31 March 1890 William
Lidderdale, Collet's successor as Governor of the Bank of
England, spoke of holding back the issue of half-sovereigns
'& so maintain the circulation of the Bimetallists' favourite'.
Though he is undoubtedly talking of large silver coins it is not
clear if he is specifically referring to double-florins (PRO.
Mint 9/22).
« Hamilton's Diary: BL. Add. Ms. 48,651, fol. 113 (17
October 1889); Add. Ms. 48,650, fol. 19 (4 January 1889), where
Hamilton begins: 'I had some talk yesterday evening with
Bertram Currie, than whose financial judgment there is no better'.
64
Dudley W.R. Bahlman (ed). The Diary of Sir Edward
Walter Hamilton 1880-1885, 2 vols (Oxford,' 1972), I, p. 203
(24 December 1881).
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proposal, he had conceded that if the coin could circulate abroad this might make a difference.
Fremantle, however, had doubted if this could be so, since the dollar then had an intrinsic
value of about 4s 2d, as against the 3s S'Ad or so of a double-florin.72 Yet the hope had not died
and there was interest in 1887 when £1,000 of the new double-florins were issued for trade in
the East. 73 This was not, though, to prove a harbinger of things to come and the issue figures
show that less than five per cent of double-florins were sent overseas (Table 3). Its failure at
home could not therefore be counterbalanced by success abroad and the pseudo-dollar, as a
later Deputy Master called it, could not survive. 74
TABLE 3: Issues of Double-Florins by the Royal Mint, 1887-1891
Year

Bank of England

1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
Total

Scottish Banks

Bank of Ireland

Colonial Agents

Total

£

£

£

£

£

67,500
39,100
214,000
118,000
20,000
458,600

7,165
1,200
14,600
16,000

1,000
800
4,050
4,100

10,010
11,200
1,900

-

-

38,965

9,950

2,500
25,610

85,675
52,300
234.550
138,100
22,500
533,125

-

Sources: Royal Mint Library, 'Manuscript Information for Annual Reports. 1879 to 1895.' and Royal Mint. 22nd
Annual'Report (1891), p. 13.

The search for an explanation has yet to produce a contemporary document that might be
described in other circumstances as the Crown Jewels, but the double-florin has perhaps
become less of a mystery. Its origins are clearly to be found in a desire to limit use of the
costly half-sovereign, something that in turn would conserve gold and expand the demand for
silver, both desirable objectives given the concern that a diminished supply of gold and a
surplus of silver, by disturbing their relative values, had harmed trade and hurt the
Government of India. That both double-florins and crowns should be issued suggests
ambivalence and indecision as to which might be preferred, but in the event the British public
was quick to show that it cared for neither. Indeed, what emerged from the initiatives of the
late 1880s was the preservation of the British currency in its established form: the large silver
coins failed, the half-sovereign survived, the small-notes kite was grounded by the bankers,
and bimetallism suffered a mortal blow when the Gold and Silver Commission split down the
middle.

72
73

PRO. Mint 9/107.
Royal Mint. 18th Annual Report (1887). p. 9.

74
Sir Robert Johnson, Deputy Master from 1922 to 1938:
Royal Mint Library, double-florin file.
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THE EARLIEST STATERS FROM THE AREA OF THE DOBUNNI?
S.C. BEAN
TRADITIONALLY the earliest indigenous coinage from
this area has been identified as Allen's British Ra staters, 1
Van Arsdell's Dobunnic A. 2 The reverse of this type is
modelled on Allen's British Q. whilst the obverse departs
from this uniface model in depicting a 'tree' device.
During recent research on the coinage from the area of
the Atrebates and Regni, a new type of stater emerged,
apparently belonging to the area of the Dobunni. 3 Only
three specimens have so far been identified, each from
different reverse dies, 4 and, in addition, two probable
plated examples, also from new dies. Previously these
coins have been classified as British Qb, and the type is
not included in Van Arsdell's recent survey of the
Dobunnic coinage. 5 Like Qb staters they are uniface and
the reverse is also closely modelled on this type. 6 The
style is however much heavier, closely anticipating that
of British Ra, and, like Ra, the saw-tooth line below the
horse is now rendered as a row of thick pellets (pi. 23).
Unlike the main run of Qb staters, which are
encountered in yellow gold, the new type are struck in a
far redder gold. This is confirmed by the recent
metallurgical analyses shown in the table below. 7 One
specimen of the new type, in the British Museum, has
Comparative

been tested, suggesting the type is similar to Ra but
more cupreous than Qb. The new type appears to be
rather lighter than the main run of British Qb, 8 with a
mean weight of 5.4lg; the forty-two specimens of Qb
available for study have a mean weight of 5.86g.
This p e c u l i a r group is further r e m o v e d from the
British Qb by its distribution. Whilst Qb are not
u n k n o w n in the area of the D o b u n n i , they are
concentrated in the area of the Atrebates and Regni. 9
By contrast, the list below illustrates that the
provenanced specimens of this newly identified type
come only from the area of the Dobunni.
In conclusion this would appear to be the earliest
indigenous coinage from the area of the Dobunni. The
new type would therefore appear to be the predecessor
of Ra, as it lacks the innovation of the 'tree' device on
the obverse. It confirms that Ra is ultimately based on
Qb, not Qa, via the newly identified type. It will be
suggested elsewhere that the prototype. British Qb, may
be dated loosely to c. 60-40 B C , 1 0 and hoards indicate
that it did not survive long into the period of inscribed
staters (c.30/20 BC onwards), so a date around 5 0 - 3 0
BC might be suggested for the new type.

metallurgy of British Qb, the 'new' type, and British Ra

Type

Au

Ar

Cu

Source"

Qb
Qb
Qb
Qb
Qb
Qb
Qb
Qb

66.5
50.59
53.2
51.2
49.9
51.7
51.17
48.31

22.9
34.61
22.9
34.1
35.49
34.98
26.67
29.35

11.6
14.69
16.6
14.7
14.44
13.12
22.06
21.68

Cowell
Northover
Cowell
Cowell
Northover
Northover
Northover
Northover

1
D.F. Allen, 'The Origins of Coinage in Britain: A be worn British Ra obverse dies; this is confirmed by the
Reappraisal', in Problems of the Iron Age in Southern Britain reverses which are distinct.
7
M. Cowell, 'An analytical survey of the British Celtic
edited by S.S. Frere (London, 1960).
2
R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic Coinage of Britain (London. 1989).gold coinage', and P. Northover, 'Materials issues in Celtic
3
S.C. Bean, The Coinage of the Atrebates and Regni (Ph.Dcoinage', in Celtic Coinage: Britain and beyond, edited by M.
Mays, BAR 222 (Oxford, 1992).
thesis, University of Nottingham 1994; publication forthcoming).
8
4
This table excludes two distinct varieties of Qb to be
The identification of obverse dies is not possible, owing
published in Bean, as in n. 3, as types Q l - 6 and Ql-7.
to the uniface nature of the coins.
9
5
Bean, as in n. 3, figure 3.1.
R.D. Van Arsdell, Coinage of the Dobunni: Money Supply
10
Bean, as in n. 3, p. 214-221.
and Coin Circulation in Dobunni Territory (Oxford, 1994).
11
6
Cowell, as in n. 7.
The obverses are completely uniface and do not appear to
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Type

Au

Ar

Cu

Source

New
type

44.9

19.0

35.8

Cowell

Ra
Ra
Ra

46.5
45.7
45.2

22.7
23.0
26.4

30.4
30.5
27.7

Cowell
Cowell
Cowell

Extant
1
2
3

4

Specimens

Fd.-; 5.01g; B M 1 9 3 5 - 1 1 - 1 7 , 909, ex T.G.
Barnett. Au 44.9% Ag 19.0% Cu 35.8% (pi. 23).
Fd. Ozleworth, Kingswood, Bristol 1964; 5.60g;
Bristol City Museum.
Fd. 'Gloucestershire'; 5.64g; Private collection,
sold to Stanley Gibbons April 1977. Test cut to
reverse.

5
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Plated core. Fd. Bushwood Parish, Warwickshire
1990 (location confidentially recorded); 2.53g;
Private collection.
Core of plated stater. Fd. Lloyds bank site,
Alcester,
Warwickshire
1975;
3.725g;
Warwickshire Museum.

Illustration: Scale 2:1 Photo: Oxford Institute.

SOMERTON, SUFFOLK, TREASURE TROVE
ANDREW BURNETT
A total of thirty-one gold staters of Cunobelin were
discovered, on three occasions between 7 October and 2
N o v e m b e r 1990, in a field near Somerton, Bury St
Edmunds, Suffolk. There was no trace of a container.
They were declared Treasure Trove at an Inquest on 12
December 1990. No museum was able to acquire the
coins, which were therefore returned to the finder.
The coins are all of the principal gold type minted by
Cunobelin, depicting a corn ear with the inscription CAMV
on the obverse, and a prancing horse and the inscription
CVN (or CVNO) on the reverse. The inscriptions refer to
the mint at Camulodunum (Colchester) and to the ruler.
Whilst gold staters of Cunobelin are regularly found
in south-eastern England, particularly in Suffolk, Essex
and Hertfordshire, 1 hoards are very unusual. A small
hoard was found in Epping Forest during 1974, and
consisted of four staters of Tasciovanus and at least
eight of Cunobelin. 2 The finds from Chippenham, near
Ely, Cambridgeshire in 1981 included five die-linked
staters, although the extent and exact circumstances of

Allen
Somerton
total

that deposit are not clear. 3 The S o m e r t o n hoard is
therefore the largest hoard of C u n o b e l i n ' s coinage,
although it lies somewhat on the edge of the area in
which his coinage is normally found. It is not possible
to be sure of the reasons for its deposit and nonrecovery. The coins represent the full range of the
coinage, and so were presumably deposited towards the
end of, or soon after, Cunobelin's reign; one might be
tempted to speculate that the c o n c e a l m e n t was
connected with the Roman invasion of AD 43.
A full study of Cunobelin's gold was published in
1975 by D.F. A l l e n , 4 and his classification is that
generally used today. 5 The Somerton find provides the
opportunity to look again at Allen's study. The first point
to make is that the thirty-one new staters (Allen had 159
available) have added hardly any new dies. Allen found
sixty-nine obverse dies, and only two new ones were
present in the Somerton hoard. A few new reverses have
been found, but that is not surprising, as Allen himself
found more reverse than obverse dies (ninety). 6

specimens
159
31

obv. dies
69
23

rev. dies
90
27

190

71

98

1
3
A.M. Burnett, 'Chippenham, near Ely, Treasure Trove,
See D.F. Allen, 'The origins of coinage in Britain: a reappraisal,' in Problems of the Iron Age in Southern Britain. CHRB VI (1986), pp. 1-6.
4
edited by S.S. Frere, Institute of Archaeology Occasional
D.F. Allen, 'Cunobelin's Gold.' Britannia 6 (1975), 1-19.
5
Paper no. 11, (London, 1960), pp. 225-35. For a distribution
For example, by R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic Coinage of
map, see Coinage and Society in Britain and Gaul, edited by
Britain (London, 1989), pp. 393-427.
6
B. Cunliffe (London. 1981), p. 82.
The exact number of new reverses is not clear, as sometimes
2
the illustrations in Allen's article are not good enough.
Britannia 6 (1975), 18-9, with plate VII.
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We can therefore be reasonably confident that the
estimated total n u m b e r of obverse dies was rather
smaller than Allen's calculations suggested, and so we
should perhaps marginally reduce the estimated size of
the coinage made by Allen. 7 It seems unnecessary to
pursue the statistics in any further detail, given the wide
magnitude of error in such calculations. Allen's implicit
conclusion is supported by the new hoard, namely that
the size of Cunobelin's coinage was not very great in
terms of the probable amount of tribute paid to the
Romans, and a fortiori the size of the economy under
Cunobelin.

degraded, as that it should gradually become more and
more Romanised. These considerations may suggest, in
turn, that the organisation of the coinage is more
complicated, and that it may have been the case that
more than one style was in production at any given
moment; or there may have been breaks in the coinage
which account for the differences in style which can be
noted.

Secondly, the hoard provides the opportunity to look
again at the internal classification made by Allen of the
coinage. He divided it into four main phases, which he
called linear, wild, plastic and classic. The first and last
are easily definable; linear coins have no exergual line
on the reverse; the inscription is always CVN (rather
than CVNO); the horse sometimes has a bridle. T h e
classic coins have generally small and neat lettering in
the inscriptions, especially the obverse, and are
engraved in a very polished or Romanised style. A
small sub-group have the horse going left, with a flower
(?) rather than the normal branch above. The wild and
plastic coins usually h a v e CVNO, and both groups
i n c l u d e s u b - g r o u p s with a r i n g - a n d - d o t o r n a m e n t
underneath the horse. Otherwise the groups are rather
difficult to differentiate; the wild coins tend sometimes
have a dot or pattern of dots ('control-marks') on the
obverse, and the plastic coins are sometimes rather
crudely engraved and struck on o d d - s h a p e d flans.
Generally speaking the mane on wild coins consists of a
few lines which stick out from the neck, whereas on
plastic coins it is neater and consists of more, shorter
lines. Working through the Somerton coins, one felt
oneself wondering about the validity of the distinction.
Perhaps a more helpful one might be between coins
with the ring-and-dot ornament (Allen's wild B and
early plastic) and those without it (wild A and
remainder of plastic).

'Linear'
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Catalogue
series
5.46g
5.41
5.28
5.47
5.50
5.42
5.46
5.19
5.44

A/c
C(?)/new (as 3)
C(?)/new (as 2)
E/f
H/h
H/new (as 7)
H/new (as 6)
L/n
O/p

'Wild A' series
10.
5.40
11.
5.47
12.
5.58
13.
5.45
14.
5.54
15.
5.47
16.
5.43
17.
5.45
18.
5.54
19.
5.51

A/b
B/c
E/new
New/new
I/new
J/new (as 16-17)
J/new (as 15, 17)
J/new (as 15-6)
G/k
G/j

'Wild B' series
20.
5.42
21.
5.55
22.
5.42

C/f
New (like B)/new
C/g

There is also the question of the sequence of the
groups. The main reason for hesitating about Allen's
sequence is the way that the obverses have a strong
central stalk in the middle of the corn ear, principally
on most of the linear and classic series. The line does
also occur on some of Allen's early wild group, but one
is slightly reluctant to place the occurrence of the line
at the beginning and end of the coinage, with nothing in
between. On the other hand, it does not seem possible
to place the coinage in a single series and keep all the
coins with a central stalk t o g e t h e r . 8 Nor is it selfevident that the classic coins need to come at the end of
the series; a priori it seems as likely that the coinage
starts with the finest dies whose style then becomes

'Plastic'
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

A/a
New/a
B/a
I/g
I/new

7
Allen multiplied the number of dies by a figure of 10,000
coins per die; this perhaps seems rather on the low side and
30,000 is the figure more usually used today.

8
Bearing in mind the obverse die link noted by Allen
between his plastic and classic groups.

5.50
5.47
5.41
5.42
5.35

'Classic A' series
28.
5.84(yes 8)
29.
5.41
30.
5.41

C/e
E/f
G/h

'Classic B' series (horse to left)
31.
5.45
A/a
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A POSSIBLE MEDIEVAL FAIR SITE AT THE ALBANY, IPSWICH
J. NEWMAN

PART of a small R o m a n o - B r i t i s h settlement was
excavated in May and June 1991, prior to residential
development of the area. The work was funded by the
developers, J.S. Bloor Services Ltd. Only those parts of
the site directly affected by the d e v e l o p m e n t were
examined and in total an area of 1,300 square metres
was excavated. The site is on heavy boulder clay and is
adjacent to the Tuddenham Road on the northern side
of Ipswich. Topographically it lies at the head of a
small valley that drains southwards towards the River
Orwell. The Albany site is 1.1km south-east of the well
known Castle Hill villa site at Whitton.
Whilst the excavation did not reveal any definite
evidence for post-Roman settlement on the site, an
intensive metal-detector search of the spoil by a local
enthusiast did r e c o v e r n u m e r o u s m e d i e v a l coin

fragments as well as the expected Romano-British
objects. In all twelve complete silver pennies, nine cut
halves and twenty-one cut quarters were found, with a
date range between the reigns of Stephen (1135-54)
and Edward III (1327-77). Many of the complete coins
that were dropped at this time were probably recovered
straight away, but the smaller cut quarters were more
easily lost, and it has taken an intensive metal-detector
search to recover them. As can be seen in the following
table, a particular peak in the chronological distribution
of the coins occurs between the late twelfth century and
the late thirteenth century, that is between the reigns of
Henry II and Edward I. In addition one foreign coin, a
Flemish petit denier from the Lille mint dated to c.
1220-50, and a Flemish coin-weight of late medieval
date were recovered.

Summarised table of finds'
1135-54

1154-1216

1216-72

Whole pennies

-

2

1(a)

Cut halfpennies

-

5

4

Cut farthings

1

9

11

1272-1377
9(b,d)

3(c)

The exceptionally high coin loss rate indicates that
the Albany area may have been the location for some
form of fair site from the late twelfth century to the
mid-fourteenth century. Such minor fair sites may not
have left any trace in the historic records, but intensive
m e t a l - d e t e c t o r searches can recover the relevant
evidence. With this interpretation in mind it may be
significant at this point to note that the antiquarian
writer W o d d e r s p o o n recorded the p r e s e n c e of an

earthwork: 'On the road to Tuddenham, about half a
mile from the town (Ipswich), are e a r t h w o r k s ' . 2 The
earthwork in question could have been the remnants of
the Romano-British enclosure described above. If so, it
may have formed the focus for the later medieval
activity which resulted in the loss of numerous coins,
providing the ideal setting for a rural medieval field fair
away from the constraints of the nearby town of
Ipswich.

' Some of the coin fragments were too worn/chipped for
definite identification, and some reigns have therefore been
amalgamated. Key: (a) Flemish petit denier of Lille, c.
1220-50, (b) mainly pennies of Edward I, (c) farthings of
Edward I, (d) also a Flemish coin-weight, florin type.

14th/15th-century. English coins identified by E. Martin.
Flemish coin by M.A.S. Blackburn, Flemish coin-weight by B.
Cook.
2
J. Wodderspoon, Memorials of the Ancient Town of
Ipswich (1850), p. 66.
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TWO SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY NOTES
EDWARD BESLY

1. An unrecorded

Civil War hoard

THE following coins formed lot 262 of Bonhams' sale
on 13 D e c e m b e r 1994, and w e r e e x a m i n e d there
shortly before the sale. T h e i r p r o v e n a n c e is not
k n o w n , but the coins are said to h a v e been in the
family of the vendor, from Ipston, Wallingford, Oxon.
'for several generations'. The state of the coins is in
a c c o r d with this: w h e n first e x a m i n e d they w e r e
grubby, and with a somewhat musty smell; several had
been s u b j e c t e d to attempts at c l e a n i n g in the past,

u s i n g j e w e l l e r ' s r o u g e . A n u m b e r bore iron
encrustations.
In the list which follows, the weights of Elizabethan
and Jacobean sixpences were taken using a portable
electronic scale, supplied by Bonhams, to one decimal
place. It subsequently proved possible to re-examine
the other coins and they were reweighed at the National
Museum of Wales, to two decimal places; 'c' indicates
a coin that is noticeably clipped. 1

Edward VI (1)
Sixpence, fine coinage, p.m. Y?

2.51s

Mary (4)
Groats, very much worn

1.59, 1.25, 1.21, 1.03

Philip and Mary (2)
Shillings
full titles 1554
English titles 15[ ]

N.1967
N.1968

4.92
5.40

Crosslets
Martlet
A
Scallop
Tun

5.41
5.98, 5.74, 4.92c
4.95c
5.83
5.53, graffiti on obv

Hand
Woolpack
Key
One
Two

5.76, graffito on obv
5.74, graffito on obv
5.82, 5.30, 5.18c
5.42
5.83,5.70

Elizabeth I (50)
Shillings (15)

N.1985
N.2014

Sixpences (35)

N.1997

N. 2015

1

Pheon 1565;
Portcullis 1566;
Lion 1566, 1567;
Coronet 1567, 1568, 1569 (2), 156?;
Castle 1570 (2), 1571;
Ermine 1572 (2), 15—;
Acorn 1573;
Eglantine 1574, 1575/4, 1575 (2);
Cross 1578 (2), 1579;
Long cross 1580
A/A over bell 1583;
Scallop 1585;
Hand 1590;
Tun 1593;
Woolpack 1594 (3);
Key 1595;
Two 1602

I am grateful to both Daniel Fearon and Nicholas Watts, of
Bonhams, and to the purchaser of the bulk of the hoard, for the

2.5
1
2.4
1
2.6,2.2
2
2.6, 2.6, 2.8, 2.6, 2.4 5
2.7,2.7,2.6
3
2.4, 2.7, 2.6
3
2.6
1
2.6, 2.5, 2.5, 2.7
4
2.7,2.6,2.5
3
2.4
1
2.2c
1
2.7,2.9
2
2.5,2.8
2
2.8
1
2.7,2.5,2.1c
3
3.0
1
2.6
1

opportunity to make this record.
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James 1(16)
Shillings (9)

4.90c
5.18c
5.70, 4.91c
5.49, 5.07c
4.85c
5.63
5.33
2.6
2.7, 2.5
2.7
2.6
2.6
2.8

1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

14.49
14.97
15.02
14.68; 14.94
5.86. 5.84; 5.62
5.83; 6.00
5.68:5.86,5.70
5.76; 5.80, 5.76
6.00, 5.98, 5.93
5.92, 5.87, 5.79,
5.73,5.67,5.57
6.20, 6.02, 5.90
5.82, 5.81, 5.60
5.70
6.18, 6.06; 6.06
5.79. 5.63; 5.70
2.90; 2.98, 2.93
2.73
2.88
3.19
2.72
2.57
3.02

1
1
1
2
3
2
3
3

9
3
3
1
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

W Mint (Worcester?)
Shilling
Allen A3

5.85

1

Scotland
James VI (1)
Thistle Merk, Eighth coinage, 160? (1601-4)

5.90

1

3.83

1

Sixpences(7)

Charles I (48)
Tower Mint
HalfCrowns (5)

Shillings (33)

1/2

N.2073

2/3

N.2099

2/4
2/5
3/6
1/?
1/2
2/4

N.2100
N.2101
N.2124
N.2074/5
N.2075
N.2103

3/6

N.2126

N.2207
N.2211
N.2214
N.2215
N.2223
N.2225
N.2229
N.2231

Harp
Triangle
(P)
Sun; Sceptre
Harp (2); Portcullis
Bell; Crown
Tun; Anchor (r;u)
Triangle; Star (2);
Triangle-in-circle (9)

(P)
(R)
Star - (R), unc.
Eye (2); Sun
Sun (2); Sceptre
Bell; Crown (2)
Tun
Tun
Tun
Anchor (u)
Anchor (r)
(P)/(P) over T-in-C

N.2232
N.2233
N.2241

Sixpences(9)

N.2242
N.2243
N.2244
N.2245
N.2246

Ireland
James 1(1)
Shilling

2/3

Total:
Weights summary

Thistle
Lys
Lys
Rose
Rose
Mullet
Thistle
Thistle 1603
Lys 1604
Rose 1605;
Scallop 1606;
Grapes 1607
Thistle 1622

S.6515

Rose

123 coins, face value £5-ls-8/<d
2

1

Sixpence
2

Edward VI
Philip and Mary

1

2.51

Elizabeth I (all)

2.58

35

James I

2.64

Charles I to Star
later

2.88
3.0

3

1

Shilling
2

3

1

Half crown
2

3

(83.4)
5.16

2

(85.7)

85.8

5.54

15

92.0

7

87.8

5.23

9

86.9

8
1

95.5
(99.7)

5.79
5.86

11
22

96.2
97.3

2
For each denomination, the three columns show 1: the
average weight, in grams; 2: the number of specimens

14.73
14.88

2
3

(97.9)
(98.9)

weighed and 3: the percentage of the post-1601 standard
represented by the first figure.
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The coins, .as a group, appear to form part or all of a
previously unrecorded Civil War hoard. Relatively few of
the many such hoards recorded close with the Tower
privy-mark Sceptre (1647-9), though this may to some
extent reflect the much reduced output from the Tower
during this mark, and the brevity and localised nature of
the 'Second Civil War' in 1648. 3 Nevertheless the
presence of unworn specimens with the Sceptre mark (pi.
13,1-2), though not of the latest bust on the shillings, may
link the deposit to the unrest in 1648. There is one royalist
coin, a shilling from the 'W' mint, now generally accepted
as Worcester (pi. 13, 3); this and the vendor's address
form the only clues as to provenance, and Oxfordshire or
the West Midlands would seem to be feasible. The
evidence of clipping is mixed: five of the nine James I
shillings are clipped - a high proportion of a small sample;
but none of the coins of Charles I is clipped, and this
would appear to rule out a northern source for the hoard as
a whole, since the clipping which characterises Yorkshire
hoards, in particular, usually extends to all reigns. As is
usual, the Scottish and Irish coins are much worn, and
have been bent. Of the three Elizabethan shillings which
have graffiti, one bears a letter 'W' scratched behind the
queen's head on the obverse (pi. 13, 4); the other two also
bear the same letter, but in front of the queen's face.

2. A counterfeit

Commonwealth

halfcrown

dated 1657.

The subject of this note was examined at the National
Museum of Wales through the kindness of a private
collector in West Wales (pi. 13, 5). It appears at first sight
to be a Tower Mint half crown of the Commonwealth of
England, dated 1657, a year for which no half crowns
have hitherto been published. The existence of such a
coin is, however, feasible, both because other silver coins

of this year are known (shillings, ESC 996, 996A (pi. 13,
6), 997 and sixpences, ESC 1493 (pi. 13, 7), 1493A) and
because there exists a variety of 1658 half crown (ESC
440) with altered date 1658 over 57. 4
In some ways, the coin is convincing: it is a struck
piece and its dies have been created by the use of positive
punches; and the ' 7 ' of the date shows no sign of
alteration from another figure, a likely method of creating
such a rarity from a genuine coin of another date. Closer
inspection shows that the letter punches are crude in form
and on the obverse generally thicker than those to be
found on authentic Tower half crowns (pi. 13, 8). The
asymmetric ' M ' is particularly obvious in this respect.
The digits of the date, though similar in form to genuine
punches, likewise cannot be matched. The ' 5 ' , for
instance, appears to be complete, but its shape gives the
impression that the bottom part is broken. The rays of the
Sun privy mark are coarse, the inner circle beading on the
reverse is uneven and the harp, too, is sketchy. The coin's
weight appears to be decisive: though u n d i p p e d , it
weighs a mere 10.94g, or 73 per cent of the contemporary
standard. The weights of individual coins did, of course,
vary, but to put this in perspective, it may be noted that of
223 Tower half crowns of the 1640s studied for another
paper, the lightest weighed 13.09g and the mean weights
for different privy marks ranged from 14.77g to 14.93g. 5
The metal of the coin, too, appears to be debased, though
analysis to check this has not been possible. In short, the
coin has the typical appearance and low weight of a
contemporary counterfeit, albeit a skilfully made one. 6
This is not to say that a genuine 1657 half crown
might not yet be found. Unless he copied a shilling or
sixpence, the counterfeiter is likely to have seen a half
crown dated 1657 (the form of the last numeral is
convincing) and the existence of counterfeits of the rare
1655 half crowns has previously been noted. 7

3
E. Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards (London, 1987),Civil War coinages of Charles I', BNJ 61 (1991), 57-75 at p. 66.
6
pp. 56, 97-8, 117.
See, for instance, E. Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards
4
For a representative series of Commonwealth currency (1987), p. 8.
7
silver coins, see Spink Sale 55. 8 October 1986. lots 4-83.
D.S. Freeman. 'New evidence concerning the authenticity
5
E. Besly and M. Cowell, 'The metrology of the English of the 1655 half-crown', BNJ 38 (1969), 190-3.

MAGENS DORRIEN MAGENS: A NEWLY-DISCOVERED
MANUSCRIPT
JAMES MORTON
THE detailed paper on the 1798 shilling previously
published in this journal offered a comprehensive study
both of the coins themselves and of the source material
available at the time. 1 However, an intriguing document
1
G.P. Dyer and P.P. Gaspar, The Dorrien & Magens Shilling
of 1798, BNJ 52 (1982), 198-214.

has since c o m e to light which c o n t r i b u t e s s o m e
additional data as well as serving to confirm the
existing record on a number of points.
During 1980 and 1981 Messrs. Dyer and G a s p a r
2

Sotheby's catalogue, London, 6 October 1994, lot 188.
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were able to e x a m i n e fourteen s p e c i m e n s of the
'Dorrien & Magens' shilling whilst speculating that at
least ten further pieces might well be in existence. One
such coin e m e r g e d in the autumn of 1994, well
preserved in a twist of tissue and remarkable in that it
was accompanied by a manuscript entitled Coinage of
1798, written by M a g e n s Dorrien M a g e n s himself.
Dated 1814 and evidently intended as an historical
account, it relates in some detail and in characteristic
style the c i r c u m s t a n c e s s u r r o u n d i n g the attempted
issue. Interestingly the shilling ' s e n t h e r e w i t h ' is
described as one of four pieces which M a g e n s was
eventually able to obtain ' a s a m e m o r i a l of the
transaction'.
Identified amongst the effects of a London home
where they had apparently lain undisturbed for many
decades, the coin and manuscript were offered together
for sale by public auction in October 1994. 2 It was
s u b s e q u e n t l y s u g g e s t e d that a transcript of the
document might be of interest to a wider audience, and
this reads as follows:
Coinage of 1798
Previous to the Year 1797 - the great expences of the Nation
abroad, by the payment of Subsidies, and the maintenance of
both land and naval forces, together with a discredit of country
Bank Notes, required such large supplies of Bullion & Specie,
that at length the Bank became unable to satisfy the calls upon it
for Money, in exchange for its notes; and in consequence
obtained an Order in Council to dispense with the payment of
Money, except in very small Sums: this Order was subsequently
confirmed by Act of Parliament - The suspension of the Bank
occasioned a general withholding of Money in all transactions
till eventually it became very difficult to acquire Gold in any
way - The Silver had been for years of a debased Quality,
which was easily accounted for, from the Circumstance of
twenty one Shillings of mint Silver being worth more than
twenty one Shillings otherwise a Guinea of mint Gold originally all computations and exchanges were in Silver, but
since the amelioration of the gold coin in 1773, they may be
said to have been in gold, by which a general Loss of about 2'A
pc' took place, twenty shillings in gold comprizing only
nineteen shillings & sixpence in foreign exchanges, though
twenty shillings in silver still bore their full value: - this
difference was sufficient to banish all good weighty silver from
circulation, and no new could be coined but at a loss, for no one
would sell twenty shillings in silver for twenty shillings in gold,
or in other words for nineteen & sixpence: In this Situation were
affairs at the time of the suspension of Cash payments by the
Bank in 1797 The state of affairs could not but occasion considerable
anxiety to the Government, and in consequence it was in
contemplation to make a new coinage of silver at a lower rate,
say Sixty Six Shillings to the Pound Troy, instead of Sixty
Two, thinking thereby, however erroneously to secure a good
and satisfactory money to the public, not considering that the
moment Silver should become so much cheaper than Gold,
that what little did exist would be melted down & sold for
silver, which latter alone would be in circulation while the
public would be losers to the whole amount of the difference
of value as all exchanges would immediately fall to the
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standard of the existing Coin [Footnote: At present 1814 - the only monies foreigners can
get are Bank Tokens, of course their calculations are made
upon them, & in proportion as these are debased, so will the
exchange be reduced/
It so happened at this time that in consequence of the Bank
paying only in Notes, Persons soon found that it was willing to
advance money much more abundantly than heretofore, and
the needy readily fabricated paper to be discounted, with
which they carried on a forced foreign Trade upon an
extensive Scale (the bad Consequences of which were most
severely felt afterwards) this Trade aided the improvement of
the Exchange so much, that Silver could be bought from 3 to 4
pc 1 under the mint price Deprecating the Idea of depreciating our Standard, and
consulting the mint Laws, I found great inducements held out
to all persons who would bring Money to be coined in
repeated Acts of Parliament, I therefore was induced after
mentioning the Circumstance to those who officially
superintended those affairs at that time, and with their
approbation to purchase a small Quantity of Silver, and sent it
to the Mint on the 4th April 1798 to be coined (the Mint Bill is
now in my possession) - It soon was buzzed about what was
done, & specie being very scarce many other persons followed
my Example, and the Operation of coining begun; as I had
sent first, mine was ready for delivery by the 16th May, & I
was directed to prepare proper bags to receive it on that day;
on the 14 May however One of the Committee of the Privy
Council, Sir Joseph Banks I believe, came to the Mint, and
verbally informed the Mint Master that he was not to deliver
any coined Silver to anyone whatever - The law says 'That no
confiscation or restraint shall be made in the Mint, of any gold
or silver brought in to be coined, for any embargo, breach of
the peace. Letters of mark or reprisal, or war with any foreign
Nation, or upon any pretence' - (An Act of the present Reign
Geo 3 d ) - This is only noticed to instance the unfortunate
prevalence which exists in making ex post facto laws, and
subjecting our Acts of Parliament to the epithets of faithless &
deceitful to the parties acting under them - Hence a restraint
was laid upon the Silver, and subsequently it was ordered to be
seized, & re-melted, which was done, an act was also passed
to repeal the former Laws, and to stop all coinage of silver, the
parties were to be paid in Bank Notes, but though these
proceedings took place in May, it was not till the succeeding
October that even those could be obtained after repeated
remonstrances to the Treasury —
During these Transactions of course I went frequently to the
Mint, and finding that the money was absolutely to be melted
again, I prevailed upon the Mint Master previously as a great
favour to let me have 4 of the shillings, as a memorial of the
transaction. One of which is that sent herewith, how many
other persons might procure 2 or 3 I know not, but I believe
scarcely any one did except Sir Joseph Banks himself at whose
House I have seen one
The whole Sum coined & begun to be coined was upwards
of £30,000 paid for in Bank Notes - An amount of Bullion
sent in besides & returned to the Owners was I believe
upwards of £70,000 Sterling - £100,000 more was ready for
the purpose 22 Jan r y 1814
M. Dorrien Magens -

COIN REGISTER 1994
In recent times we have all been made increasingly aware of the significance of single coin
finds, partly because such finds are relevant to the solution of historical problems such as the
regional pattern of coin circulation, and partly because of the number of rare types or
completely new varieties which come to light in this way. It is desirable that single finds
should be recorded promptly, accurately and in an organised manner.
The Coin Register is an annual listing, to which anyone having single finds to report from
Britain or Ireland may contribute. Any Celtic, Anglo-Saxon, Norman or Plantagenet coin will
be eligible down to and including the 'Tealby' type of Henry II, but entries for Roman coins
and for later medieval and modern coins will be restricted to those coins which are of
particular numismatic merit. The essential criterion for inclusion will be that the coin is new,
by virtue of either being newly found or (if previously discovered) being hitherto unpublished.
Single finds from excavation sites may be included, if it seems likely that there would
otherwise be considerable delay in publication.
The listing of Celtic coins in the Coin Register is carried out in association with the Celtic
Coin Index at the Institute of Archaeology, Oxford. Celtic material should therefore be sent in
the first instance to Cathy King, c/o the Institute of Archaeology, 36 Beaumont Street, Oxford
0X1 2PG. Other material should be sent to: E.M. Besly, Department of Archaeology and
Numismatics, National Museum of Wales, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF1 3NP. Potential
contributors should contact either of the editors of BNJ with any queries about how to submit
and set out material.
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Index

Abingdon, near, Oxon., 60
Admington, Warwicks., 336
Amington, Staffs., 98
Ash, Kent, 111
Ashill, Norfolk, 255, 360
Ashwellthorpe, Norfolk, 232, 248
Badingham, Suffolk, 254, 257
Banham., Norfolk, 116, 128-9
Bardwell, near, Suffolk, 115, 156-8, 165
Barnham Broom, Norfolk, 130
Bawburgh, Norfolk, 249
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Bawsey, Norfolk, 120, 125, 131
Bawtry, near, S. Yorks., 288
Beachamwell, Norfolk, 91
Beetley, Norfolk, 133
Billockby, Norfolk, 279
Bishop's Sutton, Hants., 178, 250, 294, 304
Boston, region, Lines., 191, 215, 241, 253, 309
Boxley, Kent, 190
Bracon Ash, Norfolk, 121
Bradenham, Norfolk, 139, 183, 188, 240, 242, 348
Bramford, Suffolk, 216
Brandon, Suffolk, 186, 264, 270-1, 278, 280, 335
Brandon, near Suffolk, 286, 319, 324, 333
Brettenham, Norfolk, 87
Broadstairs, Kent, 48
Buckland, Herts., 347
Bungay, Suffolk, 171
Burgh Castle, Norfolk, 122
Burnham Market, Norfolk, 124, 148, 161
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, 246, 327
Caistor St Edmund, Norfolk, 118, 339
Caistor by Norwich, Norfolk, 328
Caxton End, Cambs., 245
Charsfield, Suffolk, 10
Chediston, Suffolk, 263
Chelmsford, near, Essex, 51, 67-8, 293, 297, 301, 331
Cheltenham, near, Gloucs., 9
Cheriton, near, Hants., 149, 206, 208-9, 243
Chillenden, Kent, 1
Cleeve Prior, Worcs., 85
Codicote, Herts., 5, 71
Colchester, Essex, 103
Colchester, near, Essex, 112, 168
Colkirk, Norfolk, 132, 201
Congham, Norfolk, 109, 119, 126, 159, 199, 306
Costessey, Norfolk, 346
Cranwich, Norfolk, 237-8, 259, 353
Crimplesham, Norfolk, 141
Crowmarsh Gifford, Oxon., 69
Croxton, Norfolk, 213, 318, 350
Daglingworth, Gloucs., 366
Doncaster, near, S. Yorks., 292
Drayton, Oxon., 55
EastKnoyle, Wilts, 136, 162
EastRudham, Norfolk, 117, 123, 160, 2 5 6 , 3 1 7
East Tuddenham, Norfolk, 20
Effingham. Surrey, 273
Egham, Surrey, 73
Elkstone, Gloucs., 365
Essex, mid, 262
Evenley, Northants., 88
Eynsford, Kent, 11,16
Farnborough, Kent, 38
Fincham, Norfolk, 21, 27
Flaxby, N. Yorks., 290
Flowton, Suffolk, 170
Fulmodestone, Norfolk, 276
Funtington, W. Sussex, 42
Fyfield, Oxon., 84
Gayton, Norfolk, 305, 330
Gravesend, Kent, 47
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Great Oakley, Essex, 127
Great Wakering, Essex, 225
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, 22
Hasketon, Suffolk, 291
Haverhill, near, Suffolk, 3, 96, 302
Hellesdon, Norfolk, 308
Hemingstone, Suffolk, 185
Higham, Kent, 61
Hillington, Norfolk, 337
Hollingbourne, Kent, 14
Holme Hale, Norfolk, 6, 24, 92-3, 230
Horncastle, near, Lines., 285
Huntingdon, Cambs., 252
Huntingdon, near, Cambs., 214
Ingatestone, Essex, 75
Ixworth, near, Suffolk, 207
Kelsale-cum-Carlton, Suffolk, 110
Kenninghall, Norfolk, 284
Kent, 358
Kent, east, 153, 1 9 7 , 3 1 0 , 3 1 3
King's Lynn, near, Norfolk, 300
Lakenheath, Suffolk, 281
Lancashire, south, 261
Langdon, Kent, 56
Langham Heath, Essex, 167
Laxfield, Suffolk, 181
Lincoln, near, 244, 296
Littleborough, near, Lines., 233
Little Oakley, Essex, 114
London (Cannon Street, Thames), 147
London (Lambeth, Thames), 137, 144
London (Thames?), 172-3, 355-7
Lower Higham, Kent, 82
Lower Quinton, Warwicks., 336
Lyminge, Kent, 18
Market Weighton, near, N. Humberside/Yorks
265-6
Market Weston, Suffolk, 351
Marlow, Bucks., 12
Marr, W. Yorks., 275
Marton, near, Lines., 152
Mattishall, Norfolk, 345
Meldreth, Cambs., 150-1
Melton Mowbray, Leics, 99
Merton, Norfolk, 97, 303
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent, 17, 41, 46, 54, 135, 13!
166, 224
Mulbarton, Norfolk, 89
Mundesley, Norfolk, 349
Narborough, Norfolk, 142, 146, 359
Narford, Norfolk, 146, 359
Newmarket, near, Suffolk, 2 8 2 - 3
North Creake, Norfolk, 155, 187, 189
North Lopham, Norfolk, 211
North Owersby, Lines, 198
Norwich, Norfolk, 154 (?), 315
Otford, Kent, 15, 26, 34, 6 4 - 5
Over Whiteacre, Warwicks., 101
Overy, Norfolk, 124, 148, 161
Oxborough, Norfolk, 223, 362
Packenham, Suffolk, 179

Papworth, near, Cambs., 231
Polesworth, near, Warwicks., 363
Postwick, Norfolk, 176, 321, 342, 344
Quidenham, Norfolk, 184, 222, 322
Ramsgate, Kent, 36, 113
Reepham, Norfolk, 354
Riddlesworth, Norfolk, 219
Ringstead, Norfolk, 63, 210
Rochester, near, Kent, 204
Roundway, Wilts., 194
Rushford, Norfolk, 340
Runton, Norfolk, 29
St Peters, Kent, 220
Salle, Norfolk, 267
Sandwich, Kent, 7 - 8 , 33, 35, 39, 49, 5 8 - 9
Sedgefield, near, Co. Durham, 343
Shipdham, Norfolk, 140, 200
Shoeburyness, Essex, 225
Shorne, Kent, 2, 32, 37, 40, 44, 62, 76, 81
Shottesham, Norfolk, 175
Sleaford, Lines., 145
Snainton, N. Yorks., 298
Snettisham, Norfolk, 9 4 - 5
South Kyme, Lines., 312
South Kyme, near, Lines., 289
South Lopham, Norfolk, 196, 212
South Pickenham, Norfolk, 174
Spalding, near, Lines., 277, 314
Standlake, Oxon., 86
Stanfield, Norfolk, 133
Stenson, Derbys., 269
Stocking Pelham, Herts., 180
Stoneleigh, Warwicks., 100, 102
Swaffham, Norfolk, 202
Tenby, Pembs. (Dyfed), 361
Thelnetham, Suffolk, 182
Thetford, Norfolk, 311, 323
Thetford, near, Norfolk, 106-8, 195, 203, 205, 228,
234, 272
Thirsk, N. Yorks., 326
Torksey, Lines., 169, 192, 236, 247
Tring, Herts., 23, 53, 70
Uncertain (Dorset?), 163, 260
Upper Sheringham, Norfolk, 258
Upton-with-Fishley, Norfolk, 364
Upwell, Norfolk, 341
Walpole St Peter, Norfolk, 226
Walsoken, Norfolk, 134, 164
Warham, Norfolk, 334, 352
Waterbeach, near, Cambs., 52
Waterston, Dorset, 229
Welford on Avon, Warwicks., 83
West Harling, Norfolk, 177
West Horsley, Surrey, 13
West Morden, Hants., 274
West Rudham, Norfolk, 221, 227, 287, 295, 307, 316,
320, 338
Weybourne, Norfolk, 332
Wicklewood, Norfolk, 30, 90
Wimborne, near, Dorset, 251
Winterton, Norfolk, 105
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Wisborough Green, W. Sussex, 19
Woodmansterne, Surrey, 217
Woodnesborough, Kent, 25
Worth, Kent, 4, 31, 43, 45, 50, 57, 66, 72, 74, 77-80,

218
Wreningham, Norfolk, 28, 268, 325
Wye, Kent, 193, 239
Wymondham, Norfolk, 329
York, near, 299

Celtic Coins
1. Gallo-Belgic, quarter stater, class XA, Scheers
series 4 class II (CCI 94.1360).
Weight: 1.95g.
Chillenden, Kent.
P. de J.
2. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class C, Mack 26, VA 4 8 - 1 ,
Scheers series 9 class III (CCI 94.0405).
Weight: 6.64g.
Shorne, Kent.
D.H.
3. Gallo-Belgic, quarter stater, class DB, Mack 41a,
VA 69-3, Scheers series 13 class IV (CCI 94.0805).
Weight: not available.
Haverhill, near, Suffolk.
M.J.C.
4. Gallo-Belgic, quarter stater, class DC, Mack 41, VA
69-1, Scheers series 13 class III (CCI 94.0332).
Weight: 1.42g.
Worth, Kent.
D.H.

Weight: 2.23g.
Sandwich, Kent.
D.H.
9. Remi, bronze unit, Scheers series 146 (CCI 94.0064).
Obv. [RE]MO.
Rev. legend off flan.
Weight: 2.59g.
Cheltenham, near, Gloucestershire.
D.J.S.
10. Nervii, cast bronze unit, Scheers series 190 class
IV (CCI 94.1067).
Weight: not available.
Charsfield, Suffolk
P. de J.
11. British, potin, class I, type A (CCI 94.0431).
Weight: 2.15g.
Eynsford, Kent.
D.H.
12.
British, potin, class I, perhaps type C (CCI
94.0934).
Weight: 2.51 g.
Marlow, Buckinghamshire.
C.E.K.
13.
British, potin, class I, perhaps type D (CCI
94.0243).
Weight: 2.45g.
West Horsley, Surrey.
P. de J.
14. British, potin, class I, type GB1 (CCI 94.0316).
Weight: 1.39g.
Hollingbourne, Kent.
D.H.

5. Gallo-Belgic, gold plated silver stater, class E,
Mack 27, VA 5 2 - 3 , Scheers series 24 class II (CCI
94.0404).
Weight: 4.19g.
Codicote, Hertfordshire.
D.H.

15. British, potin, class II, type 02 (CCI 94.0411).
Weight: 1.18g.
Otford, Kent.

6. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class E, Mack 27, VA 50ff,
Scheers series 24 classes I-IV (CCI 94.0180).
Weight: 6.29g.
Holme Hale, Norfolk.
J.A.D.

16. British, potin, class II, cf. type P (CCI 94.0432).
Weight: 1.19g.
Eynsford, Kent.
One of five examples in the CCI of this distinctive
subtype, with pellets around the obverse eye.
P. de J./D.H.

7. Suessiones, bronze unit, Scheers series 27 (CCI
94.0261).
Rev. CRIC1RV.
Weight: 3.39g.
Sandwich, Kent.
D.H.
8. Ambiani, bronze unit, Scheers series 80b class II
(CCI 94.0268).
Obv. legend (VOC1ICA) not visible.

D.H.

17. British, potin, Thurrock type (CCI 94.0341).
Rev. traces of MA.
Weight: 3.76g.
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent.
The large numbers of this type being discovered in
Kent indicate that Van A r s d e l l ' s attribution to the
Trinovantes and/or Catuvellauni is incorrect. David
Holman has suggested that the type should be renamed
as the primary Kentish potin series.

D.H.
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18. British, potin, Thurrock type (CCI 94.0390).
Rev. MA.
Weight: 3.54g.
Lyminge, Kent.

Weight: 5.23g.
Fincham, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
D.H.

19. British, stater, class C, Mack 31, VA 1220-1 (CCI
94.1224).
Weight: '6g'.
Wisborough Green, West Sussex.
This is the first example of this type to be discovered
since the plated forgery reputedly found at Westonunder-Penyard, some time before 1913.
P. de J.
20. British, stater, class F, Mack 47, VA 1458-1 (CCI
94.1580).
Weight: 6.33g.
East Tuddenham, Norfolk.
T h e second e x a m p l e of the type found since the
Clacton hoard of 1898.
J.A.D.
21. British, stater, class JB, Mack 49b, VA 6 1 0 - 3 (CCI
94.0185).
Weight: 5.26g.
Fincham, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
22. British, plated stater, class JB, Mack 49b, VA
610-5 (CCI 94.0155).
Weight: 4.93g (pierced).
Great Walsingham, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
23. British, stater, class LB, Mack 137, VA 1487-1
(CCI 94.1064).
Weight: not available.
Tring, Hertfordshire.
P. de J.
24. British, stater, class LB, Mack 143, VA 1505-1
(CCI 94.0164).
Weight: 5.56g.
Holme Hale, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
25. British, quarter stater, class LY 4, Mack 284, VA
170-1 (CCI 94.0352).
Weight: 1.34g.
Woodnesborough, Kent.
D.H.
26. British, quarter stater, class LZ 2, Mack 85, VA
151-1 (CCI 94.0413).
Weight: 1.17g.
Otford, Kent.
D.H.
27. British, stater, class NA, Mack 399, VA 6 2 0 - 1
(CCI 94.0186).

28. British, stater, class NA, Mack 403b, VA 6 2 0 - 7
(CCI 94.0160).
Weight: 5.3lg.
Wreningham, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
29. British, stater, class NB, Mack 401, VA 6 2 6 - 1
(CCI 94.0184).
Weight: 5.65g.
Runton, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
30. British, quarter stater, class ND, Mack 404, VA
628-1 (CCI 94.0171).
Weight: 1.07g.
Wicklewood, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
31. 'Cantii', silver unit of Dubnovellaunus, Mack 286,
VA 171-1 (CCI 94.0303).
Rev. DVB[NO],
Weight: l.OOg.
Worth, Kent.
D.H.
32.
'Cantii', bronze unit of Dubnovellaunus, Mack
291, VA 181-1 (CCI 94.0420).
Obv. legend off flan.
Weight: 2.30g.
Shorne, Kent.
The horserider is apparently female, not male as
indicated by Van Arsdell.
P. de J./D.H.
33. 'Cantii', bronze unit of Dubnovellaunus, new type
(CCI 94.0381).
Obv. boar 1., pellet in ring below head, uncertain
decoration above; DVBNOVf. . .] below.
Rev. horse r. with stylized rider, pellet in ring above and
below; DVBNOVIILLAVNOS around.
Weight: 2.3 lg.
Sandwich, Kent.
This coin is very similar in style to the preceding example.
P. de J./D.H.
34. 'Cantii', plated stater of Vosenos, Mack 297, VA
184-1 (CCI 94.0414).
Rev. legend off flan.
Weight: 1.76g.
Otford, Kent.
D.H.
35.
'Cantii', bronze unit perhaps of Vosenos, Mack
299, VA 187-1 (CCI 94.0279).
Rev. SA.
Weight: 2.28g.
Sandwich, Kent.

D.H.
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36. 'Cantii', plated silver unit of Amminus, Mack 313,
VA 192-1 (CCI 94.0371).
Obv. [AMM]IHV8.
Rev. DVN.
Weight: 0.78g.
Ramsgate, Kent.
D.H.

43.
'Atrebates', bronze unit of Eppillus, Mack 310,
VA 451-1 (CCI 94.0286).
Obv. EPPIL [CO F],
Weight: 2.19g.
Worth, Kent.
One of four from Worth.
D.H.

37.
'Cantii', silver unit of Amminus, Mack 314, VA
194-1 (CCI 94.0427).
Obv. A.
Rev. AMI S.
Weight: 0.93g.
Shorne, Kent.
Two distinct varieties of this type are recorded in the
CCI, that illustrated by Van Arsdell with AM below the
hippocamp (four examples), and the type as here with
AMI (three examples).
P. de J./D.H.

44.
'Atrebates', bronze unit of Eppillus, Mack 311,
VA 452-1 (CCI 94.0435).
Obv. legend off flan.
Weight: 2.52g.
Shorne, Kent.
D.H.

38. 'Cantii', silver unit perhaps of Vosenos, new type
(CCI 94.0410).
Obv. wreathed head 1., pellet in ring motifs behind, SA
in front, the whole within a pellet border.
Rev. h i p p o g r y p h 1. with head turned back, with
prominent collar and strap around belly; tail curved up
above back with pellet in ring above; SA below.
Weight: 0.83g.
Farnborough, Kent.
The fourth example of the type recorded in the CCI;
a previous example was published in Coin Register,
BNJ 60 (1990), no. 130. See also no. 46.
P. de J./D.H.
39.
'Cantii', bronze unit, class LY 6, Mack 295, VA
154-1 (CCI 94.0272).
Weight: 1.45g.
Sandwich, Kent.
One of two from the same site in Sandwich.
D.H.
40.
'Cantii', bronze unit, class LY 7, Mack 296, VA
154-3 (CCI 94.0419).
Weight: I.95g.
Shorne, Kent.
D.H.
41. 'Cantii', bronze unit, class LY 8, Mack 316a, VA
154-5 (CCI 94.0345).
Weight: 2.20g.
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent.
D.H.
42.
'Atrebates', plated stater of Tincommius, Mack
96, VA 375-1 (CCI 94.0009).
Obv. TINC.
Rev. C [F].
Weight: 3.70g.
Funtington, West Sussex.
Reverse legend partly obscured by deep test cut.
P. de J.

45.
'Atrebates', bronze unit of Eppillus, Mack 312,
VA 4 5 3 - 1 (CCI 94.0273).
Obv. legend off flan.
Rev. [EP] C [F].
Weight: 2.33g.
Worth, Kent.
D.H.
46.
'Atrebates', bronze unit of Eppillus, new type
(CCI 94.0358).
Obv. boar r., pellet in ring between legs, star above and
below head; above the boar, EPI between pellet in rings.
Rev. uncertain beast 1., head looking back, pellet
between back and tail; cross motif below.
Weight: 1.30g.
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent
Although the obverse legend would seem to place this
type firmly alongside other issues of Eppillus, the style of
the reverse bears a striking similarity to the SA silver unit
described above (no. 38). Same type as the following coin.
P. de J./D.H.
47.
'Atrebates', bronze unit of Eppillus, new type
(CCI 94.0397).
Weight: 1.19g.
Gravesend, Kent.
Same type as the preceding coin.
D.H.
48. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Verica, Mack 128, VA
530-1 (CCI 94.0324).
Obv. COMMI [F]
Rev. VERI CA.
Weight: 1.32g.
Broadstairs, Kent.
D.H.
49.
'Trinovantes', bronze unit, class LX 26, Mack
446, VA 1629-1 (CCI 94.0280).
Weight: 1.40g.
Sandwich, Kent.
D.H.
50.
'Trinovantes', bronze unit, class LX 26, Mack
446. VA 1629-1 (CCI 94.0299).
Weight: 1.44g
Worth, Kent.

D.H.
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51. 'Trinovantes', stater of Dubnovellaunus in Essex,
Mack 275, VA 1650-5 (CCI 94.0802).
Rev. [D]VBNOVALLA[VN].
Weight: 5.42g.
Chelmsford, near, Essex.
M.J.C.
52.
' C a t u v e l l a u n i ' , quarter stater of T a s c i o v a n u s ,
Mack 152, VA 1690-1 (CCI 94.0078).
Obv. VERO.
Rev. TAS.
Weight: 1.38g.
Waterbeach, near, Cambridgeshire.
M.A.S.B.

59. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Tasciovanus or Sego
(CCI 94.0337).
Obv. e i g h t - p o i n t e d star around pellet in ring, with
crescents between points of star rather than letters.
Rev. bull 1., head turned face-on; tail curves over back;
pellet in large ring above.
Weight: 1.78g.
Sandwich, Kent.
The second example of this type from Kent (see also
Coin Register, BNJ 62 (1992), no. 61). The obverse is
as Mack 173/VA 1855-1, possibly of Sego, while the
reverse may be identified with Mack 172/VA 1808-1,
attributed to Tasciovanus.
D.H.

53.
'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Tasciovanus, Mack
160, VA 1792-1 (CCI 94.0985).
Obv. TASC1[0],
Weight: ' l g ' .
Tring, Hertfordshire.
P.deJ.

60.
'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Rues, Mack 193,
VA 1903-1 (CCI 94.0932).
Rev. legend off flan.
Weight: 0 . 9 l g .
Abingdon, near, Oxfordshire.
C.E.K.

54.
'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Tasciovanus, Mack
166, VA 1800-1 (CCI 94.0359).
Obv. TASC.
Weight: 1.21g.
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent.
D.H.

61. 'Catuvellauni', plated stater of Cunobelin, wild B
style, Mack 212, VA 1933-3 (CCI 94.0422).
Obv. CAMV.
Rev. CVNO.
Weight: 3.9Ig.
Higham, Kent.
D.H.

55. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Tasciovanus, Mack
178, VA 1818-1 (CCI 94.0933).
Obv. TASCIA VA.
Rev. T[AS].
Weight: 4.42g.
Drayton, Oxfordshire.
The obverse legend has the VA behind the head, not
as in Van Arsdell's description. Other examples have
just an A behind.
P. de J./C.E.K.
56.
' C a t u v e l l a u n i ' , stater of Sego, Mack 194, VA
1845-1 (CCI 94.0315).
Obv. TASCIO.
Rev. SEGO.
Weight: 5.40g.
Langdon, Kent.
D.H.
57. 'Catuvellauni', (plated?) silver unit of Sego, Mack
196, VA 1851-1 (CCI 94.0310).
Obv. SEGO.
Weight: 0.87g.
Worth, Kent.
D.H.
58.
'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Sego, Mack 173,
VA 1855-1 (CCI 94.0293).
Rev. S[EGO],
Weight: 1,84g.
Sandwich, Kent.
Reading of legend not certain.
D.H.

62. 'Catuvellauni', stater of Cunobelin, plastic A style,
Mack 203, VA 2 0 1 0 - 3 (CCI 94.0428).
Obv. CAMV.
Rev. CVN[Oj.
Weight: 5.40g.
Shorne, Kent.
D.H.
63. 'Catuvellauni', plated stater of Cunobelin, classic
A style, Mack 207, VA 2027-1 (CCI 94.0166).
Obv. CAM[V],
Rev. CVNO.
Weight: 4.33g.
Ringstead, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
64. 'Catuvellauni', quarter stater of Cunobelin, plastic
A style, Mack 204, VA 2015-1 (CCI 94.0412).
Obv. [C]AM[V],
Rev. CVN.
Weight: 1.29g.
Otford, Kent.
D.H.
65. 'Catuvellauni', plated quarter stater of Cunobelin,
cf. Mack 204, VA 2015-1 (CCI 94.0417).
Obv. CAM[V],
Rev. CV[N],
Weight: 0.57g.
Otford, Kent.
One of several p o o r quality ancient forgeries of
Cunobelin found at Otford.
D.H.
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66.
'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack
255, VA 1949-1 (CCI 94.0306).
Obv. CVN.
Rev. legend off flan.
Weight: 1.15g.
Worth, Kent.
D.H.
67. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack 216
var., VA 1951-1 var. (CCI 94.1351).
Obv. CVNOB ELINI.
Rev. CVNO BE.
Weight: 1.2g.
Chelmsford, near, Essex.
This example has a slightly different obverse legend
to the coin illustrated by Van Arsdell. and reveals more
of the reverse legend than has been previously noted.
P. de J.
68.
'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack
215, VA 2045-1 (CCI 94.0804).
Obv. CAMV[L],
Rev. legend off flan.
Weight: 1.21g.
Chelmsford, near, Essex.
M.J.C.
69.
'Catuvellauni', plated silver unit of Cunobelin,
Mack 237, VA 2057-1 (CCI 94.0200).
Obv. CVNO.
Rev. TASCIO.
Weight: 1.1 Og.
Crowmarsh Gifford, Oxfordshire.
C.E.K.
70.
' C a t u v e l l a u n i ' , silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack
238, VA 2059-1 (CCI 94.0984).
Obv. TASCIIOVANII.
Rev. CVNOBEU.
Weight: ' l g ' .
Tring, Hertfordshire.
P. de J.
71.
' C a t u v e l l a u n i ' , silver unit of Cunobelin. Mack
240, VA 2063-1 (CCI 94.0403).
Obv. CVNOBELIN[VS],
Rev. TASCIIOVANTIS.
Weight: 1.22g.
Codicote, Hertfordshire.
D.H.
72.
'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack
254, VA 2067-1 (CCI 94.0373).
Obv. CVN.
Rev. [C]VN.
Weight: 0.59g.
Worth, Kent.
D.H.
73. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, new type
(CCI 94.1361).
Obv. CVNO, with base of letters inwards, in four
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quadrants formed by wreath crossed by perpendicular
line; wreath formed by row of pellets between two plain
lines, broken at centre by two shallow crescents back to
back; pellet border.
Rev. CVNO below capricorn r.
Weight: not available.
Egham, Surrey.
One of seven e x a m p l e s in the CCI; two were
published in Coin Register, BNJ 62 (1992), nos. 73-74.
See also the following coin.
P. de J.
74. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, new type
(CCI 94.0305).
Obv. design as preceding coin, but single visible letter
of legend is M; if not part of blundered CVNO, legend
may thus read CAMV.
Rev. as preceding coin, though O of CVNO possibly not
present.
Weight: 0.73g.
Worth, Kent.
D.H.
75. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, new type
(CCI 94.0995).
Obv. CAMVL in panel within pellet border.
Rev. CVNOBE to left of figure facing 1., seated on chair;
sword in left hand at hip, amphora in outstretched right
hand; pellet border.
Weight: not available.
Ingatestone, Essex.
The fourth example of the type in the CCI: one was
published by D. Symons, 'Celtic Coinage of Britain:
some amendments and additions', NCirc March 1990,
50, no. 64.
P. de J.
76.
'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack
223, VA 1963-1 (CCI 94.0425).
Rev. CVN.
Weight: 1.83g.
Shorne, Kent.
D.H.
77.
'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack
222, VA 1973-1 (CCI 94.0266).
Obv. legend off flan.
Rev. CVN.
Weight: 2.73g.
Worth, Kent.
One of four examples from Worth.
D.H.
78.
'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack
232, VA 1981-1 (CCI 94.0270).
Obv. CfV],
Rev. CVN.
Weight: 2.92g (pierced).
Worth, Kent.

D.H.
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79.
'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack
261, VA 1987-1 (CCI 94.0372).
Obv. CVN.
Rev. CVN.
Weight: 2.08g.
Worth, Kent.
This is the first published example to show CVN on
the obverse.
D.H.
80.
' C a t u v e l l a u n i ' , bronze unit of C u n o b e l i n , VA
1989-1 (CCI 94.0288).
Obv. CVN.
Rev. S F.
Weight: 2.26g.
Worth, Kent.
Reading of reverse legend not certain.
D.H.
81.
'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack
251, VA 2103-1 (CCI 94.0426).
Obv. legend not visible.
Rev. CAM.
Weight: 2.62g.
Shorne, Kent.
D.H.
82.
' T r i n o v a n t e s ' / ' C a t u v e l l a u n i ' , bronze unit, new
type (CCI 94.0399).
Obv. boar r., uncertain pellet in ring decoration above
and below, possibly within a wreath border.
Rev. horse r., large pellet in ring for head, prominent
ears and pellet mane; single pellet in ring below, two
pellet in ring motifs above joined at opposite sides by
straight line, further similar decoration above.
Weight: 1.09g.
Lower Higham, Kent.
The third example of the type in the CCI. One was
found in excavation at Holbrooks, Harlow; another,
unprovenanced, was published in the H.R. Mossop sale
catalogue (Glendining's, 6.11.1991, lot 346/5).
P. de J./D.H.
83.
' D o b u n n i ' , silver unit, class B, Mack 378, VA
1042-1 (CCI 94.0991).
Weight: 1.46g.
Welford on Avon, Warwickshire.
P.J.W.
84. 'Dobunni', plated silver unit, class B, Mack 378,
VA 1042-1 (CCI 94.1255).
Weight: l.OOg.
Fyfield, Oxfordshire.
C.E.K.
85. 'Dobunni', plated silver unit, class E, Mack 380,
VA 1074-1 (CCI 94.0990).
Weight: l.44g.
Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire.
P.J.W.

86.
' D o b u n n i ' , silver unit, class F, M a c k 382, VA
1078-1 (CCI 94.0931).
Weight: 0.88g.
Standlake, Oxfordshire.
C.E.K.
87.
'Dobunni', silver unit, class M, Mack 384a, VA
1175-1 (CCI 94.1589).
Weight: 1.18g.
Brettenham, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
88.
'Dobunni', silver unit, class O, Mack 384d, VA
1185-1 (CCI 94.0245).
Weight: not available.
Evenley, Northamptonshire.
T h e third e x a m p l e recorded, the others from
Kingscote (Gloucestershire) and Weston-under-Penyard
(Herefordshire). The attribution to the Dobunni must be
regarded as uncertain.
P. de J.
89.
Tceni', silver unit. Bury B type (Gregory) (CCI
94.0163).
Weight: 1.1 lg.
Mulbarton, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
90.
Tceni', silver unit, early face/horse A (Gregory)
(CCI 94.0173).
Weight: 1.41g.
Wicklewood. Norfolk.
J.A.D.
91.
Tceni', silver unit, boar/horse B, Mack 408, VA
657-1 (CCI 94.0168).
Weight: 0.98g.
Beachamwell, Norfolk
J.A.D.
92.
T c e n i ' , silver half-unit, pattern/horse ANTED,
Mack 422, VA 720-1 (CCI 94.0183).
Rev. ANTD monogram.
Weight: 0.40g.
Holme Hale, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
93. Tceni', silver unit, pattern/horse ECEN, Mack 424,
VA 730-1 (CCI 94.0182).
Rev. legend off flan.
Weight: 1.13g.
Holme Hale, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
94. Tceni', silver half-unit, pattern/horse ECEN. Mack
431, VA 736-1 (CCI 94.0157).
Rev. ECE monogram.
Weight: 0.43g.
Snettisham, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
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95. Tceni', silver half-unit, pattern/horse, Mack 417a,
VA 683-1 (CCI 94.0156).
Weight: 0.50g.
Snettisham, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
96. Tceni', silver unit, new type (CCI 94.0806).
Obv. head r., elaborate wreath and hair.
Rev. horse r., pellet below, uncertain decoration above.
Weight: not available.
Haverhill, near, Suffolk.
One of six examples in the CCI; two were published
in the H.R. M o s s o p sale c a t a l o g u e ( G l e n d i n i n g ' s ,
6 . 1 1 . 1 9 9 1 , lot 263, illustrated coins). Probably
associated with the Bury types.
M.J.C.
97. Tceni' or 'Corieltauvi', silver unit, Mack 469, VA
996-1 (CCI 94.1574).
Obv. ALE.
Rev. SCA.
Weight: 0.92g.
Merton, Norfolk.
J.A.D.
98. 'Corieltauvi', core of plated stater, class C, Mack
53, VA 8 0 4 - 4 (CCI 94.1386).
Weight: 3.06g.
Amington, Stffordshire.
D.J.S.
99.
'Corieltauvi', stater, class O, Mack 449, VA 811
(CCI 94.1229).
Weight: 5.76g.
Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire.
P. de J.
100. 'Corieltauvi', stater, class P, Mack 450, VA 811
(CCI 94.0992).
Weight: 4.75g.
Stoneleigh, Warwickshire.
P.J.W.
Roman coins
101. Republic, denarius of Cn. Blasio, Cr. 296/1, c.
105 BC.
Weight: not recorded.
Over Whiteacre, Warwicks, M/d find by Mr R. English,
April 1993.
(Not illustrated).
P.J.W.
102. Republic, denarius of C. Cassius Longinus, Cr.
500/5, c. 42 BC
Weight: 1,46g, fragment.
Stoneleigh, Warwicks. M/d find by Mr K. Jones, 1992.
(Not illustrated).
P.J.W.
103. Nero (54-69), semis, R1C 486/8, Lugdunum c.
AD 65.
Weight: 4.05g.

Colchester, Essex. NE corner rampart 1971/2.
Scarce as a site find in Britain. Struck on a copper flan.
M.J.C.
104. Anonymous half-siliqua, late 4th cent., Trier, RIC
IX, p. 34, 109.
Obv. helmeted and draped bust of Roma, 1.
Rev. X in laurel wreath; TR in exergue.
Weight: 0.77g. Die-axis: 180°.
Market Weighton, near, N. Humberside. M/d find by Mr
F.J. Peacock, 1993. B. Snowball kindly referred the find to
us; acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.51.1994).
This unusual issue, without imperial portrait or
inscription, is known in some fourteen specimens (R.
Bland, pers. comm.). There was only one among the 14,780
coins in the Hoxne hoard. The date and purpose of the issue
remains a mystery, but Bland has suggested that it belongs
to the 380s (R. Bland and C. Johns, 'A Roman hoard from
Whitwell', Rutland Record 14 (1994), 151-7 at p. 152).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
105. Theodosius II (402-50), gold solidus. Imitation
of uncertain origin, muled with a later reverse
(VICTORIA AVGGG Al); cf. RIC X, p. 81.
Weight: 3.62g, clipped. Die-axis: 180°.
Winterton, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./J.W.
106-8. Roman Imperial, three 3rd-4th cent, bronze
coins: Gallienus (AD 260-8), weight 2.11g; Claudius II
(Divus, 270 or later), weight 2.36g; House of
Valentinian (Gratian?), GLORIA ROMANORVM type
(367-78), weight 2.79g.
Thetford, near, Norfolk. M/d finds from the Thetford
by-pass site (see no. 195 below), 1993-4. Given to the
Fitzwilliam M u s e u m by the finder, Roy O w e n s
(CM.387-9.1994).
Each coin is very worn and pierced twice, presumably
for use as an ornament in the early Anglo-Saxon period.
M.A.S.B.

Merovingian

coins

109. Gold tremissis, Quentovic, moneyer Anglo, c.
645-50.
Obv. +VVICC0FIT, bust r.
Rev. ANG LO MONET, cross on steps.
Weight: 1.32g (20.3gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Congham, Norfolk, site 25756. M/d find, September
1994.
J.A.D.
110. Gold tremissis, Quentovic, moneyer Dutta, Prou
1125.
Obv. +VVICCO FIT, bust diademed to r.
Rev. +DVTTA MONET, cross on three steps.
Weight: 1,26g (19.4gr), pale gold.
K e l s a l e - c u m - C h a r l t o n , near S a x m u n d h a m , Suffolk
(findspot recorded on Suffolk SMR, site KLL 024).
M/d find, 1994.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
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111. Gold tremissis, Rodez in Aquitaine, moneyer
Vendemius, early-mid 7th century, cf. Prou 1879, MEC
443 (different dies).
Obv. d i a d e m e d head to r., lozenge with pellets on
corners in front.
Rev. [ JDEMIVS MNET X (D and E ligatured; NET
ligatured); RVTENISX monogram.
Weight: 1.3g (20.0gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Ash, near Canterbury, Kent. Found by Mr D. Hamilton,
September 1994.
The coin has an attached loop for use as a pendant.
D.H.

Sceattas
112. Sceat, Series A, BMC 2a, North 40.
Obv. bust to r.; TIC.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: not recorded.
'Colchester, near', Essex. M/d find, 1993.
?From the same dies as T&S Vol. 1, pi. 4, 90 (Rigold
4f).
M.J.C.
113. Sceat, Primary Series Bl, BMC 27b, North 126
var.
Obv. diademed head to r.; blundered legend around.
Rev. bird to r. on cross; annulet either side; blundered
legend.
Weight: 1.3g (20.0gr). Die-axis: 135°.
Ramsgate, Kent. Found by Mr R. Holmewood, June
1993.
Possibly an imitative coin.
D.H.
114. Sceat, Series B, BMC 27b, Rigold BIA, London?
Obv. ooTAVAlS [ ] 10 (As unbarred, S on face).
Rev. Ol[ ]HV°.
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Little Oakley, Essex. M/d find, 1994.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
115. Sceat, Series BII. BMC 27b, c. 700-10.
Inscriptions off the flan. On the rev. T before bird.
Weight: 1.19g (18.4gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Bardwell, near, Suffolk. M/d find, September 1992.
Same site as nos 156-8 and 165 (sceattas, Series Q, R
and Z). Five sceattas from an undisclosed site near
Bardwell were shown to us by the finders in 1992.
From the same dies as Rigold, BII, 11/i (coin from
the Saint Pierre-les Etieux hoard).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
116. Sceat, Series BII, BMC 27a, North 125.
Obv. diademed head to r.
Rev. bird to r. on cross; annulet either side and pellet in
each lower angle.
Weight: 1.19g (18.3 gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Banham, Norfolk, site TM08 NE165. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.

117. Sceat, Series BII, BMC 27a, North 125.
Obv. diademed head to r.
Rev. bird to r. on cross; annulet either side.
Weight: 1.26g (19.4gr). Die-axis: 0°.
East Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
118. Sceat, Series BII, BMC 27b, North 125.
Obv. diademed head to r.
Rev. bird to r. on cross; annulet either side, pellets in
front of bird. All within a circle of pellets in the form of
a serpent.
Weight: 1.2lg (18.6gr). Die-axis: 45°.
Casitor St Edmund, Norfolk, site 9786. Found 1994.
J.A.D.
119. Sceat, Series BII, BMC 27b, North 125.
Obv. diademed head to r.
Rev. bird to r. on cross; annulet either side, pellets in
front of bird. All within a circle of pellets in the form of
a serpent.
Weight: 1.14g (17.6gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Congham, Norfolk, site 25765. M/d find, September
1994.
J.A.D.
120. Sceat, Series B, BMC 29b, North 131.
Obv. crude facing bust; border of crosses.
Rev. bird to r. on cross; inner border of pellets, outer
border of symbols.
Weight: 1.0lg (15.6gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 0°.
Bawsey, Norfolk, site 25962. M/d find, October 1994.
J.A.D.
121. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, North 161, moneyer
Apa.
Obv. apa in runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. devolved standard with T T | O | IX; border of
crosses.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr).
Bracon Ash, Norfolk, site T M 1 9 N E 106. M/d find,
1994.
J.A.D.
122. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, North 161, moneyer
Apa.
Obv. apa in runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr).
Burgh Castle, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
123. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, North 161, moneyer
Apa.
Obv. apa in runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. devolved standard with T T | O | II; border of
crosses.
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr).
East Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.

J.A.D.
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124. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, North 164, moneyer
Lepa.
Obv. Lepa in runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 0.97g (14.9gr).
Burnham Market/Overy, Norfolk, site 18496. M/d find,
1994.
J.A.D.
125. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, moneyer Epa.
Obv. epa in runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 0.95g (14.6gr).
Bawsey, Norfolk, site 25962. M/d find, October 1994.
J.A.D.
126. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2a, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.09g(16.8gr).
C o n g h a m , Norfolk, site 3566. M/d find, September
1994.
J.A.D.
127. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland, c. 700-10.
Weight: 1.01 g (15.6gr). Die-axis 0° (with + at top of
reverse).
Great Oakley, Essex. Findspot recorded confidentially.
M/d find, 1994.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
128. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.25g( 19.3gr).
Banham. Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
129. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.22g(18.8gr).
Banham, Norfolk, site TM08NE 166. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
130. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.18g (18.2gr).
Barnham Broom. Norfolk. M/d find, May 1994.
J.A.D.
131. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.02g (15.7gr).
Bawsey, Norfolk, site 25962. M/d find, August 1994.
J.A.D.
132. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
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Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.12g (17.2gr).
Colkirk, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
133. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.2lg (18.6gr).
Stanfield/Beetley, Norfolk, site 30600. M/d find. 1994.
J.A.D.
134. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes; radiate bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 0.99g (15.2gr).
Walsoken, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
135. Sceat, Series D, BMC 8, North 50, Frisian.
Obv. cross, pellets and pseudo-legend.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 1.2g (18.5gr).
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent. Found by Mr D. Rowley,
1992.
D.H.
136. Sceat, Series D (derivative), BMC 8, North 50,
Continental.
Obv. cross pommee with no pellets in angles, pellets
and strokes around.
Rev. devolved standard whose sides are formed by
unattached lines with a pellet at each end; pellet in
annulet in centre and one pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr). Die-axis: 0° as shown.
East Knoyle, Wilts. Same site as no. 162. M/d find by
Mr K.G. Poole.
Although derivative, the style is still Continental.
The types are similar to a coin from Aston Rowant,
Oxon.. hoard (BM 1 9 7 1 - 1 2 - 1 6 ) but from different
dies.
M.M.A.
137. Sceat, Series D (derivative), BMC 8, North 50,
Continental.
Obv. devolved radiate bust to r.
Rev. cross with usual four pellets not in angles, but
beyond cross under letters of the pseudo-legend.
Weight: 1.04g (16.1gr). Die-axis: 0°.
South bank of the Thames at Lambeth, London. Same
site as no. 144. M/d find by Mr E. Taylor, 1993.
M.M.A./J.C.
138. Sceat, Series E, BMC A, North 155, /Ethilraed.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. /Ethilraed, in runes, in two lines; legend is
laterally reversed.
Weight: 1,05g (I6.2gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent. Found by Mr D. Rowley,
1992.

D.H.
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139. Sceat, Series E, BMC 4, North 155, /Ethilraed.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. jEthilraed, in runes, in two lines.
Weight: 1.1 lg (17.Igr). Die-axis: 180°.
Bradenham, Norfolk. M/d find, July 1994.
J.A.D.
140. Sceat. Series E, BMC 4. North 155, ^Ethilraed.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. /Ethilraed, in runes, in two lines.
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr). Die-axis: 315°.
Shipdham, Norfolk. M/d find. 1994.
J.A.D.
141. Sceat, Series E. BMC 4.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: l.Olg (15.6gr).
Crimplesham, Norfolk, site 15539. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
142. Sceat, Series E, BMC 4.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 1.06g (16.4gr).
Narborough, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
143. Sceat, Series E, variety G4, North 45.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr). Die-axis: 45°.
M i n s t e r - i n - T h a n e t , Kent. F o u n d by Mr D. Rowley,
1992.
D.H.
144. Sceat, Series E, Metcalf G, Frisia.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr). Die-axis: 0°.
South bank of the Thanes, London (same site as no.
137). M/d find by Mr E. Penn, 1993.
M.M.A./J.C.
145. Sceat, Series E, secondary variety, Frisia, c.
720-40.
Weight: l.Olg (15.6gr).
Sleaford, near, Lines. M/d find, 1994. Information from
Mr J. Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
146. Sceat, Series E, Continental imitation.
Obv. 'porcupine'.
Rev. design based on cross with upturned ends; single
pellets in angles.
Weight: 1.23g(18.9gr).
Narborough/Narford, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
147. Contemporary forgery of sceat, Series E, Metcalf
G (var.), North 45, Frisia.

Weight: 0.87g (13.4gr).
London, on south bank of Thames about 40yds east of
Cannon Street Bridge. M/d find, September 1994 by Mr
M. Moran, who reports that a further sceat 'with a
standard reverse' (no further details) was also recently
found on this site by another m/d user.
On some areas of this coin's surface the red copper
core shows through the silver plating. Although the
r e v e r s e is close to r e g u l a r dies of Metcalf G, the
' p o r c u p i n e ' on the o b v e r s e is irregular and faces
towards the left.
M.M.A.
148. Sceat, Series F, BMC 24b. North 62.
Obv. pseudo-legend; bust to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; cross on steps with annulets at
ends of upper limbs.
Weight: l . l 2 g (17.2gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Burnham Market/Overy, Norfolk, site 18496. M/d find,
1994.
J.A.D.
149.
Sceat, Series H, BMC 49, North 103,
Southampton.
Weight: 0.84g (12.9gr). Die-axis: c. 325°.
Cheriton, near, Hants, (precise findspot on confidential
record in the BM); same site as nos. 206, 208-9. M/d
find by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1993.
M.M.A.
150.
Sceat, Series J, BMC 27b (Rigold BIIIc), c.
711-25.
Weight: 0.79g (12.2gr).
Meldreth, Cambs., 30 May 1991. Findspot recorded
confidentially. From the same site as no. 151 (series J,
BMC 37).
This coin belongs to the second stylistic group of
BIIIA/C distinguished by Metcalf, T&S pp. 161-2. The
obverse is very similar to the five recorded specimens,
but the reverse is novel in having a pellet in each
quarter of the cross. This find reinforces the east
Midlands bias in the find distribution.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
151. Sceat, Series J, BMC 37, c. 715-25.
Weight: 0 . 9 l g (14.0gr).
Meldreth, Cambs., 1992. From the same site as no. 150
(series J, BMC 27b).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
152. Sceat, Series, J, type 72.
Obv. two birds confronting, cross on base between
them.
Rev. bird right, looking over its back into the jaws of a
serpent.
Weight: 0.95g (14.6gr), base silver or copper. Die-axis:
270i°.
Marton, near, Lines. M/d find, 1993. Information from
Mr J. Ogden.
The origin of this rare type is uncertain, and this is
the first specimen to be found in the M i d l a n d s or
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Northern England (Metcalf, T&S 3, pp. 3 5 5 - 6 ) . The
coin has been acquired by the Fitzwilliam M u s e u m
(CM.391.1994).
M.A.S.B.
153. Sceat, Series M, BMC 45, North 142, variety not
in T&S Vol. 3.
Weight: 0.84g (12.9gr).
East Kent, c. 1993.
N.G.R.
154. Sceat, Series Q, BMC 44, North 136.
Weight: 0.95g (14.6gr). Die-axis: c. 90°.
Purchased in Norwich, perhaps a local find. Shown BM
March 1994 by Mr N. Blacker.
M.M.A.
155.
Sceat, Series Q, BMC 44, North 138, East
Anglia.
Obv. bird with raised wings to 1., with pellets in field.
Rev. beast advancing 1., with pellets in field.
Weight: 0.96g (14.8gr). Die-axis: 45°.
North Creake, Norfolk, site 11707. M/d find.
J.A.D.
156. Sceat, Series Q, BMC 44 var.
Obv. bird strutting 1. pecking berries, pellets in field.
Rev. animal 1., pellets in field.
Weight: 0.97g (15.0gr).
Bardwell, near, Suffolk. M/d find, September 1992.
Same site as nos 115, 157-8 and 165 (sceattas).
From the same dies as the Whitby find in the BM
(Hill, 'Uncatalogued sceattas', NC 1953, 92-114, pi. 6,
no. 36). It is in the moulded, rather than linear, style of
Series Q.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
157. Sceat, series R, moneyer Epa, East Anglia c.
725-40.
Obv. e p (runic), annulet, W and two pellets behind
bust.
Rev. two Vs and two oblique strokes in opposite corners
of standard, + on each side in border.
Weight: 0.75 (11.6gr), appears to be moderately good
silver.
Bardwell, near, Suffolk. M/d find, September 1992.
Same site as nos 115, 156, 158 and 165 (sceattas).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
158. Sceat, Series R, moneyer Epa, East Anglia, c.
725-40.
Obv. e p a (runic), annulet behind bust.
Rev. two Vs in upper corners and two oblique strokes in
lower corners of standard, pelleted cross on each side in
border.
Weight: 0.86g (13.3gr), appears to be moderately good
silver, large flan. Die-axis: 0°.
Bardwell, near, Suffolk. M/d find, September 1992.
Same site as nos 115, 156-7 and 165 (sceattas).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
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159. Sceat, Series R.
Obv. runic letters; crude bust to r.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 0.60g (9.2gr).
Congham, Norfolk, site 25765. M/d find, September
1994.
J.A.D.
160. Sceat, Series R.
Obv. runic letters; crude, angular, radiate bust to r.
Rev. devolved standard consisting of a square of pellets
containing a cross with three pellets in each angle.
Weight: 0~85g (13. lgr).
East Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, August 1994.
J.A.D.
161. Sceat, Series R derivative.
Obv. head to r.
Rev. devolved standard.
Weight: 0.61g (9.4gr).
Bumham Market/Overy, Norfolk, site 18496. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
162. Sceat, Series U, BMC 23b, North 83.
Weight: 1.02g (15.7gr).
East Knoyle, Wilts. Same site as no. 136. M/d find by
Mr K.G. Poole, 1994.
M.M.A.
163. Sceat, Series W, BMC 54 (var.), North 148 (var.).
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Uncertain, but the finder lives in Poole, Dorset. Sent to
BM with no. 260, November 1994.
The arms of the crosses on the obverse end in pellets,
not annulets. Dr Metcalf records four (possibly five) coins
of Series W from Hants/Dorset and suggests a possible S.
Hants (Wareham?) minting place. This is probably another.
M.M.A.
164.
Sceat, Series X, BMC 31, North 117,
'Woden/monster' type. Frisia or Denmark.
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Walsoken, Norfolk, site 19047. M/d find, April 1994.
J.A.D.
165. Sceat, Series Z, BMC 66.
Obv. facing head, with moulded face, pellets for eyes
and parallel lines for the beard.
Rev. quadruped r., zig-zag above.
Weight: 1.21 g (18.7gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Bardwell, near, Suffolk. M/d find, September 1992.
Same site as nos 115 and 156-8 (sceattas).
The style of this coin is unlike any of the twelve or
so other s p e c i m e n s . T h e treatment of the face has
similarities with that of type 57 (Series Q).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
166. Sceat, 'Saroaido' type, BMC 3b/11, North 44/51.
Obv. crude bust to r., hair represented by lines.
Rev. standard, saltire with three pellets in each angle,
SA[R0ALD]0 around.
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Weight: l . l g (17.0gr). Die-axis: 45°.
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent. Found by Mr D. Hamilton,
January 1994.
D.H.

Weight: 0.98g (15.lgr), broken and fragmentary.
Flowton, Suffolk. M/d find, 1994. Findspot recorded on
Suffolk SMR. site FLW 008.
M.A.S.B./J.N.

167. Sceat, 'Saroaldo' type, English derivative, BMC
3b, North 44.
Obv. devolved diademed head to r.
Rev. pseudo-legend; devolved standard.
Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
Langham Heath, Essex. M/d find by Mr Godfrey, 1994.
Different dies from Blackburn and Bonser BNJ 56
(1986), pp. 86-7 and CR 1993, no. 183.
M.M.A.

171.
C h a r l e m a g n e ( 7 6 8 - 8 1 4 ) , Heavy Issue (c.
793-812), Pavia, MG 207, Prou 897, MEC 744-5.
Obv. +CARLVS REX FR, cross.
Rev. +PAP1A, Carolus monogram.
Weight: 1.53g.
Bungay, Suffolk. M/d find, 1993. Information via
Marcus Phillips.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.

Stycas
168. Northumbria, lead weight with a 'styca' mounted
in it. ./Ethelred II, moneyer Eanred.
Obv. +EDI[ ]EDR, cross.
Rev. +EANRED (N reversed), pellet in circle.
Weight: 15.62gr (241.lgr), including lead.
Colchester, near, Essex. M/d find in a river bank, 1993.
Miss Elizabeth Pirie has kindly informed us that the
coin is from the same obverse die, and possibly the
same reverse, as no. 963 in her forthcoming catalogue
of the Yorkshire collections.
When found the coin was set into the lead with the
obverse showing, but it was prised out of it by the
finder before he realised the nature of the object. Three
other stycas m o u n t e d in lead weights have been
published: two found in a burial mound at Vig, Norway
in 1876, weighing 18.2g and 10.4g when found (K.
Skaare, Coins and Coinage in Viking Age Norway
(Oslo, 1976), p. 144, no. 67); and another, badly
corroded, w e i g h i n g 20.4g from ' S a n c t o n ' (recte
Newbald), Yorks., 1979-82 (J. Booth and I. Blowers,
'Finds of sceattas and stycas from Sancton', NC 143
(1983), 39-45, no. 64). With this range of weights, and
given the vulnerability of lead to corrosion, it is very
difficult to postulate a system of weights from these
four surviving pieces.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
169.
N o r t h u m b r i a , base styca, irregular with
blundered legends, mid 9th century.
Obv. +NIIVDFAI (D and F reversed), pellet in circle of
pellets.
Rev. +[ ]EIIDE+ (D reversed), cross in circle of pellets.
Weight: 0.62g (9.6gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Torksey, Lines. M/d find, 1993. Information from Mr J.
Ogden.
M.A.S.B.

172. Charles the Bald (840-7), denier, class le, Cross and
Temple type without mint name, type as MEC 846-9;
contemporary forgery (or unattributed later derivative).
Obv. +CARLVS REX F, cross.
Rev. +IRSTA ILIIO, temple. (Legend is blundered
version of XRISTIANA RELIGIO).
Weight: 0.9lg (14.0gr). Die-axis: 280°.
River Thames, London, reportedly. Bought with nos
173 and 355-7 at the Great Western Royal Hotel Coin
Fair, 17 December 1994.
D.J.S.
173. Charles the Bald (840-77), denier, class le, Cross
and Temple type without mint name, type as MEC 846-9;
contemporary forgery (or unattributed later derivative).
Obv. +CAR[
]REX, cross.
Rev. not legible; temple. (Legend does not contain any
recognizable letters but is clearly a blundered version
of XRISTIANA RELIGIO).
Weight: 0.80g (12.3gr). Die-axis: 180°.
River Thames, London, reportedly. Bought with nos
172 and 355-7 at the Great Western Royal Hotel Coin
Fair, 17 December 1994.
D.J.S.
174. Charles the Bald, denier, Melle, as MEC 952.
Obv. +CAR[LVS RE]X F; cross.
Rev. +M[ETxVL]LO; Karolus monogram.
Weight: 0.55g (8.5gr), large fragment. Die-axis: 0°.
South Pickenham, Norfolk. M/d find, February 1994.
J.A.D.
175. Charles the Bald, obol, Rouen, as MEC 896.
Obv. +GRAT1A DI REX; Karolus monogram.
Rev. +ROTVIICVS CIVII (S retrograde); cross.
Weight: 0.64g (9.9gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Shottesham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.

Islamic coin
Carolingian

coins

170. C h a r l e m a g n e ( 7 6 8 - 8 1 4 ) , H e a v y
793-812), Aries, MG 192-7, MEC 737-8.
Obv. +[ ]REX FR, Carolus monogram.
Rev. [ ]REL:AT[ ], cross.

Issue

(c.

176.
S a m a n i d dirham of A h m a d II I s m a ' i l , AH
2 9 5 - 3 0 1 / A D 9 0 7 - 1 4 , p r o b a b l y mint of al-Shash
(Tashkent), 298.
Weight: 2.6lg.
Postwick, Norfolk, site 30475. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./V.P.
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Later Anglo-Saxon

coins

111. Offa, new variety, A r c h b i s h o p A e t h e l h e a r d ,
793-805.
Obv. : :0:FFA between two lines across field; :R:E:X:below and M above.
Rev. +AEDILHEARD PONTF (HE and NT ligatured); cross
and crosslets, with pellets and lines in angles.
Weight: 1.38g (21.3gr).
West Harling, Norfolk. M/d find, June 1994.
Same obv. die as Blunt 135?
J.A.D.
178. Archbishop iCthelheard with Coenwulf, BLS IIA,
North 232, Canterbury, c. 798-805.
Obv. +AEDILHEARD-AR.
Rev. +COENV-VL-F R-EX.
Weight: 1.35g (20.8gr). Die-axis: 90°.
B i s h o p ' s Sutton, Hants. (Different site in B i s h o p ' s
Sutton from coins cited at no. 250; precise findspots on
confidential record at BM). M/d find by Messrs M. and
J. McGovern, 1994.
The obverse cross is formed of five pellets and the
reverse cross of six pellets. These dies not traced.
M.M.A.
179. Coenwulf of Mercia (796-821), Three line/Two
line type, London, moneyer Ciolhard, BLS - . North
341.
Obv. M / [C]OENVV[L] / REX F (lozenge O, reversed N),
between two lines broken in centre.
Rev. CIOL / HARd (lozenge O, minuscule d).
Weight: 0.98g (15.2gr), fragment. Die-axis: 60°.
Packenham, Suffolk (site recorded on Suffolk SMR).
M/d find by Mr Ivan Bailey, October 1994. The coin
has been acquired by the Fitzwilliam M u s e u m
(CM.119.1995).
This is an early transitional type that was struck only
at London in the first year or two of Coenwulf's reign
while the mints of Kent and East Anglia were under the
control of local rulers. T h e m o n e y e r Ciolhard was
previously unrecorded for this coinage, although he was
known for the light and heavy issues of Offa and for
later issues of Ceonwulf. This coin, then, provides
welcome confirmation for the attribution of Ciolhard to
London, which had previously been based on the style
of his Tribrach coins (I. Stewart, 'The London mint and
the coinage of Offa', in Anglo-Saxon Monetary Histoiy,
edited by M . A . S . Blackburn (Leicester, 1986), pp.
2 7 - 6 5 at pp. 32-3).
M.A.S.B./C.M.
180. Coenwulf, Pincer Cross type, BLS Group III,
North 347, moneyer Tidbearht, c. 810-c. 815.
Obv. +COENVVLF REX M.
Rev. +TIDBEARHT MONETA.
Weight: 1.42g (21.9gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Stocking Pelham, Herts., September 1994. Shown at BM
by Mr A. Havercroft, Herts. Archaeological Society.
Different dies from BMC 81.
M.M.A.
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181.
Coenwulf, East Anglia, BLS - , moneyer
Fotred.
Obv. +C[ ] V.VLF.R.EX M, retrograde, narrow L, M like
a runic T, and R is on the bust which b r e a k s the
legend.
Rev. .+.F.O.T.:R.E.DB. Cross, three limbs pattee and one
crosslet, with a pellet in three angles.
Weight: 1.23g (19.0gr), chipped. Die-axis: 0° (as
shown).
Laxfield, Suffolk. M/d find by Mr A. Baxter, February
1994.
M.M.A.
182. Beornwulf, 823-5, East Anglian mint, moneyer
Werbald, BLS Bel.
Obv. +BEORHPVLE RE, bust r.
Rev. PER / BALD / MOHE.
Weight: 1.17g (18.1gr), bent. Die-axis: 270°.
Thelnetham, Suffolk. 1994 (details recorded on Suffolk
SMR, close to site THE 016).
Blunt, Lyon and Stewart (1963) record four coins of
this type and moneyer. The three illustrated specimens
(BMA 127, BMC 115 and Lockett 387) are all from
different dies.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
183. Ludica of Mercia, 8 2 5 - 7 , East Anglian mint,
North 398.
Obv. +LVDICA REX ME; bust to r.
Rev. DER j BALD | MONE.
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Bradenham, Norfolk. M/d find, June 1994.
J.A.D.
184. E a d m u n d of East Anglia, 8 5 5 - 7 0 , BMC 41,
North 456, moneyer Eadmund.
Obv. +EADMVND [REX] AN.
Rev. +EADMN[D M]ONE-.
Weight: 0.88g (13.5gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 270°.
Quidenham, Norfolk, site T M 0 8 N W 181. M/d find,
1994.
J.A.D.
185. St Edmund Memorial, penny, North 483, postCuerdale variety, c. 905-15, moneyer Ansier.
Obv. +SC EAD (retrograde S, on its side).
Rev. +ANSIER (retrograde).
Weight: not recorded.
H e m i n g s t o n e parish, near Ipswich, Suffolk (site
recorded on Suffolk SMR). M/d find, 1994.
M.A.S.B./I.N.
186. St Edmund Memorial, penny, North 483, postCuerdale variety, c. 905-20, moneyer 'Coinno'.
Obv. +SC-EADM (S on side), around chevron-barred A.
Rev. +COINNO.
Weight: 1.22g (18.9gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Brandon parish, Suffolk. M/d find, 1993.
M.A.S.B.
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187. St. Edmund Memorial, penny, North 483, postCuerdale variety, c. 905-15, moneyer uncertain.
Obv. +NDEIV o (N retrograde), around A (top-barred).
Rev. +IOICIDYLI (reading uncertain, poor photograph).
Weight: 1.37g (21.lgr). Die-axis: 180°
North Creake, Norfolk, site 2 5 7 7 7 . M/d find by T.
Harcourt, 1991.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
188. St Edmund Memorial, penny. North 483
Obv. blundered legend; A.
Rev. blundered legend; cross pattee.
Weight: 0.58g (8.9gr), fragment. Die-axis: 90°.
Bradenham, Norfolk, site 30676. M/d find, October
1994.
J.A.D.
189. St Edmund Memorial, penny, North 483
Obv. [ ]RE[ ]; A.
Rev. +[ ]I; cross pattee.
Weight: 0.37g (5.7gr), fragment.
North Creake, Norfolk, site 11707. M/d find. 1993.
J.A.D.
190. Ecgberht of Wessex, Portrait/Dorob C type, BMC
i, North 573, Canterbury, moneyer Osmund.
Obv. [ ]GBEAR[ ]; bust to r.
Rev. +0[ ]NETA; monogram of DOROB C.
Weight: 0.6g (9.3gr), fragment. Die-axis: 270°.
Boxley, Kent. Found by Mr J. Cox, August 1994.
D.H.
191. jEthelwulf of Wessex ( 8 3 9 - 5 8 ) , S a x o n i o r u m
type, BMC v, North 596, Canterbury, moneyer Osmund.
Obv. +EDELWLF REX, cross and wedges.
Rev. +OSMVND MONET (NE ligatured), in field SAX /
ONIO / RVM.
Weight: 0.91g (14.lgr), chipped. Die-axis: 270°.
South Lines. (Boston region). M/d find, 1993 or earlier.
Information from Mr J. Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
192. ^Ethelberht of Wessex, Floriated Cross type,
BMC ii, North 621, c. 862-5, moneyer Dudda.
Obv. +[^]DEL[BEA]RHT REX (HT ligatured).
Rev. [+D]VD[D]A MONETA.
Weight: 0.81g (12.5gr), fragment. Die-axis: 0°.
Torksey, Lines. M/d find, 1993. T h e coin has been
acquired by the Fitzwilliam M u s e u m (CM.52.1994).
We are grateful to Jeffrey May for information about
this find.
Struck from different dies from the only other known
specimen, SCBI Glasgow 556.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.

The coin has been gilded and used as a brooch. The
pin and solder have d i s i n t e g r a t e d , c a u s i n g severe
damage to the coin in the process. Same dies as Spink
Auction 1, 1978, lot 111, the only other recorded piece
struck with this pair of dies.
N.G.R./D.H.
194. Athelstan, Horizontal type (HT1), Blunt 'Athelstan'
113, moneyer Wulfheard, probably Winchester mint.
Obv. +/EDELSTAN REX.
Rev. VVLFHE I + + + I ARD M-0 (HE ligatured).
Weight: not recorded, broken and m e n d e d with
Sellotape. Die-axis: 170°.
R o u n d w a y , Wilts, 1993 (Devizes M u s e u m ref. DB
1747.3).
This is struck from the same reverse die as SCBI
British Museum v 39. Wulfheard struck mint-signed
coins of A t h e l s t a n ' s Bust C r o w n e d type (Blunt,
'Athelstan', pp. 65-6), and his Horizontal coins without
mint signatures, of Athelstan and Edward the Elder, are
struck with Winchester style dies (CTCE p. 29, 70-1).
He was probably a W i n c h e s t e r m o n e y e r from the
beginning of Edward the Elder's reign. (Illustrated from
an enlarged photograph.)
M.A.S.B./P.R.
195. Athelstan, Bust Crowned type, BMC viii, North
675, Norwich, moneyer uncertain (Barbe, Manne or
Secgge?); Blunt 'Athelstan' 279, 285 or 287.
Obv. +ADL[ ]RE.
Rev. [ ]E-M-0 NORDPIC.
Weight: 1.02g (15.7gr), fragment.
Thetford, near, Norfolk. M/d find, 1 9 9 3 - 4 , from
spoil removed from the site of the Thetford by-pass and
dumped at Lakenheath. Other coins from the same spoil
d u m p include nos 1 0 6 - 8 , 203, 205, 228. 234 and a
fused group of jEthelred II Crux coins which will be
published in 'Coin Hoards' in NC 1995.
M.A.S.B.
196. Eadred, Bust Crowned type, BMC v, North 713,
moneyer Prin.
Obv. +EADRED REX.
Rev. +PRIN MONE MONE MONX.
Weight: 1.43g (22.0gr). Die-axis: 170°.
South Lopham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
197. Eadgar, HT1, moneyer Ive.
Obv. +EADGAR REX.
Rev. IVEN | OENT.
Weight: 0.99g (15.2gr), incomplete.
East Kent.
Same obv. die as BMC 945-6.
N.G.R.

193. Edward the Elder, 'Church' type, BMC xii, North
666, moneyer Eadmund?
Obv. +[ ]VE[ ]EX.
Rev. [EAD]MV | [ND]M[0].
Weight: 1.72g (26.5gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 0°.
Wye, Kent. M/d find by Mr R. Sinclair, January 1994.

198. Eadgar, Two-line type (HT1 - NE V; CTCE 76),
moneyer Win . . . (probably Winem£er), Five Boroughs
region.
Obv. XE[ ]+:.
Rev. .'./PIN[/]+-[ ].
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Weight: 0.20g (3.1gr), fragment. Die-axis: 0° (aligned
according to central cross).
North Owersby, Lines. Found on 1 October 1989 by Mr
Malcolm Jubb on the same field as and within twenty
yards of the fused group of four coins of Eadgar that came
to light in January 1988 (M.A.S. Blackburn and M.J.
Bonser, NCirc, October 1989, p. 255). Although the new
fragment does not show signs of having been subject to
similar extreme heat, and its condition suggests that it has
been loose in the soil for a considerable time, it is of
exactly the same period as the group of coins and may
therefore be in some way associated with them.
The coin is of Eadgar's NE V style, indicated by the
form of the lettering and in particular by the X in REX
a p p e a r i n g as a cross. Winemaer (usually spelled
W I N E M R ) is the only moneyer of this style with the first
element Wine-. Donated to the Fitzwilliam Museum
(CM. 189. 1994)..
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
199. Eadgar, Bust Crowned type, BMC v, North 750,
moneyer Bruninc.
Obv. + E A D G A R R X ; East Anglia style portrait.
Rev.

+BRVNINC

MONETAE.

Weight: 1.32g (20.3gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Congham, Norfolk, site 25765. M/d find, June 1994.
J.A.D.
200. Eadgar, Reform coinage, BMC vi, North 752,
London, moneyer Wigferth.
Obv.

+EADGAR REX

Rev.

+ P I G F E R D II- O L V N .

ANGLOX.

Weight: 1.63g (25.1gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Shipdham, Norfolk. M/d find, February 1994.

204. iEthelred II, Crux type, BMC iiia, North 770,
Maldon, moneyer Aelfwine.
Obv. +/EDELRj43D REX ANGLoX (NG ligatured).
Rev.

+/43LFPINE M - 0

M^LD.

Weight: 1.32g (20.3gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Rochester, near, Kent, 1992.
M.J.C.
205. /Ethelred II, Crux type, BMC iiia, North 770,
York, moneyer Eadric.
Obv.

+/E£)ELR[

Rev.

[ ]DRIC M - 0 E[

]LOX.
].

Weight: 0.84g (13.0gr), fragment.
Thetford, near, Norfolk. M/d find from the Thetford-bypass site (see no. 195 above).
M.A.S.B.
206. /Ethelred II, Long Cross type, BMC iva, North
774, London, moneyer Godman.
Obv. + / E D E L R / E D R E X A N G L O X , ( N G ligatured).
Rev.

+ G O D M A N M - O LVND.

Weight: l . l l g (17.Igr), chipped. Die-axis: 180°.
Cheriton, near, Hants. (Same site as nos 149, 208-9).
M/d find by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1993.
M.M.A.
207. jEthelred II. Long Cross type, BMC iva, North
774, London, moneyer Leofwine.
Obv. + / E D E L R / E D R E X A N G L O X ( N G ligatured).
Rev. + L E O / F P I N E / M ' O L / V N D ( N E ligatured).
Weight: 1.62g (25.0gr), uncleaned. Die-axis: 270°.
Ixworth, near, Suffolk (more precise findspot recorded
confidentially). M/d find by Roy Owens, 1994.
M.A.S.B.

J.A.D.
201. Eadgar, cut halfpenny, Reform Coinage, BMC vi,
North 752, Norwich or Cambridge, moneyer Lifinc.
Obv. [ ] G A R R E X A N [ ] .

208. /Ethelred II, Long Cross type, BMC iva. North
774, York, moneyer Sumerlitha.
Obv.
Rev.

.+./CBELR/ED REX

ANGLO'.

+SVMERLIDA M O EOR.

J.A.D.

Weight: 1.44g (22.2gr). Die-axis: c. 225°.
Cheriton, near, Hants, (same site as nos. 149, 206, 209).
M/d find by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1993.
M.M.A.

202. ^Ethelred II, Second Hand type, BMC iid, North
768, London, moneyer Godwine.

209. /Ethelred II, cut farthing, Long Cross type, BMC
iva, North 774, mint and moneyer uncertain.

Rev.

[

]LYFINC M[

].

Weight: 0.66g (lO.lgr). Die-axis: 100°.
Colkirk, Norfolk. M/d find, September 1994.

Obv.

+ / E D E L R / E D R E X A N [ ].

Obv.

Rev.

+GODPINE M - 0

Rev. [ ] M — 0 [ ] .
Weight: 0.42g (5.5gr). Die-axis: uncertain.
Cheriton, near, Hants, (same site as nos. 149, 206, 208).
Found by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1993.
M.M.A.

LVND.

Weight: 1.11 g (17.1 gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Swaffham, Norfolk, site TF81SW 132. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
203. /Ethelred II, Crux type, BMC iiia, North 770,
Lincoln, moneyer Unbegn.
Obv.

[

]GLOX.

Rev.

[ ]IB-EG[

].

Weight: 0.64g (9.9gr), fragment. Die-axis: 270°.
Thetford, near, Norfolk. M/d find from the Thetford bypass site (see no. 195 above).
Same dies as Mossop, pi. 8, no. 1.
M.A.S.B.

[

]GLOX.

210. /Ethelred II, Helmet type, BMC viii. North 775,
Cambridge, moneyer Cnit.
Obv. + / E D E L R / E D R E X A N G L O ( N G ligatured).
Rev.

+CN1TIL O GRANT.

Weight: 1.1 Og (16.9gr).
Ringstead, Norfolk, site 29401. M/d find, September
1994.
J.A.D.
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211. /Ethelred II, Helmet type, BMC viii, North 775,
London, moneyer Eadwine?
Obv. +^DELR/ED REX AN.
Rev. +EDPI M-O LVNDE.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr). Die-axis: 180°.
North Lopham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.

218. Cnut, Short Cross type, BMC xvi, North 790,
Shaftesbury, moneyer Aegelric.
Obv. +CNVT-RECX:.
Rev. +/ELRIC ON SCEFTE:.
Weight: l.Og (15.4gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Worth, Kent. Found by Mr D. Rowley, 1992.
D.H.

212. /Ethelred II, Last Small Cross type, BMC i. North
111, uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [ ]^BELR^D[ ].
Rev. [ ]L[ ]POLD[ ].
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr), incomplete.
South Lopham, Norfolk, site TM08SW 84. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.

219. Cnut, Short Cross type, BMC xvi, North 790,
Thetford, moneyer Runstan.
Obv. +CNVT RECX.
Rev. +RVNSTAN ON DE.
Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Riddles worth, Norfolk. M/d find, March 1994.
J.A.D.

213.
Cnut, Quatrefoil type, BMC viii, North 781,
Cambridge, moneyer Cniht.
Obv. +CNV[ ]ANGLORVM.
Rev. +[ ]IHT MO GRAN.
Weight: 0.75g (11.5gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 0°.
Croxton, Norfolk. M/d find. January 1994.
J.A.D.

220. Cnut, cut halfpenny, Short Cross type, BMC xvi,
North 790, mint uncertain, moneyer Aelfwig.
Obv. [ ]CNV[ ].
Rev. +/ELFPIGO[ ].
Weight: 0.5g (7.7gr). Die-axis: 180°.
St Peters, Broadstairs, Kent. Found by Mr D. Brown,
1993.
D.H.

214.
Cnut, Quatrefoil type, BMC viii, North 781,
Lincoln, moneyer Wulfgrim.
Obv. +CNVT REX ANGLORVM.
Rev. +PV / LFG / RIM /O LIN.
Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr). Die-axis: 350°.
Huntingdon, near. M/d find, 1992. Information from Mr
J. Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
215. Cnut, cut halfpenny, Short Cross type, BMC xvi,
North 790, Canterbury?, moneyer uncertain (. . .red).
Obv. [ ]CNV[ ].
Rev. [ ]RED ON CE[ ].
Weight: 0.49g (7.6gr).
South Lines. (Boston area). M/d find, 1993 or earlier.
Information from Mr J. Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
216. Cnut, Short Cross type, BMC xvi, North 790,
Dover, moneyer Boga.
Obv. +CNVT /R-ECX:.
Rev. +BOGA ON DOFR-:.
Weight: 0.96g (14.8gr). Die-axis: 160°.
Bramford, Suffolk, 1994. Findspot recorded on Suffolk
SMR, site BRF 030.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
217. Cnut, Short Cross type, BMC xvi, North 790,
London, moneyer /Elfwine.
Obv. +CNVT / :RECX A inverted trefoil of pellets.
Rev. -MELFPINE ON LVND.
Weight: 0.50g (7.7gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Woodmansterne,
Surrey
(precise findspot
on
confidential record in Surrey SMR and in BM). M/d
find, 1994.
Same rev. die as SCBI Copenhagen IIIB, 2112-13.
M.M.A./D.W.W.

221. Harthacnut, cut halfpenny, Second Jewel Cross
type, BMC i, North 809, uncertain mint, m o n e y e r
Wulfwine?
Obv. +H[ ]NVT R.
Rev. [ ]LFPINE[ ].
Weight: 0.51g (7.8gr).
West R u d h a m , Norfolk, site 2 8 1 3 1 . M/d find,
November 1994.
J.A.D.
222. Edward the Confessor, Short Cross type, BMC ii,
North 818, London, moneyer Aelfwine.
Obv. +EDPA RD R.
Rev. +ELFPINE ON LVND.
Weight: 1.12g (17.2gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Quidenham, Norfolk, site 29888. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
223.
E d w a r d the Confessor, cut farthing (or
fragmentary cut halfpenny), Trefoil Quadrilateral type,
BMC iii, North 817, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. -+ED[ ].
Rev. +[ ]ES:
Weight: 0.20g.
Oxborough, Norfolk, site 1021. M/d find, July 1993.
Most likely to be Ipswich, but several other mints are
possible.
J.A.D./M.M.A.
224. Edward the Confessor, Pacx type, BMC iv, North
813, London, moneyer Godwig.
Obv. +EDPAR -DREX.
Rev. +GODPI MO: NLV; A C X P in respective quarters.
Weight: l . l g (17.0gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Minster-in-Thanet, Kent. Found by Mr D. Brown, 1993.
D.H.
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225. Edward the Confessor, Pacx type (var.), North
813, London, moneyer Wulfwine.
Obv. +EDPERD R /.EXAN.
Rev. +PVLFPINEONLVNDE (NL and ND ligatured);
letters PACS in angles of the cross.
Weight: 1.02g (15.7gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Between Gt Wakering and Shoeburyness, Essex. M/d
find by Mr Child, 1994.
Same dies as Hildebrand 578 (see R.H.M. Dolley,
' S o m e u n p u b l i s h e d v a r i a n t s of the Pacx t y p e of
E d w a r d the C o n f e s s o r ' , NC 1966, 2 0 7 - 1 6 and pi.
XVIII, 18).
M.M.A.
226. Edward the Confessor, Expanding Cross type,
BMC v, North 820, London, moneyer Godwine.
Obv. +EDPE RDREX.
Rev. +GODPINE ON LVNDENI.
Weight: 2.13g (32.8gr), including brooch attachment.
Die-axis: 180°.
Walpole St Peter, Norfolk, site 20274. M/d find, May
1994.
This has subsequently been made into a brooch, by
the attachment of a bar and catch plate, which is held in
place by two rivets.
J.A.D.
227. Edward the Confessor, Expanding Cross type,
BMC v, North 820, London, moneyer Leofraed.
Obv. +EDPE RD RER[ ].
Rev. +LEOFR<€D ON LVND.
Weight: 1.23g (18.9gr). Die-axis: 180°.
West Rudham. Norfolk. M/d find, May 1994.
J.A.D.
228. Edward the Confessor, Expanding Cross type,
BMC v, North 820-4, London, moneyer uncertain.
Obv. []EDPE/[ ].
Rev. [ ]N LVNDE.
Weight: 0.48g (7.4gr), fragments. Die-axis: 0°.
Thetford, near, Norfolk. M/d find from the Thetford bypass site (see no. 195 above).
M.A.S.B.
229. Edward the Confessor, Expanding Cross type,
Heavy issue, North 823, Lincoln, moneyer Othgrim.
Obv. +EDPE inverted trefoil. / .RD REX.
Rev. +ODGRIM ON LINCOL. (sic D not D).
Weight: 1.78g (27.4gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Waterston, Dorset. M/d find by Mr K.G. Poole, 1994.
This m o n e y e r is not represented in the Heavy
Coinage in Mossop.
M.M.A.
230. Edward the Confessor, Expanding Cross type,
Heavy issue, North 823, Norwich, moneyer Thorfrithr.
Obv. +EDPE RDREX.
Rev. +DVREVERD ON NOR- (N's reversed).
Weight: 1.55g (23.9gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Holme Hale, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
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231. Edward the Confessor, cut halfpenny, Expanding
Cross type, Heavy issue, North 823, Ipswich, moneyer
Bruninc.
Obv. [ ]ED/-D[ ].
Rev. +BRV[NINC ON GI]PES:
Weight: 0.74g (11.4gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Papworth, near, Cambs. M/d find, 1994.
Same reverse die as Lawrence II (Glendining, 14
March 1951) lot 273.
M.A.S.B.
232.
Edward the Confessor, Pointed Helmet type,
BMC vii, North 825, London, moneyer Eadred.
Obv. +EDPAR- D REX.
Rev. +EDRED ON LVNDE'.
Weight: not available. Die-axis: 135°.
Ashwellthorpe, Norfolk. M/d find, January 1994.
J.A.D.
233. Edward the Confessor, Pointed Helmet type,
BMC vii, North 825, Stamford, moneyer Godwine.
Obv. +EDPA/RD R+.
Rev. +GODPINE ON STANFO.
Weight: 1.23g (18.9gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Littleborough, near, Lines. M/d find, 1994. Information
from Mr J. Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
234. Edward the Confessor, Facing Bust/Small Cross
type. BMC xiii, North 830, Thetford, moneyer uncertain
(Godlef?).
Obv. [ ]DPAR[ ].
Rev. [ ]CPNC ON £>ET[ ].
Weight: 0 . 7 l g (ll.Ogr), fragment.
Thetford, near, Norfolk. M/d find from the Thetford bypass site (see no. 195 above).
Little sense can be made of the moneyer's name, but
it may be associated with the apparently blundered
forms of Godlef found in the preceding issue, such as
Gdelic and Gdeln (A. Freeman, The Moneyer and the
Mint in the Reign of Edward the Confessor
1042-1066,
BAR Brit. Ser. 145 (Oxford, 1985), p. 255).
M.A.S.B.
235. Harold II, Pax, North 837, Norwich, moneyer
Manna.
Obv. +HAROLD REX ANGLO. Without sceptre.
Rev. +MANNA ON NOR. Inner circle and lines above
and below PAX, plain.
Weight not available.
Findspot not known.
This coin allows the moneyer to be confirmed at the
mint in the reign. H.E. Pagan in his paper on the
coinage of Harold II (Studies in Late
Anglo-Saxon
Coinage, edited by K. Jonsson (Stockholm 1990), pp.
177-205, at p. 194) was able to record Manna only
from an entry in a notebook kept by the dealer W.J.
Webster. This coin has many features of Pagan group
D, but the crown has a straight, not curved, circlet. The
coin is illustrated from an enlarged photograph.
A.I.J.A.
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236. Sihtric III, cut halfpenny, phase I, Helmet type in
the name of ^Ethelred II, Dublin, c. 1010.
Obv. +i£DE[LR/ED RE+ AN]GL-.
Rev. +LEO / [FPIM / EINO] / MORI.
Weight: 0.58g (9.0gr), chipped. Die-axis: 150°.
Torksey, Lines. M/d find, 1992/3. Information from Mr
J. Ogden.
This coin is from the same dies as one in Stockholm, ex
Oxarve hoard, Hemse, Gotland. It is no. 19 in the
published corpus of the issue (M. Blackburn, 'HibernoNorse coins of the Helmet type', in Studies in Late AngloSaxon Coinage, edited by K. Jonsson (Stockholm, 1990),
pp. 9-24.). This is the first recorded find of a HibernoNorse coin in England. The coin has been acquired by the
Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.300.1994).
M.A.S.B.

Post Conquest Coins
237. William I, Two Sceptres type, BMC IV, North
844, Northampton, moneyer Godwine.
Obv. +PILLE[M RE]X ANGLO.
Rev. +GODPIN[E ON HA]NTE.
Weight: 1.29g (19.9gr). Die-axis: 0°.
C r a n w i c h , Norfolk, site T L 7 9 S E 155. M/d find,
November 1993.
From the same dies as the next coin.
J.A.D.
238. William I, Two Sceptres type, BMC IV, North
844, Northampton, moneyer Godwine.
Obv. +PILLEM REX ANGLO.
Rev. +GODPINE ON HANTE.
Weight: 1.28g (19.7gr). Die-axis: 0°.
C r a n w i c h , Norfolk, site T L 7 9 S E 165. M/d find,
October 1994.
From the same dies as the previous coin.
J.A.D.
239. William I, Two Stars type, BMC V, North 845,
Dover, moneyer Brumman.
Obv. +PILLEM REX AN.
Rev. +BRVMMAN O DOFI.
Weight: 1.26g (19.4gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Wye, Kent. M/d find by Mr R. Sinclair, December 1993.
Same dies as SCBI 30, 697.
D.H.
240. William I, Profile/Cross and Trefoils type, BMC
VII, North 847, London, moneyer Eadwine.
Obv. +P[ ]LELM R[ ].
Rev. +EDPI ON L[ ]NDN.
Weight: 0.99g (15.2gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 0°.
Bradenham, Norfolk. M/d find, October 1994.
J.A.D.
241. William I. Profile/Cross and Trefoils type, BMC
VII, North 847, London, moneyer iElfwine.
Obv. +PILLELM[ ].

Rev. -b£LFINE ON LVND.
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr). Die-axis: 90°.
South Lines. (Boston region). M/d
Information from Mr J. Ogden.

find,

1993.

M.A.S.B.
242. William I, Profile/Cross and Trefoils type, BMC
VII, North 847, Thetford, moneyer Godric.
Obv. +PILLELM REX.
Rev. +GODRIC ON DTFRD.
Weight: 1.39g (21.4gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Bradenham, Norfolk. M/d find, October 1994.
J.A.D.
243.
William I, cut halfpenny, Profile/Cross and
Trefoils type, BMC VII, North 847, Wallingford,
moneyer Swertinc.
Obv. +PILLI[ ].
Rev. +SPE[ ]IILG.
Weight: 0.57g (8.8gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Cheriton, near, Hants. (Different site from no. 149).
Found by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1993.
M.M.A.
244.
William I, Paxs type, BMC VIII, North 848,
Thetford, moneyer Godric.
Obv. +PILLELM REX.
Rev. +GODRIC ON DTFRDI.
Weight: 1.29g (19.9gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Lincoln, near. M/d find, 1992. Information from Mr J.
Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
245.
Henry I, Profile/Cross Fleury type, BMC II,
North 858, Southwark, moneyer Sprot.
Obv. +HENRI RE+.
Rev. +SPROT ON SVDI.
Weight: 1.32g (20.3gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Caxton End, Cambs. M/d find, 1994.
Different dies from BMC 22 and SCBI Mack 1505.
M.A.S.B.
246.
Henry I, Profile/Cross Fleury type, BMC II,
North 858, Wallingford, moneyer Godwine.
Rev. +GODPINE ON PIILIS.
Weight: not recorded.
Bury St E d m u n d s , Suffolk, July 1993. Findspot
recorded confidentially.
T h e coin w a s shown at Bury M u s e u m , and is
published from notes m a d e by one of us (C.M.).
Godwine was not previously recorded for type II at
Wallingford, though he was known for types I and III.
(Not illustrated).
M.A.S.B./C.M.
247. Henry I, cut halfpenny, Voided Cross and Fleurs
type, BMC V, North 861, uncertain mint and moneyer
(. . .EL?).
Obv. +hENR[ ].
Rev. [ ]IEL? ON IEIf 1.
Weight: 0.71g (10.4gr).
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Torksey, Lines. M/d find, 1994. Information from Mr J.
Ogden.
The mint-name is uncertain. Only the second letter (E) is
clear. The first and third letters have left-hand uprights, the
first looking more like a P (wenn) than any other letter. It
may then be Wallingford (PEL), Wareham (PERE), or
Warwick (PERI), but other mints are possible, such as
Bedford (BED), Chester (LEC) or Leicester (LEH). The
moneyer's name is also unclear, but appears to end in . .
.EL, the preceding letter having an upright - possibly
Chetel, who is known as a moneyer at Leicester in Henry
I's types 10-14. Our knowledge of the moneyers and mints
active early in the reign of Henry I is so incomplete that a
firm identification of this coin is presently impossible.
M.A.S.B.
248. Henry I, Full Face/Cross Fleury type, BMC X,
North 866, London, moneyer Algar.
Obv. +hENRICVS REX A.
Rev. +ALGAR ON LVNE:.
Weight: not available. Die-axis: 45°.
Ashwellthorpe, Norfolk. M/d find, February 1994.
J.A.D.
249. Henry I, Full Face/Cross Fleury type, BMC X,
North 866, Thetford, moneyer Stanhard.
Obv. +hENRICVS REX A.
Rev. +STANhARD ON T[ ]F.
Weight: 1.18g (18.2gr), chipped. Die-axis: 180°.
Bawburgh, Norfolk, site 25986. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
250. Henry I, Star in Lozenge Fleury type, BMC XIII,
North 869, Salisbury, moneyer Aldwine.
Obv. +hEN[ ]VS R:
Rev. +ALDPINE: ON[: ]SERI. Mint signature weak, but
not in doubt.
Weight: 1.34g (20.7gr). Die-axis: c. 45°.
Bishop's Sutton, Hants, (same site as nos 294, 304).
M/d find by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1994.
Moneyer previously recorded at Salisbury only in
BMC types XII and XIV.
M.M.A.
251.
Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type,
BMC XV, North 871, London, moneyer Rogir.
Obv. +hENR!CVS tref. of pellets.
Rev. +ROG1R: ON: LVNDf ].
Weight: 1.28g (19.7gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Wimborne, near, Dorset. M/d find by Mr R. Bell, 1994.
M.M.A.
252.
Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type,
BMC XV, North 871, London, moneyer uncertain.
Obv. [ ]S:
Rev. [ ]N. ON: LVN[ ].
Weight: i.24g (19.lgr). Die-axis uncertain.
Huntingdon, Cambs. M/d find, 1994.
There are at least six moneyers of London in this
type whose names can end with the letter N.
M.A.S.B.
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253.
Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type,
BMC XV, North 871, London, moneyer . . . ine.
Obv. +hEN[ ]S.
Rev. +[ ]INE:ON:LVN:-.
Weight: 1.31g (20.2gr). Die-axis: 200°.
South Lines. (Boston region). M/d find, 1993.
Information from Mr J. Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
254.
Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type,
BMC XV, North 871, Winchester, moneyer Saiet.
Obv. [ ]E[ ]RICV[ ].
Rev. [+]SA[ ]ON-PINCE[ ].
Weight: 1,26g (19.4gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Badingham,"Suffolk, SMR No. B D G 002. M/d find,
1994.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
255.
Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type,
BMC XV, North 871, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. and rev. illegible.
Weight: l . l l g (17.lgr), incomplete.
Ashill, Norfolk, site 28570. M/d find, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
256.
Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type,
BMC XV, North 871, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. and rev. illegible.
Weight: 0.52g (8.0gr), two fragments.
East^Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
257. Henry I, cut halfpenny, Quadrilateral on Cross
Fleury type, BMC XV, N o r t h 871, mint uncertain
(possibly
Ipswich
or G l o u c e s t e r ) ,
moneyer
uncertain.
Rev. [ ]IGI(or L?)[ ].
Weight: 0.58g (9.0gr).
Badingham, Suffolk, SMR BDG 002. M/d find, 1994.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
258. Henry I, cut halfpenny, Quadrilateral on Cross
Fleury type, BMC XV, North 871, mint and moneyer
uncertain.
Obv. and rev. illegible.
Weight: 0.65g (lO.Ogr).
Upper Sheringham, Norfolk. M/d find, November 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
259. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
Bury St Edmunds, moneyer Gilebert.
Obv. +ST[ ]NE RE:.
Rev. +GI[ ]BERT : ON : ED:.
Weight: 1.38g (21.3gr). Die-axis: 315°.
Cranwich, Norfolk, site TL79NE 60. M/d find, April
1994.
J.A.D.
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260. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
Bury St Edmunds, moneyer Gilebert.
Obv. [ ]NE RE:
Rev. [ ]ERT: ON: SAN. Last three letters of moneyer's
name only partially visible but not in doubt.
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Uncertain, but the finder lives in Poole, Dorset. Sent to
BM with no. 163, November 1994.
M.M.A.
261. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
Bury St Edmunds, moneyer Gilbert.
Obv. double struck, only [ ]TIEFN[ ] and [ ]E RE [ ]
visible.
Rev. +GILBERT-ON-SAN.
Weight: 1.24g (19. lgr).
South Lanes. M/d find, 1994. Information from Mr J.
Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
262. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
Carlisle, moneyer Erebald.
Obv. +ST[ ]REX:.
Rev. +[EREBALD] : ON : [C]ARD:.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr). Die-axis: 0°.
'Mid-Essex', 1994."
Same reverse (and obverse?) dies as BMC 17.
M.J.C.
263. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
Hereford, moneyer Edwine.
Obv. +STI[ ]NE RE.
Rev. [ ]DPINE ; ON : hER[ ].
Weight: 1.37g (21.lgr). Die-axis: 180°.
Chediston, Suffolk. M/d find, August 1994.
This seems to be a new moneyer for the type at this
mint. Edwine is known at Hereford for Henry I, BMC
XV (BMC 226-7).
J.A.D.
264. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873.
Thetford?, moneyer uncertain.
Obv. [ ]IEFNE[ ].
Rev. [ ]N:T[ ].
Weight: 0.44g (6.8gr), fragment.
Brandon parish, Suffolk. M/d find, 1993 or earlier.
M.A.S.B.
265. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
York, moneyer Aschetil.
Obv. +STIF[ ].
Rev. A[ ]TIL : ON : EVE[ ].
Weight: 1.29g (19.9gr).
Market Weighton, near, Yorks. Shown at Yorkshire
Museum, April 1994. Found 'close to' the next coin.
Die duplicate in BM, ex Prestwich Hoard.
C.P.B.
266. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
York, moneyer Aschetil.
Obv. +STIFNE RE[],

Rev. [ ]ETIL : ON : EVE[ ].
Weight: 1.44g (22.2gr).
Market Weighton, near, Yorks. Shown at Yorkshire
Museum, April 1994. Found 'close to' the previous
coin.
Die duplicate in BM, ex Prestwich Hoard.
C.P.B.
267. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
mint and moneyer uncertain.
Rev. [ ]GA[ ](?)
Weight: 0 . 7 l g (1 l.Ogr), incomplete.
Salle, Norfolk. M/d find, July 1994.
J.A.D.
268. Stephen, Cross Moline type, BMC I, North 873,
mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. | ]REX:.
Rev. illegible.
Weight: 1.43g (22.0gr).
Wreningham, Norfolk, site T M 1 9 N E 138. M/d find,
1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
269. Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross Moline type, BMC
I, North 873, Wilton, moneyer Tomas?
Obv. +[ ]RE:.
Rev. [ ]AS : 0[ ].
Weight: 0.48g (7.4gr). Die-axis: 90°.
Stenson, Derbyshire. Found by Mr D.G. Jeffries and
shown at National Museum of Wales, October 1994.
E.M.B.
270. Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross Moline type, BMC
I, North 873, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. +S[ ].
Rev. [ ]IER:ON:I[ ].
Weight: 0.72 (ll.gr).
Brandon parish, Suffolk. M/d find, 1993 or earlier.
M.A.S.B.
271. Stephen, cut farthing, Cross Moline type, BMC I,
North 873, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. \ ]IE[ ].
Rev. [ ]II[ ].
Weight: 0.33g (5.lgr).
Brandon parish, Suffolk. M/d find, 1993 or earlier.
M.A.S.B.
272.
Stephen, ' R o u n d e l s ' variety of Cross Moline
type, Mack 5 167, North 893, Ipswich, moneyer Pagan.
Obv. +STIE[FNE].
Rev. + P A G A N [ V S : O N ] G I P , roundel on right- and lefthand limbs of cross and on the quatrefoil in the third
quarter.
Weight: 1.10g (16.9gr).
Thetford, near, Norfolk. M/d find, 1993. Acquired by
the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.300.1993).
Die-duplicate of Mack S 167 (Ballingal coll.).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
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273.
Stephen, cut halfpenny, Voided Cross Moline
type, North 905, Southampton.
Weight: not recorded.
Effingham, Surrey.
Variant with annulet in crown; cf. NCirc May 1994,
3214.
P.C.L.

279. Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross Pattee type, BMC
II, North 878, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. and Rev. illegible.
Weight: 0 . 6 l g (9.4gr).
Billockby, Norfolk. M/d find, August 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.

274.
Stephen, cut halfpenny, Voided Cross Moline
type, North 905, Southampton.
Weight: not recorded, fragmentary.
West Morden, Hants.
(Not illustrated).
P.C.L.

280. Stephen, cut farthing, Cross Pattee type, BMC II,
North 878, mint and moneyer (O. . .) uncertain.
Weight: 0.36g (5.5gr).
Brandon parish, Suffolk. M/d find, 1993 or earlier.
M.A.S.B.

275. Stephen or Matilda, cut halfpenny, Voided Cross
Moline type, Oxford, moneyer Swetig.
Rev. [ ]G.OXN[ ].
Weight: 0.58g (8.9gr).
Marr, near Doncaster, W. Yorks. M / d find, 1994.
Information from Mr J. Ogden.
Unfortunately the o b v e r s e inscription is off this
halfpenny. The moneyer Swetig struck coins of this
type for both Stephen and Matilda. The style of bust,
with the collar projecting towards the sceptre, shows
that it belongs to the latter part of the issue, while the
die-cutting, using engraved lines and no moulding to
the face, points to locally p r o d u c e d rather than
metropolitan dies. This suggests an attribution to
Matilda, whose dies were all locally produced, but it is
possible that some coins of Stephen were also struck
from locally-cut dies. No die-link has been found with
published specimens of either ruler. The omission of
the word on in the reverse legend is paralleled by a coin
of Matilda in the Ashmolean (SCBI Oxford 190).
M.A.S.B.
276. Stephen, Cross Pattee type, BMC II, North 878,
London, moneyer uncertain.
Rev. +[ ]: ON : LVN.
Weight: 1.23g (18.9gr), incomplete.
Fulmodestone, Norfolk, site 17342. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
277. Stephen. Cross Pattee type, BMC II, North 878,
Norwich, moneyer uncertain.
Obv. +STIEF[ ].
Rev. [ ]N: NORPI[ ].
Weight: 1.42g (21.9gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Spalding, near, Lines. M/d find, 1992. Information from
Mr J. Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
278. Stephen, Cross Pattee type. BMC II, North 878,
Pevensey, moneyer Alwine.
Obv. +STIEFNE.
Rev. +ALPINE:ON:P[ ]E.
Weight: 1,30g (20. lgr), bent. Die-axis: 180°.
Brandon parish, Suffulk. M/d find, 1993 or earlier.
Different dies from BMC 165-8.
M.A.S.B.

281. Stephen, Cross Fleury type, BMC VI, North 879,
Bedford, moneyer Iohan.
Obv. +STIEFN[ ]E.
Rev. +IOhAN:ON[ ]ED.
Weight: 1.24g (19.lgr). Die-axis: 40°.
Lakenheath parish, Suffolk. M/d find by Roy Owens,
1994, from the same field as the Stephen type VI coin
published in Coin Register 1993, no. 269.
This coin is from different dies from Parsons
(Glendining, 11 May 1954) lot 254, but it confirms the
reading of the moneyer's name as lohan. A coin of type
VII of the same mint and moneyer has been found at
B o t t i s h a m , C a m b s . (site report to be p u b l i s h e d by
M.A.S.B.).
M.A.S.B.
282. Stephen, Cross Fleury type. BMC VI, North 879,
Bury St Edmunds, moneyer Henfri.
Obv. +ST[ ]E.
Rev. +hV[ ]FRI[ J-S-ED.
Weight: 1.4lg (21.7gr). Die-axis: 160°
Newmarket, near, Suffolk. M/d find, 1994, from the
same site as no. 283. This site has also produced three
Short Cross, one Long Cross and several later medieval
coins.
M.A.S.B.
283. Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross Fleury type, BMC
VI, North 879, London, moneyer Terri D.
Obv.S[ ]E.
Rev. [ ]Rl:D:ON:[ ].
Weight: 0.71 g (11 .Ogr). Die-axis: 0°.
Newmarket, near, Suffolk. M/d find, 1994, from the
same site as no. 282.
M.A.S.B.
284. Stephen, Cross Pommee type, BMC VII, North
881, Norwich, moneyer Willem?
Obv. I ]EFN[ ].
Rev. [ ]M : ON : Nf ].
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr).
Kenninghall, Norfolk. M/d find, August 1994.
J.A.D.
285. Stephen, Cross Pommee type, BMC VII. North
881, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. [ ]NE trefoil pellets.
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Rev. [ ]BER[ ]. Letter before B is round, possibly S or
R.

Weight: 1.39g (21.4gr).
Horncastle, near. Lines. M/d find by Mr J.P. Hay.
September 1994.
The moneyer Osbern is recorded in this type at
S a n d w i c h (Mack S no. 123a) but is also k n o w n at
several other mints in the reign. Other moneyers are
also possible.
M.M.A.
286.
Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross P o m m e e type,
BMC VII, North 881. Lincoln, moneyer Hue.
Obv. [ ]E[ ].
Rev. + h v [ ]COL.
Weight: 0.58g (8.6gr), corroded.
Brandon, near, Suffolk. M/d find by Roy Owens, 1994,
who has kindly presented the coin to the Fitzwilliam
Museum (CM. 10.1995).
Struck from different dies from the only specimen
recorded in Mossop (pl. 87, 18 = SCBI Lincolnshire
954).
M.A.S.B.
287. Stephen, fragment of uncertain type.
Obv. [ ]FN[ ].
Weight: 0.43g (6.6gr), fragment.
West Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, August 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
288.
Stephen, i n d e p e n d e n t issue, East M i d l a n d s
(possibly Lincoln), Mack 5 186-7, North 899/1.
Obv. illegible, traces of bust r.
Rev. [ ]AN[ ]V[ ], lozenge-cross fleury with small
cross in centre, on a long feathered cross.
Weight: 0.97g (15.0gr), chipped and buckled.
Bawtry, near, S. Yorks. M/d find, 1990/1. Acquired by
the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.391.1991).
Two other specimens of this type are known, one
from the Sheldon, Derby, hoard, with the reverse
[ ]ODVINVSOOEX[ ], and one in the Hunterian
collection reading [ ]NR[ ]. This new piece could be
from the same r e v e r s e die as the H u n t e r i a n coin,
although the condition of both makes this uncertain.
The Sheldon coin was attributed to Exeter by Andrews,
and he was followed in this by Mack. In an unpublished
MS ( ' T h e pattern of coinage in Stephen's earldoms',
copies at the BM and F i t z w i l l i a m M u s e u m ) , Peter
Seaby suggested that its style linked it to the East
Midlands and attributed the Sheldon coin to the Lincoln
m o n e y e r G o d w i n u s . This new find brings w e l c o m e
support for Seaby's attribution.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
289.
Stephen, i n d e p e n d e n t issue, York, L o z e n g e sceptre type, c. 1150; Mack 5 218, North 920.
Obv. inscription missing, bust r. with lozenge sceptre.
Rev. [ ]ornament O ornament[ ], cross on saltire fleury.
Weight: 0.52g (8.0gr), fragment.
South Kyme, near, Lines, (but not a stray from the

South Kyme hoard). M/d find by J.E. Patterson, 1992.
Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum (CM.833.1992).
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
290. Eustace Fitzjohn, Mack, S 223, York, moneyer
Thomas FitzUlf.
Obv. EVST AC1VS+ (second S reversed); armed figure to
r.
Rev. +THOM[AS FILIV]S VLF (TH l i g a t u r e d ) .

Weight: 1,17g (18.Ogr). Die-axis: 170°.
Flaxby, North Yorkshire, January 1994.
C.P.B.
291. Prince Henry of Scotland, cut halfpenny, type 1,
Mack S 283-5, North 912, Corbridge, moneyer Erebald?
Obv. +hENR[ ].

Rev. + [ ]BEP[ ]EB:.
Weight: 0.70g (10.8gr). Die-axis: 30°.
Hasketon parish, Suffolk. Findspot recorded on the
Suffolk SMR, site HSK 009. M/d find. 1994.
Struck from different dies from the four coins
recorded by Mack and from the one Prestwich Hoard
specimen illustrated in CH 1 (1975), p. 91, no. 20. The
reverse inscription is probably to be c o m p l e t e d
+[E]BEB[ALD:ON:COR]EB:, where the first letter B is
probably a mistake for R.
M.A.S.B./J.N.
292.
Henry II. Tealby type, class A, mint uncertain
moneyer Herebert?
Obv. +hENRI REX ANGL.
Rev. [ ]REBERT:ON:[ ].

Weight: 1.3lg (20.2gr). Die-axis: 300°.
Doncaster, near, S. Yorks. M/d find, before 1994.
Information from Mr J. Ogden.
The moneyer is recorded for this type at Norwich,
Winchester and York. What survives of the bases of the
letters of the mint name suggests York.
M.A.S.B.
293.
Henry II, Tealby type, class A/B, mint and
moneyer uncertain.
Rev. [ ]M : ON : [ ].
Weight: 1.26g (19.4gr).
Chelmsford, near, Essex. M/d find, 1994.
M.J.C.
294.
Henry II, Tealby type, class B, North 9 5 3 - 5 ,
probably Canterbury or Launceston, moneyer Wila[m].
Obv. +hENRI REX ANG.
Rev. +W1LA[ ]N: CAN[or LAN],

Weight: 1.23g (19.0gr). Die-axis: c. 225°.
Bishop's Sutton, Hants. (For others from this site see no.
250). M/d find by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1994.
M.M.A.
295. Henry II, Tealby type, class C, North 956, mint
and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 1.03g (15.9gr).
West Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, August 1994.

J.A.D.
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296.
Henry II, Tealby type, class D, Thetford,
moneyer Willem.
Obv. [ ]REX.
Rev. [ ]WI[ ]T[ ].
Weight: 0.84g (1.30gr). Die-axis: 220°.
Lincoln, near. M/d find, 1994. Information from Mr J.
Ogden.
Same dies as BMC 739.
M.A.S.B.
297.
Henry II, Tealby type, class D/E, mint and
moneyer uncertain.
Rev. [ ]'A'[ ].
Weight: 0.85g (13.lgr), chipped.
Chelmsford, near, Essex. M/d find, 1994.
M.J.C.
298. Henry II. Tealby type, class E, mint and moneyer
uncertain.
Rev. [ ]AN[ ].
Weight: 1.29g (19.9gr).
S n a i n t o n , North Yorkshire. S h o w n at Yorkshire
Museum, October 1994.
C.P.B.
299.
Henry II, Tealby type, class F l ? , Newcastle,
moneyer Willem.
Obv. + h E N [ ].
Rev. + W [ ]M:ON:NIV.

Weight: 1,50g (23.lgr). Die-axis: 180° (by design).
York, south of, before 1994. Information from Mr J.
Ogden.
M.A.S.B.
300.
Henry II, Tealby type, class F, Thetford?,
moneyer Willelm.
Obv. [ ]ENRI REX A
Rev. [ ]ILEL[ ]:[ ].

Weight: 1.35g (20.8gr).
K i n g ' s Lynn, near, Norfolk. M/d find,
1993.
Information from Mr J. Ogden.
The moneyer is only recorded for coins of bust F at
Thetford, Newcastle and Carlisle, but this cannot be a
coin of the latter two mints, as they struck coins on neat
round flans.
M.A.S.B.
301. Henry II, Tealby type, class F, mint and moneyer
uncertain.
Weight: 1.27g (19.6gr).
Chelmsford, near, Essex. M/d find by Mr A. Aldrich,
1993.
M.J.C.

303. Henry II, Tealby type, North 952-61, mint and
moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr).
Merton, Norfolk, site 5061. M/d find, January 1994.
J.A.D.
304.
Henry II, Tealby type, mint and m o n e y e r
uncertain.
Obv. [ ]ENRI[ ].

Rev. possibly [ ]LE[ ].
W e i g h t : 0 . 6 4 g (lO.Ogr), f r a g m e n t .
Die-axis:
uncertain.
Bishop's Sutton, Hants. Found with William I of Scots,
cut farthing, Short Cross type, Roxburgh (?), 0.34g
(5.2gr) on same site as others cited at no. 250. M/d find
by Messrs M. and J. McGovern, 1994.
M.M.A.
305.
Henry II, Tealby type, mint and m o n e y e r
uncertain.
Weight: 0.59g (9.lgr), incomplete.
Gayton, Norfolk, site 16121. M/d find, April 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
306.
Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, North
956-9, mint uncertain, moneyer Willem.
Obv. +HENR[ ]; bust C/D.
Rev. +WILL[ ].

Weight: 0.49g (7.5gr).
Congham, Norfolk, site 25765.
J.A.D.
307. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, mint and
moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.38g (5.8gr), fragment.
West Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, September 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
308. Henry II. cut halfpenny, Tealby type, mint and
moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.36g (5.5gr), fragment.
Hellesdon, Norfolk, site 30663. M/d find, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
309. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, mint and
moneyer uncertain.
Rev. [ ]T:ON[ ].

Weight: 0.65g (10. lgr).
South Lines. (Boston region).
Information from Mr J. Ogden.

M/d

find,

1993.

M.A.S.B.
302.
Henry II, Tealby type, mint and m o n e y e r
uncertain.
Weight: not recorded.
Haverhill, near, Suffolk. M/d find by Mr A. Allen, find
spot recorded on Suffolk SMR
M.J.C.

310. Edward I/II, farthing, class 10/11, London.
Weight: 0.39g (6.0gr).
East Kent, c."l992.
Struck on a rectangular flan.
N.G.R.
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311. Scotland, James III (1460-88), orb/cross Crux
pellit type, black billon issue, sometimes attributed to
Bishop Kennedy of St Andrews (Stewart, pp. 140-1,
nos 9 5 - 9 ) . There are also imitations from the L o w
C o u n t r i e s (cf. M u r r a y and Van N e r o m , RBN 129
(1983), 91-118).
Weight: 0.72g ( 1 1 . l g r ) , poor condition, inscription
illegible and variety indistinct.
Thetford, Norfolk. M/d find, 1990.
(Not illustrated).
M.J.B.
312. Scotland, James III, issue as last.
Weight: 1.30g (20. lgr), condition as last coin.
South Kyme, Lines. M/d find, 1991.
(Not illustrated).
M.J.B.
313. Ireland, contemporary forgery of a Long Cross
penny of Dublin, moneyer Davi.
Weight: 0.80g (I2.3gr).
East K e n t c . 1992.
N.G.R.

Anglo-Gallic

Coins

314. Edward III, demi-sterling, Aquitaine, Elias 57.
Obv. + [ E D W ] A R D ' : (leopard) R E X A [ N ] G L ' (double
saltire stops after Edward), crowned bust, three quarters
to 1., leopard to 1. below.
Rev. D V X / A Q V / I T A / N I E , long cross dividing legend,
crown in each angle.
Weight: 0.49g. Die-axis: 90°.
Spalding, near, Lines. M/d find, 1994.
M.J.B./S.P.D.
315. Edward III. Gros au Leopard passant, Elias 59.
Obv. ED | REX | ANG | LIE; long cross. Traces of outer
legend.
Rev. + D V X : A Q [ ] A N I E ; leopard to 1.
Weight: 1.45g.
Norwich, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.

Continental

318.
Hainaut, John of Avesnes ( 1 2 8 0 - 1 3 0 4 ) ,
Valenciennes, Mayhew 24.
Weight: 1.35g (20.8gr).
Croxton, Norfolk, site 30247. M/d find, May 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
319. Hainaut, John of Avesnes, Maubeuge, Mayhew
39.
Weight: 1.07g.
Brandon, near, Suffolk. M/d find, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
M.A.S.B.
320. Brabant, John I (1261-94), Mayhew 43.
Weight: 1.30g (20.0gr).
West R u d h a m , Norfolk, site 28130. M/d
September 1994.
(Not illustrated).

find,

J.A.D.
321. Looz, Arnold V (1279-1323), Mayhew 62.
Weight: 1.24g (19.lgr).
Postwick, Norfolk, site 9649. M/d find, February 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
322. Looz, Arnold V, Mayhew 70.
Weight: 1.22g.
Quidenham, Norfolk. M/d find, October 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
323. John of Louvain (1285-1309), Herstal, Mayhew
84.
Weight: 0.84g (12.9gr).
Thetford, Norfolk. M/d find, August 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
324. Cambrai, Guy II (1296-1306), Mayhew 99.
Weight: 1.49g.
Brandon, near, Suffolk. M/d find, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
M.A.S.B.

sterlings

316.
Flanders and Namur, Guy of D a m p i e r r e
(1279-1305), Alost, Mayhew 1.
Weight: 1.30g (20.lgr).
West Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, May 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.

325.
Gelderland, Renaud (1272-1326), Arnhem,
Mayhew 181.
Weight: 1.1 lg (17.lgr).
Wreningham, Norfolk. M/d find, October 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.

317. Flanders and Namur, Guy of Dampierre, Mayhew
13.
Weight: 1.33g (20.5gr).
East Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, November 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.

326. Flanders, Robert of Bethune (1305-22), Alost,
Mayhew 211.
Weight: I.20g.
Thirsk, North Yorkshire. Castle excavations, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
C.P.B.
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327.
F l o r e n n e s , G a u c h e r of Chatillon ( 1 3 1 3 - 2 2 ) ,
Yves, Mayhew 237.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr).
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. M/d find, October 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
328.
F l o r e n n e s , G a u c h e r of Chatillon ( 1 3 1 3 - 2 2 ) ,
Yves, Mayhew 237.
Weight: 1.03g.
Caistor by Norwich (Blue Bell Hill), Norfolk. M/d find,
April 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
329. Florennes, Gaucher of Chatillon, Yves, Mayhew 239.
Weight: 1.02g (15.7).
Wymondham, Norfolk, site T G 1 0 S W 146. M/d find,
1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
330. Florennes, Gaucher of Chatillon, Yves, Mayhew
244.
Weight: 0.98g, incomplete.
Gayton, Norfolk, site 29713. M/d find, 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.

161

336. Namur. William I (1337-91), Mayhew 361.
Weight: 1.57g (24.lgr).
Admington/Lower Quinton, Warwicks. Found during
ploughing, before May 1957.
Now Warwickshire Museum, cat. no. N.3524.
D.J.S./P.J.W.
European Coins
337. France, Philip I (1270-85), denier tournois.
Weight: 0.74g, base metal, silvered.
Hillington, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
338. France, Philip IV (1285-1314) or VI (1328-50),
denier tournois.
Weight: 0.88g; weakly struck, pierced by three holes.
West Rudham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./B.J.C.
339. France, Charles VII (1422-61)?, demi-blanc/petit
blanc, Lafaurie 515?
Weight: not recorded, incomplete.
Caistor St Edmund, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
This coin was struck 1436 or later. It could also in
principle belong to the reigns of Louis XI or Charles VIII.
J.A.D./E.M.B.

331. Florennes, Gaucher of Chatillon, Yves, Mayhew
246.
Weight: 0.95g (14.6gr).
Chelmsford, near, Essex, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
M.J.C.

340.
France, Charles VIII ( 1 4 8 3 - 9 8 ) , gold ecu,
Lafaurie 554 or similar.
Weight: not recorded.
Rushford, Norfolk. M/d find by Mr Trevor Claxton,
1986/87; oral report by the finder, who has disposed of
the coin.
(Not illustrated).
M.A.S.B.

332. Gaucher of Chatillon, Yves, uncertain.
Weight: l.OOg (15.4gr), incomplete.
Weybourne, Norfolk, site 29097. M/d find, September
1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.

341.
France, Francis I ( 1 5 1 5 - 4 7 ) , douzain a la
croisette.
Weight: 1.91g.
Upwell, Norfolk, site 29193. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./B.J.C.

333. Luxemburg, John the Blind (1309-46), Mayhew
257.
Weight: 0.79g, clipped.
Brandon, near, Suffolk. M/d find, 1994.
(Not illustrated).
M.A.S.B.
334. Lorraine, Ferry IV (1312-28), Mayhew 309.
Rev. SIG NVN CRV CIS, reversed Ns.
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr).
Warham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
335. Toul, Bishop Thomas of Bourlemont (1330-53),
Mayhew 318.
Weight: 0.99g (15.2gr). Die-axis: 60°.
Brandon parish. Suffolk. M/d find, 1991.
M.A.S.B.

342. France, Francis I, Hard a l'F, Lafaurie and Prieur
790, Villefranche, 1540-6.
Weight: 0.80g.
Postwick. Norfolk, site 9649. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./M.M.A.
343.
Germany, Frederick II (as king, 1 2 1 2 - 2 0 ) ,
sterling, short-cross type, Chautard no. 303 (pi. XXI,
4); A. Meyer, Die Miinzen der Stadt Dortmund (Vienna,
1883), Nachtrag (1888), no. 27c.
Obv. + R E X [ F R ] I D E R I / S , bust facing with crown of
bezants and sceptre to left; initial cross of four bezants.
Rev. + R O M [ A N V S ] R E X A , short-cross voided with four
bezants in each angle; initial cross of four bezants.
Weight: 1,08g (16.7gr). Die-axis: 100°.
Sedgefield, near, Co. Durham. M/d find, 1994.
Acquired by the Fitzwilliam Museum, 1994 (CM.
156. 1994).
M.J.B./S.P.D.
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344. Brabant, petit denier, thirteenth century.
Obv. shield with rampant lion of Brabant.
Rev. long cross.
Weight: 0.38g.
Postwick. Norfolk. M/d find, January 1994.

354. Portugal, Alfonso V (1438-81), silver meio real
(chinfrao), Lisbon.
Weight: 1.24g.
Reepham, Norfolk, site 3150. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./B.J.C.
J.A.D.

345. Brabant, John I (1261-94), Brabantinus,
moneyer Walt., Mayhew p. 13.
Weight: 0.58g.
Mattishall, Norfolk. M/d find, 1993.

cut half,

J.A.D.
346. Flanders, petit denier, Bruges, thirteenth century.
Weight: 0.39g.
Costessey, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./B.J.C.
347.
Flanders, Ghent, petit denier. Ghyssens 481,
Ghyssens's fourth period c. 1253-1310.
Weight: 0.36g (5.6gr).
Buckland, North Herts. M/d find. 1991.
M.A.S.B./M.J.B.
348. Flanders, Louis de Nevers (1322-46) or Louis de
Male (1346-54), gros tournois.
Weight: 1.29g, incomplete.
Bradenham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./B.J.C.
349. Brabant, Charles the Rash ( 1 4 6 7 - 7 7 ) , double
patard, Van Gelder and Hoc 23-1.
Weight: not recorded.
Mundesley, Norfolk, site TG33NW 42. M/d find, 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
350. Flanders, Charles the Rash ( 1 4 6 7 - 7 ) , double
patard, Van Gelder and Hoc 23-3.
Weight: 2.49g, clipped.
Croxton, Norfolk, site 30247. M/d find, November 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
351. Flanders, Charles the Rash (1467-77), double
patard, Van Gelder and Hoc 23-3.
Weight: 2.91g.
Market Weston, Suffolk. M/d find, 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
352. Flanders, Charles the Rash (1467-77), double
patard, Van Gelder and Hoc 23-3.
Weight: 2 . 9 l g .
Warham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D.
353. Gelderland, Renaud II (1326-43), Kopchen.
Weight: 0.22g, chipped.
Cranwich, Norfolk. M/d find, 1994.
J.A.D./B.J.C.

355. Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, silver real (after
1497), Burgos.
Weight: 2.48g.
River Thames, London, reportedly. See nos. 172-3.
Spanish silver coins were proclaimed legal tender in
England and Wales on 8 March 1554. This status was
revoked in November 1561, but it is clear that specimens
continued to circulate into the seventeenth century (E.
Besly, English Civil War Coin Hoards (1987), p. 63).
(Not illustrated).
D.J.S.
356. Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, silver real (after
1497), Burgos?
Weight: 2.18g, clipped.
River Thames, London, reportedly. See nos 172-3.
(Not illustrated).
D.J.S.
357. Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, silver real (after
1497), Seville.
Weight: 2.16g, clipped.
River Thames, London, reportedly. See nos 172-3.
(Not illustrated).
D.J.S.
358. Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, silver real (after
1497), Burgos.
Weight: 2.76g.
Kent, 1992.
M.J.C.
359.
Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, silver half-real
(after 1497).
Weight: 1.30g.
Narborough/Narford, Norfolk. M/d find 1994.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
360. Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, silver real, (after
1497).
Weight: 0.72g, fragment.
Ashill, Norfolk, site 28358. M/d find, 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
361. Italy. Genoa, T. Campofregoso (1436-42), billon
petachina, as C/V/III, p. 123, 77.
Obv. + : T • C • DVX • IA • XXI: (single stops within
legend, cinquefoils).
Rev. + : CONRAD • REX • RO : E: (single stops,
cinquefoils).
Weight: 0.31g, after cleaning.
Tenby, Pembs. (Dyfed). M/d find, January 1994.
E.M.B.
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362. Italy, Lucca, denaro in the name of Henry II
(1004-24), 12th century.
Weight: 0.82g.
Oxborough, Norfolk, site 1021. M/d find. March 1993.
J.A.D./E.M.B.
363.
Livonian Order, H e r m a n n von Briiggenei
(1535-49), billon schilling, Riga.
Obv. HER.D BRVG EN:M LIVO; shield.
Rev. -MONE-NO-RIGENS1S-153?; crossed keys.
Weight: 1.1 Og Die-axis: 225°
Polesworth, near, Warwicks. M/d find, 1994.
D.J.S.
364.
Russia, Peter the Great ( 1 6 8 2 - 1 7 2 5 ) , silver
kopek.
Weight: 0.24g.
Upton-with-Fishley, Norfolk, site T G 3 1 S E 94. M/d
find, 1993.
(Not illustrated).
J.A.D.
Seventeenth-century

tokens

365.
Tewkesbury, copper (?) farthing of Samuel
Mosse, 1653; BW 193, SCBI 38, 1750.
Weight: 0.90g, corroded. Die-axis: 180°.
Elkstone, Gloucs. Found on 21 August 1993 by Mr
M.J. Cooch of Enfield Farm, while gardening. Retained
by the finder.
Elkstone is a village in the Cotswold Hills about six
miles from Cheltenham and fourteen from Tewkesbury.
B e a r i n g in mind the find-spot, there is always the
c h a n c e that the token was imported with topsoil
brought from elsewhere. However, the line of a former
road from Cirencester to Cheltenham passes through
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the grounds of Enfield Farm not far from where the
token was found.
(Not illustrated).
P.W.
366. Cirencester, brass farthing of Bryan Mills, 1657;
BW 75; SCBI 38, 1633 (die duplicate).
Weight: 1.18g. Die-axis: 0°.
Daglingworth, Gloucs. Found on 15 September 1994 by
Mr D.G. Brown of 17, T h e Street, while gardening.
Now private collection (P.W.).
Daglingworth lies some three miles north-west of
Cirencester; Mr Brown's house is near the centre of the
village.
(Not illustrated).
P.W.

Corrections
367. /Ethelred II, Oxford penny, moneyer Wulfwine
(CR 1993, no. 216). This coin is an Intermediate Small
Cross/Crux mule.
K.J.
368. ^Ethelred II, cut farthing, Long Cross type, BMC
iva, North 11 A, Thetford, moneyer Osbern.
This coin w a s listed as CR 1993, no. 217, but not
illustrated. It shares the same obverse die as BM
1 9 2 2 - 5 - 2 3 , 20 of Osbern of Thetford, but is from a
different reverse die.
J.A.D./M.M.A.
369. Cnut, cut halfpenny, Lincoln (CR 1993, no. 223).
This coin is by the moneyer Crina, not Mana as reported.
K.J.
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REVIEWS
Celtic
Oxford
edited
1992).

Coinage: Britain and Beyond. The
Eleventh
Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History,
by M. Mays. BAR British Series 222 (Oxford
302 pp., 12 plates.

THIS welcome volume makes available sixteen papers
given at the Oxford symposium in 1989, and represents
an indication of the renaissance which has taken place in
the study of Iron Age coinage during the last few years.
Both the volume itself and the review of publications
helpfully given in the Introduction illustrate the work
that has been completed or is in progress and the range
of approaches being followed today.
A volume of conference proceedings is, like a
Festschrift, not easy to review, as the articles cover a
very broad range of material without pretending to be
comprehensive in their treatment of the subject as a
whole. Curiously enough, we hear less of the coinage of
the 'core' areas than of the 'periphery'. Reviews are
given of the coinage of the Corieltauvi (May) and the
Iceni (Creighton - but now see his article in Oxford
Journal of Archaeology), while some of the articles are
devoted to iconography (Scheers, Green) or to new
discoveries, such as the Icenian silver coin hoard from
Stonea (Chadburn), the new types from the Snettisham
hoard and Bury (Gregory), the peculiar scyphate gold
'coins' from Humberside and Lincolnshire (May) or
fractional billon from western Gaul (Gruel and Taccoen).
Other than this, the volume seems to me to offer three
principal recurrent themes. One is the importance of the
analysis of the metals used to produce the coinage. Two
long articles by Northover and Cowell present the results
of a very large number of analyses of British Celtic coins,
and it is clear that it will be necessary for all future scholars
to return constantly to these pages of results and their
helpful commentary. Indeed a number of the other articles
in the volume allude to the metal composition of the coins
they discuss, and it should now be possible to put our
understanding of the metals on a solid basis. This is
certainly true of the gold, where we can now see in some
detail how the purity of the earlier coins declined (but are
we sure that debasement is an index of chronology?) until
it stabilised with the copper rich metal (red gold) used by
the later dynastic and inscribed issues. Cowell's paper is
explicitly concerned with gold alone, but Northover looks
at silver and bronze as well. In the case of silver and bronze
(and also brass), however, it is clear that more work is
needed to establish the standards that were used. We may
be reasonably sure that the later silver used north and south
of the Thames was almost pure (see also the additional
analyses now published in the report of the Wanborough
hoard: C. Cheesman, Surrey Archaeological Collections 82
(1994), p. 92), but the standard(s) in use by the 'peripheral'
coinages are less clear.

Secondly, there is a due emphasis on looking at coins
in their full archaeological context. Two articles consider
this aspect. One, by Malacher and Collis, considers the
evidence of French sites in the Auvergne, and it is
perhaps no accident that this should be so, given the
strong emphasis placed on this approach in France (see,
for example, K. Gruel, La monnaie chez les Gaulois).
The leading proponent of this approach in this country is
Colin Haselgrove, who, both in his book Iron Age
Coinage in South-East England: the
Archaeological
Context (1987), and his article in this volume reminds us
of its value, whether it is for the dating of potin coinage
or the interpretation of single gold coins. In a quite
startling concluding passage to his article. Haselgrove
advocates the seeking out of coins from clearly defined
deposits as an important source for future investigation.
However, one feels that, though such material will come
and is coming to light, it will be not so much as a result
of excavation as of metal-detecting (compare Gregory's
remarks on pp. 48-9), and so of only limited value to the
type of study advocated by Haselgrove.
The third general theme which emerges from the
volume is the way one should approach the question of
how to interpret the material. A partial answer has
already been given, namely the archaeological context.
But there is also the issue of the conceptual approach
we should use in addressing monetary and economic
discussions of Britain in the hundred years from Caesar
to Claudius. Van Arsdell, in his article (and indeed in
his recently published monograph on the Dobunni)
continues to treat the coinage as if it formed part of a
modern market economy where concepts such as
money supply and credit have full relevance. A very
different approach is adopted by others, in particular in
the article by Fitzpatrick, who addresses some of the
same questions as van Arsdell but comes up with a very
different set of answers, emphasising that the social
structures of Celtic society may well imply different
attitudes to coinage and wealth. Generally speaking, his
approach seems much more convincing, although he
does at times write in fairly opaque language ('culture
creates the political in a reflexive relation and the
material world is used to guide these actions'!).
All in all, this volume indicates a healthy future for
Celtic numismatics. Whilst it is important to keep
abreast of new discoveries (the Celtic Coin Index and
the publication of new material in the Coin Register of
this journal are crucial) and to continue with traditional
numismatic studies of the material, we should,
however, be aware of the intrinsic limitations of these
approaches and concentrate more on the types of
integrated archaeological and sociological approaches
mentioned above.
ANDREW BURNETT

REVIEWS
The Coinage of the Dobunni: Money Supply and Coin
Circulation in Dobunnic Territory, by Robert D. Van
Arsdell, with a Gazetteer of Findspots by Philip de
Jersey, Studies in Celtic Coinage, Number 1, Oxford
University Committee for Archaeology, Monograph 38
(Oxford, 1994). 84 pp, 2 plates, paperback.
THIS slender volume is in two parts, both of which
contain useful technical information. The first (pp.
1-65), by Robert Van Arsdell, presents a summary of
his own classification of Dobunnic coinage, with maps
and diagrams, and an essay (pp. 34 ff.) on Dobunnic
money supply, based on 733 coins studied before
October 1989 (p. 7). It replaces two articles (nos. 13
and 15) cited as forthcoming in his Celtic Coinage of
Britain (London, 1989). The second part, by Philip de
Jersey (pp. 6 7 - 8 4 ) , lists all provenanced Dobunnic
coins recorded by 1992 in the Celtic Coin Index at the
Institute of Archaeology, Oxford. The whole book
went to press before the enormous Pershore hoard,
mainly of Dobunnic silver coins, was available for
study.
It is not made clear until p. 67 that the two parts of
this book are in fact unconnected: Mr Van Arsdell's
maps are not based on Dr de Jersey's Gazetteer. They
even use different classificatory systems, without a
concordance to resolve confusions. The Gazetteer
follows the VA system for gold coinage, but both
Gazetteer and the Plates follow the older, Allen
classification for silver, rearranged in VA order. Thus,
in Van Arsdell's text the coinage of Bodvoc (p. 14) is
classed as Dobunnic C. In the Plates. Dobunnic C is not
Bodvoc, and Bodvoc is not Dobunnic C. More
seriously, there is an interesting discussion of coinage
conventionally known as 'Dobunnic Irregular', referred
to as such by Mr Van Arsdell (p. 8). There is no
mention of 'Dobunnic Irregulars' in either Gazetteer or
Plates. The present reviewer had to resort to the
VA/Allen concordance in Van Arsdell 1989 to discover
that 'Dobunnic Irregulars' are in fact the coins listed in
Gazetteer and Plates under their alias of (Allen)
Dobunnic M, N, and O.
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inferences from the 'large number of [Dobunnic] coins
found in Essex and Lincolnshire': seven such coins
exist (p. 23). On pp. 16 and 21 he makes a case, based
on trend surface maps, for correcting D.F. Allen's
perception that coins of Bodvoc (VA Dobunnic C) and
Catti (VA Dobunnic G) tend to concentrate in the
northern part of Dobunnic territory. A comparison of
scatter distribution maps 7 and 9 (Corio and Bodvoc)
and maps 15 and 17 (Eisu and Catti) actually suggest
that Allen's perception has been vindicated.
Mr Van Arsdell's reliance on trend surface maps as
a heuristic tool in fact arouses grave misgivings. He
sees coins as somehow flowing over the landscape
like paint (pp. 12, 18, 27), and concentric contours
link widely separated places with similar densities of
coins per unit of area to produce illusory maps that
iron out and conceal the real - and interesting unevenness in actual geographical distributions. He
makes due allowance for open sea, into which coins
do not 'flow', but none, apparently, for other features
that affect the activities of people (who must have
taken the coins to wherever they were found), such as
hills, forests, marshes - or political boundaries. All of
these create meaningful discontinuities in the
distribution pattern of Iron A g e coinage. Useful
attention is drawn to possible areas of no-man's land
(p. 25), but the extraordinary map offered on p. 24
does not inspire confidence.

Finally, Mr Van Arsdell is guided in his analysis by
some bold undefended assumptions about the Dobunni.
He sees them as a peaceful (p. 18), active trading
people (p. 1) with a money economy (p. 40), although
their 'small change' silver coinage was unimportant and
can be ignored when attempting an econometric
analysis (p. 35). (Gold) money was apparently widely
used, the government made plans for the money supply
(pp. 33, 41), and 'the public' (p. 33) influenced such
plans. The mint's responsibilities included confiscating
gold from the money supply (pp. 2, 41). 'Shipments' of
bullion were exported and imported (pp. 38, 40, 41),
and the coins that 'stud' trade routes (p. 26) illuminate
Dobunnic trading relationships (passim).
Money
circulates
in
unspecified
ways
(p.
36)
and
is
driven
out
Mr Van Arsdell aims to trace the vicissitudes of
Dobunnic gold supply through an analysis of their of circulation by purely economic forces (p. 40). A
conjectured episode of inflation was caused by
coinage (pp. 34 ff). He gives a clear account of the
'injection of massive numbers of staters into the money
methods he has used, and there are copious lists and
supply' (p. 42). Mr Van Arsdell would like to conduct a
diagrams to illustrate his findings. This is all very
modern econometric analysis of this almost
useful, and it is good to see it published. Although his
undocumented prehistoric society's 'money supply,
figures are based upon metal analysis of a very small
velocity of money, rate of inflation, and the value of
number of coins, Mr Van Arsdell reports suggestive
credit-based and non-monetary transactions', 'the value
evidence for successive debasements of gold coinage,
of goods and services produced, the value of transfer
and has attempted to calculate the original amount of
payments, and the balance of trade' (p. 34), though he
gold bullion the surviving coins may represent, with
does concede that 'the analysis is hampered by a
hints at marked fluctuations over time.
number of difficulties' (ibid.). Significantly, he seems
His conclusions do, however, require close scrutiny,
puzzled that Eisu might withdraw Comux's coinage (p.
as he sometimes misleads. On p. 16 he argues that since
41). Few students of the late pre-Roman Iron Age
more coins of Antedrig were found at Bath than at
would be so surprised; they might suppose, for
Camerton, Bath was a major Dobunnic centre (cf. p.
instance, that he had ordinary power-political motives
26). Precisely two coins of Antedrig were found at
for so doing.
Bath, both in the highly anomalous context of the
deposit in the Sacred Spring. On p. 21, he makes
DAPHNE NASH BRIGGS
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The Reign of Cnut, edited by Alexander Rumble.
Leicester University Press, 1994, 341 pp., photographs,
figures and tables.
IN his introduction, Alexander Rumble contrasts the
lack of formal historical writing on Cnut's reign with
the wealth of non-documentary primary sources and the
sciences which have been developed around them in
recent years. Amongst these, numismatics has a large
part to play, and over a quarter of the book is devoted to
numismatic subjects, but perhaps more importantly, the
whole volume, the outcome of a conference held in
Manchester in 1990, stresses the mutual advantage in
interaction between the various disciplines.
Thus several of the papers draw directly on
numismatic material. David Hill, in discussing Cnut's
urban policy, refers to new mints as illustrating the
growth of towns in England, and to a greater extent in
Denmark. Gillian Fellows-Jensen draws on evidence
from coin legends in her discussion of the chronology
and significance of the contracted form -kel or -kil of
the name element -ketil. She refers to 'a number of
coins of /Ethelred' as giving early instances of this
contraction before it appears in charters. The reference
to STENCIL or STGNCIL in Helmet appears to be safe
but at the risk of making numismatics seem dangerous
ground and so defeating the object of this symposium,
one has to advise caution with regard to ASCIL. This
supposedly London moneyer's output shows some very
suspicious die-linking patterns, as noted in SCBI 7, and
most of the forms of the name are dubious, although the
ASCIL dies in Hildebrand could be of English
manufacture. The fact that the contracted form is rare,
and then later, on Anglo-Saxon coins, would fit in well
with Fellows-Jensen's suggestion that the contracted
form was more likely to have been borne by eleventhcentury immigrants, since the lack of influence of the
Cnutian settlement on the moneyers is in marked
contrast to the new aristocracy discussed in Simon
Keynes' paper. Peter Sawyer and Niels Lund both
discuss Cnut's Scandinavian empire, politically and
economically. Both refer to the problematical context of
Cnut's Scandinavian coinages, in particular the pennies
upon which he is apparently proclaimed king of the
Swedes.

interest in that it contains the publication of the Cnut
reverse coin die discovered in the spoil from the
Thames Exchange site in London. Before the late 1970s
no die used in the Anglo-Saxon coinage had been
discovered, and received wisdom was that none was
likely to be, given the degree of security which must
have surrounded them. There was therefore great
excitement when the St Peter and zEthelstan dies were
discovered in York, but since then another Anglo-Saxon
and no less than three Norman dies have all been
recovered by treasure hunters sifting through dumped
soil from this site at the mouth of the Walbrook, on the
north bank of the Thames adjacent to Southwark
Bridge. Technically, the most interesting discovery is
the notching which shows that provision was made for
new heads to be fitted to existing irons. Several X-ray
photographs and diagrams show how the die was made;
the shank shows far more wear than the face,
suggesting this was not the first face to be fitted.
New discoveries often pose as many problems as
they solve. Has this die been used to strike coins? - we
have no surviving examples. Had it been to Norwich,
its declared mint, or was it considered erroneous and
never left London? If so, why has it not been defaced or
removed from the iron? We can accept a hitherto
unknown moneyer for Norwich; as Elizabeth Pirie
points out in her contribution, two out of the four Short
Cross Norwich moneyers are only known for the one

Kenneth Jonsson provides a very useful review of the
coinage of the reign, both in England and Denmark. He
demonstrates the decline in numbers both of recorded
coins and of moneyers at the English mints as the reign
progressed, and the imposition of centralised diecutting from the position of maximum localisation
which even exceeded what was inherited from
/Ethelred. Cnut's assertion of control over local
interests must have taken place within the period of
issue of Pointed Helmet, where the evidence for the
eclipse of the York and East Midland centres is very
clear. In Denmark, Jonsson suggests that Cnut may
originally have meant to keep pace with the English
coinage, but had to abandon it c. 1026 for a less
cohesive pattern.

typeBut what was that moneyer's name? The 'computer
drawing' gives the legend clearly as DRVLF. It is not
stated how this drawing was generated, but it appears
to correspond to what is visible in the photographs.
The author Michael O'Hara, however, consistently
refers to the name as DRVLF and makes the
assumption that it is inevitably a Scandinavian name
in Thor-Thur-.
His list of comparative forms
scrambles two quite separate names: Scand. Thurulfr
from the god's name, and OE Deor(w)ulf
from OE
deore-'dear'.
Certainly the two consonants can
become confused both in die-cutting and legibility, but
it seems disingenuous to support the favoured Tliorinterpretation by listing with initial D DIAR-, DEORforms which SCBI 34 correctly publishes with D. Also
the supposed DEORLAF at Chester is DEORLAF and
not even an -ulf name as the etymon is OE -laf,
'survivor, son', whilst DEODVLF is a CG name from
Theod'people, nation'. The remarks on a
Scandinavian presence in Norfolk are quite valid in
themselves, but the possibility should have at least
been aired that the new moneyer was called
Deor(w)ulf,
an OE name like his four N o r w i c h
colleagues in the type and three-quarters of all the
Norwich moneyers. Smoothing of the diphthong to a
single vowel would be quite regular at this time, and
hence its omission as plausible as V, whilst to suppose
D must really stand for D requires a further error.
However, apart from the philological confusion, it is
excellent to have this important artefact so
comprehensively published.

Numismatists may find this volume of particular

VERONICA SMART

REVIEWS
Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles 40. Royal Coin
Cabinet,
Stockholm
Part IV. Anglo-Saxon
Coins:
Harold I and Harthacnut,
1035-1042,
by Tuukka
Talvio. Published for the British Academy by Oxford
University Press and Spink & Son Limited, 1991. xii +
(2) + 199 + (l)pp, incl. 74 photo plates.
The coins struck for Harold I and Harthacnut, the rival
half-brothers who contended for the succession to the
English kingdom of their father Cnut, are the least
familiar to the average British numismatist of any of
the English coinages of the Viking age. Such a
statement may seem mildly surprising, for it is not
difficult to discover the types, mints and moneyers
recorded for each regnal name during the years
1035-42, and a suggested chronology for the Jewel
Cross, Fleur de Lys and Arm and Sceptre types set out
in the mid 1950s by the late Michael Dolley and the
late Peter Seaby has proved broadly acceptable. As,
however, most of the surviving coins derive from
Scandinavian coin hoards and have remained in
Scandinavian museum collections, numismatists in
Britain have lacked any real grasp of what are rarities
or important varieties within the series, and it is only
with the appearance of the present volume that the
student can properly appreciate the interest and extent
of the issues of the sons of Cnut.
Of the 2063 coins published by Tuukka Talvio, 689
are of Jewel Cross type (90 in the name of Harthacnut,
18 with Harthacnut's name in the shortened form
'Cnut'. and 581 in the name of Harold), 874 are of
Fleur de Lys type (all but one in the name of Harold),
and 491 are of Arm and Sceptre type (180 in the name
of Harthacnut and 311 in the name 'Cnut'), the
remaining nine coins being mules or curiosities. By
comparison, our own national collection contained in
1986. as Talvio has calculated elsewhere, only 335
coins of all these types put together, and of these just
eighteen are of the historically significant issue of
Jewel Cross coins in the name of Harthacnut or 'Cnut'.
This SCBI volume is thus central to an understanding of
the coinage of the period. It is an additional pleasure
that it has been compiled by Talvio with such
apparently effortless efficiency that there is hardly a
blemish to which the present reviewer can point.
Present or future specialists may in time be able to add
to the die-links which Talvio has noted between coins
of different reigns and mints (Stewart Lyon's discovery
of a few while reading Talvio's manuscript is duly
acknowledged), and some of the cut halfpence have yet
to be fully identified. But such tasks can be done
gradually, and what catch the eye at present are more
obvious puzzles. What, for example, is the rationale for
the existence of a single coin in the name of Harold
which is struck from obverse and reverse dies of the
Short Cross type of his father Cnut? Where was
Harthacnut's mint DENM, recorded from a single
reverse die of Jewel Cross type of a moneyer Leofric,
which is found in combination with an obverse die also
ostensibly used by the Lincoln moneyer Hildulf and by
the Stamford moneyer Godric? These are questions
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which still require definitive answers, but Talvio has
already provided a simple and convincing explanation
for the fact that some coins of Jewel Cross type have
left-facing busts and others right-facing busts. It turns
out that the reason for this is neither chronological nor
closely related to the geographical locations of the
mints where the coins were struck, but has to do with
the organisation of die-cutting, dies cut in Harthacnut's
name at Winchester carrying right-facing busts, and
dies cut in both kings' names at London carrying leftfacing busts.
HUGH PAGAN

The Norweb Collection,
Cleveland,
Ohio,
U.S.A.,
Tokens of the British Isles 1575-1750. Part IV Norfolk
to Somerset, by R.H. Thompson and M.J. Dickinson.
Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles 44. Spink and Son
Ltd., London, 1993. 218pp, illustrated. £25.
THE first sylloge volume on the unparalleled Norweb
collection of seventeenth-century trade tokens appeared
in 1984. Nine years further on in this major publication
programme Part IV has been published, featuring the
counties
of
Norfolk,
Northamptonshire,
Northumberland, Nottinghamshire,
Oxfordshire,
Rutland, Shropshire and Somerset.
As the curator responsible for the collection of
seventeenth-century trade tokens held by the Somerset
County Museums Service, I have awaited publication
of part IV with interest; partly for the book and the data
it contains and partly because its appearance means the
release for sale of the Norweb Somerset tokens. The
private collector may not whole-heartedly agree, but the
Norweb family in association with Spinks are to be
applauded for their decision to allow the British
Museum, followed by the major provincial museums,
the opportunity to acquire specimens before placing the
tokens on the open market. The pieces thus acquired,
inevitably the rarer issues, significantly strengthen the
reference collections which are in the public domain
and accessible to all. This opportunity was especially
welcome in Somerset, as it is many years since a gap
was filled in our very fine collection. Numbers of
pieces acquired by museums were quite modest,
leaving many private collectors an unparalleled chance
to develop their own collections.
The authors state that 'the purpose of the publication,
in accordance with the Sylloge practice, is to put the
tokens in the Norweb Collection at the service of those
who would base studies on them, and not itself to
publish documentary research, something which, on a
national basis, would hardly have been possible'. The
detailed format precisely follows that of the earlier
parts and admirably fulfils the authors' objectives of
providing a research database, including weight, metal
and die-axis. The quality of the plates is generally
good, an achievement for these difficult-to-photograph
objects. Many are certainly good enough to allow die
comparisons. Where images are less clear, it is usually
a reflection of the condition of the token concerned.
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Much work remains to be done on seventeenthcentury trade tokens, not only on the pieces themselves,
but also on their issuers. Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire
and Oxfordshire stand out for the documentary research
undertaken on token issuers. For many counties
minimal work has been undertaken on this painstaking
but rewarding aspect. Tokens frequently occur as
chance finds, particularly since the advent of the metaldetector, and recording of such finds would ultimately
help shed light on their circulation. It is sincerely hoped
that publication of the Norweb collection will provide
the stimulus for an extension and broadening of
research into the series.
The tokens of one issuer receive more detailed
treatment. In a chapter entitled 'The Legend of the
Glastonbury Thorn' the two tokens of Glastonbury
mercer Henry Gutch are considered. Since at least 1858
the image on the obverse has been unquestioningly
accepted as a representation of the Glastonbury Thorn.
Robert Thompson convincingly argues that this token
has always been looked at upside down and that it is in
fact a view of Glastonbury's main landmark, the Tor. A
minor detail perhaps, but unrecognised for 135 years.
The authors, publishers and Norweb family are to be
congratulated for this volume, and future parts are
keenly awaited.
STEPHEN MINNITT

Medallic
Portraits
of the Duke of Wellington,
by
Christopher Eimer, (London, 1994). 138 pp with
illustrations in text, paperback. ISBN 0 903605 52 4.
IDOLISED by the people, the first Duke of Wellington
has the largest group of personal medals in the British
series with the exception of the royal family. This
paperback, however, is the first catalogue to treat the
subject seriously within the context of Wellington
memorabilia. The first iconography of the duke by Lord
Gerald Wellesley and John Steegman in 1935
concentrated on paintings and larger sculpture. A more
recent study of Regency portraits by Richard Walker in
1985 makes only passing reference to the medals.
Most of the duke's portrait medals were produced in
the nineteenth century, but a few very recent
productions are mentioned and illustrated in the
introduction. The earliest medals of Wellington relate to
his victories in the Peninsular war, and their principal
sources are wax profiles by Catherine Andras and Carlo
Amatucci and busts in the round by Laurence Gahagan
and Joseph Nollekens. The author maintains that there
is no record of a portrait of Wellington having been
taken expressly for a medal. Instead the images are
borrowed from other artists and medallists, and Eimer
provides numerous cross-references, both in the
introduction and in the catalogue proper. It would have
been useful to have a comparative index of the portraits
on the medals and tokens to see which ones might be
grouped together to identify the maker and source. The
introduction provides an overview of the subject, with a
calendar of the principal events in Wellington's life.

The medal and token collector previously turned for
information to Brown's British Historical
Medals
which lists about one third of those medals in Eimer, to
Forrer's Biographical Dictionary of Medallists and to
Bramsen's Medaillier
Napoleon
le Grand. Other
references are contained either in the standard
references on tokens, eg. Charlton, Davis and Bell, or
in auction catalogues that are not so easy to find, such
as the Julius and Prince d'Essling collections. The
medals, medallets, plaques and tokens which bear
Wellington's portrait, whether of British or foreign
manufacture, have been amalgamated into a useful
resource book for the student and collector. Medallic
designs and sketches are also illustrated where they
have survived.
The first 203 items catalogued are medals or large
medallic memorial plaques, such as those of 1853 by
George Adams, and by Jeannest for Elkington & Co.
The medals are listed chronologically, and a summary
of contents is given on pages 15-16. Each medal is
fully described and illustrated with an indication of
rarity (but no price guide). Many items were previously
unrecorded, and several of the items newly illustrated
are in private collections, as recorded in the
comprehensive list at the back of the book.
The book ends with a section devoted to tokens
bearing Wellington's portrait, divided into two parts:
1 8 1 2 - 1 8 2 5 , starting with the Irish series and the
Peninsular war tokens, and 1850-1900, including local
English, Australian, New Zealand and unattributed nonlocal pub checks and advertising tokens. As Chief
Secretary for Ireland and one of her most favoured
sons, Wellington was a natural choice for the token
coinage produced during a period of shortage of small
change. His laureate head imitating a coin of ancient
Rome is the favourite image on these tokens, unlike the
bareheaded contemporary profiles on most of the
medals. Finally there is a glossary of numismatic terms
and abbreviations, useful to the non-specialist historian.An index of inscriptions and an index of artists,
medallists and publishers is also given.
This new work is a starting point in researching
Wellington medals and tokens, with a helpful
bibliography. As the catalogue is almost fully illustrated
it makes identification simple, and the notes are helpful
digests of previous research with, in addition, some
previously unrecorded items. For research purposes the
literature cited will usually contain many more details,
with the correspondence printed in full. For example,
Eimer throws into doubt the area of circulation of some
of the most common Wellington tokens, those listing
his battles in the Peninsular war (nos 243-244, not local
1812). He states that there is no evidence to support the
notion that they were used in Spain, but does not
proffer an alternative, except to note that they were
made in such large numbers and sustained such an
amount of wear that they must have circulated in a
wider area and over a longer period of time. Previous
commentators describe these as having been issued by
John Kirkby Picard through Thomason for distribution
by the army. Although Davis is the primary source for
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the author's notes on these tokens, Eimer cites Charlton
& Courteau as references but does not mention that the
tokens are considered part of the Canadian scries.
The clear layout and format of the catalogue make it
easy to use for anyone interested in this period of
history and subject, not just for the numismatist. It is
sure to find its place on many bookshelves and be
referred to with pleasure.
F.M. SIMMONS

The First Dictionary of Paranumismatica,
edited by
Brian Edge. Published privately by the author, 1991.
Octavo, 206 pp, many illustrations. Obtainable from
Brian Edge, 48 Woodside Avenue, Wistaston, Crewe,
CW2 8AN.
THE term 'paranumismatica' has been used
increasingly in recent years to cover various classes of
item which are otherwise difficult to classify, but it
seems probable that not everyone using the word agrees
on its exact definition. It is easy enough to identify
what is not included, i.e. coins and other legal tender
issued by recognised national authorities, but more
difficult to list all the categories of item which can
fairly be described as paranumismatica. The editor of
this book settles on the definition as 'any coin-like
object which is not a coin, produced in metal, plastic
etc., normally unofficial, and bearing an inscription,
either with or without a value'. This is a valiant
attempt, if one which can still be shown to be
inadequate on occasions. Medal enthusiasts may well
argue that the study of commemorative medals has long
been an accepted part of mainstream numismatics, and
some jetons, for instance, do not bear inscriptions.
For the time being most people will no doubt care
little about the definition, as long as their own field of
interest is not ignored, and this is an accusation which
few will be able to level at Brian Edge. The two aspects
which strike the reader of this book immediately are the
wide variety of categories of material included and, no
less, the large number of people who have devoted time
to research and publication in such apparently
unfashionable fields. No less than forty-one
contributors are acknowledged by the editor, and the
extensive bibliographies provided under the various
headings include very many more names.
The book is divided into two sections, namely 'The
Main Collecting Groups' and 'Other Paranumismatica',
with categories listed alphabetically within each. It is
not entirely clear why this approach was adopted, since
the division seems somewhat arbitrary at times. It
seems likely, for instance, that the 'Puffin coinage' of
Lundy Island, here banished to section two, is
represented in more collections than such items as
Cornish sack tokens or coal-mining lamp tokens, both
included in section one. The mention of these items
gives a clue to the wide range covered by the book,
however, and it is this which is its greatest strength.
Ninety-three separate categories are included, ranging
from major fields of study, such as trade tokens,
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commemorative medals and jetons, which comprise
countless different varieties of individual issues, to
almost single-variety categories, such as membership
tickets for Ally Sloper's Half Holiday Club. Although
most of the subject matter is of British origin, some
foreign items are included, e.g. French Emergency
Tokens, German Notmiinzen and Naval Tokens, and
Swedish coinage of necessity, or 'Goertz Dalers',
dating from 1715-9.
The size and scope of the book is such that only a
brief introduction to the major categories is possible,
but the bibliographies are long enough to provide all
the necessary pointers for those who wish to explore a
particular field more deeply. A total of eighty-nine
references are given for trade tokens, for instance. The
many photographs scattered throughout the text are
mostly clear, although sometimes not particularly well
reproduced, no doubt for quite understandable reasons
of cost.
This is a book which should be in the reference
library of every museum in Britain, as it will provide an
invaluable source of information for curators in dealing
with all those miscellaneous coin-like items which are
brought in for identification. In addition, it can be
heartily recommended to anyone who has an interest in
the byways of numismatics and enjoys rummaging in
dealers' junk-boxes for unusual and interesting items.
N.M. McQ. HOLMES

The Tokens, Checks, Metallic Tickets, Passes and
Tallies of Wales 1800-1993:
Two hundred years of
Welsh Paranumismatic History, by Noel and Alan Cox,
Cardiff 1994. A5 case-bound £25 ISBN 0 9523705 0 6.
THIS book is a survey of checks, tickets, passes and
tallies issued in Wales. The main exceptions are pub
checks, which have been covered by other publications,
mining tallies, which undoubtedly deserve a volume of
their own, and school attendance medals. In contrast to
many works on this subject, this is a quality, hardback
production. Most important of all, the majority of the
thousand or so checks catalogued are illustrated.
The book is divided into three parts. Part 1 is a
miscellaneous section, ranging through advertising
tickets and barber's checks to market tallies, military
checks, transport tokens, truck tickets and many other
types. Part 2 deals solely with checks issued by the
workingmen's clubs and institutes, and Part 3 with
checks issued by co-operative societies. There is a short
introductory section which includes some information
on the check makers. Each section has an index, though
there is no overall index.
Parts 2 and 3 in particular are valuable contributions
to the scholarship of their series. Workingmen's club
checks in a sense took over from pub checks in the
valleys of South Wales. Many examples date to the
inter-war depression years and continued in use,
sometimes replaced by paper draw tickets in very
recent times. Research to date suggests that they may
have been more common in South Wales than in other
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industrialised areas. Equivalent coverage of club checks
issued in northern England would facilitate comparative
study, so that explanations for distributional differences
could be sought. Information on co-op checks is often
scattered, and this Welsh corpus with its listing of retail
co-operative societies in Wales is very welcome.
The majority of the checks, tickets and tallies used in
Wales were made in Birmingham, and, sadly for Welsh
numismatists, doubt can even be cast on the two Walesbased die-sinkers cited in this volume. Edgar Newby of
Cardiff is merely described as an 'engraver' in
directories. The Tonypandy pub check mentioned as
bearing the Newby signature on its obverse shares a
reverse with unsigned pub checks issued in
Birmingham, Redruth, Weston-Super-Mare and South
Wales. The Birmingham-centred distribution of these
checks suggests that Newby was ordering pieces from

one of the more prolific Birmingham makers, who
placed Newby's name on the obverse of the signed
check as the supplier. Newby's listing as 'engraver'
may merely imply engraving carried out on jewellery
and trophies. The Spiridion firm, whose name appears
on two checks, were goldsmiths and silversmiths, retail
jewellers and watch and clock makers. There is no
indication that they were anything other than occasional
retail suppliers of checks, though their names appeared
on the pieces so that re-orders would be placed via their
firm, a common practice at the time.
Noel and Alan Cox are to be congratulated on this
volume, which is a fine addition to the growing
literature on post-1800 tokens. It is to be hoped that it
inspires similar coverage of checks, tickets and tallies
in other parts of Britain.
YOLANDA COURTNEY

OBITUARY
GEORGE C. BOON (1927-1994)
George Counsell Boon, the former Keeper of Archaeology and Numismatics in the National
Museum of Wales, died 011 31 August 1994 at the sadly early age of sixty-six years. He was
born in Bristol on 20 September 1927 and educated at the university there, taking an honours
degree in Latin. Although a fine linguist who continued to read the classical authors for
recreation, his principal interest lay in Roman history and archaeology. His first post was in
Reading Museum where he was on the staff of the Department of Archaeology from 1950 to
1956. In addition to his curatorial duties he pursued with typical vigour and dedication the
investigation of the nearby Roman town of Silchester. His excavation report, published in
1957 (revised 1974) marked a major advance in the understanding of towns in Roman Britain,
and already displayed the painstaking scholarship and fresh insights which were to
characterise all his work. Moving to Wales in 1957 he then turned his attention from a Roman
civil to a military site in his excavation of the legionary fortress at Caerleon, the results being
published with his customary promptness in 1972. George Boon was Keeper of Archaeology
in the National Museum of Wales 1976-86, and Senior Keeper and Curator (second only to
the administrative Director) from 1987 until his retirement in 1989. He continued to work and
write extensively on archaeological subjects and was associated with numerous archaeological
organisations. His contribution to them will be detailed elsewhere, but particular attention may
be drawn to his Vice Presidency of both the Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies and
of the Society of Antiquaries, to which he was particularly attached. George Boon's
international standing in the archaeological world is shown by his appointment as a
corresponding member of the German Archaeological Institute.
Numismatics was also one of George Boon's life-long personal and professional interests.
He became a Fellow of the Royal Numismatic Society when he was twenty-seven and
published many articles on Roman topics in the Numismatic Chronicle. Being principally a
student of the Imperial coinage, he did not join the British Numismatic Society until 1980,
when he had become more closely involved with the English series. He was elected a member
of Council in 1983 and continued to serve until 1986. He published relatively few papers in
the Journal, again as a result of his earlier concentration on Roman subjects. An important
paper on 'The Cardiganshire silver and the Feathers coinage 1671-1731', appeared in BNJ
1993. He also contributed several percipient reviews and regularly read papers preparatory to
his books (later published by the National Museum of Wales) at the Society's monthly
meetings.
George Boon's contribution to numismatics was in two areas, both of great value. As
curator in Cardiff he pursued an active policy of acquisition which transformed the coin
collection there from one of essentially only local significance into one worthy of a national
museum. While giving preference to material found in Wales and directly relevant to its
history, he also built up a representative collection which set these coins in their wider
context, and acquired a number of key rarities in several series, all of which made it
imperative for scholars to visit the Cardiff cabinet. The importance of the enlarged collection
was acknowledged by the change in the name of his department in 1981 to that of
'Archaeology and Numismatics', and not least of his achievements was his success in
ensuring the continuance of a numismatic post in the National Museum of Wales after his
retirement.
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In the field of scholarship George Boon's numismatic work covered a broad range of date
and subject matter and was of the highest standard. For the Roman period, particularly
outstanding were his papers on 'The Roman temple at Brean Down, Somerset and the dating
of the minimissimi' (NC 1961) which decisively debunked their long-accepted dark-age date,
and 'Counterfeit coins in Roman Britain' (Coins and the Archaeologist, edited by J. Casey and
R. Reece, 1974, revised 1988) which was at the same time a pioneering and masterly
exposition of this difficult subject. There are the books on Welsh tokens of the seventeenth
century (1973), Cardiganshire silver and the Aberystwyth mint in peace and war (1981) and
Welsh hoards 1979-81 (1986). The last included the famous Wenallt hoard of unprecedented
coins of Empress Maud (as George Boon preferred to call her) and the Norman barons in
south Wales, the discussion of which demonstrated his great numismatic expertise and his
deep knowledge and understanding of the Welsh and the English historical sources.
Although George Boon's publications displayed a detailed knowledge of previous research,
his work was always based on the primary evidence of the coins or artifacts themselves and of
the contemporary written records. This approach gave his work a refreshing originality and
independence as well as great authority. He wrote with fluency and elegance, reflecting his
respect for the cadences of Latin and classical English prose, while not afraid to indulge in the
occasional purple phrase which often served to fix a telling point in the mind. These qualities
were epitomised in his booklet Coins of the Anarchy 1135-54 (1988). This, like all the books
published under his direct control, was handsomely produced with lavish illustration and an
archaeologist's appreciation of the importance of maps and drawings.
George Boon appeared formidable to many meeting him for the first time, but when he had
accepted someone as a serious fellow-student, his loyalty and support were total. He enjoyed
the respect and affection of a wide circle of colleagues and friends in many walks of life, who
benefitted from his willingness to share his immense learning and to discuss problems in
complete confidence and without reserve. His unexpected death at the height of his powers
has deprived numismatic studies of much important work from a perceptive and original mind.
To his wife Diana, and to his children and grandchildren, we extend our deepest sympathy in
their sad and premature loss.
MARION M. ARCHIBALD

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, 1994
The president, Mr. G.P. Dyer, was in the chair at all
meetings, which were held in the Warburg Institute.
25 JANUARY 1994. Mr. R.H. Thompson read a
paper entitled 'Oxford city tokens and the problem of
die output'.
22 FEBRUARY 1994. Messrs S.A. Bole and N.A.
Watts were elected to Ordinary Membership and
Consortium Consolidated Corporation of Johannesburg
to Institutional Membership. Mr. D.G. Sellwood read a
paper entitled 'The coinage of Philip, King of Spain
and England".
22 MARCH 1994. Messrs G.W. Charman, D.R.
Cooper, D. Craddock, P.M. Holland, P. O'Hara and R.P.
Varnham were elected to Ordinary Membership and Mr.
P. Vango to Junior Membership. Mrs. J.E.L. Murray
read a paper entitled 'The coinage of Robert II'.
26 APRIL 1994. Messrs W. Duerr, H.B. Maheshwari,
B. Nicholson, M. Oliver and J.D. Stock were elected to
Ordinary Membership. Mr. J. May read a paper entitled
'Recent work on the coinage of the Corieltauvi'.
24 MAY 1994. Mrs. M. Sinclair and Messrs M.A.
Bridgewater, I. Davison, D.E. Franco, D. Harris, C.
Mackechnie-Jarvis, A. Morris, I. Murray and S.
Norbury were elected to Ordinary Membership and
Inverness Museum & Art Gallery to Institutional
Membership. Dr. R.G. Doty read a paper entitled
'American numismatic collections' followed by Dr.
M.D'Ambrosio on 'American numismatic libraries'.
28 JUNE 1994. Messrs J. May and M.P. Senior were
elected to Ordinary Membership. Dr. B.J. Cook read a
paper entitled 'The Reigate (Brokes Road) hoard".
27 SEPTEMBER 1994. Mr. 1. Jull was elected to

Ordinary Membership. Mr. J.M. Keyworth read a paper
entitled 'Paper vs gold'.
25 OCTOBER 1994. Mr. C.S.S. Lyon was elected to
Honorary Membership. Messrs G. Pearson, P.L. Smith,
D. Johnson and S.R. Miller were elected to Ordinary
Membership and the Reading Coin Club to Institutional
Membership. Mrs. Y. Harvey read a paper entitled
'Anglo-Saxon mints and hoards: England and
Scandinavia'.
22 NOVEMBER 1994. Messrs T. Cary and J.H.
Young were elected to Ordinary Membership. The
following officers and Council were elected for 1995:
President:
Vice Presidents:

Director:
Treasurer:
Librarian:
Secretary
Council

G.P. Dyer
C.S.S. Lyon, P.D. Mitchell, H.E.
Pagan, Lord Stewartby and P.
Woodhead
B.T. Curtis
T.G. Webb Ware
A.J. Holmes
J.D. Bateson
M.R. Allen, E.M. Besly, M.A.S.
Blackburn, P.J. Casey, C.E. Challis,
C.H. Comber, B.J. Cook, M.I.H.
Ewing, C.R.S. Farthing, S.M.
Greenall, N.M. McQ. Holmes, P.H.
Mernick, J.G. Scott and D. Symons.

Council's proposal that the subscriptions for 1995
should remain unchanged at £24 for Ordinary Members
and £10 for Junior Members was approved.
The President, Mr. G.P. Dyer, then delivered his
Presidential Address.

AUDITOR'S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
I have audited the Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure Account by reference to the books and records of
the Society and supporting information and explanations.
In my opinion these financial statements are in accordance with those records and correctly show the state of the
Society's Fund as at 31 st October 1993 and of the Surplus of Income over Expenditure for the year ended on that date.
R.A. MERSON, FCA
Honorary Auditor
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 1994
G.P. DYER

IT scarcely seems a year since you elected me as your President: but it is, and it now falls to
me to deliver my first Presidential Address. I shall begin, as has been customary, by reviewing
the year that has just passed, before I turn to a topic drawn from the milled period to which my
numismatic researches have always been directed.
Our 1994 session has been one that I believe the Society may justly regard with satisfaction.
We have elected no fewer than thirty-one ordinary members, three institutional members and
one junior member. Taking into account the seven members who have just been amoved, our
numbers stand tonight at 431 ordinary and junior members and 125 institutional members.
This represents a pleasing increase on last year and one which I hope can be continued. As for
our finances, the Treasurer has managed yet again to ensure that we have lived within our
means, despite the fall in investment income.
The Society is accordingly financially sound and, in terms of its membership, more than
holding its own. This state of affairs owes a great deal to the skilful leadership of my
immediate predecessor, Christopher Challis, and I take the opportunity this evening to
acknowledge publicly how much we as a Society owe to him for his contribution as our
President and how fortunate we are that by his willingness to serve on Council we have not
been deprived of his wisdom and judgement.
With his name tonight I wish to couple that of our Vice President Stewart Lyon, whom at
our meeting in October we elected to Honorary Membership. This is a distinction which we
confer sparingly and only when the circumstances are as compelling as they are in the case of
Mr Lyon. Quite apart from his eminence as a numismatist, his service to this Society has been
remarkable, spanning as it does a period of nearly fifty years. Since 1957 he has been virtually
a permanent member of Council, serving at different times as Secretary, Treasurer, Director,
President and, currently, Vice President. Add to this the award in 1974 of our highest honour,
the Sanford Saltus Medal, and it will not surprise you that Council greeted the proposal for
Honorary Membership with acclamation. I may perhaps note that Mr Lyon's recent move to
Wales has robbed us of Cuerdale, the most numismatic address on our mailing list, but not, I
hope, of his occasional presence at our meetings.
On a far less happy note I must record the death of George Boon on 31 August at the age of
66. It is a grievous loss which the Society will feel keenly, for the knowledge that here was a
scholar of breadth and rare ability, whether as archaeologist, historian or numismatist, was
brought home to us by the prominent obituaries that appeared in the national press. A more
directly numismatic appreciation will appear in our Journal, but nevertheless I should like to
say a word of my own about a colleague and friend, whose work in our field will undoubtedly
prove of lasting value. Prominent among his achievements were his books on Welsh silver,
Welsh tokens and Welsh hoards; and, of course, the mention of hoards at once reminds us of
the speed and enthusiasm with which he described and published the contents of the famous
Wenallt hoard. Neither should we overlook his transformation of the numismatic holdings of
the National Museum of Wales into a truly national collection, nor his foresight in securing the
appointment of Edward Besly as his numismatic successor in Cardiff. For many of us our last
memory of him is just over a year ago when, seemingly in good health and fine form, he
addressed the Society on the subject of the Welsh feathers coinage. That paper will be
published in the Journal, but now sadly as his epitaph.
Losses of a different nature have also occurred during the year. I fondly thought, last
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November, that I was fortunate to begin my Presidency with a settled team of officers, where
the relative inexperience of some was counterbalanced by the long experience of others. In
February, however, Robby Robertson felt obliged through ill-health and domestic
commitments to relinquish the post of Librarian to which he had been elected in November
1990. Roger Bland, a former Librarian, kindly agreed to act in a temporary caretaking
capacity, and tonight you have elected Tony Holmes to the post. Mr Holmes has already been
elected Librarian of the Royal Numismatic Society, and I think there is general agreement that
a joint Library needs a joint Librarian. As Mr Holmes told me, to be Librarian of one Society
and not the other is to be but half a Librarian.
The other change is that Barrie Cook has decided to stand down as an Editor. Acting first as
an able lieutenant to Christopher Challis and more recently as Senior Editor, he has had
responsibility for no fewer than eight Journals. With the 1993 volume due for publication next
month the Journal has now been restored to its former schedule and Dr Cook not unnaturally
feels that this is an appropriate moment to rest from his labours. As a former editorial
colleague I am perhaps better qualified than most to express to him the gratitude of the
Society, a gratitude informed by an awareness that his duties as an Editor have on occasion
impinged on his important official responsibilities as a member of the staff of the Department
of Coins and Medals at the British Museum. Edward Besly is promoted to the senior position
and will be assisted by Nick Holmes, a recent recruit to Council.
Beyond the Librarian and the Editors I extend thanks to Donal Bateson in his first year as
Secretary, to Thomas Curtis, our new Director, and to Tim Webb Ware, who handles our
accounts with an ease and familiarity to be expected of someone rapidly approaching the tenth
anniversary of his appointment as Treasurer. I also thank Council as a whole for its support
and encouragement during the year, hoping for its sake that I have emulated my predecessor in
ensuring that Council meetings are neither dull nor ponderous.
Our programme has been unusually varied and has on occasion brought us, very pleasantly
it must be said, to the outer limits of our terms of reference. We have ranged from the coins of
the Corieltauvi to the modern note issues of the Bank of England, from the territories of the
Spanish Empire to modern North America. In Joan Murray, David Sellwood, Robert
Thompson and Barrie Cook we greeted old friends. Jeffrey May and Yvonne Harvey are also
well known to the Society, if less frequently among us in person; and the same may be said of
Richard Doty and his wife, whose joint account of American numismatic collections and
libraries was happily attended by leading American members of the Society. Finally, it was
especially pleasing to welcome John Key worth, the Curator of the Bank of England, during
the year in which that great institution celebrated its tercentenary.
What was missing from the programme was an out of town meeting. This was no oversight,
but a conscious decision arising from the fact that over the weekend of 8-10 April the Society
acted as host to the Annual Congress of the British Association of Numismatic Societies. The
Congress was held at Ramsay Hall here in London and was attended by about seventy people,
who were treated to a very strong programme of speakers, deliberately chosen to represent the
national status of the Society and the breadth of our interests: on Saturday Marion Archibald,
on the sceatta hoard from Woodham Walter, and David Carpenter, on the gold penny of Henry
III, were followed by short papers on a London theme by Christopher Challis, Joe Bispham
and Thomas Curtis; and on Sunday John Casey, on the pay of the Roman army, and Joe Cribb,
on the origins of the coinage of Hong Kong, were followed by short papers on tokens by
myself, by Michael Dickinson and by George Boon, who was not well enough to attend and
whose paper was read for him with some panache by Robert Thompson.
On the social side the weekend began on the Friday evening with a reception at the British
Museum by kind invitation of the Keeper of Coins and Medals, whose gracious hospitality,
combined with the splendid food prepared by Jan Bispham and Angela Curtis, was a perfect
antidote to the wretchedly wet weather outside. On Saturday afternoon, by special permission of
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the Governor and Company of the Bank of England, we were able to visit the Bank's Museum as
guests of the Curator, before returning to Ramsay Hall to enjoy the Congress Dinner later that
evening. By these activities, underpinned as they were by the quality of the papers, the Society
was able to produce that friendly atmosphere which is the hallmark of BANS Congresses. That it
did so reflected the efforts of many people to whom I should again express our thanks, but above
all the working party of Stella Greenall, Joe Bispham and Thomas Curtis.
The other special function in this year's programme took place on the afternoon of Saturday, 5
February, when, thanks to the co-operation of Howard and Frances Simmons, the Society was
able to join with the Royal Numismatic Society and with BANS in promoting a joint meeting at
the London Coin Fair at the Cumberland Hotel. The contributors, Andrew Burnett, Peter
Woodhead and myself, under the genial chairmanship of David Sellwood, took as their theme
the visual identification of counterfeits, a subject that is seldom absent for long from the minds
of numismatists. The occasion was well attended and struck me as decidedly worthwhile,
bringing in people who, for whatever reason, we would not normally see at our regular meetings.
In September, when numismatic events followed each other in rapid succession, I attended
the BANS Lecture Course at Hertford College, Oxford. There my principal duty was to
introduce this year's Royal Mint Lecturer, Noel Moore, formerly Secretary of the Decimal
Currency Board, who gave his audience a lively personal account of the change-over to
decimal coinage. More recently, as the Society's representative, I attended the Annual General
Meeting of BANS; and by referring to BANS at some length I have perhaps indicated the
importance that I attach to local numismatic societies, many of whom struggle to keep going
and do well to survive in difficult times. I have myself this year addressed the Lancashire &
Cheshire, the Hull & District, and the Yorkshire Societies; at the Royal Mint I have had the
pleasure of acting as host to the Redbridge and the St Albans & Hertfordshire Societies; and
there has been additional personal satisfaction in the offer of honorary membership of the
Yorkshire and Kingston Societies. As someone who has banished himself from London to
Wales, I am sympathetic not just to local societies but also to the notion of regional centres of
excellence, and I was delighted in this context to accept appointment as honorary curator of
the University of Leeds coin collection.
One other speaking engagement ought also to be mentioned. On 23 September the Imperial
War Museum organised a one-day symposium on medals, where I took the opportunity, both as
Curator of the Mint and as President of this Society, to address a large audience on the subject of
the design of campaign and service medals. I was concerned to seize a rare chance to show that
such medals are of relevance to the numismatist and that their study need not be restricted to the
circumstances in which they are awarded. For my part I have always believed that the Society
should take an interest in medals, both private and official, and in my time as Director I usually
managed to arrange for one meeting each year to be devoted to medals or their makers.
Finally, I come to the appearance within the last few days of the first volume in our Special
Publications Series, John Brand's MA thesis on the Short Cross coinage. The labour of seeing
the volume through the press has been very kindly undertaken by Nick Mayhew, but tonight
we should remember as well the generosity of our late member Roy Osborne, whose
handsome bequest to the Society enabled my predecessor to launch this ambitious series.
Already I can tell you that initial sales are going so well that our costs will be recouped and
the fund will be intact for the publication of the second volume. Not only is that volume in
active preparation, but at least three more are firmly in prospect and I am confident that the
Society has chosen wisely, in the interests of all members, in deciding to use the Osborne
bequest in this way.
With this evidence of the health and vigour of our Society I conclude the first part of my address.
(The President then delivered a paper entitled 'Gold, Silver and the Double-Florin', the text
of which is published at pages 114-25, above.).
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